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Int.rodnctin!l 

' . 

Settlement is a move 3\'~<J:Y frum nocto.lliHmo The criterin. 

def'ining D. ·nom<:~d, semi-no!n~d er settlen1 cn(r is t:-1n. obviou_s to 

deal ,.,·ith iP t.hi~ ~Japt.n"' con.si.::l(~r.i_'lb our limitatiot:t· ol t:i.1ne 

and spo.cco Suffice it to say ih:.1t ,.,.e ;:;.:."'e C011Cerned l·:ith 

constru.cting a ~o;v.:.; :_ f'u ... . .. 0 \ '-

settlct·tent. The length of' the tcwsi 'c ionC~l period is highly 

indiviUu.:tlir:t.ic and the trctJ!;i tiun:~l !H~rson is of'ten hij;h1y 

selective nnd eCclectic about cl::.nnges l)e accepts or strives 

lore The du:t'3tion of l1is · transitioual St!:\~e depends upon the 

rcceptivi·t)~ of the· int1 ividu~l, his mental :1tti tude 1 ~tren~th 

of' tr.:odition, !)roxi!"nity to to\'"!1 1 izirluence of peer, mc.5s media, 

govcrDI!lCI1t 311d tJ·1c. Jefcction 0f ' ' J1lS 

Historicnlly 1 r:Jo.ny HiUUle Eastern ,t;ovcrnments hn.ve 

The succcs.s 0f this t .. rcnll no\·:.::uJ.::.tys is not thP. rest..i."lt 01' these 

c:J.illllllative idea~_ <-u1d dcvclor:::t.:nts 11:Jth 1·.·ithin alal out~it!e · 

the re,;.:;ion: 1•oli tic-nl, soci·-~l and e:.'Cono:-~Jico 

state is n ,.,•orld ,\·iCe phen.omeno:1 a.:nd th.-;:; 3cC.ouius too. h.:1ve 

>'~'t~rd nbout ito 

l.'e l~ave l~mitecJ __ our score of' study to the Getloui.n.s of' 

Jordan. For this pu_r_po.se, and in .:1ddition to the traditional 

prin1nry 011d secondary sources consulted, n Cield survey of' 
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the J or clan lla<lio Hcis conducted : 

On two occussions, in ~!cy 197G, u11d May 1977, tl1e 

authors cC tl1is paper along with sOr!lC of tl1eir· colleagues 

and students :fron~ thP. Faculty o.f' li.cono:n:i.cs and Commerce 

at the University of' Jorc1an,· ccrried 011t the field resenrch 

based on intcrvie'\~S aEd qncstion~l:...tircs in a selected sample 

•• of tile Jordan Ba<lia, A shorter version of this study 

entitled, The i.ledouins of Jordan: ;, ''""i'le In Trans.ition, 

~mmnn 1 Royal Scientific Society Press, 1978 ha~ just come 

The t,.;o apJOendices atte~ched arc designed to l-'ort:>:'ay the 

scope and depth o~ char1ge in Jordan historically (Ap:,endix I) 1 

und the Bedouins in contrast with the rest of' t 11e population 

of Jordan in 1976 (Appendix II), 

(. ) Tl1e ter1n Badia comes rrom Dedouinso 
inhnbited by the Dedouins, 

It means the area 

( • •) The completed study 1 hopefully to come out :in book 
!'arm was done unrler the direction of' the present 2.uthors 
pl.us Prorcssor Solel1 Khasa1rneh 1 . Director of tl1e Income 

. Tax Department of Jordan anu ?·ir, Allan Hill of the 
><or le\· F"opulation Council, 
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Bedouin settle~0nt or rcsettlerr1ent in Jordan has followed 

a cerbdn segurontia~ r>nttern since tl1<? estnblishment of the 

.state in the 1920 1 se To SOiile degree, tl1is pattern can be 

observed in many other countries of' tire ~Jicldle East esp.ecially 

those that h;:;.ve neither i'ollo1·•ed nor attempted a coc1pulsor:,' 

• Uedouin resettlement· prog;ramo 

The tl<entieth century burst into t:he lives of .traditional 

people every~<here. Depending on traditions, mores, culture, 

sti.ge of' development,. as well as literacy and " host of' other 

factors, dii'i'~reJJt peorles ~ere affected in difi'erent ways. 

The i'act remains, however, that the JorCanian 13edouin like the· 

~ustralian Aborigini, or the African Dushman were all ai'i'ec~ed 

For the Jordanian Uedo"\in the l'"ttern oi' transition fi"om 

nomadism to settler"ent l1as been a i'irst ccintact of now indcter-

minate origin ·"~ith outside.influences, a·rethinking of one's 

position ant~ a.•_:.pro.isal of' his life-style followed invari3bly 

by a third stu~c Of .sc1:1i-noli1etdism or rnthcr semi-settlePJent; 

then eventunlly by collllllete settl~i~:c11t or perl1a~s a. loss to 

.. Jor:.lanian ~overnwent has, oriel continues to play a very !najor 

rolco 

The building ota hishway through a previously inaccessible 

arc.:t has a tremendous im1.~act on the life-sty] e ~nd destiny 

of' the pc0!1le of' tl1at areao Nci ther the . .sovcrniilent ·nor the· 

• 
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r-coplc in :"jticst;ion need nc1.,:no;·.-l~:d~c :.his f'uC.to B'oth ~~•ny' 

welCOIIle the llC\\~ -hig-hw~y for di lf'f!rC'Ilt reaSO·flS yet t the :f0.C.t 

remains t:10t lif'e in th.::tt a.i·ea is never the snme a,2;~.in. A 

specific exnr:!ple of this pl1e110mcnon is t~e cl1nnging life-

• 

style of tl1e Dcdouins of the Wadi ~r3ba regin11 in South Jord~n. 

Not only are the inc!it:inons populat:!.cn coming in touch Kith 

out~id~:rs and outside inf],uenccs hitherto unkno\q1 to thcia, 

but ironically cnour;h, they have c::;tobli.shed' a raprort h·ith 

the Nationalist. Chinese contr~~c1"o.rs con~~tructing the hi,gh

,.,.ayo A DC\i highway creates de·;:-_llHlb. ~·!ot only n.re th2SC reopl~ 

more accessible 1 but now tl-._cyare de•t1andin:;. services from the 

contru.ctors ?~lld govcrn.fl'leut: scrvicc.f' li~..:e better mctlicinei 

l1ousing. an<l water supplyo 

It nee~s to be etnphasized 11ere t}Jnt tl1e Jordan govern1~nnt 

h 8 s never attempted a compulso~y resettle1nent rrogrcm. Saying 

this is not to neg3te the governnJcnL,] effort" directed to

wards Bedcuin ~esett~wcnttl1roughout JcrJa••· Effort" thct 

have hnd, in our opinion, more la.::sti11~ 1 humaTte 11nt1 attractive 

result so T;:Bse c:ff'orts included the constru-ction of schools 1 

rural high•.·:-~y.o;:'i clinics, hosrd.tal~,'.:""'xtcnsion of'_~ervices, 

often lik~ ~ipcd '~ater_an~ cl~ctricity, artesinn w~J.ls 1 or 

~ven t11e COJlstruction of well~ or pools in rei!Jote areas, 

attructing I3eL~ouin youth t? t1tc army, sc~1olarships to study 

abroad for SOIIJe of the .Bedouin studel&ts and finally the 



• 

of' Uctlouin C'!.ll ture, CUBtOr'1S o.~nd morl's .. 

1\'het1,er or not true, the i!ltn,se of Jordnn i"~'!..;!·o.::d c?\S propo-

gated by the mass merlia is that of a prC'dom!.nilntly Bedouin, or 

So;~lf" 1 even iu JorJ.:tn object to t~1is 1 

yet it is t 110 in:age the g:overn11:cnt SPcms to ;,•ish to maintaino 

Political prejudices aet aside, it is true tl1ut tl1e 3edcuins 

bave given Jordan a certnin attractive ii'l::l£:Co An imD.ge of' 

honesty, :frnnl<.ness, openness, bravery .::Hld ·hasritalityo \i'bet1rer 

or 110t t~e 3edouill is aw~rc or ~tliS nr is desirous ~r ~uc}l ~n 

inc:;e is another <lUcstion. Ti1e :1eclouin hinJscl.f is chetngins;o 

1•iuch of this cL:l)Jg-e jg Cesircc1 by hirrlo .So·11e ol it he Ltnr.~er-

Staud8, .:llll~ -cuEciously ·~(·:r:;.i:· .. -es., 

So!!;C 1 be rcco,g,nize.s t.i.1e nece.:.;.sit.y-nf thou~h it ::1e.1y be int.rini-

hOnorc·lblcne:;,s 

:,r: c.:-.r;.not, ncr cnn he 

a:fford to i,s,•1ore o Life hD:: for his 

enViron::Jent et ne,,· rythm, a uc·K te1:1~JO, ::1 .~l~•·: r:Ju.tine Ki.lich he 

finds, con~ c- iou :-:-1:: or '>11\,~nrl''C·: · · ': ·· ·- .. ~ . -· --'"-' -.. ·- . ~ !!: '...t ~; t 

consta11t f~ct o£ lifeo 
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Surely, never l>efore in recor~ed history hns eo much 

cl1nnge taken place in so short ti~e. Nnt 011ly spnce but 

tit:te has been reduced and often to ~eetningly insignificant 

vrc~ortions. Distance and time ~1cv~ been capsuled a11d 

transistorizedo Evi.dence: the Dedonin in !1is lctndrovcr (camel) 

with a trhnsistor radioo 'fhP. t,venticth cent11ry is ~ hcnvy 

• hnndcd 1 cnnnot- be-ignored ,g;uesto Neither nedouin nor urbanite 

Ninety percent of scientists in ~11 

:ficlrlS thnt ever lived in recorded history arc J.10\·; 1 to(lay 1 

alive. 

Change., f'ol~ the Dedouin, r!lore sn t.~1an t!!e urban:i.tc 1 hns 

l·een one of the hall-::1arks of modern times. Ch~nse has acquired 

a code of ethics all its owno 

It is, as Aristotle once retnarked, one of the only two constants 

of life. T!Je other is time. 

It is not c-ertain yet tvhether ch.,nges. no,.,. tal{ing plac_e 

are good or bado Normative ju\lgen!ent.s ousht to be left to 

t:1ose :'lith recot:rized nnd acce~)t~d moral auth0rity to ,sive 

tL,~P1 1 or ,,·ith those havin:r histoiical hin.dsizht at their 

disposalo Certainly, historians of t'1e tKent~·-f'onrth century 

Thirty or :forty years· ago t1H.:: Hedouiu, l.Jerh.:l~)S like the 

majority of all JordalliDns, lived J_:i:-:c hi!3 ancestors oi 

ccnturi es hc:fore. }~ayhe in the <~ark, ·er {'he mici.Jle a:;es o 

?-lorally anct intellectually, he ton, wns rooted in the 

traditions of t110 past n.ild its m0re.:..~ niHl cultut-eo !lis 

intcllcctunl a11d 11toral occestors \~ere lCilO\ill ~tld Ci1sily 

• 
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of at le~1St pne te11eration ''"as 1-11nt !)~ a certnin degree nf' 

l{no,,·led,g:e SlJrin_~ing fr0121 the s.-:'l.;ne t.rnclitio~al sources.., ToUay, 

the d.i:f.fercncc bE~t,~·ccn ~ snci<1l scj cnt.i_f:t of 3etlonin nri~in 

and his filt.ltcr is lil~c thnt beth·t~r:·!' Ibn :i~haldun and .i:'~arl }i<.lrXo 

The s;,_une is t.ruc of" other di~ci1,1 int"!S :111d lielc!s of 1~Hotvlc(~,seo 

The continuity of' trndition, knoNlnd2;e, a.n(} valltCs hQ.E l1~cn 

In tot.lays Jord~~.n, ::>ne s•.:es the t~;rec .r;.eisrnn.n tyr•es: the 

tradition-directed, -t.~1c othcr-dirf!C\t_·r.l and t.he inner-directed 

individnalsc In some in.':'t<"nces t~1c t.:u~f.!f'. lCJctors oltcn inter-

play 'vi thin the SP!---'c p-:rson. 

complicated :-tnd c.ompl':'XP.d ; er.sona.lity is lH-od~lCL'rl.o 

::1 so to be found t1monr;: the Ser:]ouins o 

This is 

\,'here does t1H~ line Ueth·een traGi tion an_(l modernity lie? 

Cai1 n :1erson in tl1i~ day and aEe tr~ce t.l1e origins or how he. 

arrived at a concltlRion or eve11 a fptt? Twentieth century lire 

h.:1.s RCCJUircd a tempo th:::..t mal{eS it ii11.J..JOssihle for ;;ersons 

T1~e Bedouins or· Jordan i 

·thou;_;h some may stil:!. ro:-'lm the desert ~s uomads, are no. 

lo11~er isolnted. They rc~nch~out in D]Orc -..,·ays · thtln one :.nd are 

rc:1cbed Uy cc;.llo.lly diverse I:Jetllod~. 

attraction~, c.t:1er:.i ties, services, the trnnsist0r, even television 

have m~dc their iuronds iLto t.lH?ir liYeSo 
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l'atten1 of' Ch,·.ll<'e 

The diagram on the f'ollowing Fagc Jelinentes the pattern, 

rnther, t!1c process \Vhich the l3cdouin undergoes-before _turnin~ 

into a "Set.tled'' villazc or city d\\'cl-1.cr. Tl•e ~rocess is not 

o. linc..:tr contiuum '~l,osc caut:e-efJcct-rt:sult fnctors .:tre easily 

definnhle or disccrnableo Hathe1· it iF> a highly complex ever 

ch.:u1,sin,s r.1ul ti-varied .::nd multi-f.::.ccir'd cc~l_,ation the Sutnc in,LJuts 

o:f w:,ich do not necessarily c.l\,'<..iY!3 result in .sarrte or even si!!tilur 

outputs. Feople .Khat they are anrl t~1e Lledouins are r•eople,. end 

up U~~fercntly though t!1ey 1:1ay receive the sam_e diet, educ.:..1tion 

and scrvi_cese 

1.\~hile some nrc still r..onuH.ls, ·or seui-nonc.:tds, soh:e are 

flying l•ighly sophi~ticatcd military jets, others are physicians 

or Cniv.crsi ty !)ro_fessors while so1:~.e .:1re pho.spha.t.e 1~1in ers 

a.t the nl-llasa tnines o~ Soutq Jordan.~ H.esist&nce to ~chnnge 

amotlg· sorHe of ti1em c.Jces not. necessarily mean thRt their li:Ce 

hns nut been af'rectcd by it. 

all it Ol\·no It leu.ves its 111arks tl1ou~h it is sometiri1.es~.nat 

desired. 

~1or desire chnn~e,: ''Te l<:IJ01V, ·howeYer, or we th.inl~ h'e 1-.:nCnv 'dH1t 

hu.t-iJcns to t!1ose 1d1o ch.:.1ngeo 
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Ch.:tnged: 
P.iental, 
l~r~ .. ysical· 
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( 1) Th<' 11 <:>ri:;inal 11 stccgc exhibits all the elE'rnents and the 
churncteristics of- tradition~lj s;,:: J\ .static or SCPii

stutic 8tageo 

( 2) Cont~ct i.s r:1-ude in 'cln' i-nfinite' n'..u~Jber of ,,·ays: '~·;Ord' 6f" - _,_ 
mouth, the 1t1ar;s nteCJla 1 scl1o~lin-~, teaching •• o etcl Contact 
c~n be mt1tlc ncciGentally or by dcsi:£n. T!~e dotted line 
indici'tcs thc.t some u~RY shy ~n-.-ay or revert to the original 
traditional st.':t~e ~f'ter first coutacto 

(~) Once co_ntact t[1!-~_es_ plnce_ a c.l,J"ll.T'lic 1 cons·cious, often 
subcons-cious procCs!3 cf' ~V0l1_1ntion begin-so This may be Ions 
or shor.t ~._ielJcndi!1g on i:~divi<lual ::tbility, .reCC>J:t:j_vitY 
and cxogcncous ·i'Gctors such .:t.s ::,overnment intc:Vcntion 1 mass 
medio.,. o .ctc·! The dotted liae~> inr.!ic~tc tll-:lt for tllost people 
ware in:forrr:2.tion or cnnt,"'}ct i · necdedo That done·, some 
people C110ose t.o return ,to the original sta~eo Nost, hO\\·ever, 
rrocecd· to the ln.st st.a~e: ch"lngcd or RynthP.sizedo Fositive 
as well us ne~ative factor interplay before a decision is 
madco , 

(!;) }lost peoplE' reachin::; this st''"e-esi>ecially tl>e 1irst 
,senernt:i.on-should he tcr~ted transitionalo Their children, 
equc.ated or ,.nJQy~q.: ,.t.o .. _f\ll0ther .rhys.j cnl environ:ne.!.lt mnkc ·a 
ln·e,;km;ay :from tbe pust thoush they are a1fccted .by it, 
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First 1 there is some sort of contact 1 -then, " period· of 

gestn tion 1 ·thPll eh;, n~e t<.t_1~cs plil c e in the third s tet,s:e o 

FirE-t, the cont.::::ct ti.l~;.cs }Jl;tce in u v.-1r.iety of ,~·.:1y:::>: 

literally untold numher· of .h7 pyso 1'-:o,\~ 1 hrou.:;:h the schools, the 

radio, the rress 1 television, shri11kinr distaJice~, cou~ins 

' \'forking in ci tics or coming home· on le::~ve frolfl the armyo SoP.le 

through l\'"Ord of moutb and hearing ::::1Jout thing-so Given the 

stren~th of tbe oral tradition in tl1e ~rab World two stories 

may help illustrate ways by .,,·hich news travels even in the so-

called rew.ote nreaso The first story is that of a Bedouin 

singi115 about the desirability o~ eati_ng tl1e prickly rear, a 

frtJit which he has never seen nor tasted, He says, "Oh! how 

s''eet it must be. I have never seen it nor tasted it. A 

servant of my uncles (who live far awsy) told me he saw the 

person l\rho ·ate it"o The second .story is an nctual incident 

1vhich ·happened while we -.,•ere conducting our study of the South 

• 
Dedouin tribes in }Joy 1977 o One ~"te afternoon, and twentr 

kilorneters out of Rum in t~e South of Jor~an we picked up 

a.lone Bcdouin named A~·tud :from the Jiolfctat tribe. Upon aslcin..,. 
~. 

his destinationi ·1,e were i!1for1ned he was ~oing t6 an area some 

60 ki.lome_tcrS from ,, ... here he lived to .:::scertain ._ . .-heth"er a she-

camel of his was dead or alive. It. appeared his s:.rall herd 

of cenrels roams the desert ~lor1e end returns, often a£ter the 

passage o£ 111any days, even l~ecks, to his ho.ne 1 unattcndcdo 

( . ) The study re£erred to previously in note ( .. )' page 
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He received 'wrd that one she-·ca:ucl had died givin;> birth to 

her bahy. liO\< ·lid he hear? Upon closf · quest.ionins, we <.lis covered 

he had heard the ne,,·s by word of' mouth from one party \<ho had 

rec~gnized tl1~ sveci.al 111~rkins oC l1is l~rnnd on tl1e cu~tel nnd 

had told a f'ric•.,rl ··11o 

told Awad. 

Nev;s of' more i~portanc~ and of' ccono:nic, pol~ ticn.l or 

social implic.<1tior·1s trnvels f.:1stcr ;~nd l."idero. The point is 

that contact cannot help but be made with the news of the 

• outside uorld and its developments. News of t·h·e fruits of' 

education f'or the cl:ilcl:fcn, hctt.,r ''"alth f'acilitics, better 

dietary routine, better services ar~ indeed very attractive. 

The second stage is soon lounched. At this stage, it our;ht to 

be e1:1phasized thL\t chn.nge tnkcs place h',.hether or not acce,?tedo 

Cantact brings a period of brooding, evalttAtion: a ~eriod of 

gestation \v-hcre the alternative styles of' life, the alternative 

tools, technologies, knowledge untl ·n;cthcdologic.S are c.:-".l.re-

fully weished and measured. This is an underterminate period that 

is very higl1ly individualistic <Hlcl c~ 1u.:1lly subjective·o The 

self or the in~ivicual is toriJ!eJltedo 

Is this the better and eesi"r method? Should I send my 

child to :ochool7 1\'hat ''ill they teach him? Is the ne>V lmo~<

ledge more relevuut: more mercif'ul7 Haw do.es this ne>V ltno,,·ledge 

agree or disn:;ree 'dth the traditional styles of life7 Is this 

a path from which one can return or is it a f'inal step? 
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·The inner strug-gle 1 questionin1r ~nHl uncertain is ~v~.tched 
re:1lities 

hy an outer struggle with ne,,• . I •>f' l_ife cmkin:; the::Jselves 

lelt. Surly i..he ·car is f'nster und s11rf~r than the C?melc N'c,,~· 

tools ure better than .thC' ·oido T,-10 rn~io more. e:f:fiCient tllan 

the "ta:~~!::hn: The modern doctor ii!8re eflcctive thnn the 'old. 

These are rull
1 

factors, Attractive ''"cl desirCJble t:1cy outline 

a new style o.f lil~ more de1::-cnrJable in its iricor:~a: mor0. B:0C1.!re 

1:::h~psic::l-lly, lc~"3S scn~onnl and thns ~·-•ss dc~e.ndcllt u_pon the 

cap.riciousnes.s o:f nature .~ncl cet~t::inly \;ith :.1o,re as~ured end 

The intrinsically ,,ttractivc f'nctors, desir,.blc of' tl1cir· 

o,,~n volition GnU tlnts coa·tri'cted and agrecl to, consciously 

or subconScio•1sly f're<:~ly, arc to:..> n,:;;c:rc•us to list. Indeed, 

'd13.t drives 2. ro(l:nins; nOI!l<li.l ol the do".-;etat or t.he 3cni 

Attiyyah tribffio£ Soutl1 Jordan to beco:ne a mir1er ir1 the 

al-Hasn pl~ospllatc minee.? .A :fOrce greater, perhaps more· con1_pellirig? 

ntiracti~e? I1ns done soo 

Yet at this sucond stage; ~estEttion .:1nd evaluation, 

t(Jcre exists another ~·Jt of' .faCtL>TS -.;dJiCh \''e -term push f,1ctors • 

T;Jcse are extrinsic onesi not emnn3tin!3 from .:1 perSon's self' 

( .. ) T!1c name -:~1 the Bless en~er ',{iJo u.'3ed to c.:1rry nch~s bcth'cCn 

pilrt·i CS o 
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but hro.ught to h~ar .upOil it fro:d Ql.Jtside. This is fl case or· 
salesmanship where one accepts Clllu i.l1:;l'ees to 1>hot is of.fered 

because it is made attractive f'or hir!l and l1e cantJOt re.f.::ist itu 

The thin.s; is desired not- .for its intl"insic · .worth and val•.1e 

rather l>ecncse _it is fTlade ont to be v<-:ry attractive nlternative 

or the only onco 

;;hen new und_ h:lghly poli_shed V<.-~lues are reinforced \ii th 

certain .facts of li.fe the t~ndency nnd the level of resiRtunce 

becomes r.-~ltch lower .. "Freedot!1 11 is h-:::;t ~njoyed ~d,en ~overnmcnt 

is non-existent Q~-t~~~ibly '~ca1{., Such was t.he .. case in Jordan 

in Ottoma•• ti••bs ~nd well into the establishment of the state 

in tl1c 1920's ... \s government bcconJes· n1ore e£rective tl1e area 

of ii~Hit."'\[~,;ined :freedom lH~_co:t_tes __ si:J~ller., lt :is no lon.;er possible 

villagers· or l'o"Cal~er tril.Jcso llu_le of' la\'p sloWly rcplnce.s _triba). 

Cltst~nis·.** The buil(_~inr~ .. Q.f .. f:J:c institutions of the .=tette 
hecoa:cs incre:Jsin:;ly evideuccd. ::.ut~li-tl _prctcct;ion by kin, nnd 

tribe is s·lowly- rel)l.:J.Cc>d by r·o1ice r>,~otect.ion. Tile state I 

utilizing moJcrn technology, reacl"18S PVE'ryh·hereo At f"irst 1 

the. tribal 

equn.l to the district r;overnor nnd eventually less so., If' l1e is 

pt all rcsp<~cted or ~erered td it i~ for trRditiOllRl nostolgic anll 

(*) The Kh~wah is 1-"'rotecti.on r:1oney wh:i.ch used to be j_;aid by th<: 
l;'etJ.ker tribes or t!1e villagers to the stron::,P.r tr±beso 

( .. ) T:·ib3l lalv of' 1936 f'inalJ;,· "boli~hed in 1975 •. To :;ivc ::m 
e::-:.:tfl!l>le: the Bedouins ld1o us<?cl to cro::. . .-s int.C'rll.::ltion['ll 
f~ontiers i'reely __ CU.!.\ .. .1}0 _lon.:;c:r c~o so at willo They do so 
ottly after prior arran~e!~enls arc i:!~dc betwec11 the ~o,~crn

cents concc-rnccl; or t 1 ~0y l',IYC to l-rocurc pa~:Sj__lC'l.-ts .'llld :.;o 
t1:rou.s;1I the routiJ:c forl1!i1litics vf cros~~in,£; the- .frouticrso 

•' 
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'~ho !1ave not, arc no lO!!:;Cr sh.:1.ii:h::;"' T"ljc sh~ikh's im.,t:-or·t:<!"ICC 

tod~ty stems from his .:1hility to l.Prf::.,rn1 s<:rviccs f'or bi!..~- :_:·roup: 

D.S ;111 int..ero.:c·:lic_·ry ~)ct·.-1ecn tlJ.e :::_·.-,v~_'l'L:.r,lent i,_:Ut.l -bi.s pC')lll.C' .:di(l 

rcrrcseut.ativc diJ(I ,Jcfe::der of' t!1r::i.r v.i.<:h'S -.~'i' .. i dcinnn·~~t·-. T:,c 

or :..~cc i .. ~- :i. oe-

Th0. ai..i.rf':ction.s of t1;...c \-,·cl fare :.~ ~-::1tc ~· ,,, .-:.n 

i{ostal.;;i3 11 tr.:~Jition 1 cultur•-'t or· tlle basic ht..:tn::trl rcsis-

·tn11cc to chnn:::;c .:u·c 11er;c..tive f':tctors COl~Sl.:1ntly <:~t ~,·or!~o In 

}:ost inJividuals t:·,:..nk in terr.":S ·of 'co~n ... •lrtr;~ent:lli'l,cd c~:nl~:;eg 

L-

Bov.~i it is 

llii.~·u1.ally .::.s~-.c\1 1 c:llJ better h(;.:.llth :;j,~rv~_ccs affect lj_-fc excci1t 

it is Q_cce.::)tCl1~ To ac•_·e!Jt better hc.:.1lth :facilities, 4.~ r;IOre 

reliable i:f :fixed inco::IC, .c;;•.n.lf~ e.i· .. lC<,ti_nJl for tf·1c~ c"ni ldrcn 

;\.t fi.r[:t t1'.e t ct:t l.Jcco•·.;cs :fix,_'.-.1 .LL:. one spot. Ti!. . .l.t is 
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fr.rmer, or bec:ctse his ,,,.:i_fe, or c·.: 1·.1 nce..J.s lJcttc:r llei.!1th .scrviceso 

~:ext to the tent or in its }'lt!C(~ Tlc first beilds a "t·e~~~rorary" 

adobeo N~w rnoti'! 

The nr.:·h~ r:rl. tB ~:re :.1t l:Lrst sh.:c1.1 o,,. 3~10 un;~ ure. 

coses the t\clohe s::>on Lives L'U.Y ·L'l ;:~ _CP 1liCHt b11ilUing h'ith ,t.:il)l•d 

~ocs on other aillcnities 

filter into tl1c 11 _telnl-'Orary" V.rlobe.o ~-:entc:1Jy 1 the rcrson mily still 

i:'c fo.ct, maintain their Beit 

Shai'r, .s;ont hair tent n~ixt to their abodeo 

The individual at this stac:;e is very similar to i!!JI1ligrRnts 

to other countries; at once 1 he is att.i-acted 9 l1esitant, and 

repelled., In wost ca:;e,; l1e likes to keep his optior:s open, 

T1l;1t is ,,~hy _he lil~es to thin1' ol his ne\.; sta0c as temporc.ry 

_until· he returns 11 ho'J'1lc'_1
o Alqn.:; hit·:, t11e tent he may 1-<cep sor.1e 

oJ. l1is herd: sheep, ;,?;Oats, .a ho_rse:, <i don~<.cyo Yet he ill~o ~Je,:ins 

t.o ·thinl~ of' t_!;e Cul tivatiou of' hi.s land o 

,-;intl?r -r:ri t11 thPir flocks then, ret.Prn to tl1cir "tcmror.:1ry" 

<:1dobe f-or th~ SU!;::ner. Though old hnbit.s :J.ie hard, the f,ict 

r.ei!1ains, t!jey· .do clieo-. ·.,:_it.h. .the 1·a.ssa.:.:;c of' time, and chj l<.lren 

~"ho ncf:>d scl~ooling:, the tcmrora.:ry becomes less soo T,he 

educ3.tior.. o! ti~.c childre_n is .:1nothcr "curse" thnt the person 

:frequent. Le;""\vin:~ ti 1 c::1 h·ith their relntives, \'1:!-th :friends or 

~ ,:h·i {h their _,mother. hcco;ncs inconveni cnt. ~ ~~ ' . ·';. l : -n.. ' . _._ ' '" .. - . ; ·--
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The mere he settles, the- l l•s~-:·- o:f ~ shepherd he becomes. 

l-Ie di~likcs farrnin:; bnt herins -to ncrvdre cert,:)·in of' its sl-:ills 

then some pride _in his a.cc.oml~liShlllentso TI1e n<lobe olten turns 

into a cement structure: more Sl':lci0'\:'..!3 and Uivcr~ilicd in 

ru!1ction. In th~ Tiadin of Jordaz1 ann Ctln often obs·el-ve the 

tent next to th('• adob~ next to u n:orc clabor.:1tc cc·-,l')nt s'tructure 

• outlining u1e three stc'!;8s of settlf.·:nent. Very. soon l1c is more 

and its derivat~v·eso 

~he settled life one discovers is ju~t as predictable, if 

. 1~ot more :::o, economically, ns t~1~~t. uf' ;;n.Storalisw. It iE not 

so abhorcnt Bs 0110 first t!:oughtco 

living 1 ne\\~ r~lo.tionships, fricu~~s~1ipso loynlti:'s •• o ctcl An 

Cas-h is e.::l.s.ier t~J~n b.:.:..rter • .rl :-:1oni.bly inco!l'C t,:ough in-

ti:n~, is more ··tlcpcn.da_ble. 
. ' T~1c ar1~1y is attrnctivc nncl is !!lode 

so. }~any De~cuin soJ.dicrs at rirst rebel at its restrictions 

und routine, yet ·the adjustments are soon mn<le., In the .::rmy 

.a ~ixed ~ld(lress is nec~ssnry if ~n~ i3 to go on ].cave to l1is 

family., 
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Zerka, the second lurb~£:t town iu 3or,.lcn now traces itS ori,:,::ins 

to an early Jordnn arm~ ca111po 

The .:_rovcrn~nent, the army, i.lttractions, amenities, educa-

al-l.Jiseh hel1:cd in. r·e:ttlin~ l=l<lLtY Ded~)uins. ~overn,;ll~ut di2,,sin.s 

of \\·ells 1 artesi::n1 a.r~rl lo!.~ rainf0lJ collc:ction and ·.,·ct('l"ing 

6f ~rougl1t also plny a sirnilnr roleo ~~Jring such a ~crioJ, 

·.d:cn he C811 f'ind 11either grazin~ lv.nd nor ,, .. nter f'or his flocks 

he turns tv th~ tcn·•ns ;:1ncl villn.:.;~s o 

to st<1.rvntiono l'iany 11C'\··cr go baC~:(. to noilla<..lismo 

appreciation of·rnore tl1in~s. In '~L!.ny n Bcdouin "holilc 11
1 nol·.r 1 

one cn.n Sl~·e a radio,atelevision, z. c;1.r •• o etc~ 

The fiTst .seueration settlers; i<)eo those Kho rr:.~ss the· 

transi t'ion<.tl reriod o:ften t:.~ink the chrnge is only tempora:-yo 

t1utt o.ttituJc ur-:.t'il 
I 

constuti11g 
' I 

\,·u:.1ld like to thiuk of' as !Hental or iutcltectunl no:11Et~..!i.smo 

Tlley lcc:ve the tribe; their herds alld ,,·anderings ph:)•sically 

we 

thou:;h culturally they feel t~1ey still are part of the tribe. 

Their childi en con:plete the brcuJ" for .t~1c:no 
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1952 

Jordan in Figures 
1952 - 1975 

1975 Remarks 

.. Population 587193 1951968 
60% 

32.9% 
3.5% 

Not Including the l~es t Bank. 
% Urban Population 
% of Labor Force Working in Agriculture 
BirthRate 
Death Rate 
Illiteracy Rate 
Illiteracy (Male) 
Illiteracy (Female) 
No. of Students 
Ratio of Students to Population 
~~le Students -
Female Students 
No. of Teachers 
No. of Female. Teachers . . 
Ratio of Female Students to Population 
% of Female to Total Enrollment 
No. of Females in Universities 
No. of Students Per Teacher 
Jordanian Students Abroad 
No. of Schools 
Vocational Schools 
Teachers Institutes 
Physicians 
Pharmacists 
Hospitals 
No. of Beds 

a - For years 1955/56 

31% 
35% 

3.3% 
10% 
70% 

139670 
23.8 

103189 
36481 
1184 

49 
7% 

25% 
22 
41 

286l(a) 
360 

2 

97 (c) 
49 (c) 

10 
623 

3% 
35.2% 
23.6% 
52.3% 
539790 

28 
301870 
237920 
18821 

8332 
22% 

44.6% 
2669 

30 
39913(b) 

2232 
26 
17 

947(d} 
285 (d) 

35 
3291 

· Including West Bank Student 
.. West Bank Students not Included for 1975 

For 1950 .. 

For 1950-57 & 1974-75 
" For 1950- 5'7 & 1974-75 ' 

Private and Public 

Private, Military & Public 

b - For the year 1974/75 and not including Jordanian students in Sudan, Algeria and_ Latin America. 
c - Including those on the West Bank. · -.. . 
d - Not including West Bank. 
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Clinics 
Buildings., Houses 

·Cars 
Radios Per Thousand 
Televisions Per Thousand 
Telephones Per Thousand 
Nq. of Newspapers and Periodicals 
Tourists 
Livestock 
Agricultural Land (Dunum*) 
Area Planted in Grains 
% Area Planted in Grains 
Area Planted Vegetables 
% Area Planted Ye getables 
Area Planted·Fruits ' 

% Area Planted Fruits 
-Area Planted Tobbacco " 
% Area Planted Tobbacco 
Forestry Trees 
Imports (Dinar**) 
Exports (Dinar) 
Government Revenue 
Foreign Aid 
% Aid to Revenue 
Expenditures 
Gross National Product 
Per Capita Income 
No. of Establishments 
Banks 

e - For 1957 
f - East and Nest Banks 
g - East Bafik only 
h - Including West Bank 
i - For 1954 
Note: 

.. 

1952 
46 

56734 
7683 

39 
-

7 (e) 
5 

2775 
245069 

3441626 
3253457 

94.5 
137368 

.4 
- 19164 

. 6 
i 31637 

.9 
274785(£) 

14216895 
1532807 

22258826 
6019000 

27 
20806620 (h) 
45000000(i) 

35 
93 
3 

** Dinar- 3.0 US. Dollars (approx). 
** Dunum = la of an Acr (approx). 

- t -

' I 

' 
1975 Remarks 

321 Exclud1ng Mil1tary Cllnl.cs · - ,;. ' 
' 

156461 
4724 3 

203 For the years 1957 & 19-72 
i - " 

128 
19 
21 

707623 
1375800 
2623331 Summer and Winter Crops 
1985454 

75.7 
262953 

10 
333064 -

" ,. -12.7 . 
41860 • '· " "· ~ 

. l. 6 
360DOOO (g) 

234012700 
" 48938400 

206350000 Including Foreign Aid 
110550000 

53.6 
218250000 
373950000 

191 
,. 

1325 Employing Five People or mere. 
77 Including Branches 
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Selected Socio-Economic Indicators 

Comparing the Badia and Jordan, 19?6 

•=========~====================,r========-========-===================================w 
11 11 11 Badia Jordan Remarks 11 
IF=============================l~~======== ======== ===================================rr'l 
11 I 11 -· l t. 11 11 
11 

.ropu a J..on: - 11 11 
ll 11 11 

11 Growth Rate 11 3.2% 3.4%• • Should imrngration to Jordan be ·11 11 11 11 
11 11 included the growth rate would 11 
lt 11 11 
11 11 11 
11 11 become 4.3% 11 
11 tl 11 

w Birth Rate 11 5% 4.2% 11 
11 11 11 
H 11 11 
11 Death Rate 11 1.8% 0.8% 11 
11 11 11 

11 Ratio hale to Female 11 1.1-1 1.03-1 11 
11 11 11 
11 ol, f - l t · Under 15 U :: ll 0 .I:'OpU a l.On ll ll 

= Years U 55.4% 50.6% n 
u 11 11 
11 Ini'ant Nortility Rate 11 16.0% 8.9% 11 11 11 11 
:l Average Family Members :l 6. 6 6. 6 :: 
11 11 11 
11 Health: 11 u 
11 . 11 11 

:1 No •. of Hospitals :: 35 _l'rivate, Military & Fublic :: 
11 

N B H l 11 3632 11 
11 o. of eds in ospita s 11 11 
n 11 11 
:1 No • o:: Clinics 11 49 2?4 11 
,, 11 11 

:1 No. of Fhysicians ll N.A.• 890 • Government Physicians visit ll 
11 11 11 
11 11 there areas requt:.rly 11 
11 11 11 

11 No. of Fharm&ists 11 N.A. 345 11 
11 ,, 11 
11 11 11 

01 No. of Iharmacies 11 N. A.· 172 11 
"============·==========~=====-~=-====== ======== ===================================11 
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1F===============================~================ ===================================== n 
11 . 
'' . ::Badia Jordan Remarks 
!!===;::========= ========== == = =======:tl = ===== = ==== ==== == == == = === == ====== = = = === ===;:::: == = = = = === 
11 11 
11 11 
u Educati·on: . .;.: 11 
11 11 
11 Illiteracy Rate 11 
11 11 

:: Illiteracy Rate-hale :: 
ll 11 
11 Illiteracy Rate-Female 11 
11 11 

71.8% 

50.9% 

87.6% 

~ % cf ~opulation with Higher:: 1 .5% 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 

Education 
% of hales with Higher 

Education 

% of Females with Higher 

2.6% 

:: Education 11 0. 2% 
11 11 11 llo. of Vocational Schools '' 
11 11 

:: Housi'tlg:- :: 
11 11 11 % of ?opulation in Tents 11 5% 
11 11 

17.8% 

40.9% 

5.8% 

26 

N.A. 

Including Teachers Institutes .. 
Including Teachers Institutes ••• 

I 
n 
n 
11 
n 
n 
11 
11 etc. 11 
n 
11 

etC:~ 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
n 

Including Teachers Institutes ••• ets. 

11 o/ 11 ~ of iopulation in Fer- 11 '' 
11 11 J1 

n manellt housin.o: :: 95% N .A. n 11 \ ...... 11 
11 11 11 

11 No. of Rooms i·er house n 2.39 2. 7 n 11 • 11 
11 ,,. 
n % of Housholds Served by 11 28.3% N.A.* 403 of 794 Communities are Served n 11 11 11 
n ·~ • d t 11 F d t·' t n n .;;-J.pe wa er n by -ipe >a er n 
u u 66 . n 
11 % of Eouseholds Served 11 4. 7% N.A. • * % of l'opulati:on are Serves with 11 

. n 11 11 

~ with Electric Fower 11 . Electric iower ~ 
11 11 . . . 11 

================================'~======-=============================================== 
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lp=======================:======~=======-~=~=======-====================================,1 

11 11 ] 11 11 11 Badia Jordan Remarks 11 
~~===============================•======= -========= ====================================11 11 11 11 
li % of B ous eholds with ii :: 
11 se~erate ~itchen • 1±6.1±% 1±9~7% 11 lt &' 11 11 
11 % of ~-iouseholds with u 11 
ii .Seperate 'J• C. :: 19~2% 95.5% ii 
11 No. of Cers l' er thousand 11 15. 22* 25 ·· Includes l' ick-up Trucks 11 
:: % 0~· Households Owning :: :\ 
:: R~dio 61±.2% 89.7% :: 
11 % of :iouseholds Owing T.V. 5 • .3% 6.3~.3% • 
11 11 
11 % of :~ouseholds Owning 11 
:: Refrigerator 0.6% 52~5% :: 
11 o' H 0 11 u , of ouseholds wning. 11 
11 11 11 

:: ' Sewing Ha chine :: 20. 1% N • J... :: 
11 11 11 
:: Econo.nics :: 1/ 

1',' 11 11. 

11 
Fer Capita Income 11 JD 70* JD 270 * Rough Estimate • JD = Apx. US. $ .311 

11 11 11 
11 7o of :i'opulation in Labor 11 11 
11 11 ll 
I) Jl 11 

11 
Force 11 N.A 20% 11 

I) 11 11 

11 % of Fopulation ( 15-61±) 11 11 
If 11 11 
11 11 1. cl 1. ol 11 

11 cf Age 11 '±.3o59o '±7.29o 11 
11 11 11 

11 % of Females ( 15-61±) ii :: 
11 11 11 
11 ofAge 11 .39.1% 1±7.9% 11 
11· 11 11 11 % of Nale ( 15-61±)of Age 11 1±.3.0% 1±5.1±% 11 
If 11 11 

:: Live Stock ii 607278 998~89 ii 
11 11 11 11 :<er Capita Ownership of 11 11 
11 11 11 

11 L" . 11 5 5 '· 11 11 J.Vestock 11 o1 0o'±9 11 
11============ ====== ===== = ======::: :Y:=== :'i==== == ======= = ======== ===-= =============== == == ====11 
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Trends towards Retraditionalization in Egypt 

Friedemann Blittner 
University of Hunich 

Looking at Egyptian politics since the 1952 revolution, 

two outstanding features require an explanation: (1) 

What accounts for the remarkable stability_and continui

ty of the political system which survived through several 
military desasters, the break-up of the ~ion with Syria, 

the death of Nasser, and after 26 years is still ruled by 

a man of the first hour? (2) How could the political system 

initiate and uphold over time policies of rapid social and 

economic change, including changes of the whole economic 

system, in spite of its weak political institutions which 

underwent repeated break-ups and changes? It is argued 

that both questions find a partial explanation in the spe

&ific structure of the Egyptian political system, as it de-_ 

veloped in a process of retraditionalization which started 

under Nasser and continues under Sadat. 

-The Egyptian political system is undergoing a process of 

change in which the conflicts between exogcneous and indi

genous social and political norms, between formal structures, 

acculturated under the pressures of Western dominance, and 

informal structures, rooted in Arabo-Islamic and Ottoman 
historical experience, are solved by a gradual turning away 

from the exogenous elements. Though upholding Western demo

cratic vocabulary, the-meaning and functions of words as well 

as of formal institutions have changed conjiderably. What 

e";2;g-:d under the trappings of Western-type liberal consti
tutional democracy bears many structural characteristics of 

Hax Weber's patrimonial-bllreaucratic rule and might be termed 

a neo-patrimonial system. But/the process under study is far 

from being completed, the term "retraditionalization" is pre

fered1denoting a process in which Egypt is moving away from 

cultural dependency and is regaining her own identity. 
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"Retraditionalization" is not to be confused lv'ith "Re

Islamization", although both processes are related. In 
its widest sence retraditionalization means "the long

term reduction of intellectual dependency" and "a partial 
resurrection of indigenous political culture"(Ali Mazrui). 

Retraditionalization refers to values which may contribute 
to this partial resurrection and to policies which express 
indigenous mores and ends; special emphasis is put in this 

paper on the partial reappearance of structural charatter~ 
istics of the indigenous political culture. 

Authoritarian politics in an "uninstitutionalized" system 

.The Egyptian political system can only be understood by 

analyzing the informal network of personal relationships 
cross-cutting the formal instituional set-up. Contrary to 

the Western experience, organized and autonomous groups did 

not become Egypt's primary channels of political activity as 
modernization proceeded. Moreover, formal institutions at all 

levels of the politic~l system are, and have been since the 
Free Officer's advent to power, relatively weak and unimportant, 
so that the "unincorporated society" (C.H. Noore) finds its 
complement in an "uninstitutionalized political system". 

Relatively permanent institutions guarantee the continuity 

and stability of institutionalized political systems, while 
persons are at disposition and might at times of crisis be 

exchanged with im other set of politicians. With an "unin
stitutionalized system'' I, conversely, mean a political sy
stem in which a political elite as an informal network of 

persons, supplementing and perpetuating itself by coaptation, 
guarantees continuity and stability, while formal institutions 
of a constitutional order stand at disposition and might be 
dissolved or restructered at times of crisis. 

The thesis that Egypt has an "uninstitutionalized" political 
system in spite of o' just because of its frequent endeavours 
at institutions-building rests on the following considerations: 
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(1) Egypt since 1952 has developed a "two-tiered elite system" 
· (R. Springbarg): The inner core around the president formed 

and formes an integrated stable group,in spite of occasional 
differences, person~ rivalries and some turnover in member

ship. (The temporary personnel vacuum at the center of the po
litical system created by Sadat's coup in May 1971 has been 

filled by now with a rtew core group.) The wider political 
elite, whose nucleJlus had been formed originally by selected 

·military officers and a few trusted civilians, has by now be-

corn~ large and poorly integrated. It has expanded constantly 
by c0optation of more officers, but later increasingly of 

bureaucrats, technocrats, university professors. The elite 
is structured vertically by an extensive clientage network 
and horizontally by cleavages between shifting alliances of 

factions and cliques. 

(2) The inner core with strategically placed "front men" 
forms as ruling elite the functional equivalent to Polit-

bureau and Central Committee in authoritarian single party
systems: It exclusively formulates the strategic aims of po

litics; no important decision is made without its consent. It 

controlls the formal political structure (ASU~ parties, People's 
Assembly), the bureaucracy, the ar~d forcesJ and the media 

by an oscillating system of more direct controll through se
curity-services or of more indirect control through "insti
tutionalized insecurities'' (like vaguely formulated prohibi

tions). 

(3) The ruling elite has not been able to develop a practical 
ideology, which could become instrumental in organizing and 
mobilizing society towards the modernization goals of the re
gime. Nasser's Arab Socialism and even more so Sadat's Demo
cratic Socialism with their rejection of class struggle and 
their emphasis on harmony, national unity, and social peace 
a.re more of the type of expressive ideology, that cannot di
rectly be transformed into a cohesive programme of action. 
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(4) Due to the lack of a practical ideology, the regime 

failed to transform the various movements it created (Li
beration Rally; National Union, Arab Socialist. Union) into 
stable, autonomous organizations which could become the looked

for vanguard of change. As the armed forces as the original 
"constituency" of the ruling elite could not become the func

tional\equivalent of a revolutionary vanguard party, there 

only remained the bureaucracy as a potentially powerful modern
izing institution. The bureaucracy, however, was. inflated by 

govel'llmental job-creation policies and as much faction-ridden 

as the,political elite and therefore could not develop into 
an independent institution - aJl.though it gained some extra 

power by its multi-functionality: Besides its "modern" func
tions to ~dministrate the problems of society, to carry out the 
ambitious modernizing policies of the regime, and to prepare p~
litical decisions by formulating altetnative problem solutions, 

the bureaucracy in Egypt had to fulfil supporting functions by 
soliciting sympathy for the regime and at the same time ful

filled the function of interest BBgregation, after becoming the 

principal addre~see of interest articulation. 

(5) Unable either permanently to mobilize the people or to con
trol them effectively by totalitar'ian means> the "weak" autho

ritarian system was anyhow ~ble to control - at least until re
cently (January 1977) - the potential danger of anomie.by inte
grating people directly into the system. In spite of its "w·eak
ness" the Egyptian regime under Nasser has therefore been able 
to initiate and sustain over a considerable length of time po
licies of rapid social and econo~ic change. People uprooted by 
this process of modernization were integrated into the system 
by an expansion of cliente.lism in its two basic forms: in the 
higher echelons of the bureaucracy and among the political elite 
predominantly in the modern form of "brokerage"; in the country
side, among lower class and lower middle class people in the 

cities as well as 6n the lower levels of the bureaucracy in the 
more traditional form of direct patron-client relationships -

supplemented, however, on this level too by the mahsubia-system. 
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(6) The formation, restructuiing, and dissolution of insti

tutions coupled with:reshuffling of leadership has been the 
main instrument of crisis-management for Nasser - and is in
creasingly becoming the same for Sadat. Formal institutions 

of a constituional order as well as organized groups in the 

wider context of the political system have never been allowed 

to become strong enough so that they could demand autonomy. 
They were fulfilling certain functions for the regime like 
articulating demands of the periphery to the center and chan
nelling resources from the cent er to the periphery.· But beyond 

what ·c.H. Moore has called "piaster politics" they were stopped 
short of gaining an independant bargaining position. 

(7) Consequently, what appears to be a single party-system -
or after 1976 some"dominant party-system"- is in fact a "no 

party-system''. The presently dominant Misr-party does not, 
and the ASU did not at any time, fulfil the primary functions 

of ruling parties: The "party" did not formulate .:or. substan
tia1ly influence the basic long-term policy goals;it did not 

control its gov~·rnment or the bureaucracy; it is not the re
crUting base for the political elite, but rather its retiring 

place. Similar considerations apply to the People's Assembly. 

(8) In an uninstitutionalized political system informal asso
ciations of persons become the functional equivalent to orga
nized groups or institutions. As organized groups may become 
powerful and autonomous, threatl1ening the "weak" authoritarian 

'-J 

system, likewise may informal associations, factions or cliques, 

threaten the center of an uninstitutionalized system by develop
ing into independent "centers of power". Though Nasser tried 
to avoid such developments by frequently reshuffling the lea
dership, he was not quite successful in the long run. It could 
even be said that after the Amer-"coup" of 1963 the two Amer
factions were sup_treme in Egyptian internal politics until 1967. 

Since Sadat has consolidated his pm>'er by eliminating the "power 

centers" of Ali Sabri, Sami Sharaf, and Sha'arawi Goma'a - and 
later the one man-power center Mohamed Hassanein Heikal - no new 

centers of power seem to have developed. 
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Patrimonial ::,:;: revolutionary retr·adi tionalization? 

.The army officers who seized power in 1952 were more closely identified 

by social background and by training with the "traditional" 'reality of 

Egypt then either the carriers of the ~ien regime, who were integrated 

not only economically, but also socially and mentally into the inter

national system, or the ''alienated'' intellectuals, who were orienting 

their political thoughts towards political alternatives derived from 

Europe, be they liberal or socialist. More closely identified with tradi

tional Egypt, the army officers were better equipped to become retradi- , 

tionalizers. 

The proceus of retraditionalization started as soon as the Revolutionary 

Command Council had finally consolidated itself as the new power elite. 

The nativistic and populistic appeal.of the nationalism professed by the . . _. ... . -. --· . .-""-~··. 

army officers ralllied the -people behind Nasser and his group. when his 

aggressive foreign policy of "positive neutralism" led to serious clashes 

with the West. While subsequent events enhanced Nasser's position, the 

other side of his "charisma" was a widespread feeling of identity among 

the Egyptians. 

This feeling of identity was strengthened by the gradual development of 

Nasser's political thought. He was not able -or pi~bably may have been 

afraid - to develop a practical ideology that would seriously mobilize 

those who would have gained most from revolutionary change. So his ideo

logy remained expressive even when he spoke of "total revolution" (Charter 

of National Action)._~ords cciuld be dissociated from deeds, But the gra

dual blending of Arabism and Islam and the identification of socialist 

ideals with the Islamic ideal of a just society allowed the people to 

experience themselves as part of an emerging Jl:gypt that was "modern", 

socialist, and revolutionary, and at the same time Arab, Islamic, and 

godfearing. 

For the political and economic elite of the ancien regime, but for many 

intellectuals, too, the retraditionalizing element in Nasser's politics 

and thought was vulgar and apalling, a step backwards. But their verJ 

criticism signifies their intellectual dependency as they unquestioningly 

accepted that "traditional" is the other end of a continuum leading to 

"modernity". While this thinrking was fully in line with then widely accep-
~ 
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ted assumptions of modernization theory, what Nasser actually did in 

the fifties and early sixties with his inner-directed development poli-· 

cies and his ideological insistence on indigEnous values and goals is 

in consonance with more recent unde.rstandings of development as a pro

cess of decreasing economic, political, and cultural dependency. 

In this sense Nasser was more "modern" than many of his contemporaries 

among Tmird World leaders: 

(1) Nasser made steps towards finding a positive answer to the question 

of how·to become modern without loosing identity? He did this by initiat

ing policies of seiious social and economic change in the interest of the 

underpriviledged and by supporting these policies with an expressive 

ideology that strengthened the Egyptian traditional personality. Not only 

in his anti-imperialism and anti-colonialism, but in his anti-Marxism 

and anti-communism as wel1, Nasser deliniated Egyptian Islamic-"socialist" 

identity against all Europeans as the "not we". This act of differentia

tion was in ~pite of all the crudeness of his reasoning an important step 

away from cultural dependency. 

(2) The establish~ment of an authoritarian political system that in a 

way revived the political style of Egypt's modernizing autocrats from 

Mohammed Ali thorugh Ismail to Cromer was in consopance with the indi

genous political culture which reasserted itself i an sprawling system 

of inter-personal networks. But again this system - at least for a while 

- p~oved more ''modern'' than the one it replaced, in the sense that it 

more efficiently "reduced complexity" (N.Luhmann) in an increasingly com

plex world: It visibly and successfully (again: at least for a while) 

worked for the improvement of the living conditions of the poor majotity 

of the people. With the restauration of familiar froms of firm leadership, 

hierarchical order, and customary procedures the world of politics arid 

bureaucracy became forseeable and calculable again for the man in the 

street. And at the same time the people's desire for harmony and communi·ty 

was more adequately fulfilled. 

(3).The politicaleystem established by Nasser and his group made deci

sions possible that could not have been arrived at under the conditions 

of ancien regime parliamentary democracy. Gaining control, moreover, over 

all foreign interests in the country by means of nationalisations and 

at the same time playing on the East-West rivalry with an agggressive 

for~ign policy, Nasser l!as able to widen the scope of political action 
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considerably beyond the scope of action 0pen to other Third World coun

tries. The programme of state directed economic development within the 

context of integral long-term planning as initiated in the late fifties 

turned out to be one ~f the most successful endeavours in development at 

the time. And Nasser mananged to get more foreign aid during these years 

than any other country of comparable size. 

But the crisis of the first Five Year Plan in 1963/64 was not only due 

to the lack of finance as a result of foreign policy setbacks and of the 

Western refusal to continue support .for Nasser. By this time the struc

tural weaknesses of the political system made themselves felt: The clien

tal system worked at cross-purpose with the outwardly professed moderniz

ation policy. Lack of conviction, identification, and determination immo

bilized the ever-expanding bureaucracy. The incompetence of many an ex

army officer who had entered the administration or the public sector in 

the early sixties, most definitely has worsened Egypt's problems. But I 

do think that the culprits punj.shed after the desaster of June 1967 in 

a way were scapegoats, too, for those who remained. 

After June 1967, there have been endeavours among the ASU left to trans

form Hasser's Arab Socialism into a practical ideology and to restructure 

the ASU so that in in fact could become· the revolutionary vanguard it 
• 

was supposed to be. But these.endeavours did not survive Nasser's death 

for long. As those of them who were not implicated in the anti-Sadat cabale 

of 1971 could later be c'ondemmed of having communist sympathies they were 

easily relegated to the impoteR8~i~i 0¥he present Egyptian left. 

Retraditionalization took a somewhat ambiguous turn under Sadat: The 

importance of Islam as the basis of society and Muslim Egyptian identity 

was enhanced in many ways - the president himself leading the process by 

making a show of his religiousness at eyg:y possible moment. On the other 

hahd did Sadat's liberalization policy allow for social developments that 

seem to turn Egypt at breath-taking pace into a class society of almost 

pre-revolutionary dimensions. And this new s·cratum of nouveau riche inter

spersed with some reemergad ancien regime families which recovered from 

the blows received by Nasser, is definitely anti-traditional in the sense 

thbt it eagerly accepts, favors, buys anything that is foreign, fashion

able, and expensive. 
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This development cannot be in the inte~~st of Sadat, and it seems that 

he is aware of the imminent dangers - as evidence cl. by recurrent injunc

tions against luxury spending in his recent speeches. There definitely 

is growing social unrest among those who see inflation grow much faster 

than their incomes while other people's conspicuous consumption evidences 

that money can be made in Egypt in a way that is out of conceivable pro

portion with salaries and vages in public as well as'private sector. 

Sadat has been hitting at the left ·and at the Wafd in recent weeks, But 

I doubt that either of the two is any realdanger to him. And I think 

that the 98% of votes for Sadat at last Sunday's referendum truely 

reflect the people's identification with his six principles, which most 

definitely are in line with the older trend and retraditionalization: 

National unity, social peace, and a life in consonance with the precepts 

of religion ( ahkam al-shara'i aL-samawiya). 

But there is danger to Sadat's regime if social developments continue 

to be as uneven as now. Sadat might be riding a tiger by appealing to 

Islam time and again. Unlike Christianity Islam was an endeavour to 

establish an equitable and just society in this world• With every new 

mosque built in Cairo, with every call to Islamic i.dentity, with -the 

reappearance of fashionably dressed veiles in the streets and of notice

ably placed Qor 1 an copies in the flats of the Western educated middle 

class,_ those are strengthened morally, who one day might ask whether 

Egyptian society as it has been emerging in recent years is comensura

ted with the revolutionary implications of Islam, 
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The I ragi Ba' th after. ten years of power the challenges of 

dogma and pragmatism 

Ten years of power, with no end in sight, are a memorable 
achievement for any revolutiorery regime in the Middle East, They 
are the greatest survival success by far which political Iraq 
has kno.wn since 1958. 

How did this roppen? Chance arid good luck played their part. ~ 
Thus, the Arab world has experienced over the recent years a com
parative low in conspira.to'rial tension, after the feverish high 
of the previous era; it is a phenomenon which still awaits its 
historiosophical explanation. My paper, however, tries to out-
line those features in the survival of the Iraqi regime which 
are of its own naking with stress on the responses to the 
antipathetic challenges of dogma and pragmatism. 

Such probing presents a diffi<ml ty in method •. The response 
to dogma will always be la.rgely declaratory; pragmatism by its 
nature evokes a predominately functional response. The yardsticks 
differ. Moreover, every ideologica.l utterance can be dubbed cant 

_ i~ the commentator so wishes. By the same token, every significa.nt 
Htq)..act· of policyfi.as dictated by dogma .•. The observer's personality -
. his background, pre.dilections and peculiar empathy -- ·simply 

ca-nnot be cut out. On the "objective side,· the present regime in 
Iraq is headed and effectively represented by two men, AQmad ~asan 
al-Bakr and his younger kinsman ~addam ~usa.yn, whose will to sur
vive in power is an absolute; "the cha.llenges of dogma and prag
matism" are irrelevant in this respect. Still, the problem as 
put in the title of this paper remains if we want to understand 
how Ba 'thi Iraq is run. 

The history of the regime so far falls into two sta.ges~ The 
earlier was basically Bekr's and J;Iusayn's fight for entrenchment 
and the elimination of rivals. Only at the later stage, with those 
objectives reasonabJ:y•secured; could serious attention be given 
to long-term -policies ·on their own merit, whether anchored in 
''dogma" or "pragmatism". The transition from one stage to the 
o·ther is very evident in retrospect; it took place about the turn 
of 1973 and 1974. 

It is therefore entirely logical that the most important 
doettment to shed light on the philosophy of the regime originated 
at that time. It is the "Political Report" adopted by the Eighth 
Congress of the Iraqi Ba 'th (the Iraqi Regional Party Command, in 
official parlance), at Baghdad in January 1974. The report was 
delivered by ·Bakr as Regional Secretary; there is interria.l evidence 
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that the author is ~addam ~usayn. Given the relations between the 
two, the point is of no particular importBnce. The report was publ
ished in Arabic and English in the course of 19,74. I shall make the 
Report the pivot of the remainder of this talk. 

The first thing that stands out in·the Report is its intel-
lectual excellence (with occa.sional slips) en excellence that 
pays regard to analysis, to conclusions, to presentation, to the 
requirements of the situation and to the psychology of the audience. 
The last three are tactical; the first two touch the heart of the 
matter. 

The second point to be noted is· one which many Westerners will 
find some diffioolty in accepting. It is the basic honesty of the Re
port. To say ~hat the originators are politicians determined to pre
serve their I'UI'le a.t whatever cost to anybody else, is belabouring 
the obvious. This determination too comes out in the Report; if we 
like, we may call it pa.rt of its honesty. But there is another di-
mension. I think a.nd I am mindful that whoever has not careful-
ly read the whole Report must take me on trust -- that the origin
ators believe what they say. "Revolution" .and "liberation" 1 "Iraq" 
and "Arabdom" are not only ritualistic catch-words. They have a 
plain meaning which the originators share with their audience. And 
at a more pedestrian level, the originators mean what they say when 
they describe the political options, the contingencies, the risks 
and ·possible rewards, the "what" qnd the "why" and the "when". 

Ha.ving said this much. I am coming to the crux of OUJ;" present· 
problem~ The Report is from first to last a doctrinaire Ba'thi docu
ment. Its message is th8t of Unity, Freedom and Socialism in the 
sense the founding fathers formulated it a generation ago. Unity is 
full Arab poli ti eel unity, expressed in the terms of secular nation
alism. Freedom is the wiping out of Western influence, cultural no 
less than political and economic~ Socialism, it would appear, is 
etatism with the intelligent co-operation of the employees, as 
distinct from "state-capitalism"; it is here that the Report pro
tests too much and is in consequence least convincing. Liberalism 
in the Western sense emphatically including the spiritual 
is expressly rejected. · 

The threefold message thus understood is the measure of the past, 
the present and the future. It is a measure applied with consistency. 
Successes are noted with satisfaction. More significantly, numerous 
fa.ilures are discussed quite freely, and blame is either not attrib
uted at all, or put down to .the regime, that is, the originators of 
the Report. The Report admits that the realities domestic end 
foreign; political, economic end social demand concessions end 
compromises. These, as well as their background, are defined and dis~ 
cussed, with regret but matter-of-fact; by andla.rge they tellywith 
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what the outside observer too would regard as deviations from Ba'thi 
doctrine. 

How does this relate to the policies of ,the r~gime? 

The five years of Ba'th rule that-preceded the Report are 
scarcely relevant,_ for the reason alluded to above. But about the 
time of the Report a state of stability was achieved, in _the ob
servers' hindsight as well as in the contemporaneous appreciation 
by the r~gime which of course never relaxed its attention to 
security. At the same time something like a national policy could 
be evolved, and has si nee evolved, with a degree of coherence and 
strategic vision. It ma.y be argued that this na.tional policy is 
overwhelmingly pragmatic, in tendency if not in present content, 
with its cool regard for the needs of the state, rationa.lly equated 
to those of the r~gime. Landmarks in this respect are the mending 
of fences with Tran; the down-scaling of quarrels, and in parallel 
cif subversive action, in the Persian Gulf-region; the ambiguous and 
not.entirely hostile attitude towards Egypt since the Sadat initiat
ive; the fostering of economic relations with the Unit-ed States, 
apostrophied in the Report as the imperiai.ist arch-enemy; the 
strictly controlled friendship with the Soviet Union~ Even the ob
sessive quarrel with Ba' thi Syria can be presented with some plau
sibility as little else than the continuation of a confrontation 
as old as -history, based on abiding clashes of interest. On the 
domestic front the case for pragmatism versus dogma is put by the 
flaunting of co-existence with communists, Nasserites and dom
esticated Kurdish nationalists. Trends towards concession to a 
consumer society are surely not in line with Ba'thi dogma~ Here, 
one may claim, is the Iraqi Ba'th r~gime: sheer opportunism, adorned 
with ideological claptrap. 

Surely this labelling is simplistic. For one, there still is 
much in current policy that conflirms very well.(~ Ba 1 thi dogma, 
The stand on Palestine, even allowing for the comfortable distance 
'from the battle line; the fundamental alignment with the Soviet 
Union -- ideologically, poli tical:Uyand stra tegLca.lly; Third 
World attitudes; oil politics; and last not least, the unrelenting 
hold on public opinion at rome~ After all, it depends where we 
direct our gaze. Then there is the intense activity at Party level 
which has gone on since the Eighth Congress: the ra.mification of 
Party organizations, both ~litist and popular; the Party schools 
and indoctrination classes; the outpourings of literature; the 
passionate expounding .of Ba 'thi principles when:wer the leaders 
of the r~gime meet the public. Surely it overtaxes human ingenuity 
that so much for so long should be nothing but sham. 

We may go to the other extreme and regard the self-image pro
jected in the Report as the whole truth: Ba 1 thi doctrine is the 
measure of things; compromises are not deviations, but a flexi
bility accounted for by doctrine, the better to achieve the un-
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unchanging aims. I think that none of us here would care to go 
as far as this. 

The truth is probably somewhere in the middle. Two systems 
are at work, autonomous but with connecting strands, and each is 
taken seriously by the men at the top. One system~ Party doctrine, 
serves as inspiration, alibi, and self-justification. The other 
system embodies the e_xigencies of policy as seen ·by ruthless and 
highly intelligent power-seekers who also have one almost 
hesitates to admit it the good of their country at heart. 

And since I do. not wish to go on record· as .an admirer of 
what I do not admire, I will conclude with another reference to 
the Report. One of the mistakes of the Party, the Report says, 
was this: the Party made promises without considering .that on 
occasion their fulfillment is widely expected. How true, and 
what a caution for all of us! 

May 1978 
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The Palestine Conflict as Reflected in Contemporary Arabic 
Literature 

• 

The present paper starts from the assumption that the study of 

any literature- in the sense of belles lettres -produced by 

members of any ethnic group or religious community will offer 

some information about the basic issues discussed within that 

group or community at a certain time. It is even to be expected 

that a close examination of this literary production may offer 
nsight a deepfinto the various intell.ectual levels and general direction 

of discussion within a given group or community. Sometimes this 
insight may be much deeper than that which is gained from national 

charters,the programmes of political parties,the talk of newspaper= 

men and radio co1nmentators or statements made by religious leaders. 

If the latter assumption is accepted at least in general, we 

may expect that a study of Arabic literature in the twentieth cen= 

tury can enlighten us, to a certain extent, about what the Arabs 

really feel and think about one of the most crucial problems of our 

time, a problem which, in one way or another, concerns all Arab 

national states: Palestine. 

In the present paper I shall refrain from trying to present an 

account of the emergence and development of Palestinian topics in 

Arabic. literature ab ovo. Rather, J shall concentrate on the period 

since 1948. In some cases, however, it will be necessary to point 
to the appearance in Arabic literature of certain ideas,images and 

arguments prior to that date. 
To our premiss tbat_the study of contemporary Arabic literature 
concerning Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict can offer a way 

to get inside the "Arab mind", several objections may be raised, 
beginning with that very old one: who are "the Arabs" we are talking 

about here? Or, to put it in a _d.ifferent,more direct way: .is it 

reasonable to believe that the Moroccans and the Sudanese, for 

instance, or the Shi'ites of Southern Iraq will consider Palestine 
an issue basic to their existence? Should literature produced in 

.. " .... , .. ,~this . .,milieu .and ,.con.cerning .the .. Palestinian problem '"b.e .d,isr..egar.d ed. 

altogether or not? And secondly: what insight can be expected from 

literature oealing with the Arab-Israeli conflict which is produced 
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in an atmosphere of more or less strict censorship and under the 

more or less firm pressure of regimes exploiting the Palestine 

problem for the sake of internal stability or inter-Arab hostili= 

ties? Is it not true that a large part of the literature concerning 

Palestine is produced and published under the influence of "mini= 

stries of 
ganda? Is 

tant part 

guidance" aiming at the dissemination of official propa= 
it not true also that the production of another impor= 

of 

· sponsored by 

Arabic fiction, poetry etc. and its publication is 

the PLO? Would it ·be·· possible, under these ·circum= 

stances, for any Arab writer to speak freely, for instance, of 
his resignation about Arab Palestine or of his disillusionment 

with the political leadership of the PLO? 

··Gi-ven· ·-the ·-fact of ·a rat·her wide·.,gap· between-· o·f·fi·cial··· statements··· 

and what could be called the "real" mind of the people with regard 

to many other issues in the Arab World: is it realistic to expect 

that all the different moods of ''the Arabs" towards Zionism,Israel 

· · and' ·tlfe ·Pal'Erstinians ·are ·reflected- in contemporary Arabic,·lit·era= 

ture? Where, for instance, was the intense longing for peace 

among the Egyptian masses, their (now undoubtable) readiness for 

compromise, expressed in Egyptian or any other 

· li'tefr'ature 'before· Anwar 'Efl-'S'ada·t•·s ihi tiative? 

regional Arabic 

How iS'it-that 

Taufiq al-~akim was only then ready to talk to a renresentative 

of the Arabic programme of Kol Israel? 

The objections mentioned here cannot be dismissed easily. They do 

·ifot r·eflect, however, tl:fe ·very complex political and cultural 
situation of the Arab countries in the twentieth century, nor even 

that since 1948. Therefore, most of these objections apply only 
to certain phases in the development of some parts ·of the Arab 

World. Even countries which now are not particularly kn6wn for 

a liberal atmosphere may have seen better times before in that 

respect - take, for instance, Egypt before 1952. Thus if the de= 

velopment of Arabic literature prior to 1948 is also taken into 

consideration, we may get a much more multi-colored picture of 

the Palestine conflict as reflected in the writings of Arab 

authors. 

As to the treatment of the Palestine problem by authors living 

far from the geographical centre of the conflict, it may be true 

that many of their works dealing with this subject show a certain 
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• lack of insight into its complexity. The sheer quantity of 

works touching the problem of Palestine.and produced even at 

the periphery of the ·Arab World, however, suggests that this 

issue has captured the mind of a great part of the literate 

population of countries not directly involved in the. military 

conflict ana only marginally confronted with the problem of the 

. Palest.inian refugees. The fact, for instance, that a turbaned 

shaykh in Iraq was able to collect in a book of 384 pages what 

the learned men o.f the S~i (i te holy town of l'!adjaf had to say 

about Palestine between 1928 and 1968 cannot be explained away 

by hinting at official incentives. 

The existence of certain forms of literary censorship cannot.be 

· -~ -·. ,.-.• denied-. , There was,. however,, for many .years the __ relatJ:v,e freedq!J!r .. 

of expression in Lebanon, where not only Lebanese or Palestinian 

witers, but also Egyptians and others were able to publish many 

a dissenting view about politics,philosophy etc., including 

~T ------ · -strong words of cri ti-cism.~and .self-cri tic ism regarding, ,th.e si tua= 

tion of the Arabs in their confrontation with Israel. There are, 

finally, Arab writers in Israel, in the West Bank area and the 

Ghaza strip who speak out quite freely about their problems and 

'"',, "'"~~-- ··=~ ,as-pii'ations- -in ~wni-t-i-N·&B· <J1lUbl-ished .. in. Israel. {mainly.,publ-ishe.d ... ~ _ ., .. 

in organs of the Israeli left; i.e. especially using the umbrella 

of publishing houses close to the Israeli Communist Party). Many 

of their works have also appeared, of course, in Lebanon or else= 
where. ..,~-

Given the si tue.tion described above, 
that in Arabic literature concerning 

it would be wrong to believe 

the Arab-Israeli conflict 

over Palestine there was nothing but shallow rhetoric, superficial 
r• ··' .,-~ ~~ ~-···•pro•paganda; boastful: war .. pryetry·~and such· like-r• There-<i-s·-~e~-d-9ubt. :. 

that all this abounds, but no fair judgment of_the relevant lite= 

rature can avoid mentioning that there is much more in it with 

regard to literary quality as well as intellectual honesty and 

ideological spectrum. 

The fact that quite a number of works by Palestinian and other 
Arab authors concerning Palestine (and,for the greater part, 

published in Lebanon) have been forbidden in many Arab countries 
~ ' n~' ""'~=x "p'ofrlts·'to 'the ~fa:c--e· 't'l'YI1t' ~-e:n:±s=l-i t era ture >is not~uniseno~-in--i-ts -~-- ' -, ~·~ 

outlook. It must be said, however,that the reason for government 

action in these cases was rarely, if ever, the expression of a 

readiness for compromise in these writings, but-on the contrary 
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too radical a tone of self-criticism or attacks on certain 

Arab regimes for their neglect of the problem,their incompe= 

tence,their collaboration with western powers supporting Israel 

etc. More often than not these writings were considered by 

Arab governments - sometimes quite rightly - as partisan state= 

ments instigated by rival Arab regimes. 
Before dealing in a more detailed way with some of the most 

important Palestinian topics in contemporary Arabic literature, 

I would like to say a few words about the role in modern Arabic 

literature of the Palestinian cause, i.e. the conflict with 

Zionism, prior to the establishment of the state of Israel in 

1948. 

As we are dealing here with belles lettres only, early commen= 

taries in the Arabic press about Zionism (for instance in"Al

Manar"of Cairo soon after the First Zionist Congress in Basle, 

1897) and the reaction, especially in the Arabic press of Syria 

and Palestine, from 1908 onwards, to Zionist activiti-es in the 

area, do not concern us here. As far as I can see, awareness of 

Zionism as a political factor is reflected in literary forms 

not earlier than about 1919/20, when the existence of the Bal= 
four declaration and its content became generally known to the 

Arab public. Already at this time we find in literary works 

warnings that the plan of a national home for the Jews must 

infringe the national rights of the Arabs, who had just become 

free of Turkish dominance with the help of Britain and her 

allies. At that time, distrust towards both the Zionists and 
the British was already too deep in certain Arab circles of 

Palestine to allow for :;;weeping statements about a possible 

coexistence of Jews and Arabsthere. This becomes evident in 

the case of the famous Iraqi poet MaCruf al-Ru~afi, who, be= 

tween 1918 and 1920, was teaching Arabic at the newly estab= 
lished Dar al-Mu 'allimTn in Je.rusalem. In a qaf?Tda addres_s_ed __ 

to Herbert Samuel, the British High Commissioner for Palestine 

-who was of Jewish origin - Rupafi said: 
"We are not as we have been falsely accused 
Enemies of the Jews, overtly or secret. _____ --, _______ -~· 

·-"-The two peoples~a·re·Out·cousins, ·--· -·- - .. - ..... J -a···-'':~--

- .. _., 

In their language is the proof. 
But we fear exuulsion from the homeland 
And being ruled by the force of arms". 

For several reasons - not all of them directly related to this 
poem or tnr-s 'particular passagec._. ·Ru\lafi-'s verses caused sn'on1(" 
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protests in Palestine, Wadi t Bustan1, a Lebanese Maroni te ·-·' 

living in 'Haifa,published a poem as a reply to Ru~afi's. 

In it, Bustani casts doubt on the truth of Ru~afi's statement 

that the (Zionist) Jews and the Arabs are cousins (a relation= 

ship of great importance in the Middle East!) by saying:·-

"Sure,he who crossed the River Jordan wa.s our cousin, 
J?ut we are suspicious of him who now comes by sea." 

Since 192o, when this was written, the notion of the total 

difference between the Jewish "cousin" the Arabs used to know 
in the past and who was living among them, and the Zionist 

settler coming in the wake of western powers,has become a major 

theme in Arabic literature concerning the Arab-Israeli conflict . 

.. over Palestine. It .is .impo$sible,however, within the .scope of 

the present paper, to survey the development of this and other 

aspects of the conflict-as reflected in literature- in chrono= 

logical order. Therefore I would like to present only some of 

... the. most important .. ones., ... indicating a few writers. and .works. in 

each case. 

First, however, I should say a few words about the literary 

genres in which the topics related to Palestine are dealt with: I 
i . "''" ,TJlere .is; first of =all ,.uP.o,e.txy. ,This. is. the tradi tiona:Lly. -fa.""-. 

voured form of expression in Arabic regarding political,social 

and religious subjects, While undergoing considerable formal 

change (i.e. more or less radically breaking away from classical 

'-' ~-

-. '", , -, "''f-O=s), poetr,y .has .• matn.t-atned., its important-position in· A:z;ab 
literary life, This holds especially true for the literature 

from and about Palestine. 

However, there have appeared,under western influence, new genres 
~- ",,,,_,,.,j,.n,.,JJ]odern Arabic lit-eratuxe~- --al·l of them. more--or• less ·sui-ted· ·. • 

for the treatment of subjects connected with the Pale~tinian 

problem. These new (or almost new) forms are: 
1) Historical novels (and works of historiography coming close 

to this form)·, •·e-speoialJ:-y writings on the conflict·of· Prophet 
MuJ;lammad with the Jews of Nedina and on Sultan 9ala:tl al-Din's 

(Saladin's) wars against the crusaders - both subjects of= 
fering opportunities to draw parallels to today's circumstan= 

.a •.•. ~~~- onT ··~·~'"Ces.· ·Also,-··the"J:oss~of·Islamic Sp.ain (al-Andalus) to th'en " - ., 

reconquista offers a subject 

the Palestinian problem, 
\>.rhich can easi)t'econnected with 
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2) Short stories,a favourite form of political agitation, 

social criticism and ideological controversy in all parts 

of the Arab World. 

3) Drama - from the sixties onwards, especially as far as 
Palestinian subjects· are concerned,- under a. certain 

influence of Bertolt Brecht's theatre school. 

4) Memoirs of politicians,journalists,diDlomats, poets 

etc. This genre is found in classical Arabic literature, 

but has gained·much··greater importance in modern ·times. 

5) Film scenarios,radio- and TV-dramas, features etc. 

Let us now turn to some of the most important themes of this 

literature. There is, 

I. The refugees' yearning for the lost homeland: descriptions 

of the good old days before the Zionist takeover abound •. Daily 

life in this Palestine of the Past is often presented as easy, 

harmonious and happy. (For many refugee authors,this is the 

wonderful world of childhood). The beauty of the towns and 

the countryside is often praised in glowing terms. 

Especially after 1967 certain Arab writers have criticized 

this almost romantic picture of conditions prevailing in 

Palestine before the arrival of the Zionist settlers or the 

creation of the state of Israel, respectively. Those critics 

called for a clear analysis of the social realities in Pa= 

lestine before 1948 in order to arrive at a better understan= 

ding of the causes of the Arab defeat. 
II. Very often combined with the description of earlier life in 

Palestine are visions of the return to it - visions of a return 

in triumph,- but also in an individual act of desperation, the 

returning person expressing his (or her) readiness and even 

desire to die fighting on Palestinian soil rather than live 

in exile. There are also expressions of doubt: When will the 

day of liberation come, and·: How much will the old environment 

have changed until the day of return? According to one Palesti= 

nian scholar the mood of many poems composed by Arab Palesti= 

nians may remind us of the Jewish Psalmist. His "If I forget 
J 1 ( ) " th. h 1 . h .a__ • . - . ---· ______ ., ..... ____ y_Qu, ___ e_rusa_ellf _ -·-·-·- ____ ., ____ ls_sc o ar_sa;vs, ... ls .. ec oe ln poems 

like that by Ma~mud al-~ut in which he addresses his native 

town, Jaffa (Yafa), in the following terms: 

"Jaffa! Mv tears have dried_ but I 
Will I e:Ver se,e .you again? .. 
My memory of you is ever fresh, 
Living within my innermost soul". 

still wail, 
-· ----· i 
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III. Accounts of the ways in which the Zionist settlers 

brought large parts of the land under their control prior 

to 1948: this was already a theme of literature published 

in the thirties and forties. As examples we may mention _ 

"MU.[,lammad 'Izzat Darwazah 1 s 11 al-mal1 ak wa-1-simsar" (The 

Angel and the Broker), published in 1934 in Nablus, and 
Is'\J.aq Musa I,Iusaini 1 s "Mudhakkir'a:t dadjadjah" (The Memoirs 

of a Hen), published in Cairo in 1943. Darwazah describes 

how a simple 'Arab· farmer is ruined by a Jewish broker who 

incites him to spend his money for amusement in the city, 

to sell his land to cover his debts, to leave his family 

etc. Finally he becomes a beggar who dies in a lunatic 

a·sylum. ~usai:hi 1 s "Mudhakkirat daujad jah 1." describes the · 

stages of dispossession and pauperization as experienced 
by Palestinian Arabs before 1948. It is a parable told by 

a hen who records her life from the time when she is able 

to move freely on the farm of her owner to the day when 
-

fences erected by a foreign newcomer block her way, then 

to the day when her owner is forced by debts to sell her 

to a shopkeeper, where she has to live ih a cage together 

with other hens, some of them speaking her own language, 

others a foreign one. She becomes aware of the fact that 

the foreign hens are planning to get rid of the native 

ones altogether and starts thinking of ways to avert this 
catastrophe. 

IV.The war of 1948 and the causes and circumstances of the 

flight of hundreds of thousands behind the Arab frontlines: 

_Z..i,onist .acts. _of.._ terrorism (.especially the massacr.e. of .ci vi"' 
lians at Deir Yasin) are frequently described in order to 

explain the mass exodus from the territories which became 
Israel. Even authors not uncritical about the present role 

,_,, , , o_f certr;tin,.J?,al.e.stinian~.organisations and their .behaviour, 

as, for instance, the Lebanese diplomat and writer Taufiq 

'Awwad, do not hesitate to ascribe horrible crimes to Zio= 

nist fighters in the war of 1948, such as raping an Arab 

. i 
I 
i 

. - I 

=~~~ cg.irl ~th-ey hav;e ~al.ready .kiLled ( 'j'awa::I.J.Tn Bairjit,~ ti-tle 0,f ·· · --~ 

English translation: Death in Beirut, 1972 and 1976 re= 

specti vely). J 

Another aspect of the same event, i.e. the war of 1948, is i 
""··'"', ''" , - •• , .. ~ ··~o .... w •• the--.4m3cri;pt.i.onc.ofAhe·.cexodusA•t•self.,"'and i-n -th-isc.·conneGti?on 0·~~-~ 
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• of the process of disillusionment of those refugees who 

left their homes convinced of an early return in the wake 

of the victorious Arab armies. Ghassan Kanafan1's semi

autobiographical story "Ar~ al-burtuqal al-J:lazTn" (The Land 

of the Sad Oranges) is an excellent example for the literary 

treatment of this experience. 

The impotence of the ,Arab League's armies is openly ridi= 

culed by certain Palestinian writers, some of whom praise, 
" at the same time, the. resistance of the local Palestinian 

Arab population up to 1948: 

"Palestine would never have fallen, 
Never would its lions have been dispersed, 
Had not seven mighty states tried to rescue her
Truly astounding was the· outcome''~ 

(MaJ:lmud al-~ut, 1951) 

V. The life of the refugees, their miserable existence in the 

camps or outside, the breaking up of families,discrimination 

in the host countries etc.: Ghassan Kamifan1: 's story "Ridjal 

fi 1-shamsn (Men in the Sun), the description of three men Is 

desperate (and in the end fatal) attempt to shake off the 

misery of the camp, seems to be one of the best literary 

treatments of this problem. (A film made in 1972 was based 

on the story. Its presentation was forbidden in most Arab 

countries). 
Later, with the emergence of the armed resistance of Al

FatJ:l etc., the uprootedness and misery of the refugee is 
described as the background for his decision to take up 
arms and join ·the commandos. 

"'- -,, . .,.,,..., ,., ~~ ~- =" ~ ~ ·~--~~VJ?• •The> ·situa t•i-on-~o-,P ciJhe••Arabsy remai-nrng· -in~ ·I·s-rael·:o••in •thee 

fifties, some of the Israeli Arab writers expressed the 
idea that this community could become a bridge between Jews 

and Arabs in general. From the end of the fifties onwards, 
.. ::..: •· . 1 :-. r, u : :• .~ however, members ~o-f·--the ocyounger generations took the lead, 

In their writings the feeling of alienation and disposses= 

sion in their native land became more and more dominant. 

MaJ:lmud Darwish (born 1941) has described this situation 
-~··-·= '··"'"·=~ ~ -~ -·-~ "· in hrs -"-Y-aumiyat=irrtiwatln'"bi-'la wa-J:an"f'~Di-a:t:F cff' a' ·Ci'ti zett --"·"'"'---

without a Homel·and,l971). In one passage the author reveals 

_that this feeling of alienation is not simply the result 

of becoming a minority in the native countrv, but is the 

" very outccme <ff a ·cl?sh of cultures, "the Israelis 

- 9 -
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representing the new age of all-pervasive technology. 

The author tries to demonstrate this by inventing a 

frivolous exchange of words between a young Israeli and 

his girl-friend about their preference for making love 

either in a tank or in.the open air on the banks of the 

Suez Canal. To this the author adds the following 

comment: 

"What an immense gulf between the imagination soaring 
unhindered. i.n the desert and the imagination structured 
by modern technology and victory! Words of love are now 
interwoven with current affairs and the latest inventions 
of new weapons. Pleasure no longer comes from nature, 
and the Arab in Israel finds himself backward even in 
lovemaking. It has taken him a long time to learn how 

, ""~m""" ,, ctO address his~lo:v:e •. with ros.es,~How rnany,.aeO:r.JS will this .. ,,~~--! 
creature require to be trained in this new approach? •••• 
What are you thinking of? How they manage to have children 
in tanks? How they manage to have fun in tanks? 
This is the secure Israeli home. This is the love-nest. 
And this is the future". 

Mahmud Dar0Tsh left Israel in 1971. He is now director of . -

the Palestine Research Centre in Beirut, Other prominent 

writers have remained in Israel. One of them, the communist 

poet Tauffq Ziyad,became mayor of Nazareth in 1976. In one 

of his poems, he articulates (what he thinks should be. or 

·really is) the attitude towards Israel of the Israeli Arabs, 

i.e. a strong determination to hold out against the Jews 

on the native soil and_to defend the Arab identity, causing 

the Israelis·as much trouble as possible: 

"Here we shall stay, 
A wall upon your breast, 
And in your throat we shall stay 
A piece of glass, 
A cactus thorn, 
And in your eye 
A blazing fire ••• " 

. _ --- _.VII. The Israeli J.ew.: .In general his foreign origin, .i, e. rnainl,, 

his European or American background is stressed. In most 

cases he is not able (and not willing, for that matter) to 

understand the Arabs. He despises them and consciously or 

. ,. -.. ···-- ...... ~ .......... :unc.on.scLo.usly. hurts ... their .national and/.or religious .. feelings .• 

The Sabra, if he (or she) appears at all, in many cases is 

even more evil and chauvinist than the immigrant. The 

sufferings of the Jews in Europe are not ignored altogether, 

"~-•c=~,.c=•• "-~--~- =-~- -~="bu.t.a,:p.e-.-nev.er""aceept-ed- .as ~an. ex-cuse'"forocmaking- the ~Ara"Gs,,,.,= 

of Palestine - who are not responsible for the holocaust -
suffer at the hands of the Zionists. 

- 10-
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Most Israeli characters are presented as soldiers; Descrip= 

tions of discipline, sexual morale and social relations 

within the Israeli army seem to be far of·f the mark in many 

cases,at least in works published up to 1967. Isra.eli women
soldiers are portrayed as perfidious (seducing, inter alia, 

fedayin in order to -get military information from them), 

frivolous and cynic. They are prone to incite their male 

comrades to commit vandal acts against innocent Arabs, de= 

secrate Islamic and Christian holy places etc. 

The distinction between Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jews is 

recognized and sometimes stressed. The image of the Sephardic 

Jew seems to beflittle less uniform than that of the Ashke= 

nazi: Mal:mud .. Darwisb;,Gin:,Yaumiyat muwa-t;in .,bi,.,.Ui wa-t;an, ,see 

above) presents a taxi driver of Moroccan origin who wants 

all Arabs in Israel to be wiped out, while the Iraqi commu= 

nist writer Dhu 1-Nun Ayyub (living in exile in Vienna) in 

'"·~··one of his stories con-f:vonts-us with -an. Israeli soldier.of.. 

,_... . ' ., ' . ., . ,. ',,. 

Iraqi origin (and with communist leanings) who, having been 

forced by the Hashimite moDarchy to leave his homeland, went 

to Israel, but still considers himself an Arab, He has even 

declined to le&rn• ·Hebrew •aRd •ShOWS sympathy with· nthe ,fedayin, 

In a few cases an (Israeli?) Jew is addressed by an 

Arab author as a personal friend. However, the basic conflict 

threatening this relationship remains visible. Such a pre= 

'"'·"·carious friendship•seems··to be reflected-in verses written·-

. VIII, 

in 1971 "To a Jewish Friend" by Fauz:r al-Asmar, an Israeli 

Arab writer: 

"Don't ask me 
The impossible 
( . . . . . . . . . . . . ) . 
Don't ask me 
To' abandon my eyes, 
My love, 
The memorv of mv childhood 
( ...... ~ . · ...... · ..... ) 
My friend 
You C8nnot ask me 
To lf"ave my own country". 

(Publ. in "Poems from an Israeli Prison") 

Arab self-criticism: inner-Arab rivalries and lack of organi= 
sation in the face of the Zionist scbeme was· criticized 

. already in the literature of the Mandate period (Darwazah 

""J .and •. oth-ers),, ~T.he-~neglect_ oL.the problem 1ly .. A-rab,-_gov.ernments . 

- 11-
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was also blamed quite early. 'Abd al-Ra:pim Mal).mi.ld (d.l948), 

for instance, addressed a member of the Sa'udi dynasty in 

a poem when the latter visited Palestine in 1935: 

"Have you come to visit the Aq:;:a Mosque 
Or bid it farewell before it is lost? 
Tomorrow, and how near is it, nothing 
Will be left for us save tears and remorse". 

After the debacle of 1948, a w~ole literature of self
criticism appeared, mainly in the form of essays on histo= 

rical and cultural topics. This was echoed, to a certain 
-

extent, in works of poetry and fiction. The early successes 

of Djamal 'Abd al-Nii?ir, however, worked in favour of a 

considerable wave -of 'Optimism,- as reflected in· Arabic· lite-ra= 

ture, with regard to the outcome of the final struggle with 

Israel. The disaster of 1967 changed that almost completely. 

In the field of the novel, lJalim Barakat's "'Audat al-ta>ir 

ila 1-ba!J-r" (The-Return o-f the Flying [Dutchman] to the 

Sea, Beirut 1969) seems to be the most mature and intellec= 

tually honest stock-taking, on a high artistic level, of 

the Arab's miserable ~8ial and cultural situation vis-a-vis 
Israel. 

Many authors fell silent for some time, others erupted in 

expressions of shame,self-hate, guilt and wrath against those 

Arab leaders and military men they held responsible for the 

defeat. Djamal 'Abd al...:Nal?ir, to be sure, was carefully 

spared any open criticism at that time - with the exception, 
perhaps, of Muslim right-wing writers who considered the 

defeat a result of Nasir's socialist experiments. 

-For the tendency to clear Na?ir from any responsibility for 

the disaster,putting the blame on the shoulders of corrupt 

functionaries etc., Lutfi al-Kliul1: 's film (cast by YUsuf 

Shahin) "Al-'U\)filr" (The Sparrow) is a case in point. (It 

is, nevertheless, a piece of courageous criticism). 

One poet, the former Syrian diplomat Nizar Qabbani,who had 

been famous until then mainly for his erotic poetry, sud= 

denly started writing verses directed in an extremely ra= 

dical way against traditional Arab-Islamic values and 

Middle Eastern mentalities, at the same time rebuking 

Arab politicians and intellectuals as responsible for the 

catastrophe of 1g67 (Hawamis~ <ala daftar al-naksa, i.e. 

- 12 -
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Marginal Notes on the Copy-book of Defeat, 1967). The 

death of Djamal 'Abd al-Na~ir plunged him(and many other 

writers)into even deeper abysses of despair and self

accusation: 

"We have killed you,o last of the prophets! 
We have killed you ••• !" 

For Qabbani and many other Arab authors,the relative sue= 

cess of the Egyptian and Syrian armies in October 1973 
came as a miracle causing elation and new self-confidence. 

For QabbanT, the events of the October war are equivalent 

to a rebirth: 

"Today~ on October 6, 1973 •• 
I was born under the patrol boats 
and pontoon bridges •• 
I came forth from the teeth 
of Syrian caterpillar tracks •• 
On the Golan heights ••• " 

Especially in Egypt the crossing ('ubur) of the Canal 

became a metaphor in many literary works for a total change 

of mood, for leaving behind a shameful past, a rebirth etc. 

I· 
I 

i 
I, 
I, 

I 
I, 
I 
i. 
I' I 
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IX. The Civil War in Lebanon: The events of l975ff. in Lebanon 

caused many ~alestinian, Lebanese and other Arab writers 

to express their feelings about what they consider the 

roots and results ·of··the~conflict •. In .the writings of. 
pro-~alestinian and left-wing authors, the siege and fall 

of Tall Za(tar is, of courser one of the main topics. -

:' ' -

Given a certain support bv Israel for the Christian 

",,.' •militias, it- wou·ld" be ·interesting to see whether- thi.s,chasc

resulted,in the recent writings of extremist Christian Leba= 
nese authors like Sa(Id <Aql, in expressions of solidarity 

and gratefulness towards Israel. At the moment, however, I 

have no information about that. 

,-, . .::!_ 

The situation in Lebanon before the outbreak of large-scale 

fighting has been aptly described by Taufiq <Awwad (see 

above). In his novel '"!'awahin Bairut" the ~alestinian move= 

"mehts operatTn'g'~ih 'L'ebanon and their ·Lebanes-e- ·comrBdes and 

fellow-travellers are not spared a certain cri-ticism. ·On the 

background of the country's deep and dangerous socio-cultural 

crisis, which the author \•tanted to describe at the time, 

· tlie ·guerflla 'orga'nisatiori's appear; however, as a f-ina-l--·· - -- -~ 

-13- 1 
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refuge not only for Palestinians living in alienation 

from Lebanese society, but also ( as is shown in the case 

of the heroine,a Shicite girl from a village in South 

Lebanon stranded in Beirut) for Lebanese who feel dispos= 

sessed and humiliated by a system of narrow confessionalism 

and moral hypocrisy, 

X, Religious themes and allusions: The Palestinian Arab 
resistance against ·the Zionist settlers prior to 1948 and 

the subsequent wars as well as the guerilla actions are 
frequently described as Holy War (djihad). The sanctity of 

Jerusalem and other places in Palestine is evoked in many 

works. Sometimes the' plight of the Palestinian Arabs is 

compared, in a more or less symbolic·way, with the suffering 

of Jesus Christ caused by the Jews, or with the tragedy 

of Kerbela, i.e. the resistance,death and final historic 

triumph of the ·prophet's grandson I;Iusain ibn cAlT who

heroically took up arms against the usurpers of power, the 

Umayyads (680 A. D. ),The latter comparison is, of course, 

especially favoured by Lebanese and Iraqi Shilite sympathi= 

zers of the Palestinian cause. 

HalTm Barakat's " lAudat al-ta>ir ila 1-be.hr" (see above) . . . 
is full of religious E>.llusions especially taken from the 

Old Testament, 

Anti-Jewish arguments,themes and motives are borrowed 
freely from western literature. As an example we may mention 

the Egyptian author (of Indonesian-Arab origin) 'AlT A0mad 

Ba KathTr (1910-1969) in his play"Shayluk al-djadTd" (The 
New Shylock, 1945). His three-act play "Ilah Isra>1.1" 

(Israel's God) is a total condemnation of the role played 

by Jewry in the whole of human history. 

It should be noted here that western anti-Jewish (anti

semitic) polemics (as, for instance, the "Protocols of 

the Elders of Zio~) have been translated into Arabic, One 
of Martin Luther's anti-Jewish treatises (most probably 

his "Von den Juden und ihren Ltigen" of 1544) was published 

in an Arabic translation (from an English -version) by the 

Palestinian cAdjaclj Nm.•aihiq as late as 1974 in Beirut 

(Nifaq al-yahud;with a foreword by ShafTq al-~Ut, at the 

time ~hiej editor of the radical pro-Palestinian paper 

"Al-MuJ:arrir"). 

-14-
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As already mentioned above, Prophet Mu~ammad's conflict 

with the Jews of Medina offers material for parallels with 

today's Arab.;.Israeli conflict. This view can be corroborated 

by quotations from the Quran, from-Quran-commentaries and 

the J;Iadfth. This· approach is especially favoured by writers 

from the milieu of the Muslim Brotherhood and the WahhabTya. 

On the other hand,the relatively safe position of the 

Jews in medieval Islamic society is often cited as proof 

for the latter's tolerance as comnared to Jewish attitudes 

towards others in the past and present. 

)1111 

l"" 

!!!!! 

XI, Visions of Arab-Jewish c-oexistence in a future "liberated" '"" 
Palestine, i.Ef." after'th'e··destruction of the state of-. 

Israel: as we have seen from the fate of Rusaff's poem of 

1920 (see above),conciliatory words in Arabic literary 

writings are likely to be received with distrust and cri= 

ticism in the Arab mili~~. Nevertheless statements of this } 

kind may be found here and there in contemporary Arabic 

literature at almost every stage of the conflict. The 

Palestinian poet Hu(In Basisu, for instance, whose works 

are banned in niany ·Arao ·c·o'untries because of their radical 

tone, already in 1948 (when he himself was 18) tried to 

·look forward to the days of p~aceful coexistence: 

"And my child will be raised 
In Jerusalem and Ghaza 
With Rachel and Sarah". 

It is clear, however, that the coexistence which Basisu 

seems to have had in mind already in 1948 is more or less 
similar to the one now officially propagated bv the PLO: 

Arabs and Jews living together in one secular non-Jewish, 

potentially Arab-dominated state in Palestine. 
With the possibility of a separate Palestinian Arab natio= 

nal state coming into the focus of international discussion, 

it may be that other, more realistic and constructive 

visions of peaceful coexistence may emerge in contemporary 

Arabic thought and be expressed also in literary writings. 

XII. Third World solidarity: A development typical of Arabic 

literature concerning Palestine from the sixties onwards

especially in the writings of left-wing authors - is a 

' '• '"''"cert•ain· trend ·toward putting the Pa-lestinians'. fli:J;"ugglf3c-•., ~ •• 

in the wider persnective of liberation-movements in the 

- 15 -
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Third World. Some kind of solidarity wit~ Asian and African 

peoples fighting against western powers was already expressed 

in Arabic literature at the beginning of this century, as in 

the case of the Boers' war against the British in Southern 

Africa and Japan's victory over the Russians in 1905. In the 

sixties, comparisons with the struggle of the Viet Cong ~ecame 

popular i~ left-wing circles. Very often this comparison was 
. 

used in literary writings as a base for strong self-criticism, 

attacks on Arab governments etc. 

So far, the impact ·of this "internationalist" trend on the· 

wider Arab reading public may be only superficial. 
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How can stability in beliefs be explained? 

How do parties in the Middle East conflict make their 

causal analysis, how they explain events, and how they 

draw inferences from these events. We ask how the par

ties to conflict arrive at answers to the question why 

something happens. For example, hc 1N does one pa::'ty in 

the conflict explain what caused the behavior of the 

opponent when the opponent behaved in a way that con

tradicted his earlier theory about how the opponent 

behave? 

Causality as a main rule governing the formation of the 

belief systems has been emphasized by wany. 

Our method of representing beliefs of decision
maKers. reflect::5 t!1e ~.n·opositiun tf1c.t decision
makers tend to believe that international events 
are related causally e.nd t~us tr:r to :..nfer causal 
relationships underlying these events and t~e 
actions of other nations, even when there is 
little or no evidence of causal· nature. 29) 
(Bonl-.J:i.r:l; 1976, Si:nulc.tion ·?.n·::": 'James (June 1::?75, 
p. 1?8). 

~1Jl-:•.e!1 :,'le -cry to explc..in events, we may say that we act as 
11 intuitive 11 scien~: j.sts. try to expla~n the behavior. 

of others. .... ...... ,. 
'-' ..l • ./ to e:<plain our own beh~vior . 

\~Thy did I behave like I did·? .D-.s "i:1tu2.tiven sc.:.entists 

we try to come ~P with the best explanation possi~le. 

most cases our> j udgm.ent is not based on one singie 

observation but on several. 

The individual does not only observe behavior, but takes 

into consideration the "circumstances in which it occurs!t. 

These are what Bern calls the 

''controlling variablesr' of the behavicr. Obse::'vatio:;_ c:-. 

behavior 

basis on which the individual arrives at what cognitive 

t[:e 

situe.tion 11
• To the exte~t that the behavior is free 

- l -
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from ''controlling variables'', the individual will 1nfer 

the causes of behavior to the actor. Even though Bem 

does not discuss it explicitly, "controlling variables" 

must be meant to refer to only those that the individual 

perceives. 

But how does self-perception differ from interpersonal 

perception? This difference is important in our study. 

Bern mentions four ways in which self-perception may 

differ from interpersonal perception: 

a) The private stimuli play a role - e'ie!1 thoug!'l 

this varies with the situation - and these 

private stimuli are, of course} net directly 

available to the observer. 

b)· Our experiences of the past that dete!'mine 

the meaning attached to what is perceived 

(observed) are not available in the same 'Hay 

to the ''stranger''. 

c) The protection of self-esteem anC defense against 

d) 

threat, This may distort self-attributicns in 

various ways. 

Features of the situation are differentially 

salient to yourself and the observer. 

seems to be a difference of focus in attention 

between the actor and the observer. The actors' 

attention may be nore focused towards situational 

cues, while to the observer, the actors' ·oehavior 

is more salient. 

These sources of "imperfection" will concern us here. 

What are the types of causal analysis involved in the 

Arab-Israeli conflict that maintain beliefs that may 

impede resolution cf conflict? A~e there any errors and 

biases in the way in which information is processed? 

Is there a systematic distortion when Arabs aDd Israeli2 

explain the ;·re.y the enemy beheves, and, eqi.lalls· ia:portant, 

the way they behave themsel~es? 

- 2 -
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ATTRIBUTION THEORY 

Attribution theory specifies the conditions 

under which behavioris seen as caused by the person per~ 

forming the acti.on, or by environmental influences and 

constraints. Attributions or causal explanations for 

behavior and outcomes are characterized in terms of an 

internal/external or.dispositional/situational dichotomy. 

Internal property: b
.~ . .. . . .I- • ... t. a ll.lt,.,les, vralvs er mo lves 

External property: environmental pressures and 

constraints 

Attribution theory deals with the likelihood of alter

native causal factors as explanations of observed 

behavior. 

When explaining the causes of behavior and out cone~, 
11 ~lOO'~ ">::~1 11 "'-hi n 1·l' ne- ""'1"'"'0C 0 SS 0 '< ...J... o..l..~..;c;;;.~ v~ -J. A o ~- '- '-"-' are of course involved . 

For example, 'llhen we observe a consistent behavior of 

an actor under different conditions and at di:'""ferent ti:nes, 

we are most likely to explain that beha~;ior as caused by 

some internal traits of the actor. Such "logical 11 

causal analysis is also involved when we observe an 

actor whose behavior we percelve as differing from that 

of other actors. In such cases environmental influences 

and constr~ints are not sufficient to explai~ his 

behavior and internal attributions will be made. Or in 

situations where we perceive alternative courses of 

action available to 1-' . ' • ' • ~ vne actor, n1s partlCU~ar choice will 

most likely be attributed to internal traits. Perceived 

freedom of choice may sometimes explain the causal analysi 

maCe. Other postulates about this kind of logical 

schemata for attributional an2lysis could be listed, but 

it is unnecessary tc d.:.scuss this in detail since it ::..s 

causal analysis, containing biases and distortions, that 
. , . . . . t -1s or 1nc~rest ~c our s uay. 

- 3 -



The parties to the conflict will be interested in 

structuring ''reality'', so that they can respond most 

appropriately to this ''reality''.- They -are active 

information seekers and want to know as much as possible 

about what happens, and why it hapoens. They certai:1ly -- . 
do not want distorted facts, but facts relevant to their 

contingent interaction with the enemy, so that the 

optimal choices can be made. Nevertheless, attribution 

theory points to infor~ation processing biases that may 

act as cognitive constraints on what could be seen as the 

most logical or rational way of making inferences from 

the enemy's behavior and our own behavior. 

The parties to the conflict want control of their 

environment. Therefore they ,,vant their assumptions c.nd 

ge~eral theories on conflict to be valid. Sources of 

bias 9an have serious repercussions. Any distortions 

that we find in the ~,vc.y elite members in the conflict 

process information may potentially also have serious 

imp-lications for :'"'esolution of conflict. 

We are asking if the techniques the elites use for 

collectingJ processing and interpreting the data 

.adequate. In examining why something happens we claim 

that there are systematic distortions involved in the 

analysis. This leads us to the aspect of attribution 

theory which pos~ulates that there will be a syste~atic 

bias in the attribution process. It is claimed by 

attribution theories that even though we act as 

"intuitive" scientis.ts in the search for explanations 

of what is happening in our environment, ;Ne nevertf"1eless 

Our attributional 

tendencies have a bias, called by the theori5ts the 

f.undameli.ta1 attri·:::,ution error. 

The hypothesis as put forward by Heider, Jones and 

~isbetts and others ·clai~s that in ~aking our inferences 

about behavior there is a -tendency to overemphasize 

- ft -~-



situational variables (the circumstances in which it 

occurs) when explaining our own behavior, while when 

observing the behavior of others there is a tendency to 

overemphasize dispositional (internal characteristics of 

the actor) variables.- 'We do not draw statistical in

ferences because we analyze the behavior of others 

differently from how we analyze our own behavior. 

Actors are likely to attribute their own behavioral 

choices to situational factors and constraints, while 

observers attribute the same choices to the actor's 

stable abilitiesJ attitudes and personality traits 

·-• Behavior is thus seen by the observer 

to be a manifestation of the actor and seen by the 

actor to be a response to the situation 

The tendency to infer dispositional 

causes is en~anced when the observer dislikes the actor 

whc performs the blameworthy act-. ·rhe degree of involve

ment in the observed action also influences the 

attribution process. The higher degree of involvement 

the greater the chance of attriOutional bias. iN11ere 

the observer is also an acto~, he is likely to exaggerate 

the uniqueness and emphasize the dispositional origins 

of the responses of others to his own -actions. He 

assw··nes his own actions to be per>fectly standard, un-

exceptional and unprovocative 

The one extreme degree of involvement is the mutual con

tingency interaction and the other extreme is passive 

observation The Middle East con-

flict will be viewed as an instance of the former. The 

conflict is seen by the elite members as an interaction 

process where the actions of the other side directly 

effect their awn side and vice versa. This 

situati~ should increase the likelihood of attribution~1 

bias. In the stud~: we ~ill investi:ate if the c~usal ana

lysis of the parties in the ~1iddle East conflict conform to 

the pattern attributioa theorv ~ould ~redict. ~ _ The extent 

to w~ici1 this is the case in !nakes changes in jeliefs in t~e 

:onflict difficult and account for ·their relative st~bility. 

~ Sa::t~le include ea. 400 elite rner:1bers ln Israel, Esyr:-t, 
Jordan, Leba~o~, .iyria. 
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Beliefs about an object may be held across situations 

just as beliefs about a certain type of situation may 

be held across beliefs about objects. ·Beliefs about the 

enemy, for example, may be held across changing beliefs 

about the power relationships in the conflict. But it 

is also possible to imagine a change in beliefs about 

the enemy while beliefs about the power relationships 

remain the same. But the most stable beliefs would 

generally be those with reference to internal propen-

sities of actors, e. g. 11 Jews are good businessmen 1
' 

or 1
' Arabs are irrational" . 

The extent to which parties to conflict a~e dispositicnal 

in their analysis of the aooarent behavior, these beliefs 

may be very hard to change. 
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·. 

per:'orming the act or does he refer to reactive behavior 

:caw;ed by stimulu'" in the situation? 1iil:en referring to 

person attribute we may say that the respondent in his 

infornation processing behave·s as 
~ 1 Cl • l.. • ' .1- 0 1 ana Wtlf=n re.~.err1:1g 1,.,i) :3ltU2.~..tlona variables as a ''rein-

tor-::ement pSychologist". 

Some causal statements interpret behavicr as ~eacti,re. 

T~is lS the stimulus-response model: ·rlJ.e be.havior is 

seen as caused by the situatuion. Othe~ causal state-

rr:ents ~Nill see behavior caused by ul!ique traits of the 

acto:::'~ If the behavior is seen as caused by the 

situation, the betavior is SOE1ething outside tte contr-ol 

·Jf the actor--l1e does not have any choice. If the 
h h.-, ,..: .... .., t' "0 uS. ~\_U_•_' on ().,_, other hand, is see~ as caused by the 

person performing the act, it implies that the person 

has a free •2hoice to act in more than one way; tht.:re-

fore- he can do something .s.Qout hi.s 'ce~a·.,:-icr. l-Ie is 

able to c~ntrol it. 

O~e recurring coding probl9m is the reference to Zio~isc. 

If we look cnly at the form of the statements, it would 

be coded as situational. Zionism could be ca~sidered 

a socia: force a~d wc~ld tt1erefc)~e be situatio!1al. Btl~ 

the -:.·.Jntext in ~.-;hich it appe2.l"G has to ·'J_'= con.3iC.ered. 

If Zionism is used to describe the st~te of Isra.el as 

being so~ething unique, de~;iant and sdd, or 

particular to ~he people of that natior1 as opposed to 

the people of all other nations, it should be coded as 

dispositional. ·very often it :t~as used t.o explain wjy 

the people of Israel. behave diffe~e~tly from all ether 

peoples. 'The ex:;,J.c.nation implie3 that if IsPael not 

been based en an alien ideology, called Zicnism, the 

tehavio~ of tiat state ~011id have been diffe~ant (l10!'~al) .. 

~hen the ~xplanation is dispositiona.l. ·The cont~nt 

~s well as the form of the ex)l~n~tions m~st be examine~. 
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ca~se gocd behavior. 

refera to intentions. 

The other line of causal analysis 

It can be difficult t8 deter:nine whether concrete 

policies 1 b.,'n~'l; oc~) \ '-' .L ,..... - - dispositional o~ sit~ational. 

ffiL;.St te taken into account. 3cm.e-

times attributions are situational by ex;lainir:g good 

res~lts obtained by rational policies, b~t s8metioes 

the statemer:ts are dispositic:-~al i:-: that the:r as cri be 

rational and efficient ~oli~ies tc inner ~ualities of 

the actor. For example: we have a sense of noderation, 

we are not fanatic; we diagnose the sit~ation ln a 

down tc ea~th way, our thinking is 8cnc~ete and not 

abstract (ideological). Some of t~e re~pondents coded 

and 11 bad'1 sides; theil.., cc.usal analysis ':ler.e typic.s.lly 

s.ituatione~l. For them, the causes of the policies of 

bot~ sides were circumstantial, part of prcce;3ses 

no one could rs ::.lly ·be b larEed f.Jr. 

T'.lrning ~o exp2.anc.tions of C';Jn bad behavior, pcllc:..es 

were criticized as either too lenient or too aggressive. 

0~ the Arab site, some policies er g~oups ~ere charac-

terized as too extreme, and on the Israeli side the 

Palestinian issue !#as brouzht .f'.Jr~,.,;ard. Policiss we::'e 

criticized fer ~ot being optimal to their own interests. 

There was also the criticis~ that policies could be mere 

eff'ici.e:-ltly i~ple::-~ented. On totj sides the lack of 

image-b~ilding was refer~ed to. ?es~o~de~ts claimed that 

their o~n points of view were not explained well eno~gh, 

or that there was a lack of uni~y, or tl1at poJ.icies were 

not well e~ough adjusted to the situaticn. 

can be sclved, c~ what the true int~r~sts of the super-
p o .. ;e rs Bed policies were seen as caused by 

0~ the A~ab Sla~, 

as extremism and underdevelo;:~en~. .::-,.... ._.., 
.!. ·-· .L 

lO -



emotionalism wa3 al~o r~.l~e~~cu~ ~-... .... - .... '-' . .,., ...... 

Table 3 • "1 IMAGE OF SELF· , 

~: wnat do you think are the basic good and bad sides 
of your part in the conflict? 

Israeli 

Arab, 

Col= 
Total 

Sit. 

"15 

32 

<..N -
25% 

Disp. 

2"1 

23 

20 (N = 
23% 

N = number of resnondents 
Sit= situational-attribution 

1b, 

Disp = dispositional attribution 
Both ~ making both situational and 

dispositional attributions 

- ~ ., -
J..L 

Both 

64 (N 

45 I 
(N 

l i l <= 42) 
52% 

Row 
'l'otal 

= 33) 

= 47) 

li'i -
"100% 

80) 



H1AGE OF THE OPPONENT fi.ND IMAGE OF SELF 

The Israeli findings indicate the oppcsite cf the Jo~es 

and Nisbett hypothesis(s~e table 3.I)Israelis make ~ore 

disposition:!.=- than .3:.tuc..tional attribu.tior..s. Fer the 

Arat: respondents there is a high,er f'.requency of 

situational attr~bution, whict i2 acccrding to our 

hypcthesis, tut support is quite wsak. 

·The mcs t i.nte resting finding is not the frecp.len.~y 

distributicr.. of dispo3itional ar1d situat:.cn.s.l e..ttri-

butions, where we find contradictory findings and as a 

result no systematic pattern of support for the 

postu:.. . ..:.~ed bias in attribution. ~>ihat is rr:ost inte::.,esti:-1g"' 

is the tigh f~equency of respcnde~ts ~aking both ty?es 

of a.ttributions. This tells us that there is ~o sys-

tematic 

~·-li.lling to rl"~ake both dispositicnal a~d situ.e.t:..onc.l 

att~itutions when explaining cwn behavior. This findinz: 

cor.forms more to the logical sche:n.ata for c..ttri"bution 

processes rather than giving support for errcneo~s 

tendencies. 

iNhat ao you th~nk are the basic :::-ooC. sides ar.d Oe.d sid~s 

of the other side in the conflict? 

'N11en mentioning the good sides of t(H; oppone~·1t l::"': the 

conflict, Arabs referred to Israel's technological 

advances, its economic strength, its successful propa-

ganda, and its unity in goals and strategies. f..s we can 

see from this, there is a tendency to see the reverse 

cf one's own side in the opponent's camp. A strength 

for one side is matched by a weakness for the c~her 

He are :..mderdeveloped, the Israelis are develc~ed. :.-Je 

are Cisunited, the Israelis ere united. Underde ite lee-

ment causes ccnstrai~~ts for cpti:T~c.l policies of c,·--t::-- side, 

causes sr! efficient pc lie~,~. The~e was also a hesita~cy 

- 12 -



to express disunity in the respondent's own camp. The 

tendency was to say that one day we will become united, 

or that our intentions are to unite. But disunity 

is implicitly admitted '.<hen Arabs mention the unity of 

the opponent as one of the admirable characte~istics of 

his policies. 

There is also attributions that cites contradictory 

forces in the opponent's camp rrJflich may cause che.nges 

in policy. The opponent has good sides because there 

is internal opposition to his present bad policy in the 

form of environmental forces and constraints. These 

types of causal analyses lead to a high expectancy of 

change: because we see contradictory forces in the 

opponent's camp, there is the possibility that his 

policy may change. 

Some Arsb respondents expressed ad~iraticn for traits 

of the Jewish people, particularly their dedication in 

the fight for their existence. Sometimes this implies 

that Arabs are not so dedicated as the ether side, but 

it may also simply be an expression of admiration in 

that they separate the traits of the Jewish peop~e 

from the policies generated by the Israeli state, ~hich 

is hostile--but that can be reasona·oly explained 'oy 

situational or environmental sources or constrc.ir:.ts. 

Israeli respondents like Ar~b respondents, list con

t::-"adictory forces in the opponent's can:p which mc.y 

trigger change. Egypt 'rlas frequently mentioned as an 

example of these contradictory forces which may neutral

ize more hostile tendencies and which may gene~ate 

change in hostile policies against the state of Isrce~. 

Israelis also referred to traits of Arabs as a people, 

m.entior.ing ::ospitality, pride, and self-ccn: .... i.:::ence. 

- 13 -



Some respondents would simply not use the label "good" 

or "bad", Hhen explaining bad behavior of the opponent, 

Arab respondents mentioned that Israelis have a 

militaristic attitude, Israelis are militaristic by 

nature, and Israelis are arrogant. History is given as 

inductive support in explaining why Israelis behave 

differently from other people: these people have corn-

plexes from the concentration camps, therefore they 

deviate from the norm; now they want to take revenge. 

O ~h t . ~ f ,.._, .... . ..... ' 1 ~ ' v .. er ral~.,s o_ ~_.,ne opponenv cl~.,ea oy .'"\re.cs are that he 

is racist: these people have a tendency to discriminate. 

For example, it is stated that oriental Jews are not 

considered equal to European or American Jews. There is 

also the claim that the opponent tells lies, which can 

be seen as both situational and dispositional. If the 

was 

seen as a situational attribution ( 
~ . 1 ' . . 

ravlOD2...J..}, OU"C more 

often it was presented as a trait of the enemy 

( " r~ a+- i on ~ 1 ' J.. .:. ..., - .c;.._) • 

Israeli respondents mentioned that Arabs are fanatic, 

irrational, cannot think logically, lack imagination, 

have no respect for human life, and have a tendency to 

hate. Again we see the symmetry in perceptions: 

admirable traits of their own side (such as rational 

thinking, a tremendous res;:,ect for hum&.....'r1 life, ability 

to forgive) are exactly reversed for the opponent. 

Lack of modernization and lack of democratic institutions 

ln the opponent's camp were also frequently D.entioned 

by Israelis as explanations cf bad behavior. .t:.gain, we 

see this symmetry where modernization and democratic 

i:1stitutions explain ~:ihy our behc.vior is g::od, stc.ndc..rd 

or nc::-'raal, 1N"hile underdevelopment and lack of democratic 

institutions explain the bad behavior of the opponent. 

If the opponent were only as modern and de~ocratic as we, 

his policies ~ould be rational and it would be passible 

- 14 -



to solve the conflict. 

It appears, then, that this question is quite useful in 

eliciting causal state~ents and will therefore be ln-

l "d 0 t ~· ~t ., ~· l c uae ln es olng a·~ rloUolona tendencies to see if 

there is a systematic bias in the attributional process. 

(Results in table 3.lb) 

'rable 3. Z~IMAGE- OF THE OPPONENT 

Q: 1tihat do you think 11re the basic e;ood and bad 
sides of the other part in the conflict? 

Sit. Disp. 

Isr2~eli 14 41 

.:..rab 26 

Col= (N 2L;.) 

32% T·otal 

Both 

1+5 

61 

~N=41 J 
,....5')/ 7 ,o 

Row 
'i'otal 

39% (N=29) 

61% (H=Li6) 
(N- 5 

100% 

~-T = r!um.Oer of resnondents 
Sit= sit~ational-at~ribution 

Diap = dispositional att=ibution 
Both = making both sf~ua tional 

;o,na' ci:; ~ 0 ~ ~ · ... ~+-J...~.; ........... · ..... .:::U S..L..vlO~aJ.. ~ .... t...._..l..-

butions· 

The results show that there is a higher frequency of 

dispositional attributions when analyzing causes of the 

opponent's behavior in the conflict. However, this 
tendency is severely wea~ened by the fact, as with the 

previous question, that most of the respondents have 

no systewatic bias. The P~aj orit.:; make 'octh dis~ositi.onc..l 

and situational attributions. So 

what stronger suppc~t f~r the hypothesis than we found 

with the pr~vious question, the main tendency lS still 

to have ne systeQat~c bias at all in a~tributio~al ten-

15 



Concluding remarks 

In explaining the basic good and bad sides of their own 

and the other part in the conflict, trle respondents came 

up with causal statements by conceiving why the parties 

behave as they do, Our hypothesis predicts that the 

respondents would make mainly situational attributions 

when explaining own behavior, and significantly more 

dispositional attributions when explaining behavior of 

the opponent. 

The results (presented in Tables 3.la and 3.lb) do not 

give strong support for the predicted rela·~ionship, 

(orl one question the results were partly counter to what 

tl1e hypothesis would predict), although the results are 

in the predicted direction en both questions. 

Situational attributions are stror1ger when a11alyzing 

behavior of dispositional attributions are 

stronger when analyzing the behavicr of the opponent, 

but this ter1dency is rather weak. 

Arab respondents pro•.tide somevihat stronger support than 

Israelis. The Israeli results run counter to our predic-

tion when talking about. own side, although the numbers 

come very close to an even split. In making attributions 

about the opponent in the conflict, however, there is some 

support.in the predicted direction. 

The results led us to suspect that the hypotheses are 

stated in a too general form. The level of generalizatior 

tends to hide important variances in the way elites in 

an international conflict make attributions. Analysis of 

the data on a~ impressionistic basis led us to believe 

that respondents make different kinds of inferences when 

the observed behavior is considered blamewo~t~y as cppcse~ 

to praiseworthy. 

- l6 -



We may recall that a dispositional attribution places 

the responsibility for the act with the actor, while a 

situational attribution leaves the actor free from 

responsibility. The attribution mechanism will thus 

enable the ob3erver to take credit wi:er. naki:-lg 2. .dis

positional attrib·.ttion, while avoic.i1:g respon3iti lity 

by !!blaming:! ·,:;itu,;,tional variables. 

Our analysis will go beyond the "fund2.ment2.l attribution 

error'' 2.s originally put forward by Jones and Nisbett, 

in that we claim that the quality of the act is important 

We expect different types of attributions to be made of 

different perceived qualities of the performed act. 

Jones and Nisbett deal with 

situations. In our study the evaluative dimension is 

probably very import;e.nt. We do net deal with neutr2.l 

nobserversn when it comes to o•tin activities or the 

activities of the opponent. Furthermore, we deal not 

with an international situation in general terms, but 

rather our investigation is related to international con

flict with deep emotional involvement. If ego-defensive 

mechanisms influence the attribution process, we would 

expect that could account fer variance. 

The evaluation of the observed activity therefore becomes 

crucial, and se far we have net taken this into account. 

We asked the resp-ondents explicitly to mention own good 

and bad activity and opponent's good and bad acti7ity. 

Consequently, the question provoked responses that are 

especially well suited for assessing the relative in

fluence of the evaluative content of behavior. 

We therefore restate the hypotheses on a lower level of 

generalization tc see if we can get any support fer the 

general hypothesis on attributicnal biases. ..:..n em-

phasizing the i~pcrtance of the evaluative dimension 

- l ~ _, 



along with the actor-observer relationship, we may 

restate the hypotheses in the following form: 

l) There is a tendency to make situational 
attributions when observing ·£:::!:0. bad behavior. 

2) There is a tendency to make situational' 
attributions when observing the ooponent's 
good behavior. 

3) There is ~ tendency to make dispositional 
attributions when observing the ooponent's 
bad 'oehavior. 

4) There is a tendency to make disoositicnal 
attributions when observing own good behavior. 

Table 3. 3 IMAGE OF SELF 

Q,: wnat are the basic good and bad sides of your part 
in the conflict? 

Our Side Is Good Our Side Is 

Row Sit Disp Sit Disp Total 
(N-22) a- 7 Israeli 14 86 34% /) 

(N 42) 84 16 Arab 4- 57 ) 66% 

Colwnn N=21 N=43 N=64 N=LJ.5 N='? 
'J'otal 33% 67% 1005~ 87% 1);; 

N. = :lumber of respondents 

- 18 -

Bad 

Row 
Total 
(N '15) 

'"'00/ c:: ,-'/0 

(N 37) 
71% 

N=42 
100% 



' 

'i'able ?. 4 IMAGE OF THE OPPONENT 

;,·t.= ~ihat are the basic o-ood u and bad sides of the other 
part in the conflict? 

Other Side Is Good Other Side Is Bad 

Row Sit Disp Row Sit Disp Total Total 

N-18) 
Israeli 57 43 22 78 31% 

N-Ll-0) 
Arab 74 26 28 72 69 

Colu::rm H=31 N=14 N=45 N=15 N=43 N=58 
Total 69% 31% 100% 26% 74% 100% 

N = number of respondents 

Subhypothesis l: There is a tendency to make 

attributions when observing own bad behavior. 

The support is strong in both samples for the postulated 

tendency. When parties to conflict explain something 

considered bad by their cwn side, they have ever-
whelming tendency to make situational, and not dis

positional, attributions. They thereby avoid fixing the 
blame en themselves: the situation is to Olame. The 

behavior is seen as reactive--caused by situational 

variables leaving themselves with no choice. 

Subhypothesis 2: There is a tendency to maKe 

situational attributions when observing the oppo~ent's 
good 'oehavior. 

'~:rnen the oppone!'lt behaves decently, ~-.·r-1at kind of i:;.-

ferences are drawn? We find strong support for cur 

prediction of situational attribution. The support here 

lS stronger on the Arat side than on the Israeli side. 

- 1'3 -



wnen the opponent is decent, he is not given credit. 

The causal analysis of his behavior concludes that 

factors in the situation forced him to behave in a 

decent manner. Again, the behavior is seen as reactive, 

really leaving the actor with no free choice. Since he 

has no choice he cannot be given .. ~ creal L,. 

Subhypothesis 3: There is a tendency to make dis-

positional attributions when observing the opponent's 

bad behavior. 

Once more, we find considerable support for the hypot

hesized relationship. The opponent. is held responsible 

for his behavior. He has chosen to behave badly because 

of his own free will and he is in a position to change 

this behavior if he wants to. The explanation is then 

made consistent with an already established devil-image 

of the opponent. Behavior is no longer seen as reactive, 

but caused by characteristics of the actor. 

Subhypothesis 4: There lS a tendency to make dis-

positional attributions when observing own good 

behavior~ 

This hypothesis runs somewhat counter to the proposition 

by Jones and Nisbett on the fundamental attribution 

error. The proposition may still hold in its general 

form, however, even though it appears from our testing 

that it is not valid given two additonal conditions: 
- \ .L, the observed behavior is not evaluatively neutral; 

2) the observer himself is a participant of the activity 

Again, our results support our restatement of the 

original hypothesis. The respondents do not have, as 

Jones and Nisbett would predict, a bias to~ards sit~a

tional attributions. 1dhen observing own activity 

evaluated as good, the bias is towards dispositional ----
attribution. i,..,Jl1en something is doY'le tr.e.t 

. . . ~ 

lS conslaerea 

constructive, parties to conflict want to have credit 
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for it. Their own behavior is no longer caused by the 

situation but by their internal characteristics. They 

were in a position to act otherwise, but chose to do 

something good. 

These results demonstrate the flexibility parties to 

conflict display in crediting performed behavior. The 

tt ., .l-' h . 11 f' t-' ..... , ~'.<:'.:" ..... a r1ou~1on mec an1sms a ow .or operavlng Wl~n Ol~~erenv 

"models of responsibility". Furthermore, the results 

demonstrate the too general level of the Jones and 

Nisbett hypothesis. While we found some support for 

the hypothesis, the explanation does not hold, as Jones 

and Nisbett itate, that there is a general bias toward 

making dispositional attributions when explaining behavic~ 

of others~ Rather, the results show that parties to con

flict have a tendency to mention bad as opposed to good 

behavior of the.opponent. This explains some s~ppcrt 

for the hypothesis on the general level. 

Concluding Remarks 

ille have found considerable support for our four sub

hypotheses. The respondents are overwhelmingly dis

positional when observing own praiseworthy behavior and 

opponent's blameworthy behc.vior, and overv.Ihelmingly 

situational when observing own blameworthy behavior and 

opponent's praiseworthy behavior. The results show that 

the ~ays respondents make i~ferences follow more differ

entiated patterns than would be predicted by the 

original hypothesis on the fundamental attribution error. 

The findings also demonstrate the difficulties with 

triggering attitude.change. When cbserving behavior 

deviating from the general dichotomy of blameworthy/ 

praiseworthy (their r'expectancy pattern'' of behavior), 

the observer still has mecha~isms to explain this 

behavior ~ithout resorting to cognitive change or cog-

nitive reorganization. The way causal inferences are 
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made, gives considerable leeway for avoiding changes in 

the cognitive system. Attitudes and beliefs about the 

enemy and themselves can remain the same. Good behavior 

by the enemy can be explained as forced on him by the 

situation; hence ''discrepant'' informati6n is not allowed 

to challenge existing negative views of the enemy. 

Do you think the other side is threatening you? 

We expected the question, "Do you think that the other 

side is threatening you?'' to elicit causal statements. 

We expected the respondents not only to answer yes or 

no, but also to explain why they felt threatened. This 

was true only to a certain extent. The question was 

sometimes answered with simply yes O:' no, or both yes and. 

no, but some respondents did also explain why they felt 

threatened. Due to a relativelv hiah number of yP.s 
and no, the answers are only dealt with auanlitativelv 

~ 

The answers to this question emphasized that fear in the 

conflict is not so much related to what the opponent in 

the conflict has done up to this point as it is to be 

may do in the future. From this analysis of the conflict 

emerges the focus on the intention component that is 

also very strong in responses about the sources of the 

conflict. Concrete changes in the ·~ ~· ~ 
sl~ua~lon, concreve 

events, and the opponent's actions in the past do not 

seem to be included in causal analyses of why there is 

a threat. Those who explain why they feel threatened 

make mostly dispcsitional attributions. This strong 

focus on intentions of the opponent is striking and is 

common to both Arab and Israeli respondents. 

Firm non-probabalistic beliefs seemed to be held. about 

that we feel threatened because the oppone~t wants to 

destroy us, exterminate ~s, liquidate ~s, finish us, 

wipe us out. Threat is also conditicnal on the develop-

ment of the power config~ratio~s between the parties. 

I~stead of making such statements as ''we are threatened 

because ... ," :.-.·hie~ could be coded for attriOt...:.tiar~, sor:ie 
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respondents would make "if. .. then" statements discus

sing hypothetical future developments. Examples of 

this type of statement are Israeli respondents saying 

that if the Arabs became united then the possibility 

that Israel would be eliminated is very high. Arab 

respondents would turn this around by saying that if 

Arabs became united then the conflict would be solved 

(no threat would exist). 

Some respondents simply stated that they do not feel 

threatened. \v"hen answering why this is the case, 

situational attributions were made. It is not that the 

opponent is so kind that he does not want to threaten 

us, but his possibilities for doing so are slight. The 

power component again is pr-esent as a strong variable 

in the causal analysis. The past and the future were 

referred to by Arab respondents where they see a basic 

asymrnetry developing: Arabs will gradually become 

stronger, therefore there is no threat. ·These respon

dents did not talk about this as a hypothetical scenario, 

but as a given. 



Do you think the other side believes you are 

threatening them? 

He also turned to an examinatioE of the ccm~)lementary 

~uestion, "Do you think tha~ the other side believes 

you ~re threatenin~ them?'' * 
Respondents making causal statements, made both situa-

tional and dispositional attributions. On the Arab side 

it was claimed that Israelis felt threatened because of 

Arab strength. The October War was referred to in this 

regard. Israelis were justified in feeling themselves 

threatened because of the superiority of the opponent. 

These are situational ~efe~ring to events 

or characteristics of the situation rather than cf the 

actor. Dispositional statements included comments to 

the effect that Israel 7.'las a strange element or en 

artificial fragment in the area. Some Arab respondents 

also said that Israelis felt threatened because of 

extreme Arab propaganda. But more frequently it was 

referred to the propaganda by the. Israelis themselves 

as • ~ ... • ~ .j,..l ' causlng a .~..eel.lng o.~. ~..-nrea-c. These statements can 

be both situational (propaganda as means to achieve aims) 

and dispositional (propaganda as ~eflection of irrationcl 

thinking) and each statement must be evaluated in the 

context in which it appears. 

While Arabs were both dispositional and sit,.~ational ic 

their analysis of the threat to the other side, Israeli 

respondents made more causal analyses in dispositicnal 

terms. For ., ,l....l • examp.Le, ~..nere lS a feeling of threat, but 

this threat is not rational. Or, objectively Arabs 

position in the conflict, but the existence of ~yths and 

make-belie-:,.;e abcut the cha:-'2.Cter and i:-1tentions -:Jf Isrc.el 

makes them feel t~reatened. Threat was also ascribed to 

religious and cultu~al traits of the Arabs. These mis-

perceptions we~e attributed to factors such as Arab 

propaganda and fear of democracy . 

. 1 "=fon this question too, the 
numbers of yes and no without causal statements '"'ere 
relatively high, and as a consequence the answers are 
not quantiti6d. +ii 
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Some respondents on both sides differentiated between 

elites and common citizens. Elites instigate irrational 

fears in the common people. This is also called the 

"black top" image, and is a dispositional attribution 

in that threat is seen as caused by some particular 

characteristics of elites while the common people are 

"normal", 

Respondents claiming that the opponent does not feel 

threatened made mainly causal attributions. Both sides 

claimed that the generating of fear was used by th~ 

opponent as a means to promote policies. Projecting the 

image of threat could attract, for example, irtternationa2. 

good-will to justify an unjust policy. In this way the 

threat was not really felt but could be used to promote 

their own policies. Israelis pointed to the Arabs' use 

of threat to create Arab unity, mislead international 

opinion, justify the destruction of Israel, strengthen 

their side and so on. 

In other words, respondents saying that the opponent 

feels threatened do not deny the subjective feeling that 

the opponent is threatening them, but claim that this 

belie~ is propagated to promote own policies. In this 

way beliefs about threat were not irrational or dis

positional, but determined by situational variables. 

Beliefs about threat were used as convenient means to 

promote aggressive pclicies. 

It is interesting to note the general tendency tc ad

mit that the opponent may feel threatened, but this lS 

his own doing, not ours. This feeling demonstrates how 

strongly ego-defensive mechc.~"is:ns operate. Hl"1ile we 

expected the question to elicit answers with reference 

to own behavicr, this was not always true. Quite ofte~ 

the locus of causation was with the opponent where some 

genuine characteristic3 of the opponent as an actor 

were referred to. 
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ANTECEDENTS OF CONFLICT 

Our analysis of attribution up to this point has concen

trated on how the parties explain what maintains con

flict. We are now moving into the issue of the origina) 

roots of the conflict. What caused the conflict in the 

first place? What respondents see as antecedents of con

flict may not necessarily be the same causes they give 

to what maintains conflict today. We deal with this 

within the same theoretical framework, where the main 

issue is whether antecedents are seen rooted in dis

positional or situational attributions. The data base 

will be the answers to the first question in the question 

na1.re: If you could point ~ . -ou:.. one s lngJ.e factor as the 

main c2.use of' the conflict in the Middle East~ "lihich. woul 

you mention? 

In answering the question, respondents attributed causes 

alternatively to the enemy in the conflict, to themselves; 

or to both. Some would not put the cause on any one of 

the parties involved locally, but instead, for example, 

on the superpowers. Some of the answers did not attri

~ute responsibility to any actor in partic~lar, but to 

sit~ational forces. 

Arab Res pendent s 

Conflict was attributed to ~oth the establishment of 

the state of Israel and to the behavior of that state 

once established. Considerable mention was made of the 

intentions of the Israeli state, of what was perceived as 

a history of expansion. To prove this point, his~orical 

exau~ples ·.'lere given, the most recent being the occupation 

of territories in t~e 1967 June War. Further inductive 

support for the expansionist tendency of the Israeli 

state included reference to the lack of willing~ess to 

negotiate within the frc.me•lfork of the U .N. Looking at 

the past and the present, Arab respondents focused ~at 

so much on the facts of existing Israeli occupation of 

lanci, but rather on a theory that this state by its 
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nature is bent on expansion. Not only territorial 

expansion, but economic expansion was sometimes mentioned 

Israel wants cheap lab or from the Arabs, domination of 

all economic activities, and so on. Additional support 

was found in Zionism which aimed at getting all Jews to 

Israel, something inevitably leading to expansion. Some 

linked Israel to imperialism, and cited the close con

nection to the US. 

In other words, there was a strong focus on the ·i~tentio~ 

component when talking about the main sources of conflict 

The intentions of the state of Israel were seen as quite 

different from other states. They have designs for 

expansion, in which Arabs will consequently suffer. 

This case of conflict must be seen as something unique, 

a deviation from the main pattern of behavior. Evaluatio 

of the intentions of Israel were supported not so much 

by looking at this states past behavior, but looking at 

the present, where the perceived lack of willingness to 

negotiate is attributed to expansionist designs. This 

was further supported by ciating the Zionist ideology 

where the stated goal of getting all Jews to Israel is 

percei~Ted by Arabs as leading to expansion.· Furthermore, 

this policy was linked to 7;1estern imperialism, ccr.siC.ered 

a threat to Arab civilization and mentioned as a main 

cause of the conflict. These respondents regarded the 

establishment of the state of Israel as an attempt by 

Western nations to use Israel as a foothold in the Arab 

world in order to continue their imperialist policies. 

The causes of conflict were therefore not seen as con-

flicts of interest or as rational. Few references were 

made to situational forces and constraints. Conflict 

was seen as caused by something irrational, something 

ab ne rna l, odd and deviant. The perceived intentions 

the state of Israel seemed to acca~nt for attributed 

causation as much as Israel's past and presen~ act~c~s, 
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which only serve to give inductive support for the belief 

on expansion. 

The Palestinian refugee problem was also mentioned as a 

cause of conflict. There is a Palestinian problem 

because another state was created at the expense of the 

Palestinians, and these Palestinians need a country of 

their own. Cultural differences between Arabs and 

Israelis were also noted, sometimes to underline ~· 
~,.,ne 

artificial character of Israel, and sometimes as a source 

of misunderstanding between the two peoples. In both 

cases, we are dealing with dispositional attributions. 

Situational attributions were in statements for exa~ple, 

that conflict was caused by .1....1 ' • vne Olg powersj especially 

Great Britain. This policy of great powers and super-

powers causing conflict was seen as rational pursuit of 

their own interests. Attributing conflict to misunder-

standings between the parties, on the other hand, is 

dispositicnal, and deviates from rational pursuit of 

interests. 

Israeli Respondents 

The intention of the Arabs to eliminate the state of 

Israel was seen as the main cause of the conflict. 

preference of the Arabs is a world without the state of 

Israel.'' The Arabs refused to recognize the Jews as a 

distinct independent national entit~l with 

territorial rights. As inductive support for this belief 

that the Arabs want to eliminate the state of Israel, 

respondents frequently referred to what the .e...ra.bs had 

said in various contexts about the state of Israel--not 

what they had done. 

This strongly dispositional analysis puts the respon

sibility almost exclusively on one party. Occasionally 

dispositional attributions were made to their own side. 
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Cultural differences and ways of life were mentioned 

.as causes of conflict. Besides causing misunderstanding, 

these differences were the bases for irrational policies 

of the opponent. Because of the present stage of develop 

ment in Arab civilization, Arabs had to portray Israel 

as a threat. Feudal and oppressive A~ab regimes main-

tair1ed tatred agai~st Israel to justify their own 

totalitarian exercises of power. Respor:.cl:2nts c:s.imed 

a~ irratior1al analysis was made by Arabs of the 

Palestinian problem, and this analysis could be explained 

by certain special characteristics of Arabs. 

These respondents saw the roots of conflict not 1n en

vironmental constraints, but in unique and abnormal 

characteristics of Arab civilization preventing Arabs 

from a rational pursuit of policies. If these deviant 

ways of thinking were eliminated and Arabs started to 

make rational calculations on the basis of situational 

forces and constraints, there would be no conflict 

because dealing with someone who would analyze problems 

rationally would represent no problem for the Israeli 

state. 

There was also a feeling that Arab policies were rooted 

not only in deviant and odd traits of their civilization,, 

but in gross misunderstandings abo~t Israel and Israeli 

society. The opponent does not have ~· ~ . ~ 

~ne correc~ ~mage or 

us. would 

be more rational. Arabs suffered frustration over their 

own fai_lure; because of this they were aggressive toward 

Israel. A somewhat comparable attribution to the Arab 

notion of Zionism was the reference to Islam, which took 

on meanings of a political ideology to the Israeli 

respondents. Islam makes it more difficult for Arabs 

to solve the issues with Israel. It teaches the~ i~-

tolerance. According to J..sJ..a.m, tLJ.ey have to be super:..or. 
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The very existence of the state of Israel is therefore 

a blow to Arab pride and culture. 

But causes of conflict were also attributed to rational 

forces such as the national movements of the Jews and 

the Arabs which grew out of historical circumstances. 

The reasoning along these lines stated that the Jews 

were people who returned to their homeland and reestab

lished their legitir:1ate rights, but that this deprived 

the nativeborn population of their legitimate rights. 

Finally, another situational attribution was to fix the 

cause of .:>., ...... 
COn!. .LlCv to the great powers, who exploited 

local ~ . venslons to obtai!1 influence. This ~;.las made by 

both Arabs and Israelis. 

The tendency is, of course, for both Arabs and Israelis 

to see conflict as caused by the other party in the con

flict, but as we have seen, some saw conflict as caused 

by both parties, or parties not under their control. 

lve have noted the tendency to analyze the cc.uses of the 

conflict in both situational and dispositional terms. 

We will next look further at the strength of these ten

dencies by quantifying the material, and we will see in 

this analysis the relative strength of . . . .... . ~ 

C.lspcsl ..... lona.l and 

situational attributions. 
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T·able '\. 1+ 

Sit Disp 
Row 

Total 

(~-65) 
Isr3.eli 62 38 53 

(N 57) 
Arab 56 4-4 47 

Column (N;72) (N;5C) (N;122) 

·rotal 59% 417~ 

N = total number of attributions made; those making 
both attributions included. 

Results 

First we simply counted the f:oeq11encies of dispositional 

and situaticnal attributions without ta_i..:ing into con-

s ide~ation who the "causal can.dida te s" were. ·rhe se 

results are presented in ·Table 3.u. There is a split 

between situational and dispositional tendencies, but the 

overall tendency is to emphasize situational attributions 

This result is the opposite of what we found for the 

attributions on the two previous questions. We find the 

strongest difference in the Israeli sample. 

Wby is there a stronger tendency to make dispositional 

attributions when parties to conflict explain what main

tains conflict as opposed to when they explain antecedent; 

to conflict? Objectively speaking, we may say that the 

rocts of conflict may not be the same as what ~ai~tains 

conflict. A more plausible explanation is that when 

looking at history, one can affcrd to be more detached 

than when observing behavior today. The results indicate 

c. ;.-~illingness to ittribute more to ccuses stemming frc,w 

a situatiQn 8r circumstance the a~to~s cannot cont~bl, 

rather than explicit blamefixing. But if the f~~damental 
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attribution err6r disappears with more ''detached'' 

causal inference (because of time), one would not expect 

the opposite tendency to emerge, but simply that the 

''erroneous" tendency would be weakened. According to 

Jones 2nd Nisbett, even a completely detached observer 

should be subject to the bias. But if ego-defensive 

mechanisms produce the bias, it still makes sense for 

the ''erroneous'' tendency to be weakened with time. 

There is a stronger need for self-protection for the 

actions we perform now than for actions we performed 

in the distant past. This could give rise to an ad

ditional hypothesis: In cases where ego-defensive 

mechanisms produce bias, the strenzth of bias deper-,ds 

on the closeness of time of the observed behavior. 

A more discriminating c.nalysis 

We coded the attributions in these categories: 

1) Caused by our side 

2) Caused by other side 

3) Neutral (caused by everybody or caused by 

third party) 

In view of previc~s findings we find it important to 

see if we are able to 

types of attributions 

as causal candidates. 

find 

made 

systematic variation on 

depending on what is ~. . 
menl_,~onec. 

Drawing on our previous findings on attribution, ;;e 

predict the following: l) Hhen respcndents exple~in con-

flict as caused by own side, the attributionDl variable 

will take on the value situational; 2) when they respond 

that conflict is caused by the 

butional variable •,vill t2.ke on the value dispositionai. 

Note that a respondent can state that conflict is caused 

by own side but still not take any blame. This occurs 

only in the case of a dispcsitio~al attribution. 
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Tab le 3. 5 ARAB ANTECEDENTS OF CONFLICT 

Q: If you could point out one single factor as the main 

cause of the conflict in the Middle East, which 

would you mention? 

Israel 

Locus of causation Sit Disp Row 
Total 

(N=3) 

Caused by OUr' ·side lOO 0 6 

(N=l3) 

Caused by other side 15 85 2 4% 

(N = 3 7) 

Neutral 78 22 70% 

C 0 l UTI1."1 (N=34) ( N = 19) (N=53) 

Total 6 -w J;o 36% 10 0% 

(N=53 stands for the total number of attributions 
made. The s a.me res pendent can make, for ex amp le 
one attribution on 11 cc.used by our side 11 c.nd one on 
''neutral''. Therefore N is bigger than the number of 
respondents. But we do not count the frequencies. 
If_, for exa.11ple, one respondent makes two disposi
tional attributions on ''caused by our side'', they 
are only counted as one. Therefore N is lower than 
in Tab le 3 . 4 . ) 

F . rl • lDulngs 

j.je can conclude from the results in Table 3.5 the.t we 

get strong support for our pre.diction. The tendency is 

qlearly to make situaticnal attributions if 

dent explains conflict as caused by his own side, while 

the reverse is true if he explains conflict as ca~sed by 

tOe oppoEer.t. 
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It is also interesting to note that there is not a pre

dominant tendency for either Israelis or Arabs to see 

conflict as caused by the other party. Only one-fourth 

of the Israeli respondents said that conflict was caused 

by the opponent. Some even said that conflict was caused 

by their own side. 

It certainly seems as though one can afford to take a 
• ''cooler'' look at the past. The findings confirm that 

ego-defensive mechanisms do not produce so much bias in 

explaining the more distant past. The main tendency is 

not to blame anyone for what caused conflict, but to 

blame situational forces and constraints. But if there 

is blame-fixing results confirm the predicted pattern. 

Table 3.6 ISRAELI ANTECEDENTS OF CONFLICT 

Q: If you could point out one single factor as the main 

cause of the conflict in the Middle East, which 

would you mention? 

Arabs 

Locus of c2.usation s·'" Disp 
Row 

le Total 

(N=O) 

We are to blame 0 0 0% 

(N=25) 

They are to blame 20 so 45% 

(N= 30) 

Neutral 87 13 55% 

Column (N=3l) (N=24) (N=55) 

Total 56% 11 1l :t 
..,. ' /0 100% 

(N= total number of attributions made; see note 
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Arab Respondents 

The results from Arab respondents are presented in 

Table 3.6, and support the predicted tendency to make 

dispositional attributions when conflict is explained 

as caused by the other party. The findings for both 

Arabs and Israelis confirm that the attributions made 

when explaining the causes of conflict are quite sen

sitive to the type of blame-fixing we make. In no 

instances did the respondents in the Arab sample say 

that conflict 'llas caused by their own side. (In the 

Israeli sample we did have some cases). In these cases, 

situational attributions were what we predicted. itihen 

explaining conflict as caused by own side, environmental 

influences and constraints are ''blamed''. crh,!ls "a~·.; nC' - ' - J --•c 

that conflict is caused by own side is not the same as 

saying that we are resconsible. Situational attributions 

avoid blame. It is therefore not necessarily a more 

compromising stand in the conflict, (If conflict ~ere 

seen as caused by own side and the attribution was dis

positional, it would, of course, be different. But we 

had no instances of this in either the Arab or Israeli 

sample). 

As we also found with Israeli respondents, Arab res-

pondents for the most part saw conflict as caused by some 

third party or everyone involved (coded as neutral). 

Here, attributions are overwhelmingly situational, as 

one would have expected. This reflects the weakened 
nee~ ~er holdi~g the op;;cnent responsible as g::Jes 

What will 11 cc..u~,e'' oeace? 

We now proceed to the ~e3pondents' b~liefs ~~ou~ means-

ends relatio~ahips when analyzing th~ future. 

L·Joking at 2ttributicr1al tendencies ~ega~di11g what couJ.d 

cause ~hange m2y p~ovide ~~w insight into attributi:nal 

~echanisms. The tata 13 based o~ t}·:e follo~ing quest~~r1: 
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Given what you would like to see happen in the Middle 

East in the near future, what do you think are the most 

effective ways to achieve these aims? 

In this question we wanted to ~licit the respondents 

theo~~ies as to what ~ould cause cha:-tge, and ;rhat 'A'Oulc 

be the best ways to cause change in the direction of 

expressed desi~es or preferred state of affairs. 

According to attribution, elites can see. c:hange caused 

by situational chsnEes or cl1a~ges in the dispositions of 

the actors. The pres2nt questicn was a fellow-up to a 

previous question, which was formulated • 'h ln "Cue following 

way: As regards the political situation, what would you 

like to see ~ac~en ~n the MiddJ.e ~ast ~n the near future? 

We will therefore briefly report those answers here to 

provide the lo~i0al sequence in the int2rviewing procedure 

Examples .Jf Ar2b :,.,espor.ses on this question ~,\rere that they 

wanted to see a lasting peace in the area and a just 

solution of the conflict, or the development of good 

political relationships of all the countries in7olved. 

T~e Israeli answers ~ere along the same lines, but here 

there was emphasis on peace as a process, and a sharp 

distinction drawn be~~e~n so-called technj.cal peece and 

r8al peace. There were some respondents on both sides 

who said they wanted ~eac~ en the ccndi~on ~hat their 

own dema~ds in tte conflict were ~et. Gn the Arab side, 

justice and self-dete~mination of the Palestinians were 

em}:hasized, as well as Israel.i Kithdra·wc.l from occ';_pi-ed 

terri tori8s .. Israeli responses recused on security 

guarantees and·~ecognition of the st~te of Israel. 

Finally, some Israeli and Arab respondents simply stated 

that they ~anted to be stronger in ~he conflict than the 

opponent. 

\il'r1e::1. ~tfe posed the question about what they would like to 

see happen in the near fut11re, we expected the answers to 

be g:...~ien in a more cc~ncrete :"'arm than -:.ve c.ct:.te.ll~' receive:· 



By including the near future, we suggested to the respon

dents that they think of concrete alternatives, but the 

answers gi'Ten were rr.ostly in quite general forms. This 

may demonstrate, or at least indicate, that thinking is 

not very articulate or advanced on actual resolutio~ of 

confl;Lct. What elites typically seemed to discuss, even 

when asked about the near future, were abstract prefer

ences like total peace, or total absence of conflict. 

We then proceeded with the questior' that ,,.ill ':e subject 

for attributional analysis: Given what you would like to 

see happen in the Middle East, what do you think are the 

most effective ways to achieve these aims? For the 

expres3ed vie~Ns ·J~'1 the most effective wc.ys to achiev~ 

their aims for the near future, the level cf abstraction 

was 2.lso quite high. There we..s h8.:::-':_ly 2.:1y c.rtic~1le.te 

thinking about what wo~ld initiate processes towards con

flict resolution. Frcn the answers, it appears that the 

dichotomy • .l...J... • ' ..... • • ln a~~rlou~lon lS 'ni cri-,;" ~ 0 i e'la"'t - -- &- -.; - '-' - .1..:0 • B:::th types 

of causal analysis appear. Some respc~dents emphasize,j. 

inform2l processes of the actors (dispositional.), while 
r' " j h . ~, . ~ ( . ~ t . 1 ' Owners recuse· on c~ ange ln ~ne env1ronmen~ sl~ua.lona_J. 

Some saw change as caused by cwn side, others by boti 

sides, or o~ltside powers or the U.N., while the majority 

saw change as caused by modification of the oppone~t's 

behavior. For others, resolution of confli8t was a 

question of more moderation on one or both sidc~3. Once 

an attitude-change in this directiot: ~ould co~e about, 

ttere would be resoluticn cf conflict. This vi2w was 

presented in dispositional terms, i.n that mode~ation was 

seen as a process internal to the actor. It was a 

qtlestion of becoming less fanatic, less ri.gid and more 

raticn3.l. resolt1tion was see·n 

as a process of changing attitudes, and not changing 

situa~ional influences and constraints. 
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Other respondents pointed to situational changes. On 

the Arab side, the magic word 1~as unity. From 'lnity 

strength was derived, and with strength the opponent 

would be forced t~ give in. Strength was seen as a 

precondition for liberating Palestine. Focus on the 

power component was also strong.on the Israeli side, 

where military strength was mainly referred to, while 

economic strength was hardly mentioned. But on the 

Israeli side the problem was not often perceived as a 

lack of strength, but as the op~onent's misun~erstanding 

of how strong they were (dispositional). 

Corr~'llunication and coJpe::·ation, as c..;ell as negotiations, 

were expressed as potential sources of change in favor

able ~irectio~s. Change could oc~ur when all count~ies 

in the area respected each ._, f • ' ..... ovner s rlgnvs. It could 

occur with the elimination of the influence of the super

powers; converselyJ it was also felt that the influence 

of superpowers could have a constructive role to play. 

The explanation wa3 thc..t tl1e parties themselves would 

nJt be able to progress towards conflict resolution with

out outside help. Economic and ~-llture.l C.evelopment 

were also seen as aiding processes of conflict resolution 

For exam;,l::=, it was claimed t:::at education of Arc.bs ;li,JulC 

lead to more rational thinking. 

_u.rah r·espcnCents saw change caused by Israeli conces

sions, sue~ as wittd~awal from occupi.ed territori~s, and 

solution of the ?al.estine pr0blem. 

In some cases causal analysis was net made at all. 

Prescriptive statements T:fere given, such as that peace 

should be based or~ justice. Or some respondents simply 

said t~at peace was ~ lo~g process and therefore ti1~y 

c:,u2.d. mention ~· . no~._,nlng that could cause cha:~.ge in t.~1e 

r-.e E.r future . 
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Q: ld 1 . k tO c-ee nap" D_· efi l.ll vlH:~ J.J..J..UU..J..~ 
Gl. ve_n what you wou l e ~ t 

h t do You think are the mos 
East in the near future, w a 

h . these aims? effective ways to ac 1eve 
Row 

Total 

Israeli 

Arab~ 

Column 
'I:otal 

Sit 

77 

62 

(N=70) 
r7/ o ;o 

Disp 

23 

38 

(N=34) 
33% 

(N-39) 
38'1~ 

(N=104) 

N = the total number of attributions made. 

Findings 

Table 3.7 presents the ciistributicn of dis~ositional 

and situational attributions. The most striking aspect 

of the findiDgs is tje ~eight on situational attributions 

by both Arab a.nd Isrc.eli responrlents. In other words, 

most of t~e res~ondents saw changes i11 desired dir9ctions 

caused by ~anipulation o~ si~ua~ional and not disposi-

tio~a: variables. Retur~ing to what caused conflict, 

the patterr1 was the same. We may therefore conclude 

tha~ for bc~h what the respondents see as origi~al causes 

of conflict and what could cause it to cha.rtge, the ten-

dency is to emphasize situational variables. 

As with the previous Qllesticns, ~re 

proceed with a more ~iscriminating analysis. Tte die-

hotomy situational/dispositional is not sufficient. We 

ha\Te t.o 8ontrol for the "cc..use.l ccn,·Lidate" of change. 

Does 2ttributional t~~dencies vary systemat~sally ~iepen-

ding upon the causal 8andidat~ of charge: the o~pone~t, 

themselves, or some ''outs~ders''? To do this, we coded 

the CE.usal statemen:s into three c~tegories: 
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1) Change cau~ed by our side 

2) Change caused by the other side 

3) Neutral (third party :=:hculd take 
initiatives or both parties) 

Based o~ previous findi~gs, we hypothesize: '~here 

cha..'lge is seen as ·::at:.sed by the opponent, tr~e tendency 

·;..rill be t::; make dispc<'3itione.J. attributions. lf!I:ere 

c~ange is seen as _caused by thecselves, the tendency 
'l .. ' .j.... • '+- ..... 1 .......... J...' • .t:>' .., ... Wl ~ oe ~o maKe s1~uav1ona~ a~~rlQU.Jlons, ana ~lna~~y, 

where cha.nge is seen as ~a used by ne1.::c:-al forces, tte 

tendency will be to make situational attributions. 

'l'able ).3 ISRAELI IMAGE OF CHlu'JGE 

"'{.: Given l'lha t you would like to see happen in the I'iiddl e 
East in the near future, hhat do you think are the most 
effective ways to achieve these aims? 

Change Caused by Uthane;e Caused l3y ''Eh em Neutral 
Row How 

Sit Disu Total Sit Disp :rotal Sit DisD 
Israeli 90 10 N:10 c4 56 N:9 85 15 43% 41% 

N=13 
123 

N=13 
Arabfl 100 0 57 77 59 62 38 

Colw!ll'l N=22 N=1 N=23 ~;7 N=15 N:22 lN=Lt 1 N=18 

96/o 4o?i 100% 68% 100% p9'' :qc~ ;0 /0 ... ' 

N = total number of attributions. Each respondent can 
make several attributions, but only one in each category; 
see note under I' able 3. 5. 
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Findings 

One i~~taresting aspect of the findings is t~1at th9 

~ajority of respondents on both sides chose a neutral 

cand:..date for c·.ausing change. Tl""c.is indica:.es 2. st_rong 

belief i~ outside jelp, such as the U.N. and the 8upe~-

powers, to promote solution of conflict. Arab respon

dents were somel<Jh<?~t stronser ir:. this regard thar .. were 

the Israeli. 

And again tt.e findings su,port our hypothesis. llfnen 

change is seen as caused by themselves, the tendency is 

to make si~uational attributions, ~nd the tendency :..s 

to make dispcsitonal attributions when change is s~en 

as caused by ~~e other side~ Strange~ support far 

la.tter observaticn :..s found in the Israeli data. 

These findings may give rise to an additional hyp~the3is, 

since the postulated bias of Jones a~d Nisbett may not 

apply equally in expressions of future p~edictions or 

theories on ~ .. .-hat could cause change. Hhile it .:.s true 

that a bias is involved whenever any party in the con

flic~ is made the causal ca~jidate of change, the over

all tendency is nevertheless to make situational attri

butions. It lS ~her~for~ possible ~or erro~eous te~-

dencies in attribution tc apply more st~ongly tc pest-

decision situations :h3.n ~re-'.-lecision sta3es. ~·Jhen ·,lie 

asked about past behavior, the bia5 was qui:e stro~g. 

It is possible tha.t a more "logical'' sche:natc. a,pplies 

in the attributional processes concerned with future 

change, and as a consequence, bias is not found to the 

same extent·. More real~sm as opposed to, for exanple, 

self-esteem may apply~ Our new hypothesis derived 

from these findings is: The attributicnal bias varies 

w i t h "9 o s t - de c i s i on and p re - d. e c i s =i..::o..:.!"'-. ....;s:..t=a..,g"'e'-'s:....:.--=Ic:.n:.._t;.;rc:.' ~.::."----'c'-'a'"'s'-e::;. 
of pre-decisio~ the attributional brocess will more 

confor~ to a ''lc~ical'' .schemata. 
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Change processes is on the whole seen as being triggered 

by changes in environmental forces and constraints. 

This confirms to the general proposition in social 

phychology that the easiest way to initiate change is 

to start off with changes in the environmental influence 

and constraints (for a discussion of this see Bern) 

Summary 

The following questions were used to elicit causal 

statements: 

1) \fuat do you think are the basic good and 

2) 

3) 

bad sides of the other part in the conflict? 

Do you think 

Do you think 
that you are 

otter side is threatening you? 

that the other side believes 
• 1 .... • • ' ') 
tnrea~enlng tnem. 

4) If you could point out one single factor 
as the main cause of the conflict in the 
Middle East, which would you mention? 

5) Given what you would like to see happen in 
the Middle East in the near future, what 
do you think are the most effective ways 
to achieve these aims? 

On all questions, the data gave considerable support to 

our hypothesis. Attributional tendencies were fou~d to 

vary systematically with actor and observer as well as 

evaluative dimensions of the observed behavior. 

Figure (bar graphs) 
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The most striking finding in Figure is the strong 

dispositional bias in analyzing the behavior of the 

opponent. The only exception to this is the Israeli 

finding on what the opponent should do to cause change 

towards resolution of conflict, but even here the 

majority of attributions are dispositional. 

Furthermore, we have found that the attributional bias 

on the whole is weakened in analyses of the distant 

past (what originally caused conflict) and the future 

(what could cause resolution of conflict), which has 

given rise to two additional hypotheses en attributional 

bias related to bias as function of time and bias as 

function of pre- or post-decision. 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

In this chapter we have looked at the processes cf causal 

attributions in the Middle East conflict. We have asked 

how the parties explained causes of own behavior and the 

behavior of the opponent. We suggested that the causes 

could be classified on a dispositional (internal) or 
·~ t• "(t" 1"" ~h Sl~Uawlona~ s lffiU_l ln 01 e environment) basis. We 

further suggested that even if ''lo~ical'' rules of 

inferences were applied to arrive at causal beliefs, 

there were still sources of systematic bias. Elite mem

bers in the conflict are ''truth'' seekers, or open and 

active information seekers because knowing the 11 truth" 

would put them in the strongest position to make the 

right choices. There are, in spite of this, sources of 

imperfection, one being· the bias produced by the attri

butional process. The findings have confirmed our 

suspicion. But hew do we explain the respondents' 

deviation from logical rules of inferences and introduc-

tion of erroneous tendencies in information processi~g? 

As a starting point, we may repeat the four ways men-

tioned by Bern as explanations of differences 

between self-perce;ticn and interpersonal perception: 
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a) The private stimuli play a role--even 

though this varies with the situation-

and these private stimuli are, of course, 

not directly available to the observer. 

b) Our experiences of the past that determine 

the meaning attached to what is perceived 

(observed) are not available in the same 

way to the '1 stranger''. 

c) The protection of self-esteem and defense 

against threat. This may distort your self

attributions in various ways. 

d) Features of the situation are differentially 

salient to yourself and the observer. There 

seems to be a difference of focus in attention 

betv;een the actor and the observer. The 

actor's attention may be more focused towards 

situational cues, while to the observer, the 

actor's behavior is more salient. 

As can be seen from this list, Bern leaves open the pos

sibility that bias and distortion can be ascribed to 

cognitive or informational factors, as well as moti

vational factors. It is generally acknowledged by 

attribution theorists that both cognitive and moti-

vational forces can lead to distortion and . . . 
c~as ln the 

attribution processes, and also that these factors can 

be mutually . ~ . reln.1.orclng. 

Our first finding was that th~ action itself accounted 

for most of the variance in the type of attributions 

made. rdhen we disliked the observed behavior, the 

attributional tendencies differed dr~matically from the 

attributionc.l tendencies wrien we approved of the behavic.r 

This relationship points to motivational rather than 

cognitive fe.ctcrs as an explanation of bias. 
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Jones and Nisbett emphasize cognitive factors as an 

explanation of the fundamental attribution error. They 

point out the rather obvious fact that information on 

both the effects and the causes vary with actor and 

observer. Actor and observer may have different infor

mation as to the nature of the act, what exactly was 

done, what effect the action had on the environment, and 

how the actor himself experienced the act. Furthermore,_ 

the observer may not have the same knowledge about en

vironmental influences and constraints on the actor as 

the actor himself, and the observer is likely to have 

inferior knowledge about the actor's intention. If 

Arabs, for example, decide to form a union of Arab coun-

they have a different perspective of the nature 

of this act than the Israelis. The Israelis observing 

the behavior will have inferior knowledge as to effect 

of the action, or how the Arabs themselves experience 

this. Israelis will probably not have the . ~ same ln.Lor-

mation on environmental influences and 2onstraints that 

may· have initiated the action, and they must necessarily 

have inferior knowledge a·oout intentions since this can-

not be measured directly. wnen explaining the 

butional bias by cognitive factors, Jones and Nisbett 

point both to these informational deficits as well as 

to the different perspectives of observers and actors. 

Our findings clearly demonstrate that not cognitive but 

motivational factors account for most of the variance. 

This emerges especially when 'tle make a distinction 

between liked and disliked behavior. Motivational fac

tors are of course most likely to produce bias if there 

is a high degree of involvement in the observed behavior 

~nd the affective component is strong. Both these con-

ditions are present for the elites ih the Middle East 

conflict. self-esteem lS 

probably strong in producing bias. 
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If motivational factors are most important in producing 

the observed bias, this may explain why we did not get 

the same support for the postulated bias when we asked 

about the distant past and the future. Motivational 

factors are strongest in immediate post-decision 

situations ("pleasure principle"). wnen behavior becomes 

more distant, the need for protecting self-esteem may 

not be as great. Looking ahead--at the future or the 

pre-decision stage, as it were, a ''reality'' principle 

may be stronger than ego-defensive mechanisms. The 

logical schemata for processing causality is given more 

room. The causal analysis is dictated by the need to 

operate with an adequate and optimal information base 

on means-end relationships. The erroneous tendencies 

therefore do not apply to the same extent. After the 

response is given, motivational forces come into play 

because there is a need to defend the performed response. 

Attributional orocesse_s_ ~s means of keeping cognitive 

balance 

The findings also provide insight into ways of coping 

with discrepant information by showing the flexibility 

an individual has when analyzing the causes of behavior. 

In our previous study (Arab anQ Israeli Elite Perceotio~s 

we explained that discrepant information could be dealt 

with by either simply ignoring it (selective perceptual 

process) or giving added weight to other info~mation 

(bolstering). The attribution process demonstrates 

another mechanism to deal with unexpected behavior and 

events without changing beliefs. If I have a devil image: 

of the cpponent and the opponent behaves in a~ indis

putable friendly way, I can still ~aintain my beliefs 

about the opponent by tenavio::-o 

as caused by environmental influences and constraints. 

His dispositio~ to act in an unfriendly way remains the 

same, but certain characteristics of the situation have 

forced him to be tempo~ari1y f~iendly. In ot~er words, 
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the opponent is not given responsibility (credit) for 

what he is doing. His behavior is reactive. It also 

follows from this attribution that the change in 

behavior will not be seen to be of lasting value since 

there is a high expectancy of change in situational 

variables as opposed to dispositional. 

Freedom of choice 

Further important implication of the findings concerns 

perceived freedom of choice in conflict behavior. We 

have noted the tendency to attribute the behavior of 

the opponent to internal dispositions, while seeing own 

choices as governed by environmental influences and con~ 

straints. 

In choosing a situational explanation the individual 

assumes that this is something outside the control of 

the actor (not caused by him)--something for which he 

cannot be responsible. wnen choosing a dispositional 

(internal) exnlanation the individual assumes that the 

responsibility or explanation is with the actor, and 

that there were two or mere cptions available. 

Disposi:ional attributions i~ply that actors are faced 

with freedom of choice, while situational attributions 

imply reaction to stimuli with no real choice involved. 

Our findings therefore tell us that there' is a. systematic 

bias involved in perceived freedom of choice. The enemy 

in the conflict is seen as having alternatives in the 

conflict, while one's own side pursues policies that 

are simply reactive to the enemy's policies. In other· 

words, opponent could have acted other~ise, but for 

one's own behavior, on the other hand, one is viewed as 

no available options. 
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Error of measurement 

The problems involved with the data collection are dis

cussed in a separate chapter. But one should note at 

this point that if self-esteem does play a central role 

in producing attributional bias, we have to leave open 

the possibility that the interview situation may have 

reinforced the bias, thus making it appear stronger 

than is actually the case. 
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SO'IHT l'OLICY IN •rm.: . llliDD.LE l>AST 

by Derek Hopwood 
• 

In this paper I want to try to demonstrate that there exists 

a historical continuity in Russian interest in the i;iiddle East, 
-<. •• 

that Soviet activi-ties in this century are 'partly a continuation 

of Russian activities in the nineteenth. The revolution of 1917 

was without doult a watershed but Russia survived as a state 

whose historical memor;y and,exrerience could not be completely 

erased. This historical approach =Y help to explain0oviet 

policy today. 

Russia ·;;as for long .essentially a .. land povmr based in. 

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries on Kiev and Moscow. 

From there thc·state becan a long process of expansion. 

lt was a process .-1hich aosorted into t,,e state :nany peoples 

in addition to the ctU:O siEE'iS - '.i:'artGl'S' LJles' Bashkirs' Turks 

and others. By 1700 the ;;oltic ;:Je:l hod been reached and 

St. l'etersburc; founded. - ,To the l~orth Russia extended- to .the 

limits of Siberia. In the late eichteenth century Russia 

under Catherine the lir·eut moved southwards through Cossack 

territory to reach the Lla.ck 0ea b;y '1 '794 ·:;hen Odessa was founded. 

This provideu a warm. \'I<Jter port but access to the I~iediterranean 

v:us barred b;y the :Jtnli ts at Gonst<mtinopL.!, the Bosphorous and 

·the oDardarre·lle.s., ,,Ottoman·il\urkey seated at Constantinople aould 

open or close the Straits bt vill. In the early nineteenth 

century Russia ac:luired Trans-CEmca3ia including GP.orgia and·· 

and Armenia and t}liS COn'd;USSt c",V&S recognised by Turkey and --

Persia. In Central Asia ilussia absorbed independent Muslim 

stt1tes - Sa;narktcnd '1268, J3ukhara '1L73, 'l'ashkcnt '1884 -

·- reaching -the· frontiers of l:'8rsia and Afghanistan. ·· In the 

Far ~ast the Fccific ·:;as reached and Vladivostock founded in 1860. 

Thus Russia had rcac11ed the limit of her e~pansion for the 

time- being.-· 'In tlle 'north geography was the limiting fac·to:r; , 



o).::.o·,·.·he:-~e other states imposed a barrier. But the new empire 

/,:'. ·,, :. _· .. ,·.ne_eded secure frontiers and Russia looked for new a:ceas of • 

j ,<·· ::.1.. : expaneion_to protect her new acq_uisitions. Hov1ever 1 in the 

UL:·;:.:-:': _ : ~i~~le. ~as:, the other po1:ers, Britain, France, Turkey, Austria, 

i'::::':<·- ·_ resisted: further expansion once the frontiers of Afghanistan, 

);(-;2.. I'ersi~, and certain p(lrts of the Ottoman .I>mpire hod been reached. 
;·-~-~\..:.~--- .. ·' 

~\c··; · During the nineteenth century Hu.;sia was pursuing certain aims 

_in her foreign policy. One of her foreign ministers, 

claimed that "the entire policy of Russia was first of 

Lar.:zdorf, 
policy". 

all an Asiatic 

· While_ no doubt this is an exaggeration, and while Hussia was 
.. ~-,-·l ... 
''_;·_: . very clearly also concerned v1ith her relations with Europe, 

·;· .. , .. __ · her policy towards the Ottoman Empire was often of prime importance. 
:._ :-
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Her chief aim was to be recognised as a Great I•ower by the other 

European states, as a power which was consulted and which had a 

voice in determining the future of the Ottoman .Smpire. 'l'his 

meant accepting a responsible role in the balance of po.ver as well 

as asserting her rights. It cvas a system based both on self 

interest .and on the belief that a balance preserved' was better 

than a state of instability, rivalry and VJar. Of course the 

system often failed, especially when one power attempted to 

dominate another. As a result of the .i:iapoleonic invasion and 

blockade Russia, in the nineteenth century, \'/as seeking se cur· icy 

and feared encirclement. Jha feared those alliances and powers 

which seemed to threaten her sucurity • 

-~-·:-"The Ottoman ~mpire, Hussia 1 s chief neir:;hbour in the l\!iddle 

.C:ast, was a weakening po·:1er during the nineteenth century watched 

anxiously by Europe. Russia ·:,as a·:1ai tins its collapse or at 

times actively helping to.mrds it, OIJposed by :Gritain who viewed 

Turkey as a means of keeping Russia out of the Lliddle ~ast. 

> .· One of Russia's chief aims we.s to · ;naintain free passage for her 

'; . 
warships from the Black Sea through the Straits. i/hile this \'IUS 

not opposed by :Orituin, Bri dsh statesmen did not welcome the growth 

of a strong Russian fleet in the Liediterranean 17hich micht threaten 

r 
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Bgypt and the paosuge of British ships throush the Suez Canal 

to India. · Uussia wus olweys s!:lekinc; such a passage and equally 

the access to a v1arm ··:1o. t.:.r port in the Idedi terra ne an or the Gulf • 

The Straits were also important as a trade route for Russian 

exports and for a passun{Ser line to the i~ear .)!;ast. 

Apart from har at,ratugic and diplomatic interests in 

Constantinople Russia had deep religious interests. She felt 

that on the fall of llyz1utium she had aasu.11ed the leadership of 

the Christian Orthodox iiorld and therefore had a responsibility 

for the Orthodox Christians of the Ottoman ~;npire, whether in 

Syria and Palestine, the Balkans or Turkey itself. 
., ~ 

Russia thus 

considered herself spokesman· and defender of these uttoman subjects 

and if she felt hur prestie;e or their mdfare at all threatened 

.'she· was on occasions prepared to go to war. 

-This fellow feeling for Ottoman Christians - a Pan-orthodoxy -

mingled with another current of thought in Russia, Panslavism 

which ;ms in some ways the ideology of Imperial Russia. It was 

a militant ideology which sought the .. union of all Slavs under 

Russian hegemony and VIas adhered·to by some men Vlho had 

responsibility for Russia's foreign policy. Such an ideology 

necessarily implied the "liberation" of those Slavs in the 

Ottoman Empire and this "liberation" would even be offered to 

those 1vho were not Slavs .but- _were nevertheless Clrthodox. Christians -

Greeks and Arabs. So·ae Hu:3sian eyes Nere set on a great Orthodox 

empire v1hich would incluJe Palestine , Jerusalem and 

Constantinople. Catlwrine th!:l Great :ln the eie;hteenth century 

had such dreams, but any attempt to rut such a policy into practice 

in the nineteenth woc1.ld have be.:.n bitt8rl,y opyosed, not only by 

Turkey, but also by other European powers. 

In pUrsuing her foreign policy nu,:sia utilized those methods 

available to a great power • It iu im,ortant to note, however, 

• '-~•othat ,it is almost ,impossible. to find groat COnsistency or o8V.<3U 

_tr~-rseverence in pursuing long-term aims. Foreign policy was 

hindered by change~ of personnel, interdepartmental rivalries, 
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conflicting ideologies and even personal ~uarrels • 

.I!'irstly, Hussia used threats against other po\·;ers whic)l 

could lead to war. Dernands :1ere made for creater privileges .. 

·in passage through the Straits, in influencing Ottoman policy 

which on two notable occasions led to major wars, the Crimean 

in 1854 and the Russo-Turkish war of 1876. \'ihen her demands 

were resisted or her armes defeated Russia had to fall back on 

negotiation or conference when she had usually to recognise that 

as a great power and a factor in the balance of power there were 

limits to her• actions. For example at the Conference of Berlin 

.she was compelled to disgorge certain of her territorial gains and 

the Crimean War was a means of resisting her claim to preponierant 

·influence in the Ottoman Empire. ·;;hen thus blocked she would turn 

away to other areas of Asia, but always watched by Britain who 

was a check to expansion. Lord Curzon claim8d that nA s~ngle 

Russian port in the Persian Gulf would constitute a wanton rupture 

of the status quo". 

Great powers attempt to gain access to and influence in any 

area by adopting local clients. These can be a i•1hole nation, 

a sect or a party of si~ilar beliefs and ideology. The power 

offers the benefits of protection, financial aid, training and 

education to its clients but they are drorped if circumstances 

demand or if the interests. of the power change. A pO\ver always 

____ p~_1;s_ its own interests before those of its client. In the 

Ottoman Empire Ru_ssia showed interest in Slavs andin 

Orthodox Christians, Greeks, Bulgarians und Arabs. In Palestine 

and Syria most of the religious and ethnic croups were adopted 

by a power - Russia so~;ht influence in 10#£'hodox Arab COJillllunity. 

She built schools, hospitals andchurches, offered financial help, 

training in Russia, and encou:caged the national movement which 

was growing among the 0rtt.odox Arabs. Just as a power can drop 

its clients, so the attentions of -an outside power are not always 

welcome·to the recipients and not all OrthodoJo: Arabs wished 
' , to become clients /lnd proteges of Russia. 

1. 
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In 1914- all Rm:sian activities in the Uiddle East were 
• 

disrupted, .but she had had certain successes and certain failures 

up to the outbreak of the war. She i'las recognised as a great 

po\ver in the area and during the allied negotiations on the future 

of'the Ottoman Emvire was promised Constantinople and the Straits. 

During the fighting her troops Nached the outskirts of Bagdad 

At cortain periods in the nineteenth century other po·,vers feared 

that· a Russian takeover of Jerusalem was planned or imminent. 

· .. The Straits were not closed to ltussian i'larships and she had 

' established a certain presence in Palestine and.Syria. Her 

·scho~ls and churches Nere -visible symbols of Russian prestige 
,' .. 

and numbers of Orthodox Christians looked to the Tsar as their 

protector. · But unlik:G Britain and France, Russia had gained no 

., ···Arab territory, the Suez Canal remainedin Eritish hands and 

.. ·,-,, 

-.~ . -

further Russian expansion was always blocked. Russian cultural 

.influencewas minimal as Russian was not considered a useful 

language and· an· education in .c'rance 

The Russian Revolution of 1917 

was preferred, 
away· 

swept/the organisations and 

· institutions through which Russia had puraued her policy in the 

Middle l!:ast. Great change·s· were wroucht in Hussia itself and 

initially great changes were expected by the CoJUllunists in other 

parts of the world, but these e:x]Jectations were soon dashed. 

The Communist revolution ~\vas not" eX]ilr·ted and the new Russian 

leaders had to come to t?rms •:1ith the political world in which 

they lived, a world of compromise ·o1here ideoloc;y has often to be 

subordinated to practical de~ands. But beside or beneath a more 

realistic assessment of the po"sibilities of foreign policy there 

persisted the belief in the historical inevitability of the 

triumph of CcimmU:nism, 'ho1vevilr postponed th'at triUrriphnic;ht be. 

Soviet Russia he1c.: still remained a Great l·ower in the mol.lld 

of the Tsarist emyire, and her aims remained basically those 
~ 

of the. previous regime and policies follo·:~ed have t mutatis mutandis' 

exhibited similar features. ·The demands of a great power are 
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that it has a right to pursue a polic,y in all parts of the world, 
• 

to be consulted on all problems and in the specific case.of the 

Soviet Union to counterbalance the influence of the United States. 

The Soviet Union, as. a great r;ower, conducts a "total policy" 
between 

making no distinction(~iplomatic, economic, psycholobical or 
•• J 

even milicary means or operation, nor does it distinguish in 

any fundamental respect between domestic and foreign policy. 

All policy decisions are made at the highest level in the 

Politburo and foreign policy decisions are not handled 
·: 
; 

. ·.· .. 
r . 

. ,, 

;-· -,_ 
c··. ·<, 

._,. .. 

;-... -

. · .. _, 

specifically by the lroreign Nlinistry. Soviet policy is essentj_all;y 

. active and militant, srobing, seeking out opportunities, ready to 

.. · .. take advantage of weakness or lack of resolve in others. 

. It '.is a difficult mode of policy for the .. 'estern powers to combat. 

Soviet leaders wuuld explain their policy in at least two 

ways. First it is part of th'e inevitable proc;ress tovmrds a 

Communist universe,· which can be speeded .vi th Russian help • 

Second it is, in regard to, Am.erica, a "co11:pensatory" policy 

,_the attempt to equal or excell· the United ~>tates in al.l fields. 
' 

·From the historical perspective Russia is trying to catch up 

with the U.S. and nttain at,least a balance in l'IOrld affairs. 

~One aspect of this policy has been clearly st<Jted by a Russian 

admiral'. "The time 'llhen Russia could be l~ept out of the v!Orld' s 

oc.eans has gone for ccever. ,;Je· will sail all the world's seas. 

No _fq;rce on earth can prevent us". (Lookine; at this statement 

from the long historical perspecti,re one can see echoes of the 

Napoleonic blockade of ilussia and also the Husso-Japanese war 

of 1905 when the llussian Baltic fleet had to sail to Asian waters). 

Frollt the Sovi3t p:Jint of view there is no reason why the U.0. 

fleet should domi:Jate the i.'iediterranean. i~o one navy, as did 

the Royal Uavy earlier, can noi/ hope to have an exclusive presence 

in any one area • '!'he difference bet•:;een Soviet and American 

.. policy is that the U.J. pursues a more open policy of professed 
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peacekeeping, while Russiall-policy, is secret, and therefore 

mysterious and potentially dangerous. l3ut it :;ould · appear•that 

Russia is having to learn one of the lessons of being a great power, 

that the exercise of pov1er brings responsibilities as well. 

A concommitant of being both a great power and a communist 

state is the need for territo'rial expansion, in Russia's case 

a continuance of her nineteenth century policy. Expm-.sion must 

take place where and whenever possible and even more importantly 

· .. · all territory unde;r: Russian or communist rule must remain so. 

- -- -·· 

t: 
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This is explained both by the necessity for the continued advance 

of communism and by the history of the expanding Hussian state. 

Stalin looked to C:ll:pand frontiers in the \'Jest, South and l:iast. 

I! new territory cannot be annexed or dominated then at least 

no adjoining state must be allor1ed to thre<Jten Soviet security. 

As TASS once reported "'fhe maintenance of peace and security in 

·.areas adjacent to the Soviet frontiers meets the vital interests 

of the Soviet people". The Soviet Union continues to be an 

imperial power in the true nineteenth century sense. She still 

controls the Tsarist Hmpire and continues to try to eA~ort Russian/ 

Communist culture to less fortunate peoples. 

The other side of a constant Soviet advance is the containment 

of other powers and alliances. Russia ha.s to attempt actively 

to oppose all .Vestern efforts to penetrate and influence other 

countries • She naturally opr:oscs the iiATO/CJ>i·iTU/SDI\TO grouping 

which can threaten encirclement. The Straits must still be kept 

open to Russian ships, r;orts and bases are still sought as are 

outlets for trade.An~e~~¥f.!'lelt~d£~B.Bei8a.Bs~rRf~b~~sg~RB.s~\1pE8rt. 

~'/hila Russia is .i.~ursuin;; a great pov;er policy the role of 

. ideology is not always helpful. Just as the I'anslav-Urthodox 

. ideology influenced Tsarist policy, co:mnunisf!l is, at least 

theoretically, the motive behind Soviet activities, but in practice 

the Soviet Union has to ueal with non-Communist ree;imes in which 
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:.-.CJiL>ers of the Co:n;m1nist purty ore oftl:ln imprisoned and which 

rollow bourg.eois uationo.list policies. Soviet politiciarrs 

have to deal with such countries while the idoolo3)·1~s:. close 

their e;;ies or claim that the countriGs they C.eo.l with are 

progressive, anti-impcriPclist, and at loo.ct on the road to

socialism.; 

'l'he methods the ~>ovic t Union emplo;ys in her policy are 

·largely the sane o.s those employed by 'l'sarist Russia. 

She threatens, uses force:,, bccks ·,'furring parties, or tries --- -::~_..:, -~-- _:·, ·_ 

.··;-, 

:·;, '·K. ·• ne§otiations if coercion fcils. At the same time there is 
.. :.,. : ~. <: .. ' 
. · .. _ ~ . ·.· •. _; 
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'continuous' criticism of the uc~ious of abhors, especially 

theUnited States. As a Gr1.1ut loNer tho ntterapt is rnude 

·• to build. up clients in the JaC.dle .bust;, those d0pendent on 

the Soviet Union for aid and ar2lls, educc.tion and training . 

This policy CJ.lso:.h::.s its problems as in the nc11 nationalist 

atmosphere of the 'J:hircl :iorld no statt1 •1hich hns thrOwn off 

· colonial l'egimes wishes to appcur beholden to <mother power • 

Thus Russia can ·adopt ''unreliable" clients who accept aid but 

. . _'dislike a Russian presence and con even e:;.::pell Hussian e:x:ports 

and advisors. Hussio, nevertheless, continues.to build her 

·.presence in the area, throuc;h her navy, tllrouc;h base facilities, 

and prestige projects. In the nineteenth ce:J.tury the symbol of 

· Russian concorn 11as the C:.:thedrcl in Jol'Usetle;:l, in this century 

it is the Aswan Dam. 
-~--------

Finally, the c;oviG t Union G. ~temr; ts to build links with 

loco.l COI.11nunist rarties but hc:s heeL: little success. · ·:rhe parties 

uro too small and weuk, thoro is a ao<>k iiOrkinc; class basis 1 

and the ideas of ArG.b natiom:li,;u h3VO a GtroUGer o.;:,poul thun 

those of internctionul Co:mnunisx. .:>vor: the Arab purtics that do 

exist are 'Nary of too close ties :;i th i1ussi'-'. 
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Until the second world War both Lenin and Stalin had 

. tried to bully and make demands on neighbouring states. • 

Russia had concluded non --agression pacts with Turkey and 

Persia but both Ataturk and Reza Shah soon disillusioned 

~er by imprisoning their local communists. Hostility was 

muted, hov1ever, by the Il.ussians continuing need to have 
( 

reasonably good relations with state.s on her frontiers. 

Both Turkey and Persia feared and suspected their northern 

- neighbour's motives. Il.elations deteriorated during the second 

world war when Stalin demanded the eastern provinces of Turkey 

and invaded northern Persia. Russia's Arab policy in this 

period was generally unsuccessful as the Soviet Union could not 

come to terms with "bourgeois.nationalism". After the war 

Russia emerged as a stronger power and Stalin again, in the 

flush of victory, made demands. (Note how, continuin{5 Tsaris-t 

policy, he brought so much of .Gastern .Curope under his control.) 

He demanded territo::c•y in Turkey and the right to garrison troops 

on the Straits. In Iran he tried to set up a puppet regime 

in Azerbaijan, but both countries \'li th British and Axnerican 

backing rebuffed him. In lalestine Il.ussia tried to discomfort 

Britain by backing partition .and then by recogni:Jing Israel in 

1948. But Russia had no clesr rolicy towards the Arabs, 

merely that of opr~ortunism. 

The first real opportunity came in 1954-/5 'ilhen Britain 

was trJ'ing to create t.:_e Bac;dad l'act, c.n out-,'IOrn syste1n of 

alliances resented by many i:.rabu, ;;mcl -;Jhen the United States 

refused to help Egypt to pay for the AS,'ic1ll Dam. This wc.s 

the beginning of the end of 3ri tisll influence and the 1\rabs 

had to look elsewhere for other sources of aid and arms. 

Russia began haltinc;ly to exploit this situation, but did not 

yet fully grasp the military, political and ideoloc;ical 

im_l?lications of a changing situation. However, clrms were 

delivered (through Czechoslovakia) and Eid was promised for 
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Russin had dbcovsrcid she could ochiovo little in 

:::ux-l~ey or I'ersin, or cv'm Israel, so she leapfrog:;ed over them 
• 

it1to the Arab world. 

Britain's r.wment in the ;;)iddle ;;ast wus ending by 1956 

and tho Suez war and Russia 1 s opportu:1i ty came especially in 

Russia could benefit from the unpopularity of Britain 

.· und America but had herself to learn to live ·.vith iirab national-

,>~i/.:.: .. · isa and Arab nationnlist leaders. 'l'here ·:ms on uneasy 

. ".·.·. 

. . -~ 

J:-:" ·'_.· 

.-_ ~ ... 
·.'· --.-. 

rol.ationship with I'resident ;>osser os from l';gypt' s point of 

viewt this relationship gre;v 
. ·not· .. ··, ... 
· an~J!rou ideoloc;ical grounds. 

. . : ~ . . -. 

from .i>gY,pt 1 s notional interest 

. Indeed the quarrels bot\veen 

·Nasoer ·ilnd Khruschev were for those very reasons. 'l'he Soviet 
-.:.,:.· 

.leader ronented Uanser 1 s lack of cow.mitment to co=unism and 

. <;' .• 
• ·· · ,. his imprisonment of Com:nunists • i'l<:Hwer resGnted Khruschev' s . -._. ·-- ~ 

Huiknl, the ex-editor ot 

.·. nl-Ahrma gives a fascinutinc picture of this relationship in 1959· 
~~= >:'i-~ :--·.~: 

~>, ;,:)'_/ · ·' Ua~ser wrote to Khruschev "I am not a conuaunint. I am a 

nationalint but because I attacl~ comm:.nism in the Arab world ... 
it sllould not be taken as a criticism of the Soviet Union." 

•• • L • 

· ··' . khrusohev replied "There is a ctunro.ie;n in tha U. A. R. against 
:'. '• 

the Soviet Union ~' nd conseq,uen tly a:;ainst th\3 0oviet people. 

! : Don 1t spit into the well - you may noed its '-'mter". 

. ·' By 1960.rolations b<Jtvwen the tNo had cooled althousll 2ussia 

was still buildinG the ,~mnm Dam. Russia nlso lud to try 

-to. come to terms •.vi th the ne: tionnlL; ts in Iraq_ and .8yria 
0:-4\.cl 
·.and she hod difficul 'des in both countries~ t!Jnilo the Ba 1 th 

defeated the coramunists,in Iraq Russia ·;c,s still trying to 

support local com:JUEist pc::o:·ties. 

In tha nineteen t>ixtios the ._;oviGt union becc.n to fo:z:mulate 

a new approuch. Thera -.:.:as a reapp.r$. i. ::;ul of the Colt! .Yo.r und 

mora stress on peaceful co-existence. dars, if necessary, 

could be fought by proxy. 
' 

signalled by the buildinr:; Ui! of tho .C·oviot n~vicsr iu th~ 

. Mediterranean and in the Indian Ucu<:'n. 'i.'hure ·1ms · a a greater 
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11:h <J ur:J u 

·.'!i_l;:; t21G more irn!:_ o.t·t..-~nt CJn ·the (.1i~J~!lip·:.:t.Lc•:.n~c·:! of Uri t~:.:.in £!E<l 

because of the rclat:Lvc~ UU1;0f.·V.L::~rit:/ vf _;;.~aerica. 1'.t"i01."'.3 "\'lt!J 
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_gains· and to ·uork ;•;ith the 1:eo_pl~JEJ ci' t~:'.:! ~.':.iddle :~~~st ret~1cr 

th<ill trying th(! blun-t; i'OL'C0 ar;: .:.·o~·cl-:, i'in:~lly thero wua 

a shift in the idooloi._.ic,,l ')!:li.•hc.sis. ·=·~ ......... L.··~·c• c-tx·u··'··le ''1'1'"" ""-l"'-" t.,;.. ~:,,_,._, ·-: c~l..;. , (; v 

,. - -· 
.J.t'el_egat~ct to a De cone: ttr~-' rosi tio;: .rtnt1 s t:r0s3 -~·r:).G l~id·_ on tha t..~nti·-

· Ar· l'"t 'on" ····t; .. t···~ ,.,.~r' 'o··]' ~mp ~ 1.a 1.~ o • c.: .• l ,, ,,~ ·-· • . .L u .. _ .. u. 

NcvG.rtholi.:sc, v.nti.L D. fe;r:; :::ouths 001>J.r-c:·; JunQ 1S<)7 thOl.'O u~:.s 

li tt!c evidence of u col."JGL"df.!t :·~:.~f3~-;it.n r:olicy. ~·hon., after 
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i'ind to :::0 t2ken. C.l();,~::c.<':..v : 1~- .:;0\"'iC:~; l<".!~H.i. )~c·::; (iccJ.d--.Jd to rr~):J;:; 

ahead on a Groutar sct~lno ·.1'!iC: . ___ :_.., 523 ·-:;(:-:._".:,:; r·:::·-~3 ~\~i)_s~ed, t':le ;:)o\rict 

fleet in the t:~t'e:.t ·.vu~; .!:)l.~_::·onc;t:J.::ne.:·!_, 't;(~f.~e f_, Gi.Litics ::':]1!0 C.C~'...:iroCi 

and tl'lOUSUrl~c· r,.f" ;"_J.L,-:"·:·i ... ,._, 1 <·~··--r·,-.,~.~-·-:.· 1 :r1 -~"'·' r•.--..···t !-.-. ',r·-') 1) c··~,-·,1i·-. .. l~ :·.,, .• 
\A..:) >..J .. -., ~oJoJ--...,tJ ........ •.l·'-'··· V.;.) ".•-1.......- .,)__.._ vV J • .._.1 ·- lA·-U4 ._....,.). 

C'r'le nG'r~od .-'IL~,:r7 ___ ,...r:~ ·.~,~-)'."' -~;,,.-, ,~ . .,..r.,_._,-l· 1··.·~ • ..,~ ''u.-· 01" :-:)--:. ''.r,-·iro+- , .. .,.,!•-·,-:.t·!CC 
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. wJ1en to t'lC r-n.::.rpri :.-;e '0f ·;:u.~n~j ol>s·-::..·r-v-~r.s J..~~~::.;iC-Jl:t ;.::;o..~~ t tH;2'<..!ll to 

expell his l(u~~~::;i:.::n .s.c~-,~~:_;.-::;;_.,:.~. ~~!:·::e ;~t ... :. ::::i:.~:-1::; hr<l .:. ... o.funod to ~.iUJ!I--1~ 

certain ':1enr-ons to tl1c ,~£~:~;-i ti:):~ ;j2."'~:~;::, ~.;L c~ )c;~:l ti.;.ns h:.:d 

discovcrotl the nea.r coGte:.::!~~--t .-.d.tL. ·:;'::Le:t ~~:.:L··~.::i -~ ~~1.:ssi:::1ns r...;[:;G..i. ... dJd 

. e 
them and. also tl-u;t t·:·:;:.?J l·u~.::: cc~~ il.':)d Ih};.~..r..-· rJGVdili::--=::~ .ric;hts in 

certain facilitios. lt s."~.::;·.>::C ·v:·.-tJ -c:\e .J.:·it."l;'.; 1'::.!.:.d b-._;en 0Xf'0ll;;:d 

only to be l.'e;.;lGCoJd bj' tl·.!. s .:tt~s.:.ii:c:·I:::. :J.t:-.:; .. ,o·-.ti:)t.s toe .. lc.~.ll.'r~cd, 

·-.o ·1·1;.,d ~'·-~ L . ,.,. · ~ ... '·' "" ., ··· · ' .. ,,., c · r· .·.,' ., ··c ,_ ... , .,; l" J·r·ir·c· .... o (..!. V~~,_. • .._,., '-'!.I.I~·V () . ..._U. ,_,;;l •. .-.-. .J' . .J..'_;~,.;.;_.,; · :_.:.) ~;.._..:,; ~--~ '..,.o~.J~;__._~ t} J • "'U 

c;re.titude on -·the :->v.Z.t (1_1. tl1o 1>:::cil-i~Jr:.'L;.;. 

President Sadat's policy is at present strongly anti-communist 
although he would probably welcome il.ussian·help-in solving the 
Israeli dispute. 
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In Sudan the Russians after being strongly entrenched had to leave 
when the political climate altered. There had to be a similar 
withdrawal from Somalia. The outcome of the struggle in ~thio~ia/ 
Somal~.a is not yet certain where Russia is largely fighting through 
the Cuban army. Too great Russian influence in the area has led to 
fears of Russian control of the entrance to the Red Sea. In the Arab 
Israeli dispute Russia, because of lack of success in Egypt, is drawn 
towards supporting the more extreme lines of the rejectionist states 
and the PLO although she cannot welcome the prospect of severe 
disruption in the Middle B:ast. Her chief ·aim is to be represented 
at the Geneva conference and to have a say in negotiation and future 
settlement. ' 

By entering the :.licidle . .:.%st the Goviet Union has had 
.. --~- --·-------~ ---·-·- . 

to face certuin r;roblems and mul~e certain decisions. 

In supporting a number of j,r:_:b stc.tes slw can beco;ue involved in 

~;]louJ.cL she sur ; ort the moclerate or woro 

extreme elements, or come to terms Hith the nationalist 

bourgeoisie'l Idooloe;y continues to r;or:;e _problems. 

Should the Soviet Union SU1-'T·ort locul co•J,"Juai:-ot r-artics even 

when they are banned by their covcrnmcmts ., l!'innlly there is 

·the difficulty thnt Russia cannot al•;1ays o1'fer the technology 

C j;hat.is now required by many Middle bastern countries • 
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. Russian successes in the Middle East almost all stem from 
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her role there as a great power. She is recognised theve as 

a power with interests, with clients. with a fleet and base 

facilities. She does exercise influence in certain countries 

and has be~ter relations with ~urkey and Iran. All three 

countries recognise their mutual interest in good relations 

and secure peaceful frontiers. The StrDits have not been 
But 

.. closed to Russian warships. Russia lws failed in not always 

recognising the strength of local ftJelinr;s, has behaved 

insensitively and as an imperial ro:;er. She has been limited 

by the activities of the U.0. especially in the Arab-Israeli 

dispute. Ht!r iaeolor:;y has been officially ·,·1ulcomed in only 

one or two countries. 

In the future the SovitJt Union wishes-to be recognised 

as a jlte.tus guo power in the /,1iddle ~as;t. By becoming a 

super power and claiming certain rights, she has also had 

to accept certain responsibilities arJd is interested in 
-**··· ·•-f.[ .?Pc. 'i~ ¥.- a;'"' J >-.• :k··· '4.-'at:O:h 
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;.;ht;) __ "bo1ance of ro,,ver" (os in the ninete,Jnth centin.'y) • . - - . -- ·----- ··- ~ -·-- --. . . ~ 

-----------.. :11~ .. -~~-st accept that equaLly the ;,'-'18ricans hove the "right" 
': .. 

to contain Soviet e~pni13l.cn. L11t ~~~·1sia ~ill continue ~ ~olicj 

;-' opposed. The T~ •. .) • · Lc:~s ccntinvc: 11~~ to c:.nnvincc the ~-Jovict 

leaders that ccrt·ui:1 ri~~l~s ,;-;_ru not .1c.2th teJ:inc ancl thot i.iussiO:, 

responsibilities ahd rocoi;nis:~n Lh~t ce~tQin areas are closed 

'· ' . ' 
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.· D. Khalid 

• 
THE RELEVANCY OF ISLAM IN ARAB NATIONAL IDENTITY. 

I 
' I· 

Nationalism understood as anti-colonialist revolt of the masses was' 

often inspired by religious leaders, at least in· the initial phase ·I, 
Nationalism as the ideology of the rising middle class, however, 

was a new and, moreover, imported form of self-understanding. As 

such it was not easily adjustable to the medieval Islamic outlook 

which had remained universalist despite centuries of political 

fragmentation. \vhen fundamentalism resurged as another choice be

side nationalism - an alternate response to the colonialist chal

lenge - it afforded the ancient Muslim universalism a new lease of 

life. Liberal nationalism and fundamentalist Islamism tend to col

lide in frequent competitions for loyalty. The various forms of 

conflict and adjustment have been dealt with in a number of studies 

most of which confirm the continuing relevance of the Islamic fac

tor, the' undiminished "fierte musulmane 11 • Certainly, a number of 

those who speal< of the "inherent vitality of Muslim society" think 

primarily of such fundamentalist parties as the Muslim Brotherhood. 

l'ionetheless, the craving for a uniquely Islamic form of self-ex

pression is recognized as pertaining to most strata of the social 

fabric, although ,dth varying intensity. 

This craving for Muslim individuality is partly conditioned by the 

fact that colonialism invaded Muslim territories at a time when the 

old religious identity was still intact. To a considerable degree 

it is the memory of foreign militancy against Muslims qua Muslims 

that has so far sustained the Islamic id~ntity. Had imperialism in 

its first encounter conflicted with developed national identities, 

a reconquest of !>luslim identity might not have been felt as such 

an imperious necessity. As a result of the confrontation of Europ

ean nation states \<ith a still largely operative Muslim universal

ism, Islamic identity was on the one hand subjected to a break-up 

in emulation of Europe's development. On the other hand, much of 

its emotional hold was conserved, if not fortified, precisley be

cause it had constituted the focal point of Western a&sault. That 

it was but the target of a sham attack on the superstructure, 

whereas the real aim was economic expansionism, is surely impor-

\tant. All the same, the awareness of this scarcely penetrated into 

the depth of the self-view, ><hich remained that of Nuslims sufferin 

Western aggre~sion as the result of an ag_e-old reJ.igious antagon

ism. Even after the religious vision had di~ned with Arab intel-

li 
I 
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lectuals, there remained thus "a 'kind o:f secular patrioti£ attach

ment ·to Isl·am as a cultural community." Detachment :from Islam is 

generally abhorred as obliteration o:f the cultural identity, as 

"the real threat, the irreparable de:feat." Attachment to Islam, on 

the other hand, knows a large scale o:f degrees and manifests it

self in mul ti:farious :forms, ·commensurable ''i th the manifold Western, 

denigrations o:f the Muslim sel~-image. 

The European criticism o:f Islam as a· system o:f beliefs and a way , 

.,,,,, "' ·" "''"" • '"' o:& 1-:i:'fe· ···''wa•s perhaps• ·even· more. dangerous~' than military subjugation,[ 

":for it could penetrate the spiritual de:fenses o:f the community," ' 

thereby e:f:fecting a dissolution "such as :foreign rule, by itsel:f, 

could hardly accomplich." The mentor o:f nationalists in the Middle 
0 "Ea:st 0·' •J·amal • a:·l-ctin ··a:t=-Af'ghani·!'"reinvigorated ·Islam as a ·C·oun-te!l!'-··• • .I 

t 
weight to what he and his contemporaries experienced as a European ~ 

undermining o:f their identity. Precisel~:as so :fully conscious ·

1 o:f the necessity to learn :from the haughty West, A:fghani thought o:f; 

a"deVice to prevent '·admirat·iorr :for and identification with the 

imperialist ruler. In need o:f an ideology to politically unite 

Muslims against European encroachment, he reshaped Islam as an 

ideology •. Instead o:f the medieval quietist belie:f in the hereafter 

Tt ·b-e"c·ame through him and ·his' disciples the mainspring' o·:f anti- . 

imperialist solidarity. 

This analysis may be somewhat pointed insofar as the transformation, 

could not be more than partial - and contradictory. Nonetheless, 

there was a palpable accentuation o:f :far-reaching consequences. 

The 20th century intensification o:f this assertion of Islam as a 

'detheologized 1 11zecui!J£oo:f cultural· distinction has been e~plained 

as the result ·of the progress made by \vesternization. Thus, apart 

from the persisting trauma of colonialist menace, a certain satur

ation with Western culture is said to intensify the psychological 

need to prov~ that all that has been attained is the result o:f 

one's own intellectu.al capital and not the product of a foreign 

oppressor's benevolence. 

As, therefore, the new demand for Islam was raised in response to 

the challenges of the 19th/20th century, it was neither anymore 

identical with the spiritual needs of old nor.was it any longer 

the ~jor organizing principle of state administration. It was nm;, 
~~ 

:first and foremost, an expression of the desire to sustain 

n·ational identity in the confrontation with the overwhelming 

:foreigner. Reduced to a eultural underpinning of political commun-

' 
' 
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ity, Islam experienced an .eclipse of the religious, if not the 

intellectual· core.- -That this development is part of a larger phen

omenon common to the Third World can be instanced, without de

tracting from the spec.ifi ty of the Arab case, by Kwame Nkrumah' s 

reinterpretation of the Lord's Prayer: "Seek ye first the politica 

kingdom and all other things shall be added unto you." 

The new nationalist profession of Islam came to the fore with 

Egypt's freedom fighter Mustafa Kamil (187q-1908). Some have seen 

, ,.,0 ., his greatest ·merit ·in-- the ,fostering of unity among Egyptian .Musl.im. 

and their Christian compatriots. This not withstanding, Kamil set 

a precedent in projecting Islam as a symbol of the East in its con 

frontation with the Christian West. For Egypt as a country with a 

"···--""" m•-" ~·-~--Hus•loim ma•j'0Tity-, Lsl-am--was--"t'o" heJcp,_.-as s-er-t-ing- .its.- n-a.t4onaJniLden-t-:Lt-y

Himself not devoutly religious in the orthodox sense, Kamil in

_veighed both against the Westernizers' ·contemptuous neglect of the 

Islamic, dimension as well as against those modernists lvho sought t• 

-- "'·'" ''·"usher in- an· enl-ight-enment · t•h-ato•migh-b •have ·attenuated the- implic:ict 

emot-ional attachment of the masses to the Islam that was needed as 

a national rallying point • 

.. .In_ a_s_imilar vein the Lebanese __ hist_orian, Munah al-Sulh_,_ :r;:_ep_:r:_o_ache 

alienated intellectuals and insists that Islam, "the property of 

the masses", provides a natural and mighty support for Arab liber

ation. As a revolutionary power, Islam is "the historic twin" and 

------ ------------_!).a_ -supp.l .. ement-ing . dimension" .. _-of-A:r;abism •- .A. Tunisian •. educa_t ion:i-:;;.t ,,an" 

editor, Mahmud Mas'adi, develops the notion of a mutual defence 

pact between Arab nationalism and Islam. 

With some, notably the Islamists, the politicalization of the fait 

does not stop at the fa<;:ade of Islamic symbols. Although \vestern 

thought is frequently stigmatized as a corrupting evil, especially 

by the Islamists, they nevertheless succumb to it by presenting 

Islam primarily as a social program more comprehensive and efficie 

than any other enterprise seeking to ameliorate the world. The 

common trend of reducing the Prophet's message to its temporal 

aspect undermines, an Arab critic warns, belief in God as the sov

ereign ruler of the un:i,_verse which was hitherto regarded as the 

very raison d'etre of the Islamic religion. He hardly overstates 

w-hen he speaks of "a race between modern Muslim writers and Commun 

ists, aimed at showing which system offers more of the fruits of 

this_ t.emporaL. w.orld_ •••• " - ··" 
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• 

This attitude started with the writers and artists of the liberal 

... ·.generation who were confronted with the task of furnishing a 

rationale for the introduced reforms. Trying to bridge the hiatus 

between past and present, they availed themselves of religious 

symbols without attempting a critique of the texts. Dabbling in the 

·history •OL• .Islam -they -a:hl-uded to religious notions in,.support • of 

their argumentation while eschewing theology. The responsibility 

for this desistarice from theology (detheologization) seems to de

volve - apart from their often one~sided Western formation - prim-

\ 

-•ar•hly• on• the p·sychosis• rengender·ed •by -the polliics of the' -time .·"The . 

copious output of liberal naitonalists' writings on Islamic topics ·I 
reveals a prepossession with the unmitigated menace of domination 1 

by the former colonial pmvers. The trauma of colonialism eventuate 

·in---the preoccupation ·with-Tsl:am as a means -of assert·irtg•··national 

ideni;•ity rather than spiritual sublimity and intellectual vi'gor. 

There appears an odd resemblance between Arab nationalist inter-

~~--pr_e_t.~t.i.ons .of I.slam and_de.t:tl.e.oJ.ogization in modern Juda,i.sm •. 'vi th 

the passion of rebels, the Zionists traced out whatever defiance, 

intrepidity and secret heresy might have been at work in those 

ancient heroes of the faith. As a Zionist scholar of religion sees 

····~ irt,,, they put their hands~on-"al.l .that, saying "this .is .. ours I'! ,The 

Bible became the, guide, the reader, the dictionary of the generatio 

But, "while reading it we were, so to say, leaping, i .• e., either 

we jumped across the name of God or we effaced it." In both cases 

,.,,.,,.o, ,, ", , .the .e·lemen.t .of"holoiness "in t·he. Scripture ·became a sort oJ:. emba•rr-ass 

ment·. 

. 
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In the conflict between the urge for emancipation and the,anxiety 

over a possible loss of -the spiritual basis-of selfhood- the-fear 

of being uprooted - the Arabs received but little guidance from 

their theologians. In the serenity of their "arrested state" the 

ulema fail to inspire with fresh energies and their system o{ cert-

.. · -··ainties is discreetly discarded· by the faithful as inadequate. 'Thos 

few among the ulema who ventured onto untreaded ground were quickly 

expelled from the phratry and, therefore, did not act as spokesmen 

with the authority of Al-Azhar. It is sometimes argued that the 

root cause of this "religious sterility" is the transformation of 

early Islam from a promise of salvation to an enterprise of re

shaping this world. The this-worldly endeavor gave birth to a part

icular form of Islam which may be likened to Rabbinical Judaism, to 

which it owes its casuistry. 

This explains why __ in the writings of the liberals as well as the 

fundamentalists Islam is rarely given a positive definition. Effort 

'". _, ~ eent.E!<t' ,mai:aly,on .. projee.t.;i.ng;.,i,t,,asod:i&fer.ent each -time~ aocCOmpar-ison"'" 

is dJCawn. Thus it is being clarified that "democracy in the Islamic 

sense" was distinguished from both the democracy of the \Vest and 

the democracy of the Soviet Union: it is, "in fact, more democratic 

__ .,,_ .,._,"•than-•bo-tho~'l 'Fhe principles•o:fn:fslam, it •is-said;•do•not•~conf•lict· 

with those of the United Nations Charter on Fundamental Rights, 

"only in Islam the meaning is richer and fuller." 

Under the strain of continuous We_stern challenge, the 11reconquest 

of identity'' led to peridoic reversals of liberal nationalists to 

a more fundamentalist bent of thought. This phenomenon started with 

the ostensible volte-face of Afgh{mi in his later career.via the 

_______ much._discussed .. 11 cris_:!-s .of _orientation'! in .. the· .. Egypt ... oL_the_.thir.ti.es. 

to la crise des intellectuals arabes in the seventies and beyond. 

In this way the continuing actuality of the religious heritage for 

the nationalists was assured. How much it served the ends of the 

.......... , ... " .. , .... ru-l.ing class .was. ex.emplif.ied-.by. Sadat who .resumed. his ... pre_decessor' s 

search for identity with the-question "where do we Nuslims stand 

today? 11 The determination to be culturally :independent and not to.' 

mould oneself in the image of others seems to ensure the survival. 

of Narxist leanings. Fu'ad Nursi, a leading mind of the Egyptian 

Communist Party, stresses tha·t although socialism is but one, its 

application differs and "with us" it is subject to the national 

:•-.:- •-= .,~-:1. r--~ _:r.~_-=-:.::.•G'-GtF<ii=-t?:i?ons -• and·.n}:ri-s t-or .i_cal:.-:o:charac-:t er-i s-t i-"C s--:-: of.-:--t he· '-Arab==£onn:t·:ri -e"'sc~ =·-' ,~=1 

full of respect for the "revolutionary Islamic values." 
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• 
. This has led to the . conclusion that even where the faith dies -and 

the long surviving loyalty to the defunct faith finally fades, the 

1:, 

'' 
'" ,, 
' 

old identity - "and with it a complex of old attitudes and desires" 1, 

- abides beneath the "covering of new values and ideologies" 

only reality. 

as the ii 
.• il 

!I 

It has-also been argued that in the case of Muslims the suspension I! 
• 

of religious thought, resulting from the priority given to the 

restoration of political force, has a rationale; affinity with rule 

used to be a chief characteristic of Islam in history, so that the 

colonial interlude symptomized an insidious aberration even rel

igiously. In a sense, Atatiirk has been the most consequential re

coverer of that destiny, but as a restitution of Islamic patterns ·1 

it is most stridently effected by Qadhdhafi. He epitomizes the 

psyche of modern Muslimhood laid bare, its desire to maintain 

Islamic specifity based on the concern for power and few other 
' considerations. Clearer than any of the Arab leaders, Qadhdhafi is 

putting the right accent in an Islam that has, numbly and without 

giving itself account of it, taken to accentuate political resur

gence even religiously. The "critical shift from the traditional 

faith :to the modern ideology" :j_s embedded in that "baffling equa

tion of Islam and state" whli>ch for many has become the ne'~ hallmark 

of their religion and which they now bel.ieve to be its most prist-

ine expression. 

The glory which Muslims remember so well, because it had been so 

overl<h.;lmingly resplendent, was not associated with a community of 

race and language, even territory-wise it was not so clearly lim

itable; it used to go by the name of Islam. Although the Arabs 

themselves dealt the final blow to the tottering Ottoman Empire, 

after the abolition of the Caliphate there was a "real, if unqef

inable, feeling of loss." As an apostle of Arab nationalism has 

pointed out, when the Arab masses assert their attachment to Islam, 

especially in matters of politics and culture, the underlying 

motive is mostly their refusal to be reckoned vassals of the former 

colonial master. Adherence to Islam reassures them in their self

comprehension as_ Pl!rt_of an historical and geographical entity 
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with a proud legacy of values and cultural roots. Instead'of losing 

its hold following the recession of its ritualism among the urban 

classes, Islam seems to have retained the emotional attachment of 

its adherents. With its public role minimised, Islam has, in many 

cases,found refuge in the consciousness of its adherents and stim

ulated in them an interest to have a deeper understanding of it. An 

instance in point to corroborate this finding may be seen in the 

abolition of the old courts of religious jurisdiction and -in Egypt 

more or less simultaneously -the increase of religious instruction 

at secular schools. Although Islam as metaphysics scarcely exer

cises a genuine hold on the mind of the educated youth, it does 

supply a point of national cohesion. 

However, the process did not stop here. In the foregoing the ques

tion as to Islam's continuing relevancy has been answered in the 

affirmative, although with one _important qualification, viz. 1 its· 

role in •the post-colonial situation is primarily, though certainly 

not solely, one of buttres~ing national identity. As this yields a 

certain spiritual satisfaction and the pride in one's own heritage 

required for self-assurance, the Islamic factor remains a force to 

be reckoned l<"i th. This abiding relevancy, however, is not necessar

ily the same as intellecutal competitiveness. Discarding _of the 

--religious legacy, or even too strong an infringement upon it, 

create a disquietening sense of los-t; identity. Simultaneously, 

however, the introduction of new methods of living along with the 

srowing awareness of the ever widening cultural lag create a fear 

of becoming anachronistic, of turning into "fossils of an extinct 

-•:ivilization." Because the advanced part of the world arranges its 

affairs guided by the superiority of reason and undistracted by any 

supernatural agencies, the very object of human life is receiving 

a different and revolutionary interpretation. In this "context of 

the world, Islam prima facie seems to be out of place" and the 

question poses itself as to how far it is at all adequate to meet 

the challenges of an increasingly secular and pluralistic world 

under the dictate of rational thought. A leading Islamicist's con

tention that the question of Islam's adequacy was never raised be-

~·fore the nineteenth century can scarcely be contested provided one 

keeps in view the important difference to former crises. The 

novel phenomenon is that Islam in the modern age is no more a pol

itically supreme power, neither in relation to other religions, 
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• 
nor even at the home-front, where it is a constituting factor of 

importance, but only one among others, surely not absolutely dom-

iilant. 

As a consequence of its historical development, Islam became in

stitutionalized as a multi-dimensional phenomenon. In addition to 

its primordial role as a faith in the Hereafter it came to be re

garded as a stEite deriving i.ts authority from religious precepts, 

as a moral teaching, as a philosophy, and many things more. Most 

·of these manifestat·ions· ·were, nonetheless, combined .into a frame-

work with an almost monolithic appearance. Therein one or the other 

aspect would predominate, according to time and circumstances. As 

mzn tioned above. its dimension as a la,~ code held sway for much of 

When Westerniza•tion"led• to a number of "compensations, 

substitutions, intensifications," in short, redefinitions, it re

sulted in what has been termed "the drift from integral Islam." 

As is the case with most. historical re_ligions, the specific manif

estations of Islam include moments which, with a difference in 

accent and stress, would give rise to a pattern of religiosity that 

"-might appear as a deviation from the original pathos and, in ex-

.. tr-eme forms, as a. betrayal .and._ complete negati-on of its. first in

tentions."· In this sense, religion has been compared to art, be

cause both diversify on a similar pattern in the course of history. 

In former centuries this mulitiplicity of moments, with all its 

-variety of psychol-ogical- -mot.iva-tions and resul.tant diff.erences., of. 

dogmatic formulations, eventuated in sectarian ramifications. In a 

world divided on the basis of "ideologies", the deliberations about 

the requirements or components of an Islamic identity seldom assume 

·th-eu:f>orm~of~.sects, they-.now.r.esult "in a whirl of redefin-itions,

frequently inconsistent with,one another and only rarely capable 

of winning ecumenical acceptance. 11 

In this tussle of redefinitions, characterized by the search for 

distinctive elements to corroborate fresh accentuations, the fail

ing of the religious leadership to rethink the most sacred beliefs 

and traditions eventuated in the reducing of Islam to one or the 

other of the following functions that need not be entirely ex

clusive but, all the same, mostly seem to constitute distinguish-

able tendencies: 1) a mere fa~ade of cherished symbols; 2) a 

socio-political system; J) a mystic interiorization of the faith; 

.4,) -a-moral -ph-Llosophy akin .. to .. the _.broad ,s,tream .of .hun<anist ... t.eJ)..,. ...... 
dencies in other communities. 

I 
i 

-i 
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All four of .these accentuations can be met wi tg in the writings· 

and. statements of Arab nationalists. And yet, with the majority of 

progressive intellectuals it is the. fourth dimension which is en

countered mo_st frequently. An important _instance in point is the 

Bacth Party ideologist Michel Aflaq. With this Christian Arab 

nationalist Islam undergoes a re-evaluation. In_fact, Aflaq vis

ualizes Islam in a loftier role than it appears with some Muslim 

apologists who have a less felicitous pen. In Aflaq's opinion, 

"Arab nationalism can bridge the gap to the P.rinciples of humanity 
because 
1t comprehends or is characterized by the universal religion of 

Islam." 

But here, too, the question is 'which Islam?' Aflaq rejects fund

amentalism and omits to mention Islamic political institutions and 

ideas. His Islam is glorified as having contributed certain values 

to Arabism0 ·but-it.has no social-ethic-s-and-is-no-t in itself--a--

foundation for individual morality. "This Islam is no more than 

knowledge of the hereafter, the one God, and the notion of indiv

idual salvation ••• the points emphasized are individualism and 

otherworldliness." 

The crux of the matter appears to be that Islam reduced to its 

e·ssential moral philosophy seems hardly different from other, sim

ilarly 'purified' religions. This can be illustrated at the in

stance of the great mufti of Egypt, the reformist Muhammad cAbduh • 
• 

He was once suspected of working for a combination of Islam with 

Judaism and Christianity, and of being at heart an agnostic. At 

the root of the calumny there might haven been an intuitive appreh

ension about his accommodating interpretation of the faith which 

appeared to many as an excessive "shrinkage of the substance of 

Islam". In view of modernism's indebtedness to Western liberalism 

it ultimately tends "to interpret Islam in terms of liberal human

itarian ideas and values." Radical liberals are, therefore, im

pelled to discard the historical elaborations as mere scholastic 

encrustations and to jettison all save a modicum that passes as 

the kernel of supramundane truth and is equated with the timeless 

essence common to all religions. However, even such attempts are 

mostly not motivated by the desire to discard specifity. On the 

contrary, it· is hoped that "gradually a substantial body of clearly 

thought-out doctrine will emerge which will be the basis of a 

scientific reinterpretation of Islam. Such restatement will give 

strength and solace to many who have lost faith in the orthodox 

interpretati-ons but re:tain their loyalty to the essence of Islam." 

I; 
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' 
In this way Islam, no doubt, will be at one with modern science 

and philosophy. If, howe~er, so many detractions are made in the 

realm of theology and philosophy, where some wish to discard the 

classical elaborations altogether, one might ask i~ there is any

thing left on which to base a humanism that is not only modern but 

also Arab. In such a fully rationalized religion without dogmas to 

distinguish it from others there remains scarcely any substance to 

maintain the specific identity required for self-assurance after 

the experience with imperialism and in the continuing challenge of 

its aftermath. Certain statements do indeed give the impression as 

if the only residue left are conventions of geography and national 

taste or folklore: "They pursue some the fundamental human values 

in the name of Christianity. \ve shall pursue them in the name of 

Is1am. 11 

Others have begun to ask, at least hypothetically, -·what rationale 

there is in holding on to a system '~i th no visible difference in 

essence but encumbered by the dead-weight of a distorted medieval 

legacy. The final crumbling of the dogmatic bulwark, though, is a 

.phenomenon of the last quarter of the twentieth century, and the 

full onslaught of historical criticism is still held in abeyance 

by the defensive mood of the Arabs who find themselves among the 

political underdogs on the present world scene. In case of a poss

ible relaxation after the attainment of genuine emancipation from 

the colonial status, such a critique of the sources is bound to 

erupt and "we may-anticipate new Islamic penetrations into the 

large territory of Muhammad 1 s personality in the action of the 

Qur'anic whole." 

The ideological disputes between Islamist (fundamentalist) and 

nationalist intellectuals are, in any event, not very representat

ive of mass sentiments. These groups of the educated class do, no 

doubt, influence the common people. Yet, no standpoint seems to 

score a decisive victory in the consciousness of the masses who 

invariably seem to coordinate these trends without always becoming 

aware of the potential clash of loyalties. The assessment of the 

popular commitment to Islam in its relationship to nationalism 

varies. It has been described as ''quite negative, little more than 

a sense of difference which stiffened in the foreip1cr 1 s presence. 

It has also been referred to as "the profound Islamic reserves of 

the masses that '~ould gush forth in the struggle for liberation." 

·Recent surveys in Egypt show that "a nebulous attns;hmcnt to Islam,. 

goes side by side with secular nationalism. 
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SOCIAL . CHANGE IN THE ARAB . COUNTRIES 1 

• 
MOTIVES AND THRUSTS 

This paper is meant to contribute to a discussion of the under~ 

standing of socia-l ehange in one particular setting, namely the 

Arab countries, also called the Arab nation. It is prompted by 

the realization that, rather than speaking of understanding in 

the singular, one should·, ·more··realistically, speak of under-

standings. 

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.The.motive forces and 

··thrustref.~·socia:l·cha.nge,···in•any given instance·,··wili b'e perceiv-"'~'"' "' 

ed and interpreted in tune with the presuppositfons of the per-

ceiving person. Consequently, plural and indeed various percep

tions are likely-to ~exi·st; Such multiplicity an<i variety will 

raise questions. ~lliat will be questioned is not their validity: 

that can be safely assumed •. Rather, the need arises to ascer

tain their. significance, singly' arid aggregately, for purposes 

of both understanding and action. 

Let it be assumed that multiplicity of perceptions reflects 

diffe·rence behreen angles of approach1 determined, in their turn, 

by the respective frames of reference guiding those p~rceiving. 

Then, the first difference to be noted, ·.amongst those perceiv

ing, is between those observing and those experiencing. Crudely 

speaking, the former >rill be the ones producing the documents 

l·:hilst using the latter, one ;ray or another, as evidence. The 

record ;rill be biassed accordingly. The circumstance that occa-

sionally observing and experiencing are tHO roles of one person 

is bound to have a complicating effect but it is unlikely to obvi-

ate the bias. 

There is additional risk of bias when the observer happens 

to be an outsider not just in terms of experienqe but besides in 

terms of cultural.identification. His is a double problem. In 
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studying, he is up against .a major intercultural hurdle. In corn-

rnunicating his findings, he will mostly address an audience un

able to appreciate _the intercultural complication.1 It is not 

just the born foreigner who will find himself in this quandary. 

~ The Western-trained Arab may well have developed a state of 

mind_where he will .experience in one manner and·observe. in quite 

another one, relying on two separate optigues. What makes it 

worse is that there is no saying in advance whether or when he will be 

aware of this position,,and account for it. The root . problem 

is by now pretty well identified and recognized, certainly with . . 
regard to the Arab-Islamic \1arld. Inherent and concealed in a 

good deal of allegedli)'.general, not to .say:. universal, social 
• 

sciences theory, there is a dose of robust Westen ethnocentrism. 

There is of course no lack of Arabocentrism amongst Arab intel-

'"~ > o'U' C"''"" '" '·"- .. leGl-tuala,,_ceii)tainly .. those of the more -traditional- kind.- But 

- --; ' 

between the two·ethnocentrisms, there is, first, no even match 

and, secondly and more importantly, little interaction worth the 

. -nerne.- · -Instea1i,nthere-,exist·s·-a combination -of traditional thee-

logical-philosophical dialogue-of-the-deaf and contemporary 

nationalistic-chauvinistic stand-off. Thus, .if the problem is 

· --·· • "· · · ·known, its solution is not in sight. 

Provisionally, lie have no" identified two divisions determining 

differences between angles of approach to social change .in the 

Arab world - (1) the difference bet>Teen the observing and the ex

periencing postures, and (2) the difference between the two ethno-

centrisms at play, Arab and Western. We have also seen that (a) 

1 
For a Western or Westen1-trained author, to write a well-sel

ling study of a !1i.ddle East topic means equipping it with an 
appeal to the reader unlikely to do full justice to the specifi
city of subject matter stuftied. It could hardly be cast in terms 
of its proper frame of reference~ 
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neither division is cle-ar-cut, and (b) they cross-sect. When we· 

have spoken of bias, we have used the term without its usual de-

precating, connotation. Any elaboration o£ a perception from a 

particular angle is biassed in this basic sense; but then, per-

ceptions from no particular angle do not exist. 

Secondary lines of division come to mind fairly easily, es-

pecially with regard to the observer's stance in its Western va-

riant.- There is, however, no reason to expect all of .them to ha-

ve equal heuristic value. 

B,y way of a first approximation, one may think of the dif-

·' ference between those referring to social change and those pre-

ferring to speak of development. Whilst both obviously have one 

and the same complex of phenomena in mind, the former appear 

less clear than the latter. Besides having the Third World as 

its more or less self-evident reference, 'development' denotes 

matters economic first and foremost, then.to connote, with less 

precision, technological, administrative, social, political a.TJd 

further matters said to be of an· extra-economic nature. In its 

turn, 'social change' appears as a concept that, once having 

undergone a shi:f't in its field of application from the rlestern 

to some non-Western society, appears deprived of whatever pneoi-

sian it may have had originally. ~lhilst more or less purposely 

free from economic connotations, its clarity leaves to be de-

sired both as to the substance called social and as to the 

thrust ~f observed chaP,ge. In other words, though the two terms 

evoke two different - to an extent perhaps unduly different -

;rorlds _of d:j.sco.urse,_ the:r:-e is no :r:-eason to _expect. them to pro-

· vide clear criteria for introducing a distinction that could 

furthe:r:- present purposes. 
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The next point of recourse is the range of foci commonly 

distinguished in the field of development studies (which, with 

regard to the, Third· World, will comfortably embrace social 

change). To some, development is economic development which-

ever way one looks at it and whichever label is applied. Others 

are prepared to distingui·sh technological, administrative or 

management, political, and social development, to mention only 

these, In singling out one such aspect or segment, they are not 

r.,·;necessarily •more~ob1i<vious of remaining aspect·s··than·are the 

protagonists of econ?mic development; but th~f may be less 

tempted to subsume any and every other aspect under the one of 

·their•preference; As against all these together, there are 

those resisting any of these ~rays out of the quandary of the 

comprehensiveness of development. They insist upon facing this 

· comprehensiveness-squarely. But·"·unless they turn either into 

ideologues or into jack-of-all-trades practitioners.running 

around in circles, they have a hard time coming to grips with 

their problem. 

With regard to the Arab world, these various approaches 

have met ~rith an unequal reception and exerted an uneven im-

pact. Nor could aJ:l'of the differences that occurred have been 

predicted, Indeed it is hard to say what is at play. Is it a 

matter of the fit, or lack of it, betueen the (Western) para-

digm, in Kuhn' s sense, underlying a particular approach, and 

the specific Arab state of affairs to which it would be ad-

dressed? In other words, do Daniel's culture barriers play a 

discriminating role?2 Could it, in some other cases, be a mat-

2 N.Da.niel, The CUltural Barrier, Problems in the Elcchange of 
ideas, Edinburgh (U.P.) 1975. 
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ter of sheer haphazard coincidence? The point is that n<;>t 

merely are certain approaches more visible than others, but the 

visible ones appear to take particular shapes. Whichever way 

one turns, relevancy would seem to be a decisive consideration, 

and Western 'general' ethnocentrism its main adversary. 

I will now limit myself to briefly mentioning a few examples 

by way of illustration only. I propose then to shift gear and 

consider other secondary lines of division, corresponding to 

positions other than the observer's stance..;western variant, 

and in their turn leading to various angles of approach to 

social change. After this round of reconnoitering will have 

been completed, there will be an occasion to return to some 

selected approaches for some further probing. The examples I 

have in mind include the following. 

First, there is the typical economic development approach, 

attested to by the universal adherenceto the techniques and 

paraphernalia of economic planning as a main tool of govern

ment, and more generally the economic or, if you prefer, 

economistic, tone of a good deal of political and policy-making 

discourse. I will confess to an inclination to suspect that 

the level to which this type of discourse is or sounds economic 

is lower than in the Western European and North-American 

settings; but I am unable to substantiate this hunch. At the 

same time, there are symptoms of some disenchantment with the 

economic preoccupation, such as for example the search, in 

Egypt and perhaps elsewhere, for alternative or supplementary 

approaches, whether managerial or social. Besides, economic 

or economistic preoccupation9 in, for example, the Peninsula 
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are, for all practical purposes, a far cry from those in, for 

example, neighbouring Egypt or Jordan: the basic £acts and 

considerations prompting a concern with the economics of the 

situation (arid as such reinforcing any economistic bent of 

~ mind,acquired by those concerned, during their training) are 

more di.f.ferent than. often. seems to be taken into account. 

It would carry too far to spell out the many more specia-

lized interests that the economic concern will normally 

.entail, as represented. in the. Arab world. Nor i.s it important 

for present purposes: t:here is no reason to., believe that the 

currents of fashion have not been more or less faithfully 

.followed. Again. i.t .is. tantal.izing to enquire whether there 
• 

are particular differences in speed with which one or the 

other has been adopted, or in accent accorded, and to identify 

the· causes of· such particu;kar·i'sms as··can be ·noticed. ·On ·the ,., 

other hand, the mobility of economists, both Arab and Western, 

moving into and out of the area is likely to have a blurring 

effect on any such specifics. 

Secondly, one may_list the modernization approach, very 

much a 1'/estern, not to say American, impQrt product, that has 

·perhaps been somewhat less· ·a:·sserted with regard to th'e" Arab·· 

countries than with regard to other regions of the so-called 

Third World. The strength of this approach for descriptive 

purposes, and at the same time its weakness for purposes of 

operationalization, is that it will inevitably discern multiple 

thrusts to development or change, and face an even greater 

embarras du choi.r, as to cause and effect, than does the economic 

approach. Modernization risks being all things to all people: 

urbanization, media impact, literacy; the reshuffling of the 
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interdependency between the nomadic, village and urban life 

styles and the shock waves affecting kinship, family and the 

position of the individual; secularization and its offshoots 

or countervailing trends, as confronted by tendencies of 

~ Westernization; the problem of sociocultural revitalization 

and reassertion in a One .world framework. There can be 

little doubt that the cutting edge of the modernizat_ion 

approach is blunted proportional to the comprehensiveness it 

attempts descriptively to achieve. 

There are at least two approaches that could be rated off-
·' 

shoots of the modernization approach,but for the circumstance 

that they have· pretty-wel-l achieved a significance very much 
• 

their own. One of these, to be given third place in this 

listing, is the interest in political modernization. One would 

expect this interest ·to sh•ape up ·as an intellectual re·sponse· •· 

to the problematic aftermath of the collapse of the Ottoman 

empire. This would have called for rather fundamental probing 

into issues of mode'rn- statehood as against the backdrop of·· 

the complex imperial tradition of the Middle East. In actual 

fact, some of the main convergences of interest appear rather 

as reflections of incidental waves of interest in Western 

thinking, as these happened to seem pertinent to Arab condi-

tions. This at least is how one may try to explain spates of 

studies on parties, elites or leadership, to a lesser extent 

ideologies; and legitL~tion, Power, or at least some of its 

ramifications, are discernible as background concerns most of 

the time, but rarely will these be addressed for their own 

' _sake. This may be one of the reasons why this approach again 

seems to pose insoluble problems of operationalization. Such 
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situations as have been sought appear more or less in the 

margin of the political arena, namely the area where political 

and policy deci~ions are to be implemented. The document 

approach here has for a long time been transfer of administra-

tive and managerial skills or technology, with rath~r less 

concern for the understanding, perhaps modification, of exist-

ing patterns of authority and bureaucratic apparatus. Before 

too long this has resulted in increasingly manifest problems; 

but these, in their turn, seem often too hot to handle. 

The other off-shoot of the modernization approach, fourth .. 
in the present listing, is the more or less sociological or 

even anthropological counterpart or complement to the more 

particularly political science outlook ~arking the political 

modernization approach. What links the two is concern with 

. _ p90'er _ a13 .. <in .. ultimate .or background phenomenon remaining. elu-

sive if addressed directly. The concern with structural 

societal change will focu~ upon such matters as stratification, 

and in .. so .c:loing .tend.tGA;ake its paradigms from Western theoretic< 

and/or ideological thinking. Thus, th~re is a noticeable 

incidence of dispute about the relevancy of ideas about stra

. tification, combinedcwi-thca variety of approaches to actual, 

budding or alleged stratification,each tacitly assuming the 

relevancy issue to have been settled satisfactorily. The aggre-

gate--image·-is one-o-f-confusion, even in regard to fairly basic 

ideas an~ facts. The chances of operatization, otherwise than 

for purposes of ideological propaganda, are accordingly remote. 

--- · Fifth on the list is an approach to social change setting' 

out from religious and other cultural'values. This approach 

is intriguing in that it follows upon, yet purposely deviates 

• · ·from, the famous 'western" tradition of Islamic studies·.wnicfi··-· ~ 
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for a time has been able to command the inevitably somewhat 

hesit nt respect of some Arab scholars of Islam. There are 

two variants. An earlier one has addressed phenomena of 

alleged secularization and revitalization in Islam, and more_ 

or less grievously misread both. The more recent one has 

turned its back upon 'high church' concerns and chosen to concen-

trate on live religious phenomena, complete with their social, 

political and further ramifications. Thus fresh new insight 

has been produced, of a nature that is perhap·s more mono

graphic than can please its authors, and by and large falling .. 
outside the orbit of interest of Muslim scholarship. As corn-

pared to the other four approaches, this one seems doomed to 

be rated even more of a pu~ely intellectual, ivory tower 

concern. Such more or less sociological questions as it may 

inspire are not necessarily the ones that currently concern 

those Arbas wishing to think and act as conscious Muslims. 

In concluding this summary listing, it is perhaps useful 

to state the obvious. The five approaches listed represent 

a more or less arbitrary distinction on my part made for no 

other purposes than this brief overview. As a complex they 

can be cut up differently and thus prese,nted differently. 

This does not really matter. What matters is .that as a 

complex they are not consistent; they do not really add up. 

To describe this state of affairs as a case of failed inter-

discipli~arity would be misstating it by inappropriate over-

simplification. 

Turning now to the Arab perspective of the matter, whethe-r of 

the experiencing and then observing or of the observing and 

then acting (planning, policy making, policy implementing) 

i 
' ·' 
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variant, a preliminary observati6n ~s in order. This relates 

to the incidence and function of public discourse. The-free 
I 

countries of the West are marked by the assumption (and the 

hopefully matching practice) of uninhibited public discourse on 

public issues I whether one Is Ovm or those of others .. This 

feature is quite specifically Western and there is no reason 

to expect it elsewhere. This realization seems fairly obvious, 

but for Westerners it is not necessarily easy to draw the 

consequences. For present purposes, it means that in an 

attempt to identify, in the Arab setting, the salient approaches .. 
to, or interpretations of, social change and development, one 

cannot expect to rely on fully the same kind of clues; This 

holds true particularly inasmuch as major"segments of public 

discourse, namely the press, radio and t.v. and the Friday 

s~rm9n are to a consi_d_erable. extent (varying, no doubt, from 

country to country) the extensions of official information 

and guidance. Add to this variable degrees of control over 

publishing, and .. i,t, ,w~ll ,be, clear that the information carried 

by these several media plays a different role than in the West, 

even if Western self-censorship and other ways of influencing 
.· 

information flows, in-.tbe l-Jes•t are taken into account. Besides, 

another consideration enters the picture, the significance of 

which is hard to assess. In the Arab world oral communication 

has, depending• upon purpose and subject matter, t:radi tion'a'lly 

rated high~r than or at least on a par with its written counter

part; and its role is by no means played out. In fact, radio 

·and television• may~well derive from it a significance -that· 

remains unequalled in the West. For present purposes, this 

can only mean that the job of identifying and using clues 
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towards the Arab perceptions of, and approaches to, social 

change and development poses problems very much its own. No 

need adding -that together, these considerations represent as 

many caveats for what is to follow. 

Trying to identify Arab approaches to social change and 

development, in line with a viewpoint of the primarily expe-

riencing and subsequently reflecting or observing subject, 

one runs into a welter of topics of concern and/or discourse. 

These'may be tentatively presented under three headings . .. 
First the change of the times is perce1ved as problematic 

in respect of the given, inherited frame of reference, which 

is postulated to be, basically, of all times and places. I am 

of course referring to the Islamic way of life primarily, but 

by no means exclusively: the other religions (and modern ideo-

logie~, for that matter) are not basically different. The 

visible tip of the iceberg are the apologetic and revitaliza-

tion urges in the Islamic~.c~mmunity. It does not matter much, 

in this regard, whether revitalization appears in orthodox 

garb as in Egypt, or as a special variant of orthodoxy, as in 

the Peninsula, (or, .for that matter, as mysticism, as in Iran 

or parts of Turkey) . What does matter is that the concern 

with the basic frame of reference is a concern about its rele-

vancy to, and impact upon, the full round of life·. This is 

not necess.arily limited to the professing orthodox, let alone 

ultra-orthodox, groups, but it will inevitably show in a diffe-

" c" " ,_, ... renL,way--wi th -them= •than with those less manifestly practising· ' · 

their respective faiths. This is also why, in all its ramifi-

cations, this approach - or should one say - response? - to 
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change is as.elusive, in terms of cutting edge and net efficacy, 

as some of its instances may be vehement. 

The second focus, in Arab dealings with change and deve-

lopment, closely related to the first, can be labelled as a 

concern about the raison de communeaute. I am introducing here 

an unusual paraphrase. of the well-known concept of raison d'etat, 

and I am referring back to a problem already po~nted out: 

the demise of the Ottoman empire causes a replay of one of the 

,basig problems encountered.in the early institutionalization• 

of Islam, namely how to organize· the ideal .• community of the 

faithful. Both the budding Islamic realm and the Ottoman 

set-up, and everything in between, have drawn heavily upon the 
• 

ancient paradigm of an emergent and then self-perpetuating 

(and self-aggrandizing), superimposing power, capping in 

imperial fashion a many' varied, pre-existent and self-''"."' 

continuing social units. This formula, however varied, has 

lost its validity all around in the former Ottoman empire, as, 

in a different way~ in ·Iran. I like to.summarize the change-

over by saying that from a convergent state things move towards 

an integrative state, allegedly national. But however the 

matter is phrased, the phrasing will beg questions rather 

than proffer answers or solutions, let alone a novel paradigm. 

This is a political matter, in the classical sense of the 

1-10rd political: public affairs. As such, it again ramifies 

into almos~ every walk of life. And for a Western audience 

it pays to underline that its metaphysical dimension is by 

no means insignificant. 

The third focus is the self-view and self-assertion of 

the Arab collectivity, however perceived, in respect of the 
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outside world, notably the West. The West, in this connec-

tion, means Western Europe first of all, and then also its 

two off-shoots, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. The matter has . - . 

immediate intra-Arab ramifications, in addition to those 

in such residues of the Ottoman framework .as happen to linger 

on (including the Arab-Turkish relationships). It is obviously 

incorrect to assume this to be another case of repercussions 

to obviated colonial rule. Such instances of belated coloni-

alism as the Arab world has witnessed were in fact no more 

than one episode in the history of Arab-European, ·or should 

·' 
one say Islamic-Christian,interaction, whidh has lasted 

exactly as long as Islam is in existence. The current 

• 
attempts at Euro-Arab dialogue, in their curn, are no more 

than the latest installment of ever the same interaction -

a weird mix of cultural interpenetration and occasional inter-

dependence, commercial complementarity up to a point, and 

political competition now and then. This mix is the more 

baffling as, pace serious study of mutual image-making, no 

penetrating attempts are or have been undertaken to unravel it. 

Of these three complexes of unresolved problems, the second 

is perhaps the most influential one; but they are interrelated 

in many ways. It is unnecessary to underscore that none of 

them is contemporary in the sense of being new. These are 

problem complexes that are to an extent perennial and are 

replayed, m.utatis nrutandis, under conditions of manifest accele-

rated overall change. As such, they are determinants of the 

Arab perception of change, its motive forces and thrusts, 

and pointers 'to ways of living with perennial problems. Problem. 

management rather than problem-solving. 
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Roughly distinguishable from this variant of the Arab position, 

.determined by experience and reflection, is a variant rather 

more determined by observation as a crucial part of experience, 

followed by purposive action. There is perhaps slightly more 

of an accessible record of available evidence for the analysis 

of this second variant; but its manifestation is likely to 

vary equally mo:r:-e noticeably from one country to the next. 

The concern with economic planning returns here as a main 

focus: a not unexpectedmut~al reinforcement between outside 

expertise and foreign-trained inside policX making. . . 
.In the course of time, other foci of concern have been 

id en tif ied; and, as suggested, the history of their identification does 
• 

not necessarily follow or parallel that of the subsequent fashions 

in development studies as pursued in the rich countries,or in 

·development policies·as advocated by international agencies. 

Without attempting either a systematici order or a historical 

sequence, the following focal points can be listed as having 

caught the .limelight at ,least in a number of countries. 

As an off-schoot of economic development policies, industri-

alization has been a long-standihg interest. Its feasibility 

has proven problematic on many counts, but on the whole this 

has not daunted policy makers too much. Its developmental 

effects, even in successful cases, have largely remained below 

expectations - but then, these expectations may have been 

somewhat unrealistic to begin with, what with the matter 

readily acquiring political overtones over and above its 

economic merits. The A~hilles heel, it seems, is that the 

more industry does for the 'proletariat'- never mind those 

welroff anyway -, the more glaringly will the destitution of 

the sub-proletariat appear. 
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From industrial and to an undue extent urban development 

concerns, attention will tend to be diverted, time and again, 

to the rural scene as a problem area, whether residual or 

preliminary or both at once. Land reform, very much a mul.ti-

~ purpose move, and one whose main thrust or motives rarely 

concern the countryside in the first place, evokes rural reform 

and rural activation schemes of various kinds, more often 

than not induced or imposed from above, and hardly success-

ful. The surprising element, in retrospect, is that so many 

have been surprised to see that these things ran into so much 
- ·' 

difficulty, and that however relentlessly the groping for 

solutions continues, groping it remains. 

Besides crucial areas or sectors of concern, there are 

crucial approaches to development, singled out for discussion 

and action. Perhaps the-most salient is what the Maghrib 

calls cadres and what in Egypt is increasingly recognized as 

middle management, including middle-level bureaucracy. The 

avowed aim is to-bridge the gap between grass roots revel 

and central decision making, mostly in a top-to-bottom move, 

and thus to enhance the efficacy of de'Celopment policy making. 

This listing would not be complete without at least a 

passing reference to the long standing and currently still 

increasing attention devoted to physical military force as the 

visible part of state power. The Arab-Israeli conflict has 

tended to ·go a long way in explaining this urge but, certainly 

of late, it is doubtful whether it could explain all of it. 

It certainly has hampered the search for less inadequate 

explanations. 

As one example of rather ~ore specific developmental 

concerns the specifically Egyptian problem of overpopulation 
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should be mentioned, perhaps in one breath with the problem 

of underpopulation - if that is what it is - in the Peninsula. 

The developmental sign~ficance of this problem, whether nega

tive or positive, is glaring. But it would be unduly opti-

,; mistic even to suggest that those concerned are muddling 

through. The truth of the matter is that they are at a loss. 

-At this point the most interesting part of this exercise can 

begin. Assu"ming that these three listings are not impossibly 

' .caricatural, then what i"s there to be learned from comparing .. 
them? 

As between the first (outside expert) and third (autoch-

• 
thonous action-oriented) positions, the correspondences are 

perhaps less important than the differences. With some opti-

mism, the latter could be seen as illustrative of the effort 

to achieve greater relevancy by responding to needs identi-

fied as particularly urgent. The more remote perspective 

of what is currently called self-reliance opens up. By the 

same token, however, there is some enlarged risk of attempting 

to cure by the symptom. 

The particularly notable mutual reinforcement between the 

economic concerns occurring in both positions is not to be 

overrated for its heuristic significance. It need not mean 

more than that the philosophie vecue (P. Bourdieu) of economism 

has made apepts or converts amongst intellectuals originating 

from non-Western civilizations. In particular it need not 

mean that economism has become, or is about to become, 

effectively and positively integrated i~ the civilizations 

concerned - in this case Arab culture. Budding concern, al-
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ready mentioned, with social development as an answer to 

the quand~ry of economic development policies, is a tell-

tale phenomenon in this connection. 

Of even more interest is the comparison between the second 

{autochthonous, mainly experiencing) positfon and the other 

·two. Two observations are in order. First, the aloofness, 

on the part of both, in regard of this one, is as persistent 

as it is unfounded, and its effect is disquieting. !Jothing illustra

tes this better, perhaps, than the virtual absence of any links between 

outside expert interest in particular issues of political develo;:xnent and the 

experienced problems of raison de communeaute , as I have called 

them. I do not doubt that this absence of effective 

correspondence is a root cause of the impotence of either 

concern. Likewise, the relative impotence of the economic 

approach may be explained by the absence of any focus of 

autochthonous experience to which it could be linked. 

SecoJ;tdly, the lack of correspondence between this position 

and the other two, as regards the concerns they engender, 

is fully disquieting. It g~es well beyond the level·of 
• 

formal paradigm-building and conceptualization. With a little 

exaggeration, one could perhaps speak of a rift between two 

worlds of perception and action - and it is clear that this 

is not simply the rift between West and non-West, in this 

cas·e Arab. 

Am I implicitly putting in a plea for integration of these 

three kinds of approaches? I do not intend so. On the other 

hand I believe that a·conscious and purposive attempt to 

assess their relative significances and draw conclusions from 
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the diversity of the orientations and action patterns each will 

inspire has hitherto been missing:for no good reason and 

with quite adverse effect. Perhaps my plea ·could be for 

an attempt at clearing, or at seeing the three positions not 

~ as separate but as necessarily interrelated. This leaves it 

just shy from becoming a plea 

harmonization. 

The Hague, April 197~ 

in favour of an attempt at 

C.A.O. v~n Nieuwenhuijze 
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"RIGHT" ft.ND "LEFT" IN LEBANO!'f 



"R I G H T" A N D 11 1 E F T" I N L E B A N 0 N 

In reporting on events and political developments in Lebanon 

in recent years, th3Western news media popularized the terms 

"Right" and "Left"-- more specifically, "Christian Right" and 

"Moslem Left"-- to denote the fronts involved in the civil war of 

1975-761 and in the crisis which has since continued in the coun-

try. The use of these stereotype terms suggests that what has 

been going on in Lebanon during these troubled years has been es-

sentially a contest bet1veen rival ideological stands reflecting a 

socio-economic gap between "haves "and "have nots", with the rich 

·Christians upholding the cause of bourgeois capitalist liberalism 

or illiberalism, and the poor Moslems upholding the cause of so-' 

cialist reform or revolution. That there are rich and poor in Le-

banon -- as elsewhere --is true; with the rapid econo.'llic growth 

of the last two or three decades, the gap bet~1een them has certain-

ly ;1idened, and social tensions have undoubtedly arisen. The poli

tical exploitation of these tensions, however, though persistently 

attempted by interested parties, has not yet been truly successful. 

In the on-going Lebanese crisis, these tensions may well have con-

trib.uted --in one 1-1ay or another --to the intensity of the con-

flict, but they have not ranked prominently among the basic issues 

involved. Throughout the civil war, and until today, they remain 

overshadowed by other factors of conflict --factors of a more ar-

chaic nature, perhaps, but nevertheless of clearer and more iJnmedi-

ate relevance in the parochial Lebanese context. 
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So far, Lebanese society -- despite the phenomenal economic de-

velopment of recent decades -- continues to be divided along tradi-

tional lines, into primordial communities definable mainly in terms 

of religious affiliation. Each co~~unity commands the spontaneous 

loyalty of the general run of its members, and exhibits a tight 

group solidarity --what is called in Arabic a 'ayabiyya. While 

some communities may, on the whole, be richer than others, none has 

. a monopoly of· ;realth or an e:x;clusive claim to poverty. Social class 

cuts across the religious community divisions, as it also cuts across 

. family, tribal or quasi-tribal affiliations within each community. As 

a result, social class interests become modified ~- if not distorted 

beyond recognition '""'" under the effect of the traditional 'a~abiyya 

loyalties lvhich natlll'ally contain them. 

While this continues to be the case, genuine commitment to any 

given social ideology in Lebanon is bound to remain mostly a matter 

of individual idiosyncracy, never really reaching the level of a mass 

movement either at the community or the national level. The Left has, 

indeed, a supericial appeal to the Moslem Lebanese, mainly because it 

is associated in the popular mind with Arab nationalist defiance of 

standing Western power interests in the Middle East. The Right, on 

the other hand, readily appeals to Christians who see in "Leftist" 

Arab nationalist activism nothing more than an Islamic militancy in 

. ~~ . · ... , . .-. 
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disguise. In some cases, lip..service ideological commitments can 

become the fighting slogans for a given Lebanese community or fac-

tion -~Moslem or Christian --which seeks to present its archaic 

ca.,abiyya stand in a respectable "modern" form. tn other cases, 

such lip..service idelogical commitments may be no more than tags 

marking the strat.egic dependence of a given community, or of a 

faction or gang within a given community, on an outside patron or 

sponsor of the 11 Right 11 or the "Left". The patron or sponsor in 

question may be an Arab or Hiddle Eastern regime, or a superpower, 

or an Arab or Vdddle Eastern regime closely associated with a su-

perpm<er, The strategic dependence on the outside patron or spon-

. sor, Hhere it applies, can be direct or indirect. In the case of 

some "Leftist" Lebanese factions, the intermediary between the Le-

banese "client" and the external patron or sponsor Hould normally 

be some Palestinian organization with established external ties 4 

While the patronage or sponsorship is sometimes initiated by the 

external party, with a view to gaining political .. geverage inside 

Lebanon, at other times it is solicited by the Lebanese "client" 

to the satisfaction or ultimate embarrassment of the external 

party.· 

In the cont~nuing Lebanese crisis, indeed, each of the partici-

pants has, claims to have, or is commonly believed to have a 

·..,..-~~--. ----------
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"Rightist" or· "Leftist" external patron or sponsor either in the 

Arab world, or in the w·orld at large, or in both. This external 

dimension of the "Lebanese Question", however, though extremely 

important in its rnvn right, does not concern us here. What con~ 

cerns us, rather, is the Lebanese conflict at its purely parochial 

level --even to the exclusion of its Palestinian dimension, which 

is partly an internal factor, partly an external one in relation 

to the conflict, At this purely Lebanese parochial level, the 

terms "Right" and "Left", stripped of their ideological overtones, 

may be used to describe the difference between the Christian Leba-

nese position which is politically defensive, and hence conserva-

tive, and the Moslem Lebanese position which demands political 

change, and to that extent may be c·onsidered radical. A clear aP-

preciation of the two community positions is essential for the un-

derstanding of the current Lebanese predicament. 

If "Right" means simply a determination to maintain a given 

system or order as it stands, then the Christians in Lebanon, by 

and large, are certainly "Rightist". Since the outbreak of the 

civil war, the Christian Lebanese front (more correctly, the J.'aron-

ite front.) has been fighting and manreuvering --so to speak-~ "to 

keep the past upon the throne". The Maronite political and adminis-

trative establishment enjoys traditional prerogatives in the Leba-

nese Republic Hhich it is umvilling to relinquish, or even to l".ave 

.,'':·. 
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put to question. Spokesmen for the Maronite position argue -- to · 

some extent convincingly ~- that the Lebanese Republic can only 

maintain its special character in the Arab world -- as a self-pro-

pelled democracy ;1ith liberal traditions and institutions -- if the 

Christian political prerogatives in the country are kept intact. 

Most notable among these prerogatives are the l~ronite Presidency 

of the Republic, command of the Army, and directorship of civil and 

military intelligence services; also the maintenance of the Chris-. 

tian Sunday (instead of the H0 slem Friday) as the official sabbath. 

The Moslem Lebanese front, on the other hand, fought during the ci-

vil wal' --and now manoeuvres -~to secure a new political deal, al-

though the various factions which. form this front are not of one 

heart and mind as to what this new.deal should be. On the whole, 

' the Moslem Lebanese envisage fundamental changes in the Lebanese 

political system --changes which would abolish or at least reduce 

the traditional Christian prerogatives, and increase the Moslem sha-

re in political power and spoils. Beyond that, the Moslem and Chris-

tian Lebanese appear to be , by and large, equally conservative, vrhile 

it is a fact that an ideological "Left" has never ceased attempting to 

graft ·itself onto the Moslem Lebanese stand in the national conflict, 

the graft so far has not taken, and may never really take. 

Where the classical Moslem Lebanese point of view is concerned, 

the fundamental national issue is as follows: Lebanon, as an Arab 

~--~-~-------- -------~------ ---. r-----.,~ 
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State, was born in guilt; it had first come into existence in 1920 

as a result of Maronite political conspiracy with French imperial-

ism against pan-Arab national interests; the }mronite political es-

tablishment developed and maintained power in the Lebanese State 

with the backing of Western imperialism and some suspect }uddle 

Eastern regimes Hhich collaborated Hith this imperialism. From 

this the follwing basic Noslem position in Lebanon emerges: for 

Lebanon to be cleansed of its original guilt, the policies of the 

State must be brought back into line with the pan-Arab nati.onal in-

. terest, of 1-1hich the Palestine Question is to this day the touch

stone. This cleansing process, to the ordinary Moslem Lebanese, 

can only be brought about if the special political prerogatives en-

joyed in the country by the suspect Maronite establishment are abo-

lished1 to give way to a more genuine representative democracy in. 

tihich every Lebanese citizen could have an equal say. In maintain-

ing this position, the Moslem Lebanese count on their growing nume-

rical preponderance in the country, and also on the boost which the 

large Palestinian presence in Lebanon gives to this preponderance --

facts which are recognized with alarm by the ~onites and other 

Christian Lebanese, and which were first driven home by violent ac-

tion fturing the pro-Nasser Moslem Lebanese rising of 1958. 

To the Maronites and other Christian Lebanese, the Moslem posi-

tion never seemed to stand to reason. What the Noslems regarded,and 

----- -------- -· ., __________ ------ ---- --·-·· ---- .,. ---------.-~------~----------.-
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continue to regard, as unjustified prerogatives enjqyed by a politi-

cally pretentious and scheming minority, was seen --and is still 

seen --by the Christians to be no more than minimal guarantees to 

their security and dignity in an overwhelmingly Moslem Arab world• 

Against the H0 slem argument of what Lebanese democracy should be_, 

the Christians present an effective counter-argument.· Lebanese so

ciety, they maintain, happens to consist of various religious· com'1lu-. 

nites which conunand the loyalty of their respective followers and re .• 

present their primordial interests; these com'1!unities must share -.as 

. communities.-- in the management of the State, which is what they do 

under the present political system, and what they should continue to 

do. Each community, by tradition, has the right to exercise a libe-
. ----

rum veto to guarantee that its stands on fundr.mental national issues 

are respected. To change Lebanese democracy from a system of communi-

ty representation, to a system ·or ordinary statistical .representation, 

could only result in putting an end to a workable democracy in the coun-

try, because it would inevitably mean the submission of the Christian 

communities to the <lill of the !10 slem conununities once and for all. A 

Christian minority with special prerogatives in the State-- some Chris-

tians argue.-- is bound to be circumspect in the exercise of its prero-

gatives, constantly taking into account the views and interests of the 

majority. On the other hand, a system of absolute democratic represen-

tation, based on individual votes, could only bring to power a Mosl9m 

majority rule. which <lould leave the Christians with no guarantees for 

----.,~--- .. --------- ~--------- ,..--...... 
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their community interests, and even (many Christians fear) for their 

ordinary h~~an dignity. 

The crux of the· matter is this: the Lebanese system.as it stands 

guarantees a special position for the Christians at the expense of 

the Moslems. The statistics, however, threaten ultimately to favour 

the Moslems at the expense of the Christians. This naturally places 

the Christians on .the defensive, and the Moslems on the offensive~. 

The conflict between the t;ro sides - - regardless of the form it 

.takes at any given moment - - is essentially a conflict bet>;een pri

mordial com.~unity loyalties. Inasmuch as it is so, it does not in

volve serious ideological commitments to social doctrines of the 

"Rightist" or "Leftist" kind. As defenders of the established Leba

nese system, the Christians (particularly the Haroni tes) describe 

themselves as "Lebanese nationalists", and the Maronite political 

front, since 1976, has called itself the "Lebanese Front". ·The Mos

lems (partictJ.larly the Suqnites) 1 on the other hand, call themselves 

"Arab nationalists", cla>nour for the establishment of an "Arab Leba-· 

non", and describe the Christian front as "isolationist" - - in the 

sense that it seeks to "isolate" Lebanon from Arabism. Individual 

Christians and Moslems ~-numerically a negligible minority of the 

total Lebanese population - - form small and sometimes compact and 

active groups of ideologically committed "Socialists", "Cormnunists" .-

·~-·:_ . 
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or 11Social Na·tionalists". Some primordial groups, as already indica-

ted, may profess doctrinaire corr~tments by way of political tactics 

(like the Joumblati Druzes, who formalzy describe themselves as "Pro-

gressive Socialists"). By and large, hOl<ever, the political commit-

ment of the ordinary Lebanese citizen is to his community and its so

lidarity-- i,e,,to his ~a~abiyya. ·A cursory survey'of the positions 

of the major Christian and l1oslem political parties and organizations 

illustrates this point. 

Among the Christians (mainzy the Maronites), the most prominent 

political parties at present are the Kataeb (Phalanges Libanaises) and 

the Chamounists (Parti National Liberal, or P.N.L,). Both are mili-

tantly patriotic parties, interpreting Lebanese patriotism in funda-

mentally Christian terms; i.e., neither party can envisage a viable 

Lebanon in which Christians d.o not enjoy special p01;er prerogatives. 

In political action, the Kataeb are organized as a modern political 

party with a military arm, and their p01<er emanates mostly from theil• 

high degree of organization~- which includes a remarkably efficient 

intelligence service, Although they call themsel-ves "Social Democrats", 

and proclaim that their party is non-sectarian and open to all Lebanese 

regardless of religious affiliation, they are generally and correctly 

recognized to be no more than politicalzy organized and militant Maron

ites 1-rith some following of other Christians. Remove the Christian .':a-
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vabiyya fro;n the Kataeb Party, and it would cease to be what it is. 

As for the Chamounists, ~hey differ from the Kataeb mainly by the 

fact that they form a Christian political rally of a more tradition-

al kind. In political action, they depend on the leadership of for-

mer President of the Republic Camille Chamoun, whose stand against 

the pro-Nasser l10 slem rising of 1958 made hlm a hero to many Haron-

ite and other Christian Lebanese. The political organization of the 

Chamounist P.N.L. is little more than a form, and the leading offi~ 

cials of the party are mainly the sons of the leader and his close 

. personal associates. Like the Kataeb Pai:ty, the P.N.L. represents 

t.he grass-roots sentiments of the Christian Lebanese, and more parti-

c:ularly of the Maronites. Both parties are strongly opposed to the 

continued presence of Palestinians in Lebanon -- armed or unarmed- -

because of the nurnerical boost the Palestinian presence gives to the 

Moslems in the country, and of the political threat implied by this 

boost to the Christian Lebanese position as they envisage it. 

Among the 1-loslem Lebanese, the pattern of political groupings 

is far more complex. To begin with, there are the traditional-type 

rallies around prominent leaders, which are fast becoming a thing 

of the past. Among the Shicites, who are mostly of peasant stock, 

the traditional leaders have been ei"ther tribal chiefs (like the late 

Sabri Hamadeh of the Baalbek region) or quasi-feudal landlords (like 

·--·-----. ------ --- ~--- " - ' ----. ---- -- ---~~--------·-· 
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Kamel al-Ascad, Adil Oseiran and Kazim al-Khalil of South Lebanon). 

Among the Sunnites, who are most1y townsfolk, the traditional lead,.. 

ers have been city bosses like Saeb Salam of Beirut, or Rashid Ka-

rami of Tripoli. \Vith the social changes of the last two or three 

decades, tlhich involved - - among other things-- the emergence of 

an ambitious Sunnite business and professional bourgeoisie, and the 

transformation of many Shicite peasants into an urban proletariat, 

the position of these traditional ~loslem leaders was considerably 

·weakened. Today, the only such leader who retains something of his 

past power is Saeb Salrun of Beirut4 During the civil war, Salam 

tried to modernize his power base by organizing his followers as the 

"Vanguards of Reform" (Rumiad al-Isla!1), >~ith his own son Tammam as 
• 

secretary-general. The organization --which has a military arm 

derives its present standing main1y from the personal prestige, ex-

-perience, and internal and external political connections of its foun-

der-leader, >rho enjoys strong support from Saudi Arabia. 

The steady weakening of the traditional Moslem leaderships, during 

the last t>~enty years, paved the way -- Ir.ainly among the Sunnites --

for the growth of w~.at is called the Nasserist movement: a popular form 

of Moslem pan-Arabism which takes its name from President Nasser of 

Egypt. Until the death of Nasser in 1970, the Nasserist movement in 

Lebanon ;ras actually sponsored by Egypt. Since then, it split into a 
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number of splinter-groups, each with its own boss, and each enjoying 

the support of same Arab regime (the pattern of external support is 

constantly shifting, and defies definite categorization)." The 11 Inde-

pendant Nasserists", better know since 1975 as the Murabitun (an emo

tive Islamic term meaning "Defenders of the Faith"), are closely as-

sociated with Fatp --the leading Palestinian organization, vlhich 

heads the P,L.O. Another Nasserist group, called the "Union of Popu·· 

lar Working Forces" (Ittip;ld Qiwa al-Sha cb al- c.ii.mil), cooperates at 

,present with Syria. Like all Lebanese Sunnites, the Nasserist organi

zations stand for the Arabism of Lebanon, and interpret this Arabism 

in distincly Islamic terms. They openly profess the Nasserist brand 

of "Arab Socialism" (as distinct from the more doctrinaire Baath "Arab 

Socialism"), but their actual commitment to Socialist ideology is du

bious, and is certainly transcended by Moslem ~~abiyya sentiments. 

·Nevertheless, by contradistinction to the traditional leaderships which, 

by nature, are staunchly conservative, the Nasserist organizations, with 

their youthful leaderships, may be regarded on the whole as politically 

radical. 

Among the Shi cites, the decline in pmrer of the traditional leaders 

did pave the •1ay1 at one stage, for a rapid spread of Leftist radicalism 

in the ranks of the community. Before long, however, the matter was ta-

ken in hand by the L'1lam (religious leader) Musa al-~adr 1 who set out to 

•'"-•" •,;,. .•."o-.;· 
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inspire his follm;ers with a strong sense of con~unity solidarity by 

assuming the spolcesmanship for their social grievances -- as neglected 

peasants, or as a depressed proletariat. ~adr•s "Movement of the De-

prived11 qrarakat al-Mahrumin), with its military arm Amal (Hope), si

ded with the Palestinian Resistance during the civil war (the Amal mi

litia was originally sponsored by Fatp), but· later turned to cooperate 

with Syria, and remains closely associated with Syrian policy today. 

The movement, however, lacks compact organization, .and remains no more 

than a sectarian rally of traditional type. 

Among the Druzes of Lebanon( l-Tho are not strictly }loslem, because 

they do not follow the Sharica, or Moslem laH), the ranks continue to 

be divided --as they have been since the seventeenth century --be-

t;men the two traditional factions of the Yazbakis and the Joumblatis. 

From the time Lebanon became independent, the non-militant Yazbakis ha-

ve normally cooperated <rith the Christian establishment in the country, 

and are hence regarded today by the Maronite political forces as friends 

and allies. Their recognized leader since 1945 has been Majid Arslan,who 

may be succeeded in time by his son Faysal. Unlike the Yazbakis, the 

militant Journblati Druzes have normally been defiant of the established 

Christian ascendancy in the Lebanese Republic. Their recognized leader 

from 1945 until 1977 was the intractable Kamal Joumblat -- an expert 

player on Varonite phobias who set out in 1949 to espouse the cause of 
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socialism (his followers are formally known as the "Progressive So-

cialist Party"), and who openly sided Hi th President Nasser of Egypt 

after 1956 to establish himself as the foremost Lebanese champion of 

pan-Arabism and of Arab nationalist causes -- notably the Palestinian 

cause. Under his leadership, the Joumblati Druzes played a prominent 

role in the pro-Nasser Hoslem rising of 1958,_ cooperated closely with 

the Palestinian Resistance movement beginning in 1964, and also became 

closely associated with the Nasserists, >-rith the Baath Socialists (in 

both their Syrian and Iraqi branches), with the Communists, and with 

other radical groups of the doctrinaire "Left". In 1969, Joumblat be-

came the spokesman of a coalition of these Arab nationalist and radical 

groups known as the "Nationalist Novement" (al Saraka al-Waj;aniyya), 

After 1973, he became the chief Lebanese supporter of the extremist Pa-

lestinian group known as the "Rejection Front". \·lhile it is often as-

sumed that the radicalism of Kamal Joumblaj; was more a matter of personal 

tactics than of actual conviction, his consistent stand on the side of the 

Lebanese and Palestinian "Left" during the civil war of 1975 - 76 certain-

ly contributed to make the Hoslem Lebanese stand in the war, on the whole, 

appear as "Leftist". Following his ~ssil.ssinat_ion in 1977, the Journblati 

Druzes readily accepted his son Walid as his successor. Under the new 

leadership, the "Progressive Socialist Party" retains its membe:rship in 

the "Nationalist Hovement" and· maintains good rel.ations ;rith the Pales-

tinian Resistance and Rejection Front, bu.t its radicalism has certainly 

•w.,-c..,-~·~--.-. ::_ . . ··-~,.-~ •. ~:~::>.•.~:,·, --~----.,.-:-···--:--:-:-~-~-,--:~~
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become more subdued. The Joumblatis today concentrate, politically, 

on securing the Druze community interest in the Lebanese political 

holocaust, and readily concert measures with their Yazbaki adversa-

ries for the purpose. 

Between the Christian Kataeb and Chamounists, on the one side, 

and their Moslem and Druze antagoniste on the other, the continuing 

conflict can by no stretch of the imagination be described as one 

between rival social idelogies of modern type --of the sort cannon-

ly described as "Right" versus "Left". It is, rather, a naked strug-

gle for power between two basically confessional fronts which --in 

the final analysis -- are equally determined to prevent the transfor-
. ~ 

mation of the Lebanese Republic from an archaic structure ~to a modern, 

workable civility in which "Right" and "Left" can have real meaning. 

At one level, indeed, the conflict evokes memories of the medieval 

squabbles between the "Paladins and Saladins" of the Crusader period. 

During the civil war, militiamen of the so-called "Christian Right" 

often fought under the emblem of the Cross, while the battle-cry of 

some "Moslem Leftists" was "Allahu Akbar" -- the traditional battle-

cry of Islam. Among the out.standing leaders in the war was a MarorJ.te 

abbot, Father Sharbil Qassl:s --a modern Lebanese version of the Grand 

Master of the Knights Templars -- and a Shi <rte religious dignitary, 

Musa al-Sadr --an Imam complete with beard, cloak and turban. Aluong 

.. ~-:-~•~"':-~~r_':"-:~-.,~-:.~~~:~;;::.:·;~~~···~ -~-'::~· .---~··---:::::·:::-~-:· -"--:'"~' ,-,-.~; ____ , __ ,., ---' :-----::~---·---· • ----·..----;-____,_,_..,..;;:-•--•• .. -: '--~ .-.·~ -~· ~t ~:-: 
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the ranks of the M0 slem "Left", as among those of the "Christian 

Right", the principle of dynastic succession has a strong appeal. 

The day Kamal Joumblat ;ras buried, the Shaykh al- <Aql --head of 

the Druze religious establishment --placed the dead leader's man-· 

tle on the shoulders of his son and proclaimed him· his successor, 

to the unanimous approbation of the Druze community and its "Left.-

ist" allies. Among the "Rightist" Kataeb, Amin and Bashir, the sons 

of Pierre Gemayel, already partake in the leadership of the "Social 

Democratic Party" with their father --the first as at the political 

level; the second at the military. Dory and Danny, the sons of Ca.-

mille Chamoun, assist their father in a similar wa:y in the leadership 

of the "Parti National Liberal", and --like the Gemayel brothers 

are expected ultimately to succeed to full leadership. 

At the purely internal level, the Lebanese political set-up 

after two years of civil war remains as archaic as it has been since 

the Lebanese Republic first came into existence. The social set-up 

is also archaic in the sense that Lebanese society continues to be 

divided into religious communities with conflicting primordial loyal-

ties. On the surface, this division was considerably deepened by the 

recent civil war. At another level, h?wever, there are growing numbers 

of 1ebanese who already recognize these divisions as obsolescent, and· 

who look forward to their ulti1r.ate disappearance --though not with 
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much optimism. Same of these "new Lebanese" would like to see a li-

beral, secular democracy established in the country, with bona fide 

representative institutions. others think in terms of Socialist "re-

forms" or of a social revolution. Politically ambitious Lebanese who 

find themselves excluded from the archaic political establishment 

often try to form independent platforms, but so far with hardly any 

real success. others join Socialist or Communist parties or organi-

zations which tend to derive their· importance mainly from outside 

support (as already indicated), or which actually serve as Lebanese 

agents to some outside Arab or non-Arab power. During the civil war, 

most of these Lebanese Socialists and Communists were active under the 

umbrella of Joumblat 's "Nationalist Movement", in association with the 

Palestinian Resistance organization. Since the last stages of the war, 

as the "Nationalist Movement" became divided over the issue of the Sy-

rian intervention, these groups ceased to cooperate with one another 

as closely as they did before and -- at least for the moment -- have 

been reduced to a marginal consequence • 

• • • 

The "Lebanese Question", as it stands today, attracts international 

attention not so much by virtue of the internal, somewhat folklorish con

flict between the Christian Moslem Lebanese (which is still far from being 
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ved), as from the external dimensions of this conflict at the re-

gional and international levels. How the "Lebanese Question" will 

ultimately be settled does not depend so much on what happens bet-

<reen the presumed "Right" and "Left" in the country, as on what 

happens between the many outside parties ~~the regional and world 

powers ~- involved in the broader 11 YJ.ddle Eastern Question". So. 

·far, these outside parties, for reasons of their own, have in .. :. ' .... 

na ny cases chosen to invest in Lebanese discord. Should the stan~ 

ing international issues with respect to the Middle·East, one day, 

be finally se~tled, such external investment in Lebanese discord 

would naturally be reduced. The internal problems of Lebanon would 

then become of little consequence to any but the inhabitants of Le-

banon who are still there --whoever those may be. Only then would 

the country be able to find a way out of its present predicament, 

possibly to emerge --once and for all --as a true modern civility. 

Krunal s. Salibi 
Beirut, 
May 181 1978. 
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The night of Monday, 13 February 1978, was a usual Israeli night, 

except for an intangible atmosphere of a widespread public feeling of 

expectations and excitement, normally reserved for nights in which 

important national sports events take place. 

At 21.30 all ordinary activities and conversations came to a standstill 

at many Israeli homes as the popular monthly Israeli Television programme, 

"The Third Hour", came on air. That particular moment was a culmination 

of a heated public debated which had beset all walks of Israeli intelligentsia 

ever since it had been publicly announced, a week earlier, that a TV showing 

and discussion of a film based on the novel ·Khitbet Hiz"a (The Site of 

I~iz fa) 1 published in 1949 by the well-known Israeli author S. Guansk~ 

Yizhar, was postponed and might be banned as a result of action taken by 

several members of the Executive Board of the Israeli Broadcasting 

Authority and the Minister of Education. 

The.Khirbet Hiz"a debate, which had very quickly avalanched into a-

growing stream of newspaper articles, letters-to-the-editor, and 

parliamentary questions was tangential to several issues simultaneously. 

It went through two phases: the first, which concentrated on the legal, 

1. In this particular context the terlil.Khirbe has the dual meaning of 

"the village of ••. " and "the ruins of ••• ". 

- .-- ~- --. , .. -- -.... -. .,...-' ' . ''::""' ... 

.... ·- .. · .. 
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educational and political pros and cons of the postponement of the 

television programme began the day it was announced that the first 

scheduled showing of the programme had been postponed and ended with its 

actual showing one week later. The immediate issue in question was that 

of political censorship and extraneous interference with the editorial 

policy of the independent broadcasting media -- a hyper-sensitive issue 

in the light of apprehensions in many Israeli circles that the then relatively 

new Israeli Likkud government might utilize- its political p01ver in an 

attempt to impose its own views on the content of the programmes produced 

by Israeli radio and television. The second phase began the day following 

the actual showing of the programme and rather quickly subsided and 

completely dissipated, within a few days. The substance of the debate at 

this stage was twofold: one main question which was raised now, hy way 

of an anti-climax, could be summed up as: "was it all worth it?" Another, 

not less significant question which now came to the fore dealt with the 

actual content of the filmed version of Khirbet Hizra, which tells of the 

Israeli occupation of an Arab village in the war of 1948 and the evacuation 

of its inhabitants: to what extent was this story truly representative of 

the realities of the Jewish-Arab relations in a wartime situation; did 

the story reflect history as it really was? 

Indeed; the·leitmcitif of the debate, in its two stages, could be reduced 

to the problem of the relationship between the historical realities of 

the continuous conflict between Jews and Arabs in Palestine and Israel, 

and its various artistic expressions in contemporaneous Israeli literature. 

~~-.-----...... --.- ··-·-------... -~---·--r 

' .... 
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Put in somewhat less concrete terms,·it could be argued that one major 

issue which was inherent in the.Khirbet Hiz'a debate was the vicious 

circle of the relationship between literary fiction and the realities 

of the surroundings in which that fiction is produced. Another, pergaps 

more complicated issue, that constantly crept up in the debate was 

the reverse of the same vicious circle, namely, the impact of the content 

and message of that literature on the realities of the situation which it 

attempted to portray and tackle. 

The.KhirbetHiz'a debate, which by .now is no longer a public issue in 

Israel brought to the fore, at least for a while, the interesting 

subject of the imagery of the Arabs and of problems related to the Arab-

Israeli conflict and to Jewish-Arab relations in Israeli literature. 

When, in 1963, a well-established Israeli author by the name of Joseph 

Arikha edited an anthology of Arab Life·in Hebrew·r;ose, 1 one of its 

reviewers, noted that the editor had "drmm the attention to a 

special corner of the Hebrew literature in the Land of Israel the 

Arab subject. Every now and then, such a story would appear, but it did 
.. · .•.. ·.···. ·.· . . 2 

not· occur that gradually a ~~hole literature had· accumulated". Hardly 

1. Amm Hassefer Publishers, Tel Aviv, 1963. 

2. B. Karu, "Stories from the Life of the Arabs", Maariv, 1 November 1963 

(_in Hebrew) • Italics mine. H. S • 
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should this be a surprising fact. After all, the Arab-Israeli conflict 

and various other, less salient but nonetheless very significant, aspects 

of the Jewish-Arab encounter and relations in modern times play an 

important role in the aggregate experience of the Israelis individuals 

and society alike. The coincidence of an expanding literature in the 

Hebrew language which uses an Israeli scenery as a backdrop for its plots, 

Israeli figures as its characters, and Israeli existential problems as 

its issues, with the inescapable centrality which the Arab-Israeli 

theme occupies in modern Israeli life -- have deeply affected the content 

of modern Israeli (Hebrew) literature. 

The.ever-growing body of Israeli literary output which deals directly 

or indirectly, marginally or centrally, with Arabs or Arabs and Jews, 

has found expression in all literary forms -- poetry and prose, plays, 

diaries and memoirs. Books, periodicals and the daily press as well as 

the theatre, radio and television, have provided -- every medium in its 

own way -- platforms for those poets, writers and playwrights who · 

wished to wrestle with the highly sensitive and very delicate issue of 

interweaving Arab characters or Arab-Jewish issues into the plots of their 

literary·creations. Over the years, there have been numerous cases in 

which writers opted to make these the pivotal points of their literary 

works. 

Surprisingly, students of literature, history and political science 

alike have thus far neglected this important bulk of.evidence in their 

---···.,~· .. . . 
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scholarly pursuit of modern Hebrew literature or the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Hence the extreme deart~ of systematic analyses of the imagery of the 

Arab in Israeli belles ··lettres in the Hebrew language. One of the unique 

attempts to plough in this virgin soil was made by Ehud Ben- ''Ezer, himself 

an accomplished young Israeli wirter, who has dedicated the last ten years 

to a systematic collection of relevant material and its classification. In 

a series of articles which he published, 
1 

he made some very interesting 

observations, based on an attitude "which is neither just that of literary 

analysis, nor that of a historical description but a comprehensive method 

which is attempting to see the psychological history of our attitudes to 

the Arabs from the end of the last century up to .our own period and the 

feeling of war and siege through their literary reflections. This is based 

on the assumption t~t literature expresses the true rythm of human existence 

which is sometimes hardly discernable in historical studies, books of 

memoirs, volumes of documentation., political debates or formalistic analyses 

2 of literary texts". Ben- 'Eze.r believes that since its first significant 

1. Ehud Ben- 'Ezer, "Breakers-through and besieged, studies of the young 

Israeli literature"; Keshet, vol. , 1968, pp. 124-160 (in Hebrew); 

"Between romance and the bitterness of reality, the Arab question in 

our literature; A talk with Ehud Ben- 'Ezer"; ·shdemot, vol. , 1972, 

pp. ll-26; vol. , pp. 3-15 (in Hebrew); "War and peace in the Israeli 

literature, 1967-1976", (in Hebrew). See also his unpublished manuscript, 

The Shade.of.the Groves artd.the Volcarto.(the Arab question in.the 

Literature of the Land of Istael), (in Hebrew). For a study of Israeli 

(Hebrew) children's literature see Menahem Regev, '"The Arab Problem', 

in Israeli children's books", · 'Akhshav, 1968, pp. 209-234 (in Hebrew) . 

2. PN (B), p. 9, see also SA, pp. 11-12. 

:. ·~. 
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dealings lvith the "Arab question" at the turn of the last century, Israeli 

(Hebrew) literature has been vacillating between two poles, that of the 

romantic attitude (the grove shade) and that of the bitterness of the 

reality (the volcano). The· main characteristic of the Hebrew literature 

written in Palestine until-the 1920's was its overwhelming romantic 

attitude to the Arabs. In the 1920's and 1930's, the Israeli Hebrew 

literature reflects "a wrestling .between romance and the bitterness of 

reality". Then came the age of the ·ralJiu:ich and the 1948 generation of 

Israeli writers, in whose works the Arab "becomes a moral issue of the 

Israeli man, the Israeli fighter". This third generation, to which 

S. Yizhar and his Khi:tbet l;lizra belong, uith its moralistic-ideological 

attitude, did not share the romatic approach of the first generation of 

authors in the Hebrew language in Palestine. It was naive and perhaps 

full of self-pity but not fatalistic or pessimistic. To the fourth 

generation of Israeli authors which are by n01v gradually becoming the 

establishemnt of Israeli literature -- the Arab no longer poses a moral 

question. He ceases to be treated as an individual, as a person. Rather, 

he becomes the·Israeli's nightmare, and he is treated as a gender, as a 

group, as a symbol. "In the years of the siege [Irnm the early 1950' ~ 

until 1967 the Arab is always the Arab who stands beyond the border -- the 

infiltrator, the one who threatens -- and he is part of some kind of an 

existential terror which encompasses the Israeli hero and does not let him 

live his life the way he wishes to. The figure of the Arab js the projection 

of the terror which exists within the Israeli hero". 1 Gradually, the Arab 

1. SA, pp. 12-13. 
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problem has turned into a Jewish. problem. The first generation of authors 

"was concerned with what happens to the Arabs. The· third generation, that 

to which S. Yizhar belongs, "was concerned with what happened to the Israeli 

man as he was relating to the Arab", while the younger, fourth generation is 
I 

"not so much concerned with what happens to the Arab but rather with what 

happens to us, to the Israeli hero. It is not [any 

which is the principal matter, but the nightmare"; 

longer] 

1 

the moral dilemma 

As regards ~the figure of the Arab as symbolizing "" 

collective terror and nightmare, Ben-fEzer makes another interesting 

observation. He draws a sharp line between the figures of that Arab who 

lives on the 'other
1 

side of the Israeli-Arab border, who neatly falls into 

the aforementioned category, and the Israeli Arab, who is treated as a 

member of "a low community who makes his way through Jewish women and 

pressure groups in order to get to the top; the deprived who aspires 

upwards. Obviously, he is treated as an individual, not as a part of a 

[Sollectiv~ nightmare". 
2 

The impact of the October 1973 war, as Ben-'Ezer sees it was one of an 

l)ol....,c:. """'""' unforgettable blow which has made Israelis aware that "the existential i111MJ!l~ 

of siege, which characterized our feelin's until .June 1967, is pei"haps truer 

than the drunkenness which befell us between these two wars f~f 1967 and 197iJ". 
1-

Q I ff.tt"1 ;5t-1tt.-

1. SB, pp. 13-14. For a very fine comparison between the Arabs(fn the writings 

of S. Yizhar's and 'Amos 'Oz, see PN, pp. 128-129. 

2. SA, p. 13. 
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This 11ii')siege!i feeling may have turned into a certain "national 

schizophrenia". On the one hand eyes have to be kept constantly • 

open, lest watchfullness be. reduced and hence the danger of being ~~'o"'~J, 

~- This forebodes the.possibility of sinking into complete 

despair. On the other hand, there is another possible way, that· of 

closing the eyes, which carries the blessings of forgetfullness which 

permits normal life to go on. 1 

* *' * * * 

Far from being an exercise in the study of liteJ:"ature, the purpose 

of this paper is twofold: firstly, to draw the attention to a dimension 

of Jewish-Arab relations and of the Arab-Israeli conflict which has 

heretofore not been the subject of serious academiclstudy. [fhe Shiloah 

Center is planning to hold during the coming academic year an all Israeli 

conference on the theme of ~ Arab/Imagery in Israeli literature, and 

~ Israeli imagery in Arab literature] Secondly, to utilize just 

one -- albeit important -- recent Israeli work of fiction as a source for 

the reconstruction of viewpoints and attitudes: as a record which contains 

historical data the way a painting, rather than a photograph, would do it. 

* * * * * 

1. PN (B), p. 7. 

~~------· ----~--------- --- ---- ----· 

>, _. ~.,._ • 
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In May 1977, a new Hebrew book, by the name of Hasut, was published 

by the respectable Israeli Ain·oved Publishing House, in its very popular 

series:&!~! "the Library for the People". Relatively unnoticed at first, 

this book has gradually been picking up in sales and becoming an 

object of elaborate reviews and of public interest -- both from the 

literary and the ideological-political points of view. In January 1978, 
·~ ~~s;; t , 

the auth~ received the respected a1mual J:Iolon Municipality prize 

for belles lettres in memory of Dr. H. Kugel. .. 

The story narrated in the book occurs ~~~ <~ October 1973. The main 

plot begins on the eve of Yom Kippur and ends two days after the holiday, 

while the October War is still in its initial phase -- that of the combined 

surprise Egyptian-Syrian offensive (a period which has become known in Israeli 

parlance as "the curbing"). As the plot ~develops, the:>:e are BeM~· 
di,r(ss'~>•s ff.,.....,~-, 

fnashback" scenes dating back ten to twenty years, which add to the main story 

a time perspective, and thereby depth and richness. Geographically, the plot 

tal:es place mainly in two locations: the Arab town o:l'> Jenin in the West Bank, 

and an apartment building in the mainly Jewish city of Haifa in the northern 

part of Israel. The number of characters is rather limited and, obviously, 

some of them play a major, primar0 role while~ the others have merely supporting 

roles of a secondary or tertiary nature. All primary figures are members of a 

political body which is referred to in the book as "The Organization" -- undoubtedly 

1. According to oral information supplied by the Managing· Director of Am Oved, 

the average for book sales in this series L; 25-30 thousand copies. Until 

mid-May 1978, some 30 thousand copies of Hasut l1ad been sold -- which is . 
considered a "good distribution" for a book published just one year before. 

-
According to information he had received from bookstores, demand for Hasut 
was rising with the passage of time • 

. ,, . ,. ':-'~, . 
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1 
a literary name for the New Communist List. 

·Briefly, the plot of Hasut tells of Fat~i, a young, successful, nationalist 

Israeli Arab poet who is admired by Arabs and .Jews (particularly his Jewish 

girl-friend1. He settled with his family in an Israeli Arab village after 

they had left their own village during the 1948 War. Onp the eve of Yom Kippur 

he travels with Wa~{i, his future brother-in-law
1
to the West Bank. Wa~fi goes 

there to pay a visit to the latter's brother's widow, who·lives --with her 

daughter and sons -- in a refugee camp in Jenin. The aim of Fathi's trip is to 
" . 

meet with an important leader of "the Organization" -- Zuhayt. Unlike the 
V 

radical, revolutionary zeal represented by Fathi -- Wasf1 is wealthy, drives 

an impressive American car, and owns a partnership in a well-established 

Jewish garage in the Haifa Bay area. While Wasfi, who is rich, corrupt 

and happy-go-lucky spends the night at his widowed sister-in-law's hut and 

bed· --in the refugee camp, Fathi stays in the city with his friends -- a Palestinian 

refugee turned well-to-do dentist called Majid, and his wiferAbla. Both Fathi 

and Wasfi encounter, during the night, the Palestinian Fida'iyylin movement. 

1. The Isra~li Communist Party has for many years been a very small party in 
Jt< 

terms of~rliamentary seats but the only available outlet for Arab anti-

Zionist and nationalist feelings. Its main support during parliamentary 

elections, has come from the Arab sector of Israel's population, whence= 

the party also drew its active members and leaders. In 1965, the Israeli 

Communist Party split 

h . h . f . . 11 • w 1c 1s patr1ot1c 1n 

into an overwhelmingly Jewish Israeli Communist Party 

its attitudes and criticAl of Moscow's political 

line concerning the Middle East and the Arab Israeli conflict; and the New 

Communist List. The latter is loyal to Moscow, very critical of Israeli 

governmental policies and overwhelmingly Arab in membership and leadership. 

In the May 1977 parliamentary elections, a leftist bloc called Sheli 

which includes the former Israeli Communist Party gained ,:).,"' seats w1lile 

the New Communist List obtained ;, :: seats~~ l1...t (~o ,.,.....\-t. 

--~·-. _., -,,..;-: 
: . .. 

- - .. , ·-
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Fathl: witnesses the bringing of a Palestinian wounded in action (against· 
. . t\"d ~ .W..h- . 

Israel?) for treatment to Maj id 1 s h~use]; while Wa~ii is threatened that 

his American car be blown up unless he pays ransom to the PalestiniaiL. 

~-
organizations. The next day, on Yom Kippur, FatQl clandestinely meetsJMajid 1 s ,.,. 
house with Zuhayl; 

o/ 
-- a meeting wh~ch is interrupted by the news of the 

outbreak of the [October) War. 

The main location of the plot now moves to Haifa, to the house of Mardukh 

and Shula. He, a Jew of Iraqi origin who was a member of the Communist party 
Q ... d, .ti..t..-4. ~·~ 

·in Iraq'l suffered fierce torture and a long term of imprisonment, joins his 

military unit as soon as the war begins. His wife stays behind with their 

retarded child (Ido, her unfulfilled love to Rammi (now a career Lieutenant-

Colonel in the Israeli Defence Force'), her friends, her neighbour Tuvia 

(who represents the average Jewish man-in-the-street), as well as her memories 
h~ 

of moment,7s spent with Mardukh during which he !told her terrible things 

about his capture and torture in Iraq. Shula 1 s friends are all members of 

"the Organizatinn": Shoshana, a Jewish girl from a well-established agricultural 
. . ..1\.._v 

settlement (is. married to Fu~ ad,· a Christian Arab, editor (?) of "the 

Organization 1 s " newspaper; and Emile and r Amalya<:) lfe 'if another Arab leader 

in "the Organization" and she -- the daughter of a Jewish MP of "the 

Organization". When the war breaks out, Emile and 1Amalya ask Shiila to hide 
~~ 0•4-< 

Fat~1\to prevent hi~ probable administrative arrest by the Israeli authorities. 

She complies and 

between the main 

henceforth the plot concentrates on the dramatic confrontations 
""-• ~...1. ~\vH 

characters/in a most unusual situation cre~ted by the war. ,, 

_,_,_, -··-.-·~-_.,..~--~--,..,..,.~ '-~--·. ---......... --__..,--- . . ~~f'i7' ., . f· 

--'··· ·.,., -. 
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Fathi and Shula nearly have a love affair. Shoshana and Fu'ad's three boys 
• ~ .. \- fi!>.')<\ 

transfer the tensi";,nlbetween Jews and Arabs into their own home; Rarnrni 

-- Shula's true first love -- is killed in battle; Fat~i is becoming more 

and more excited by the prospects that this time theArab side will win 

__ ;_ .!;_.«./ 
the war~ is discovered by ShUla' s neighbour Tuvia; Shiila is under 

much stress due both to lack of news from her husband who is in the front 

and the presence of Fat hi in her house; and every one keeps arguing 

politics with the others. The story terminates rather abruptly, when 

Fathi decides to go back to Jenin in a1_1ticipation of the final Arab 

victory and Shula does not wish to accept his invitation to flee with him. 

The ending of the book expresses, very bluntly, the height of the drar.•a: 

"No Fatl)i, I am staying here". And she got on her long legs and switched 

off the light and opened the door to the balcony. In the darkness her 

face was a pale stain. In front of her, the dark sea crouched heavily. 

At that hour she was like a soft twig which the storm mi_ght pluck. He 

almost said I love you. 

11 1 shall call Tuvia", she said. "He will watch rido and I shall drive 

you to rArnalya and I<l illlS 11
1 e:-~U.. 

"Yes", he said in a hushed rage. 

"You hate me" she said. . , 

·:,., 
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"Is it so important to you now?" 

She was silent. He got up and his dry lips searched in the darkness for 

her lips. Her face recoiled and he felt a chill, as if a deathlike cold barrier 

had come up between them. At that 
just 

He w~an Arab and she was just a 

hour they ceased to be man and woman. 

1 
Je\'less". 

In one of the more penetrating reviews of·Hasut published in a leftist 

. daily newspaper, the .reviewer correctly remarks that "it is hard to be 

mistaken about the intents of Sammi Michael. Almsst any one of his heros 

is an anthropomorphous idea. Though the novel is realitsic and at times 

even naturalistic, it is also a quasi-"symposium" in which each·' 
"-~ ....... 

participating figure. is expressing the Wel tanschauung whicli'l,.t represent f. 
If it is true that this particular point of weakness ir. the literary 

performance of the author of Hasut does exist -- it is precisely this 

combination of.realism, naturalism and ideolozization of the characters which 
s:+...le ... t 

provides. the~ of Jewish-Arab relations with a unique insight into 

extremely complicated situations and issues. Thus, while Hasut could be read, 

and enjoyed
1
primarily as a story -- it can also be read as a document, in which 

1. Hasiit, pp. 371-372. 

2 •. E. BenrEzer, "Between Jews and Arabs", ~Al Halilishmar, 22 June 1978. 

~":!'~-~~-·-----·~-.. ---·- -• < ·.·-·•;"""' - ·~·~ • '•o ····- --,•• ~- • c< <'" '<__."~,.... .••• .,... ' ', ... ,·--;·~~·:-:~:-·•T"-----:•-'•-,~,...."'""'' ~-:--~~':"" -~-n-~0~-, ~p-o;r •• ~"r!~, 

.. ·· ;: 
.'·' 
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o. ... J. 
the figures, their personal thoughts, their dialogues, 1!$~keu the 

situation they are trapped in -- all exemplify (if not symbolize) the 

author's rendering of his own views and experience. Thus, the three 

primary heres of the story represent three worlds which happen to live 

together in a continuous situation of national conflict. The poet, 

Fatgi, would represent the young, educated, radicalized and torn Israeli Arab 

whose life is full of internal contradictions and unresolved problems of 

clashing loyalties, national objectives ~nd personal feelings and 

requirements. Mardukh, who for the larger part of the book is not on stage, 
h0..,bi~' 

but whose presence is nevertheless constantly/there -- represents an 

oriental Jew who ~ c~me to Israel because he was forced to leave 
1.~ 

his own naturalrsurrolnldings and had nowhere to turn. At a time of real 

crisis and emergency, and unlike Fatj_ll who hides -- he cannot wait to be 

mobilized and joins the units 

between is Shula the~ 

fighting at the front. Interlocked in 
If !W ~. •• lt. ..... 

major figure F- an Israeli whose roots are 

well embedded in Israeli Jewish society. She loves Rammi, is loyal to her 

husband Marduch and almost makes love to Fat~i. All three belong to a 

political organization -- the main slogan of which is supra-national 

fraternity or comradeship -- a slogan which collapses even before the 
.. +~ 

not (surprised~ when War actually begins. The reader of Hasiit is 

tawards the end of the book it becomes known that both Shula and Mardukh 

have decided to leave "the Organization". 

{ 

·\ < •• 
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The title of the book, Hasiit, is significant in this regard. In 

1 
English, it means "refuge, protection, aegis, patronage, auspices". 

. howtvf t#.., 

In Arabic it means luju'; himaya, ri 'aya, wisaya. 2 fkn its l~terary 

sense -- as used by Sammi Michael\?it acquires a more complicated meaning. 

The word occurs several times in the text. Mardukh uses it twice when he 

tells about "the house which gave me refuge" in Iraq, while he was hiding 

f h 1 . 3 rom t e secret po 1ce. Then Shula is "requested to give ·refuge to 

an Arab'', to Fathi 4 and she remembers that "Mardukh, who had been persecute.d . . . 
for so many years

1
sanctified the term Hasut •.. He tried to make her 

realize that providing the persecuted with refuge is the supreme value". 5 

At a. later stage Shula explains to her mothe~ who is~teran member of "the 

organization", that Mardukh joined the· war because he wanted. to fight for the 

country which "gave him refuge. In his inner heart he felt that he owed a great 

debt to this country. He sees the mistakes but he will never forget that this 

6 is the only state which gave him a home". Finally, Fathi is grateful 

1. R. Alcalay, The complete Hebrew-English dictionary, Massadah, Tel Aviv-

Jerusalem, 1965, pp. 797-798. 

2. Y. Kojman, A HebrewcArab dictionary, Tel Aviv, 1970, p. 268. 

3. Hasut, pp. 185, 187. 

4. Hasiit, pp. 189, 190. 

5. Hasut, p. 191. 

6. Hasut, p. 293. 
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(( 

to Shula who gave him refuge in the midst of the war days, provided him with 

all his needs, and tried as much as possible to make his stay with her 

1 pleasant inspite of her concern for her husband". It is this variegated 

meaning of the term which, undoubtedly, is central to the book; that provides 

a clue to the one of the main aspects of the Jewish-Arab relationship: from a 
V>L/ 

minority in their countries of origin the Jews ha"li"now reached a position 

of granting -- not requesting -- refuge to an Arab minofity which is part 

of~iddle Eastern Arab majority in which Israel as a state represents a 

'0 0 2 
nunor1ty •.• 

/ 

In a way, the more concrete issues reflected by llasut derive from this 

basic complication of a multi-dimensional majority-minority conflict that is 

coupled with a whirlpool-like situation created by a coincideme of historical 

processes. Due to lack of time I shall not go into a full 

elaboration of these concrete issues which have been besetting Jewish-
. 11 .. d .J¥~ 1:141"!:. r_,._" . 
Arab relations! Suffice it to mention that the book dwells on the following 

major problems: (a) mixed Arab-Jewish marriages (Shoshana and Fu'ad, 

f Amalya and Emile, Fat~! and his relations with his Jewish girl=- friend 

-- or bed,.mate1 1W Daphna; (b) the less than welcome attitude of veteran settled 

-
1. Hasut, p. 357. 

2. See an interesting allusion of Sammy Michael to this point in an. 

interview he granted to Maari v; 10 June 1977. k ~ 'T~.,;o-. '"' 

.... 
;, . · .... ,. 
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Arabs to Arab refugees that tried to integrate and the. deep hatred of Arabs 

to Arabs generated by this attitude; (c) the ambivalent, hostile, dis

paraging attitude of the Arab inhabitants of the West Bank to Israeli 

Arabs; (d) the diametrically opposed attitudes to war as expressed 

by the various characters; (e) the debate about the very possibility of 

developing, let alone maintaining
1
a spirit of Arab-Jewish, or Arab-Israeli 

fraternity; (f) the radicalization of the Israeli Arabs, as reflected 

1 in a scene at the editorial offices of the organ of "the Organization", 

where the younger members think the poet Fath1 "is not IW!a""'""" enough . 2 • ' .. . 

·of an extremist"; (g) the tense, ambivalent relationship between 

the Israeli Arabs and the Palestinian Fida' iyylin; (h) and, finally, the most 

complicated issue of all -- the alienation and identity-crisis of the 

Israeli Arab. 

The last two issues merit, perhaps, some illustration. While Fatij:l stays 

in Jenin, and the ~ounded Palestinian is brought into Zyhayir' s house, he 

envisages the following dialogue between himself and the. commander of 

the Palestinian unit: 

.. 1. Hasut, pp. 232-235. 

2. Hasut, p. 233 • 

·,:-~ 
·:-~ .-.:. .. · .... , 
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"Are.you ready to carry.arms in order to Kill?" 

"Yes, I am. 

"Every person, whether you know him or not -- you are ready to kill 

him if the superiors order you to? 

"I don't know ••. I don 1 t think ... what do you mean? 

" They will tell you, go there and kill. 

" Every person? 

"Man, you must not ask questions. 

"Even Mardukh, his wife, and his retar~ed son? 

"Who are they? 

"Israelis, friends of mine. 

" Jews? 

"Yes ••• Jews. But they courage'?usly defend the Arabs. 

" Jews ~ 

" I told you. They are Jews of a totally different kind. 

" All Jews are of one kind. All sit on land robbed from the Arabs. 

This Mardukh and his wife, are they floating in the air or walking 

on land which is not theirs? 

"You cannot present the matter in such a way. 

"The revolution presents its principles in a sharp way. When you shoot 
doubt 

already, there is no room for fine distinctions. Every serves the enemy. 

"Mardukh is no enemy. 

"Can he carry arms? 

"Yes. Actually, he serves in the Israeli Army at least one month each 

year •. He fights in the lines of the Jewish army. 

"Yes ... when he is mobilized he is a soldier and has to obey. 

,.;:,; __ ·.,., . · .. · ... ·. 
-,; ... .,. ·--~ 
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·"Which means, he obeys instructions which compel him to kill Arabs. And 

you, the Arab, hesitate to harm Jews. 

"I meant Mardukh and his family. 

"Traitor! 

"Do not make accusations! Indeed, I have never held weapons but for 

many years I fought for the Palestinian cause within the enemy's 

bastion, when you were idle in coffee houses playing cards. 

"What did you do? 

"I compiled poems· 

"How many Jews have breathed their last as a result of your poems? 

"You are narrow minded. 

"Prepare yourself, kid, 

nyou talk nonsense. 

"You shall be executed. 

"Idiots, I still have many poems that I wish to compile. One moment! 

do you wish to tell me that the revolution is not in need of poets~ Don't 

tell me that this is a bunch of impermeable brains. Since when is it 

the poet's duty to carry arms? 

"This is no new thing, my dear. CAntar did that before the advent of Islam. 

"I am not fAn tar. 

11You are a Zionist worm. The Jews robbed you of your manhood. ~' get up! 
.... 

In your stead I would not be sorry to take leave from suc'h\ degrading life". 1 

1. Hasut, pp. 104-105. 
-- ----~-~----~-~----·----~-~~----~ . -----------~- ------ ---~-.-~~-·--~---~...,.--, ... - ~-~?' 

' 
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The forte of Hasut, in my own eyes
1
is 'its masterful presentation of the . 

identity crisis of the Israeli Arab, as· condensed into the figure of Fathi. 

On the one hand, Fathi proudly regards himself as the opposite of \1/asfi 

has long ago come to terms with the Jews of Israel and through full 
t<o"'o .,.; «111.,, 

who 

collaboration with them has flourish;n Furthermore, _he is full of self= 
\.e.l .... t; 

esteeml)the poor Arab refugee boy who had come to live in \1/asfi' s village A"cl. 

' 

~~ - 'I . 
has ft:.ken full revenge for all the degradation he had suffered: "Fathi has becom< 

the crown of the village. Moscow and Berlin were flat at his feet, the beds 

of Tel Avivian blondes took him with a thrill, his poems reverhrated 

f D C . ,1 ram amascus to a1ro .•• in his heart, however, Fat~i is full of 

doubt. Moreover, the people who surround him treat him as a stranger, 

2 some even mistake him for an Israeli Jew. "What are your problems"? 

'"Abla asks him
1
and he replies " I do not find myself", arld ·immediately 

3 regrets his frankness. Fakhri, an Arab friend who joined the PLO 

publishes a strong critique of Fathi in which he calls him "a traitor" and 

"an intellectual whore which was captivated in the salons of the poison 

concocters". 4 
He goes to Jen'in in an attempt to shed his feeling of being 

1. Hasi:it, p. 40. See also p. 55 where .. • /Jo big that even Jews acclaim 

his calling them sons of prostitutes~ 

2. Hasut, p. 65. 

3. Hasut, p. 61 • . 
· : 4. ijp.siit . p. 62. 

. -- ····----- ...... _ .. __________ .. _., __________ ------------.. --- ___ .... ~'"'-""" 
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a stranger. Instead, this feeling is accentuated when ·he meets with Zuhayr, ~kl 

the latter asks: 

"What oppresses you, man?" 

" I do not know where I am". 

"You are there and we are here". 

"I am fed up with the acrobatic games. It does not adhere. I am 

trying but it. does not hold -- both an Arab and -an Israeli". 

"Is it so hard in Tel Aviv?" 

The poet blusl1ed when he noticed the irony, and remained sileut. Then 

he saicl in a complaining voice which sounded childish in his ears: 
~"-o"'i"\ · 1 

it is \ ". 

* * * 

There are several points in~he biography of the author and in 

the plot of his novel, which add a measure of first-hand experience and 

realism to Sammy Michael's observations. Sammy Michael, a 52 year old 

Iraqi Jew who was an active member of the Communist party in Iraq, ~ was 

forced to egcape to Iran (1948) and whence ~ went to Israel in 1949 and was, 

2 for several years an active member of the Israeli Communist Party. In 

this regard, he is a representative of a number of authors~ mainly of Iraqi ~w;l~ 

L Has ut, p. 121. 

2. See Hasut, p. 1. For m0re details aee his interview in Maariv . 

. -..._-..-,~;e.-.. -.·-, -, .. -:-~-7.:-:~.-:::--.::;,\~--~---- ·-·-···~----.--·----~ 

-~-~ <--~~::-_,- ... , .. , 
..... 

'• 
·.- .•. __ ;_r_;~.- -,.. . . ·- ·: 
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origin, who have in recent years: used their rich personal experience 

<'Y as a basis for fiction. Notwithstanding the statement whiib. appocrs 

in the front matter of the book, that "any similarity between the 

" figures in the book and living persons is purely coincidental, reviewers 

and observers have identified various figures which have a prominent place 

in the book with living persons. Thus, Fath:l has been identified with 
.... u ~')...o 

theUsraeli Arab Sam:lh al-Qasim, who is a prominent nationalist, communist 

extremist Arab poet, while Fakhri has been identified with the well-known 

Arab poet who is now a prominent member of the PLO -- Mahmud Darw:lsh. 

* * * * 

The proximity between the realities of Arab-Jewish relations and 

the ambivalent relations 
D"' """ OY.t ~, .. ,.0 

between Israeli Arabs and West Bank Arabs 
~\f>1 k.... 'k..c.r-,,~ 

fand the story narrated by Sammy Michael in his ~asut( as well as the 

special blend of first-::hand experience and a high degree of sensitivity 

applied by the author in his observations -- all these have contributed 
,.. 

to the importance of h is work as a document and a source of information 
~ 

an objective which, apparently was far from the author's nind when he wrote 

the book. 

While some Israeli reviewers have p'l'aisee criticized Hasut frnm the 

purely literary point of view -- the majority of them praised it as a highly 
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\ 

a~J.. 

sensitive, and extremely important mirror of Arab-Jewish 

life of Israel{i Arabs and aspects of the Arab-Israeli 

the 

Two reviewers, however, have gone beyond the others in claiming that 
; .. ,,l"""o.c,t 

Hasut (and several other works of fiction published rsinc: 1974) may be a har-
• ~ ck,, ... ""1 ....... ~ '\ 
binger of a new phase ~Israeli works of fiction which dealt with the Arabs 1 
"""".,( Aw.~-1'.......;,~.. ~to.J..· ... r. fl,.:.., /1....1.., ""-"'• i J "'-

~phase which no longer treats the Arabs as a collective nightmare.sut, 

~ ~L 1 ;ather, (concentrates on the~oncrete social and national problems. It is 
-. 1l..o. (,c\i••:•\ lt ~ 
too early to tell whether this is in~a new trend ~it might 

... ~·J. ;JL.. _.I 

befvery'itw e 1 E& to watch it carefully. 

r -
1 See E. Ben-Ezer, <Al-Hamishmar; Y. Besser, "A Contribution to a New 

_Literary Move"; Davar, 15 July 1977 • 

. · ... 
... ~····-
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1. Pragmatic Mediterranean Policy and "Global Approach". 

The EEC has devoted ·p~ticular interest to the Mediterranean region 

since its inception, in the context of its external economic relations. 

• • 

The special position· of the regions in North Africa, which had formerly 

been, colonized by France and Italy (Morocco, Tunisa and Libya) was 

already recognized by the "Rome Treaties". Algeria, as a French territory, 

was still fully integrated into the sphere of application of the EEC 

Treaty in 1958; by Article 227 of the Treaty. 

The six EEC nations began to. play ·an active role in the Mediterranean 

when Association Agreements were made with Greece (effective from 

1.11.1962) and with Turkey (effective from 1.12.1964). These foresaw a 

grad)lal removal of tariffs finally leading to full membership in the EEC 

for both nations ( 1 as well as financial support by the EEC. Although 

these agreements were principally of a financial nature, they received 
I 

a political tone insofar as it was the USA themselves who pressed for the 

conclusion of the agreements. The association was combined with the goal 

of tying the two south-eastern NA'ID partners more closely to. :El.J.rope, 

with the prospect of later incorporation into :El.J.ropean economic 

integration. During the 1960's and early 1970's, a number of agreements 

of varying content and economic. and politico-economic extent were made, 

although it must be said tha; the Turkish and Greek experiment was not 

repeated. The treaties were largely restricted to the establishment of 

preferential trade relation~. Here the agreements with Israel, Lebanon 
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Morocco and Tunisia, Spain, Malta, Cyprus as well as Egypt ~d Portugal 

should be mentioned. ( 2 

• • 

In making these agreements, the EEC took a pragmatic path of strengthening 

economic c~operation with the nations of the Mediterranean at the same 

time contributing to the political stabilisation of the whole region. A 

conception of the form of relations with third parties in 'general, or with 

··--.---- .. the-Jilediterranean nations ,in.particular.1 .. had.not previously .b.een .wor:ked ... Qut •.. ~-

The multiplicity of treaties had become confusing and unmanageable, quite 

apart from the fact that the individual agreements with different 

·· ........ ·--··Mediterranean nations .began .. to .p:t'oduce,contrad.ictions in the policy. of. the 

Community and demands for equal treatment of one country with another 

were heard. This was the situation in the first half of 1972. Three 

this time: 

··• ~ .. '" ........ • ·.;;c·the r~negotiation"bf"the- t're-aties with Morocco and· Tunisia "on 

an extended basis"; 

- the consequences of the extension of the community to Spanish and 

Israeli foreign trade; 

the applications of Spain, Israel and Turkey for incorporation 

into the general preference system. 

Since any decision.made in these problem areas would necessarily 

have consequences for the existing treaties, and these in the process 
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of.: negoti1>.tion; t:he "Council" directed the "Commission" to provide it 

• • 

with proposals for a "elobal MediterraneAn scheme", The Commission complied 

with this 1-lish in itR Rtatement of 14·July 1972. In a session in November 

1972 (i.e. before ihe oil crisis broke out), the Council established the 

basis of a Mediterranean policy. The Community is prepared, in the context 

of this "global Mediterranean policyn,to make full treaties with all 

states bordering on the Mediterr~nean which want them (and Jordan). These 

include a complete opening of the market of the Community for 

industrial goods, preferential access for agricultural produce, economic 

co-operation and, if the occasion arises, financial and technical 

assistance from the side of the community. '!he content _and extent of 

treaties to be made with nations concerned should be determined according 

to the particular circumstances of each case. (3 

The •·Global Policy" did .not achieve extensive agreements between 

the Ehropean Community and J,ts .~r~<ii;t_erranean partners. First, because 

of the multiplicity of competing interests amcng the Ehropean member 

states, secondly,those among the l·~editerranean nations, and thirdly 

.. _ ·~- _ ~"those _b<'l:t>~een .i:ndJy:_iqu<~ol m_enil:>.er n§Jates .and . individual Mediterranean----

nations, an extensive realisation of the goals could hardly nave been 

achieved, (4 

The euidelines of the global Mediterranean policy were, frcm the 

beginning, not intended to apply to the relationships of association of 
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Israel, and the Maghreb nations. The first treaty, with Israel, •~s 

• • 

signed in May·1975r followed by the Maghreb nations Morocco; Algeria arid""~ 

Tunisia in April 1976. The end of negotiations with theMashrek nations 

Egypt, Syria and Jordan in January 1977 (the agreement with Lebanon being delayed 

till Nay 1Q77'be~~use crthe internal political crisis there) closes 

an important chapter of the relations of the Community with the 

Mediterranean region. 

The EUropean Community has established a system of agreements with 

all of the Mediterranean nations (and Jordan) with the exception of 

Libya and Albania. Their arrangements are restricted to economic 

relations, but at the same· time, this system is intended to make a long-

term contribution to the realisation of two foreign policy goals: 

- the economic and social development of the Mediterranean nations 

through close economic co-operation, in order to encourage economic and, 

at the same time, political stability in the region; 

- the establishment of close economic co-operation as a contribution 

to the foundation and protection of a lasting peace. 

2. "EUropean Political Co-operation" (EPC). 

In spite of implicit political elements within the treaty policy 

of the Community in the Mediterranean, this did not by any means imply a 
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Mediterranean "policy", but was merely an expression of a natural emphasis 

,which to this region .had· to be ,.accorded in the Community's foreign policy 

for a number of reasons. The EUropean Economic Community also had no 

body which would have been able to plan or carry out common political 

. steps in, arJ;J :lircction ,';;hate;ver., "Genuinely noteworthy steps in· this 

direction were first suggested at the summit conference of member states 

of the Community in December 1969• These came to fruition in the creation 

'=''Of"•the "lliropean •Pol!i•ti•cal·~cr-opera~on" · (·EPG) ·in 1970.- In this' frameworkv" ,. 
' 

set by the Davignon Report, an instrument for political negotiation was 

established. It most important component is four meetings of foreign 

'-~~ministers of member stat'Ss cif ·the·'···Communiiy annually;> apart from 'the ' · 

routine summit meetings. Although f_ormally outside the institutional 

framework of the Community, the Ministers, in the EPG,. can make their 

·appearances as members of tlie cEcoriomic Commll1\ity.· A "Political Committee", 

consisting of the political directors of the foreign ministries 

prepares the meetings of ministers. 

It was indicative of the political importance of the Mediterranean 

and Middle East region, that the EPG chose the Middle East and the 

crisis in that area as a political priority beside the "Conference 

on Security and Co--operation in :furope"- (CSCE). 

Certainly the political basis for a common standpoint of the six 

member cc•untries (at that time) on the most important points of the 

Middle East problem was still weak: Traditions and interests of the 
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Mediterranean members of the Fbonomic Community in relation to the 

"""- . "" · , • Arab world differed, t:rom .those-,members bordering on the North- Sea. The 

political-psycholoffical role of Israel was not the same in all of the 

partner nations. France and Great Britain had a special position with 

regard to the Midde ·F.ast~eonfJ:•ict ·as permanent members of 'the UN 

• • 

Security Council. Finally,_ co-ordination of positions and the political 

role of rlestern Ellrope in general with the United States was insufficient. ' 

'''The 'result of the political C'OnSitlt"ations within the EPC, ·a repor~'-of tne" 

"Political Committee", ~rhich the foreiffn ministers accepted in May 1971 1 

then led to a differing response in the member states and to considerable 

reservations and open disapproval from the USA and Israel. 

Indeed, the "Six" had reached agr:ements on a common basis on the most 

delicate points of the Middle East conflict: The question of Israel's 

withdrawal from the areas occupied in 1967 (albeit with "ninor 

modifications"), the mcdalities of "recognized and guaranteed borders" 

(international guarantees, de-militarised and internationally controlled 

security zones), the demand for an "administrative inter-nationalisation" 

of Jerusalem, the settlement ·of the question of the Palestinian refugees, 

as well as that of shipping in the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Aqaba. 

The impression that the EEC nations w~ted to take their own initiative 

in negotiations and exercise pressure on Israel ever the territorial 

question arose. Israa reacted strongly and denied the right and the 

qualifications of the EEC nations to engage in efforts to settle the 

conflict. In contrast, the reports of the EPC Report were discussed 

·positively in the Arab capitals •. The USA and the Soviet Union showed 

reserveo 
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Although_ there was no declared connection between the efforts for a 

-"global" approach ·in -Em external· economic relations with the · • · r .• -

Mediterranean nations and the attempt at political agreement within 

the EPC 1 the energy crisis would soon show that the re-ordering' of 

economic relations in •terms ··of· partnership and equilibrium would be 

. an important element in overall relations between the two areas. This 

crisis occurred as a result of the imposition of the Arab oil embargo 

at the end of 1973. 

EUropean engagement in the Middle East conflict seemed to meet with 

resistance for two principal reasons: On the one hand 1 Western EUrope 

seemed to possess insufficient political weight to make an effective 

contribution to a solution of the conflict; her "interference" thus 

seemed only to create confusion. On the other hand 1 Western EUrope's 

dependency on oil. occasioned suepicion that she might side too strongly 

with the Arabs under the pressure of the "oil weapon" and thereby 

weaken Israel's bargaining position. 

3. The B~ro-Arab Dialogu~ Preparation ·and Basis. 

After the United States and the Soviet Union agreed, during the 

course of the October crisis (1973) 1 to limit the peace initiatives 

at the Geneva.Conference to themselves and the conflict parties, the 

Nine had to withdraw from their considerations of the idea of a Western 

EUropean contribution to the peace initiatives. They then had to press 

• 

• • 
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towards a new long-term sphere of activity in EUropean-Arab 
- (5 

policy 

outside the realm of the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

The idea of EUro-Arab dialogue, which four Arab ministers 

presented in Copenhagen in December 1973 on behalf of the 20 member 

nations of the Arab League, correspond with EUropean considerations 

of a new form of organisation of relations with the Arab region. 

In view of the particular situatinn of Western EUrope, which was· 

marked by the double nature of economic .and political foreign' 

relations, the different relations between the EEC members with 

Israel and the Arab· natinns, and Us-Israeli mistrust towards EUropean 

political initiatives, this dialogue had to assume anew form of·-· 

diplomatic and political contact. 

The conception of the "Dialogue", which was worked out in the 

first half of 1974, reflects the efforts of the administrations of the 

Nine to establish relations with the Arab world on a stable long-

term basis of partnership. Thus, it was clear from the outset that 

the dialogue should not impede the immirumt initiatives of the 

politics of oil on a wider international stage, and, above all, that 

it should not interfere with attempts at a peace settlement for 

the Middle Ea.s;t_.:" 'fhat"i_s j;o, s_ey,, that the conflict should not be a 

point on the agenda of the diabgue. This was made clear by the 

For.eign Minister of the Federal Republic of Germany, Hans-Dietrich 

confirmed the beginning of the EUropean-Arab dialogue. Thus, the 

• • 
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dialogue was to be located institutionally both outside foreign 

,, , ,,. _ , .. _ ~ __ economic relations wi t]l __ , the_ .. Middle East nations, which were to- be 

arranged according to the principles of the "Global Approach", as 

well as being outside European Political Co-operation (EPC). 

~en t~ough politifal-components, especially the Israel-Arab· 

conflict ~1cre exclud_e?- from the dialoeue .by definition, one must not 

of its· approach is to be understood. 

1. For ·a ·long time-1 ·a ·number of Arab states on the Mediterranean 

have pressed for the acceptance of questions of Mediterranean 

security into the agenda of the Helsinki "Conference on Security 

· 'and Co-operation in E.lrope"- (CSCE}; This was to be done in. oriiei-

to discuss the question of Mediterranean security in relations to 

European security as well as the problem of peace, stability and 

security in the Middle East. These efforts found only a limited 

response from nations meeting in Helsinki. The dominant feeling 

was that the CSCE should restrict itself to security in E.lrope and 

should not get swallowed up by peripheral problems of security 

outside EUrope, particularly in the Middle East. 

2. The October War (1973) made the studiously ignored connection 

between the security of both regions dramatically obvious. Not only 

had the involvement of the two super powers immediately affected 

• • 
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EUrope, the USA had even alerted her nuclear forces late in the war 

and transported militf<ry-'equipment, stored in· the Federal Republic, 

to Israel without ?onsulting her allies. This was a step which was 

to cause difficulties for the Federal Republic of Germany both 

with the Arab states .and with the USA. 

3. With the application of· the oil embargo against most of the 

EUropean natinns, the Arabs tried to shift Western EUrope to a 

statement in favour of their goals against Israel. This made 

apparent how strongly dependent the economic prosperity of the 

Nine was on a balanced and active policy in the Middle East. 

4. The Middle East statement of the Nine of 6 November 1973 did 

not mean the adoption of an active policy in the Middle East 

conflict. However, it did make clear that Western EUrope had 

adjusted to the changed situation in the Middle East and was ready 

to support peace initiatives presented on the basis of internationally 

recognized facts.and resolutions. The intimation that the Nine had 

allowed themselves to be "compelled" to a pro-Arab position by the 

pressure of the Arab states is unfounded. Their position rests, 

on the one hand, on important elements which were already part of 

the working paper of the Six in 1971; and on the other hand, as 

was stated, follows internationally recognized basic elements of 

a Middle Eastern peace policy. The bases of a balanced peace 

.programme ~ere established in the ~ecurity Council Resolution 242 
-- -_,;--- 'J- -
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of 22 November 1967. Added to this was the principle of respect 

for the rights of the Palestinians, which was mentioned in the 

UN General Assembly Resolution of 13 December 1972 with the·support 

of the Nine. The guideline of EEC policy, as laid down by the 

statement mentioned above, should bei balanced consideration of Arab 

and Israeli interests; no annexation of territory by force; and 

consequently the requirements that Israel ends the occupation which 

she has exercised since the June War of 1967; t~is should be the 

result of a process of negotiation which leads to the recogn.i tion 

of the right of Israel to exist within guaranteed boundaries; 

following from this, respect for the right to self-determination 

of the Palestinian people on territory made free for the creation. 

of a national homeland. (6 The Nine also demand international 

guarantees, but they refrain from making suggestions. Finally, the 

Resolution recalls the various ties which have existed between members 

_of tl),e_ Cc111m_uni_ty a!l_d _s_t~:t.eJL.-9!;1 the South and East Mediterranean. -

In this context, the decision to make balanced, glo~al agreements 

on economic relations· with all Mediterr~~ean nations is once again 

___ mentioned. 

The European statement made it easier in the bilateral 

for justi.fied Arab concerns, but at the same time to insist on 

parity for Israel. So the Federal Foreign Minister gave notice of a 

,, . -; ~ 
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mentioned above, at the same time as announcing the beginning of 

the :furopean--Arab dialogue. 

4. Conflict of Interest with the USA? 

The contextual position of the D.rropean--Arab dialogue has been 

• • 

·carefully analysed. On the one hand, it could not be a di'rect pol{tical 

L'~' ·" '"'~"-~"" ~ n•cont~ibution of the· Nine, .. since .. it was not prepared with such a role 

in mind. On the other hand, it could not be carried out in a 

political vacuum. Notwithctanding it was possible to avert the 

expectati'ons of ·Arab ·government·s of converting ·the success·:·of· the 

"Oil Front" into political capital, and yet, at fue same time, 

to announce a .. credible engagement on behalf of Arab_concerns,. which 

also seemed nadequate 'to tHe Arabs as a basis for the planned 

dialogue. However,. resistance to the idea of a dialogue by the USA 

had to be overcome. 

The USA have never taken a positive view of an active role of 

the E~ in the Mediterranean. They had encouraged the ~ to make 

treaties of association with Greece and Turkey in order to tie 

these two states, which were important from a security persp~ctive, 

closely to the West economically as well. But very soon, with the 

signing of the subsequent agreements ,,.i th the Mediterranean states, 

the Community found itself met by the constant suspicion of the USA 
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~~o were afraid of losing their market shares, and who presseq, as 

a result, for similar concessions in the context of GATT. "It 

would be indicative of the arrogance of power, when the American 

government, in the ncme of the citrus fruit millionaires of 

Arizona and California was able to achieve the same concessions 

for the USA as the small citrus farmers in Morocco and Tunisia 

have in Europe. It would also show the arrogance of power if the 

EEC reversed their own economically balanced agreement, which had 

been agreed by the Council of Ministers. 11 (7 The extension of 

these treaties in the context of a "global approach" and the 

opening of talks which led in early 1975 to the EEC- ACPTreaty of 

Lome strengthened American resistance. The prospect of a close 

• • 

connection of 46 developing countries in the African-Caribbean-Pacific 

regions with the European Community and a parallel network of 

agreements with almost all of the Mediterranean countries unsettled 

the American administration. _Eventually, in close consultation, it 

was possible to convince the USA that this initiative was not 

directed against them, but would rather be a relief to them. By 

officially made known, the reservations of the USA were eventually 

removed. According to this, it seems that the USA have reccgn:sed 

in Europe with the EFTA natinns, with the Mediterranean states 

(including Portugal and Jordan) as.well as with the ACP countries, 
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apparently could be granted more easily by the USA after the EEC - ' . 

• • 

reliriqui'shed- "reciprocal·preferences" in t?.I-ks with the ACP nations, 

i.e. customs preferenceR, removal of custom_s duties and other 

advantages which her pariners ?.re offered, do not coUlll!it them 

to the statutory .. recl.procity characteristic of GATT. The USA would 

·have regarded that as discrimination in the markets of the 

relevant developing countries. (B 

The preparations for the FUro-Arab dialogue certainly brought 

an escalation of American reservations against a European Middle 

East and Mediterranean policy. Already during the 4th Middle East 

War discord between Europe. and the USA had -emerged •. The -European-- .. 

nations had refused to be used as a base for arms deliveries to 

Israel and simultaneously the inadequacies of the consultative 

mechanism had become noticeable to the NA~ partners. Thus, inter 

alia, the USA did not consult their allies over the decision on the 

world-wide nuclear alarm in October 1973. 

__ ._, ... Beyond. :tl!eir . .f:.!lars .. 1;1!at tl!e Fll:x:ppean Arab Dialogue mi(:ht 

undermine Kissinger•s policy of emall steps towards-solution of the 

Middle East conflict, the USA h"d very definite opinions on how 

the oil policy of -the Arab 10.tates should be meL-.. namely by a 

common co-ordin~ted enerr.y policy of the Western coneumer 

countries. At that time, the plan which leu to the creation of the 
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the EUropean-Arab dialogue as a threat to their plan of a 

co-ordinated Western erteirgycpolicy., which they considered to be ·- . --

a means of counter-pressure on the Arab states. 

As .a result, the American reaction to the announcement, on 

4 March 197~, of readiness, in principle, to begin the EUropean

Arab dialogue, was very strong. As early as autumn 1973 Foreign 

Minister Kissinger had already made a statement relating to the 

independent EUropean activities: .the quest for a separate 

EUropean identity w~uld result in a confrontation with the USA. 

Now, Richard Nixon, US President at the time, stated in a speech 

in Chicago on 15 Varch 1974 that the EUropean Community was 

conspiring together age.inst the USA. It required intensive talks 

between the EEC nations and the USA before acceptable solutions 

could be found. Their main content was the omission of energy 

policy and the oil questiore, as well as that of the Arab-Israeli 

conflict, from the EUropean-Arab dialogue. At the seme time, in 

"private talks" bet~:een the Nine's foreign ·ministers at Schloss 

Gymnich (20.-21.4.1974), the creation of a scheme of "organic 

consultative relationship" was agreed, which was to ensure that 

• • 

the nine ·EEC countries would not ;)ass any definitive resolutions 

·Which could affect American interests {e.g. especially not the 

American policy in the ~lirldle East) without prior consultation with 

the USA. Federal Foreign Mintier Hans-Dietrich Genscher gave a 

comprehensive account of the contents of the "Gentleman's 
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Agreement of_ Gymnich" in his press conferer . .-o;, on 11 June 1974: 

"The ministers ·were aereed that in elabcrating common positions 

on foreign policy there arises the question of consultations-with 

allied or friendly countries. Such consultations are a matter of 

course in any modern foreign policy. We decided on a pragmatic 

approach in each individual ea 3e, which means that the country 

holding the Presidency will be authorized by the other eight 

partners to hold consultatinns on behalf of the Nine. 

11In practice, therefore, if any member of the EEC raises within 

the framework of EPC the question of informing and consulting an 

ally or a friendly state, the Nine will discuss the matter end• 

upon reaching agreement, authorize the Presidency to proceed 

on that basis. 

1'The min:i%ers trust that this gentleman's agreement will also lead 

to smooth and pragmatic consultations with the United States which 

will take into account the interests of both sides." (9 

The USA have followed the course of the European-Arab dialogue 

with interest and taken the opportunity to indicate this to both 

sides, perhaps most clearly in'November 1975. During the third 
~-· " 

round of the dialogue in AbU Dhabi (22.-27.12~ 1975), the US 

Under Secretary for Energy Questions, Gerald Parsky came and 

engaged in talks with the United Arab Emirates on similar subjects 

• • 
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·to those being discussed at that moment by the EC within the 

dialogtie. 

5.fl e_menj:_s: of the furopean-Arab Dialozye. 

• • 

The furopean-Arab dialogue constitutes a framework for political 

negqtiations in which the EC ln Brussels and furopean P:ilitical 

.. Co-operation• (EPC)-coH~.b0rate .• Whereas the cE.C is.restricted to 

economic, trade policy and technical co-operation, and more or 

less completely excludes the political area, and the EPC, as a form 

of inter-governmental co~operation ehould be-strictly separated from 

the activities of the Community and has hardly any actual political 

executive power, the furopean-Arab dialogue is involved in both areas. 

·A "European Go-ordinatifig Grimp"· was constituted as the EPC-E.c. ' 

executive body for the dialogue. It consists of special delegates 

of the nine governments at ambassador-level and of representatives 

of the EC commission; It is also the dialogue partner for·the Arab 

side. Both sides are represented in a "General Commission", which 

consists of delegates of the 21 member states of the Arab 

League and the 9 member countries of the EC • Its function is to 

establish the principles of furopean-Arab co-operation and to 

co-ordinate the work of the working groups, which are concerned 

with individual areas of the co-operation. Considerable time 

was to pass, however, before this commission could meet. For 

even in the inaugural session of the dialogue in Paris on 31 

July 1974, it was clear that the Arab side wanted to lay the 
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the· emphasis on political talks, since agreement over any form of 

co:...operation could not be separated from a comprehensive political 

agreement. The most delicate problem proved io be the question of 

• • 

representation of the Palestinians. Furthermore, the Arabs expected 

that the Europeans would put pressure on Israel to withdraw from 

the territories occupi_ed "in, 1967. Against this, the European side 

insisted on the exclusion of political problems from ~he 

dialogue. 

The removal of political difficulties, which cannot be mentioned 

n detail, constantly delayed the beginning of the dialogue, until 

it finally was able to begin-at expert level in Summer 1975. The 

Europeans had to make clear, that in spite of all regard for the 

Arab position, they would not allow themselves to be held to ransom 

politically nor, in the context· of'the ·ruropean-Arab dialogue ;:;ould .. , , -· ---

they pre-empt results which would first have to be reached by inter-

national agreements at other levels. The Arabs, ·for their part, 

finally recognized, by accepting the dialogue, the special 

character of the dialogue, as a framework for negotiations dedicated 

primarily to questions of European-Arab co--operation in certain 

areas. 

At the first meeting of experts at Cairo in June 1975 1 working 

groups for the following areas were constituted: 

agricultural development, 

industrialization, 
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projects for the infra-structure, 

development of trade between the two regions, 

finance questions· 

scientific and technical co-operation, and 

cultural and social co-operation. 

The dialogue is an attempt at a new form of diplomacy. Two 

organisations of states, the EG_and the Arab League, wish to 

establish a relationship of structured co-operation. From the 

EUropean side, the Nine participate as a unit, institutionalised 

in the committees of the_EEC and the EPC; on the Arab side, the 

• • 

member states of the Arab League and the General Secretariat of-the 

Arab League take part. Both alliances of states· have a different - -- -

.form, .and it must-cbe -left .to. bp;!;h. sides. to dete:nnine. their own. c "". 

organisation. Many reservations have been raised against the 

multilateral and collective approach of the dialogue. The 

'' -· •• V"''~"' "'~·~·multilateral~approaclhiB vjU<>t.:Lf.ied in particular. because .• it. builds 

upon the sum of bilateral relations both between the EUropean 
• 

nations and betl-!een the Arab natinns, as well as those between the 

.... " '"' ·~ ···· · · EC and the •individual: •Men•iterranean ·countries. The--dialogue 

is an additional enterprise: It should be an inter-regional 

policy of order. As a result, it must relate to all the 

·- ~' -----~ : ___ .;: -- ·c'oU:ntries· of -b'otli -re-ginnst and must have in mind the overall-

arrangement of the relationships of both regions political, 

economic, cultural -- and must work out the common, long-term goals 

clearly. 
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The sucqess of the dialogue cannot yet be measured in concrete 

results. Without doubt, political agreement and "lconomic- eo-

operation have become closer. In the cultural sphere 0_j;_o.o, new. 

• • 

contacts could be· established. Capi tal·~·involvement.-.anci ·entre-···--· --

preneurial co-operati"on have been encouraged, and the opportunity 

of a permanent dialogue has lessened the chances of short-term, 

politically motivated, actions being undertaken against the 

interest of the --other,party •. -The progress of the _working groups 

and their sub-groups (the project groups) is admittedly not 

overwhelming. Nonetheless, progress has been made, as in t''e 

areas of industrialisation (extension of the petro-chem1cal 

industries), infrastructure (including technical education), 

agriculture, and cultural-scientific co-operation. In_other. ____ _ 

areas, the difficulties 'Se'em·hardly surmountable: The demand by-----· 

the Arabs for the opening of the EUropean market for Arab products 

is just as controversial in this context as a treaty on the 

protection of capital investment or parity with EUropean colleagues 

for the Arab" Ga.Gtarbei ter". 

In spite of this, the progress of the working groups· r1as 

sufficient, in the second half of 1975 and early 1976, for the. 

~ 11 
decisive body of the dialogue, the General Commission, to meet 

on this basis for the first time in Mey 1976 in Luxembourtr. 

Representatives of the countries of the Arab League and 

of the General Secretary of the League, as well as the member 
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countries of the EC and a delegate of the EC Commission at 

Ambassadorial level took part. There had been a Palestinian 

representative included in the Arpb expert groups, which had 

acted as unified delegations and now a Palestinian representative 

in the General Commission was present as well. The Programme of 

Luxembourg foresaw: 

an evaluation of the results of the expert meetings to date, 

the establist~ent of a time-table and the co-ordination of 

the various working and project groups, 

- the exchange of political statements • 

• • 

. However, no spectacular results could be achieved at the session 

in Luxembourg either, since this too was marked by Arab attempts 

to push through the· acceptance of fundamental political positions 

on the Arab-Israeli conflict. This became clear, for example, 

in the question of the Palestinians: Whereas the European side 

assumed that the communities as a whole were represented in the delegations, 

it had been the case· in the groups of experts, the Arabs explained 

in their introduction that the member states were represented 

individualty. Since the Community accepted this silently, a 

quasi-recognition of the PLO was thereby achieved. 

Nonetheless, with this meeting, an alternating succession 

of sessions was s~t_up,_with meetings in the working groups, 
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which dealt with problems of co-operation, and flanking sessions 

f th l
1G 1 c · · u · h · h 1· ti 1 t t t ld o e enera omm1SS1on, 1n w 10 pc 1 ea s a emen s cou 

be exchanged, although this was not the real purpose of the 

h dialogue. As a result, the second se-ssion of the General 

Commission''in Tunis (10.-12. February 1977) was not only 

• • 

preceded by intensive.meetings of all working groups, but also by 

a political discussion by the foreign ministers of the Nine 

(London Statement of 31 January ·1977). This drew significantly 

.on the Middle East. Statement ~of 6 November -197 3, and once· more 

particularly asserted the rights of the Palestinian people. It 

also announoed the readiness of the members of the m to take a 

concrete part i,n,acpeace settlement in the Middle East and to 

consider the possibility of participation in the guarantees for 

the security of the participants. It was emphasized that a settle-

ment would have to- include "the-right of the Palestinian people· -t·tt 

express their national identity •. This later formulation should be 

interpreted in co~~ection with the statement of the representative 

of the m at the 31st General Assembly of the UN (October 1976), that the 

Palestinian people must be allowed their own territory. ( 10 

Even though this statement did not satisfy the Arab participants, 

a climate was thereby created which allowed a development of the 

relevant questions. The General Commission examined the results 

of the 7 working groups and the 16 project groups. In relevant 

questions such as the financing of the dialogue and co-operation 
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in the realm ·or technology transfer, agriculture and cultural 

relations, progress could be made. The only political compromise 

• • 

was the agreement to consider the creation of a political committee 

for the discussion of--political questions in the context of the .. 

EUro-Arab dialogue. 

The EUro-Arab Dialogue has 1 until now, operated in the field of 

tension between the strong desire for closer co-operation on the one 

hand and different political attitudes on the other. The third 

\\ \\ 

session of the General Commission in October 1977 in Brussels was 

also held under this tension. -Once more 1 a statement of EO heads 

of government {published on 29 June 1977) preceded it. This drew 

significantly on previous statements, but_spoke out more clearly 

for the creation of a"homeland-{German = Heimstatt, French = 

patrie). 

--·-- !n additionp a politica:Uy·'fortunate coincidence occurred inso-

far as the member countries of the EO and of the Arab League 

voted, on the 27 October, 1977, in the UN General Assembly, 

a~inst Israel's settlement policy and for a resolution which 

determined among other things, "that measures and actions taken by 

Israel in the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied 

since 1967 have no legal validity and constitute a serious 

obstruction of efforts aimed at achieving a just and lasting peace 

in the Middle East." In the working groups 1 it was already 
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possible to ide~tify common projects, towards the realisation of 

which feasibility studies could be undertaken as a first step. As 

a political result, it is notable that considerations on th~ 

creation of a committee for political consultation between the 

• • 

two sides, which were occasioned by the Arab side at the second 

session of the'General Commission~ were taken a good deal further. -

6. Balanced Double-Trackir;g;. 

The progress of the dialogue has shorm that, in spite of the 

attempt to restrict the content~ questions of economic, technical 

and cultural co-operatinn, a slowly growing politici~ation is 

unavoidable. The political statements of the Nine on the situation 

in the Middle East, which also reflect the attempt to achieve a 

common ·politicai language for problems in which EUropean interests 

are involved, have been made outside the context of the EUropean-

Arab dialogue. Naturally, they have had consequences on the 

dialogue itself1 as we have shown1 in particular on the work of 
it ' 

the General Commission. The dialogue will certainly be further 

politiciRed, should tle creation of a political committee be 

realised. 

On the other hand, the EC has not allowed itself to be 

pressurized into accepting one-sided Arab poetions, and has thus 

followed credibly a balanced policy. It is to misunderstand the 

.·; 
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goals of :furopean policy, and also to overestimate its role when 

the right of the ID to publicly present an independent policy 

, on developments, in the realm of the Middle East conflict 

is disputed by Israel. In a region, which is of great security 

importance for Hestern :furope and in which the · :J'P carries out 

an effective policy of trade and co-operation, Hestern EUrope 

m~ and must have her own political conception for its future. 

That EUropean Middle East and Mediterranean policy, at various 

• • 

levels, is not directed against Israel has been emphasized regularly 

by the CommUnity. Not least, the signing of the trade agreement· 

with Israel on 11 May 1975 1 was the reason why the start of the·EUro-

Arab dialogue had to be postponed again. For the Arabs had 

expected that the EC would use precisely this agreement's signing 

as a means of political pressure against Israel, and they blamed 

the Community for surrendering this opportunity. The ·:ro 

explained to them, that they would not allow themselves to be 

told with whom they could sign agreemnts. Until now1 ·the 

expectation has not proved unfounded, that continual strengthening 

of economic ties beh1een Western EUrope and the ·Arab states 

(bilateral, in the context of the "global approach", and 

multilateral, in the context of the EUro-Arab dialogue) has 

exercised a· certain influence in terms of moderating political 

goals and of a quest for Arab-Israeli co-existence. Important 

interests in the economic and development policy area have been created, 
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which have rnaterialize<i:-1n co-operatinn with the ro, and 

which would suffer set-backs through any renewal of the ~ilitary 

dispute. Finally r- a credible double-tracking in Middle East 

policy by the EC provides the possibility of engaging more openly 

on the Israeli side • "Black lists" and threats of boycott 

-should, in the long-term, lose their point in such a climate. 

1• Consultation with the USA. 

Western EUrope and the USA have, in general, similar interests 

in the Mediterranean and the Middle East •. Numerous points of· 

political contact result from this. 

· - The USA are the only power, which has sufficient means and 

influence over,both sides to be able to work towards the solution 

of the Middle East conflict in the context of diplomatic 

initiatives.- Since the security of Western EUrope depends, to a 

• • 

considerable extent, on the stability of the Middle East, she must 

support all efforts towards a settlement of the conflict. 

- The states of the region are seeking a diversification of 

relations and reject any one-sided dependency upon one power or 

the other. The implication for Western Europe is that, in working 

out a policy for the Mediterranean and the Middle East, the 

objective cannot be to create a system of exclusive relations 
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and to "displace" the USA, Rather, she must make room for 

achieving her cwn interests and offer points of contact on the 

Arab side for the efforts of the USA towards a solti"j;~nn ()f_the 

Middle F~st conflict, 

- The dependency of Western Europe on the USA -in the area of 

• • 

security policy also establishes limits to a Thro.pean solo effort 

in the Mediterranean and the Middle East, The presence of the 

6th Fleet in the Mediterranean will remain necessary as long as 

no real detente becomes appa!'ent in the region and no new options 

to the present situation-of the security policy become apparent, A 

cantradiction between B1ropean Mediterranean policy and US 

intErests would 9 in the last analysis, weaken the overall position 

of Western Thrope in the region. 

The growing political independence, however, of the EC has 

ce1·teinly shown that a better co-ordinating mechanism between the 

EIJropean Community and the. USA must·. be found, From the Thropean 

side 9 the Blrcpean Political Co-operatinn (EPC) appears to 

be the suitable partner. ·A fund of common attitudes and steps 

by the Nine could be a concrete basis for Western Thropean 

activity in international relations. Compared with the early 

sixties, the capacity for co-operation in material and 

organizational respects has grown on the Blropean side, 
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For the United States, this opens the prospect of some 

devolution of power and sharing of re:;;ponsibili ty. In fact, 

• • 

its readiness to share responsibility in-world-wide contingencies 

thus becomes more credible. Primarily in order to diversify burdens 

stenuning from a commitment, but also because there is a 

widespread realisation thnt the~end is not towards a new 

climax of "imperial presidency", the man<'.gement of world diplomacy 

will no longer be cnnsidered as a monopoly of the US Foreign 

Secretary. The new danger lies in shifting responsibilities; 

particularly if the pe,rtners of tr.l! USA claim competence· (like 

the EUropeans in the Mediterranean) without being able to live 
(11 

up to them in a crisis. 

It cannot be overstresi'ed, therefore, that the preconditions 

for co-operation, which are beginning to show signs of improvement 

in Western Th.rope and the United States are no.t of a comprehensive 

nature. 'fuere are also simultaneous opposing trends (increased 

dependence, more _bilateralism.) Ho>rever, 11estern EUrope should be 

able to achieve selective co-operationwith Hashingtnn in the · 

area of diplomacy. Crises have a selective character in any·case, 

and the Nine is in possession of the best organizational basis 

(comparatively speaking) for such purposes -- namely the use of the 

EPC. 

Compared with the situation of 15 March 1974 (see above p. 16), 

certain factors have thus changed in the Western EUropean-American 

• 
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relationship. The Gymnich Agreement of June 1974 has not been 

seriously tested, in practice to dete. It still constitutes the 

most concrete provision,for the relationship between EPC and 

US diplomacy. It provides a protective modus vivendi, a defensive 

formula, if cne examines the story of its origin. This fornmla 

continues to be necessary. Ho1'1ever 9 what is obviously lacking is 

~~ offensive formula for constructive c~operation between the EPC 

and US diplomacy. The present tredition of c~operatinn is 

insufficient to avoid lowe~level escalations and to fend off 

long-term or permanent disturba.nces. Although specific 

personalities are available on both~des for regular contacts 

between US diplomacy and EPC, the "lirikage boqy" (presidential 

representative of EPC plus representatives of the State Department) 

has been used rather unilaterally to date: In general, ibe 

:furopean side "discusses" the agenda i terns for the next meeting 

of the "Political Committee" with the US representative. Why 

should these meetings not also be used for discussion of items 

on the Americ~~ agenda? The Gymnich formula, if extended to 

mutuality, might find prA.Ctical application in Washington as well 0 

where possible contacts between State Department and EPC 

ambassadorial meetings have not been fully explited. 

The :Ehropean Community has made it clear, since the beginning 

of the seventies, that it is going to expand into the Mediterraueatt0 
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i.e. into a crisis area (Balka.1'1Sp Yugoslavia0 Turk:lsh-Greek a'ld 

the Middle East ccnflict 0 I&banon0 West Sahara0 Gibraltar) in 

coming years. For the Elrcpeane 0 this means n~w interests and 

respcmsibili ties in crisis menagt"ment. They have l:'aised e:~;peo·tat~.!l't:!' 

which !!lUSt be m&t in the e:hart-term0 as well as in the lo"-6-tenl'. 

The enterprise boils dcrwn to investment by the North E!.!Npean 

member states in their o;.-:n seC"Urity. » .. tt without the United StatEE•o 

the tasks in the Mediterranean car~ot be mastered. 

' 

I 
I 
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Social problems in contemporary Arab literature 

·Stefan Wild 

How are basic social problems of contemporary Arab society 

refi,ected in present day Arab literature ? It does not seem 

very profitable to try to answer such a question in tha ab-. . 

stract. I am afraid I do not have a theoreti~al key which 

would allow me to give a meaningful answer to a question 

which is·as fundamental as it is vague. What I propose to do, 

therefore, is to single out one specific question,one speci

fic social problem and try to see whether and how it is trea

ted in modern Arab literature. More than one case study of 

this nature would surely be necessary to give a precise and 

co~prehensive answer • 

The social problem of which some aspects will be presented 

in a·brief and general way is the role of women in Arab 

society as set ae;ainst the picture of Arab women, drawn by 

today's writers and novelists. I think that we are conftonting 

a fundamental problem .here and that even a sketchy outline 

o'f'lJ:terary reality and its interaction with social realitlY 

on this point can lead to a be~ter undorsta.nding of modern 

Arabic literature and modern Arab society. 

Any such attempt is, of course fraught with the danger of 

inadmissible generalization. The gap between prejudice and 

g~neralization is very narrow. There have been studies in 

recent years on topics such as "the Arab mind" which are 

dangerously close to a thinly veiled racism. There have been 
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books with titles such as "The Private Life of Ii:>lam", 

which hints - wrongly in my view - that Islam is the most 

important single social force responsible for the condition 

of women in Kabyle A-geria. , 

By "Arabic literature" I mean some Egypti~ writers and a 

handful of Syrian ones - Syrian being taken to include Pale

stinian and Lebanese. I have concentrated on prose and neg

lected poetry, for the simple reason that I have read very 

little of· modern Arabic poetry. I suspect that some issues 

mentioned can be found in Morocco as well as in Irak, and 

for that matter in m~ developing countries outside the Arabic 
I 

spa;king world. 

The first true Arabic novel was, of course, a man's work 

and bore a woman's name as a title: Zainab by "an Egyptiam 

peasant" (mif?ri fallalJ.) - the pseudonym chosen by Mu},lammad 

~usain Haikal (first edition Cairo 1914). The name of the 

novel is in a certain sense a misnomer, its central figure 

being not Zainab, the poor village girl, but ~amid, the son 

of the wealthy landowner. ~amid, who resembles Haikal him

self in many respects, is the only really living person in 

the novel, the two heroines, Zainab and 'Aziza are more 

shadows than individuals. There is a very interesting epi-

sode when ~amid after many unsuccessful attempts finally 

manages to talk to 'Aziza alone. At this point, the two of 

them cannot find anything to say to each other, the long 

aw~ited opportunity passes, comn:unication between them breaks 

down. As is well known, Haikal wrote his novel in Paris and 
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there is certai~ly an element of nostalgia in his novel. 

B\J.t there is no effort to idealize Egyptian village.life 

:>.nd the difficulty of COIDI~>unication between .the lover and 

the loved one is ~case in point. The extensiv~ dialgue bet

ween the heroes of a novel was an essential ingredient of 

the European tradition of the novel. To transpose this into 

an Egyptian rural environment proved very difficult. It has 

been claimed that the death of the heroine before the lovers 

are united - a feature dear to many grSilter and .lesser writers I 
" I . 

.9f Arabic literature of this time -has a special signifi- 1• 
I; 

cance; the meeting of a man and an unmarried girl was social- I· 
ly unacceptaole. Spit was easier to let the heroine die 

than to imagine a totally unrealistic dialogue.· 

The first convincing literary plot with a woman as central 

figure is probably Ma~ud rahir Lashin's ~awwa' bi-la Adam 

(Cairo, n.d. (1934)). ~awwa' is portrayed as an energetic 

and ambitious young teacher, of a middle class background, 

determined to run her own life. She becomes a member of a 

Feminist society and devotes her life to the progress of the 

Egyptian society in general and Egyptian women in particular. 

Falling in love with a Rsha's son, ~awwa' realizes that she 

is not accepted by her environment. Crushed between con-

flicting demands and torn between her feminist ideals and 

the social reality facing her she is driven to suicide. 

One evident aspect of literary life until the Second World 

War is that it is mainly a male preoccupation. The few women 

who did play a role in public life, women like Malak ~ifni 

Na~if, Huda al-Sha'rawi or 'A'isha 'Abdalr~an, preferred 

!" 
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doing direct political work. And even as famous a writer 

as Mayy Ziyada contributed little which could interest us 

in this context. Inevitably the awareness of men as far as 

the problems of women were concerned was limited. In Bishr 

Faris' famous article Des difficultes d'ordre linguistique, 

culture! et social que rencontre un {crivain arabe moderne, 

sp~cialement en Egypte (1936) there is no word on women. 

•rhis ·changes significantly only after the Second World War. 

And it is· surely no coincidence that the first significant 

steps of women towards bringing their own problems into a 

literary form were taken in Beirut. Laila B'albakki's Ana 

!!.:If~ (Beirut 1958) is the vivid description of a Lebanese 

girl, a student at the American University of Beirut, who 

fights for her academic and emotional freedom and rebels 

against family traditions. Samira 'Azzam, who wrote in the 

fifties and sixties portrays in her short stories and novels 

her rebellion against'the social stigma of being a woman 

added to the political struggle for survival, in which she 

was caught as a Palestinian in Lebanese society. Beirut was 

at the time an intellectual center of the Arab world which 

had in some respects surpassed Cairo. Censorship of the press 

was almost non-existent, in contrast to ,Jll other Arab coun-

tries. A number of books which seemes politlically, theologi-
I 

c·,lly or morally risque in Egypt or other Arab countries were 

published; in Beirut and then exported. One of the most famous 

pieces of modern Arabic literary writing, Naguib Ma}ffu~' 

Aulad }faratna appeared at first in serial form in al-Ahram 

but could not be published as a book in Cairo. So the book 
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was printed in Beirut. The same is true for some of the 

novels of Xusuf Idris, e.g. ~adithat Sharaf, which seemed 

unacceptable to hgyptian authorities in book form and was 

consequently published in Beirut. 

Beirut was also the most Europeanized city in the Arab world. 

This is important, because the problem of woman's status was 

forced on Arab society and on Arabic literature by Europe. . . 

So it.was in Beirut that the most explosive Arabic books 

on the question of women were published. Nizar Qabbani in 

his collections of poems and 9iidiq al-'A~m in his book al-I_Iubl 

wal-~ubb al-'udhri (Beirut 1968) put the question of sexual 

liberation of women in the most disruptive way. Important 

as both voices are, I feel that the approach to the problem 

and the discussion of it are very masculine and surely the 

solutions offered are lightyears away from the aspirations 

and experiences of most Arab women. The most important 

novels and short stories published by women were normally 

published in Beirut - the short stories and novels by Colette 

Suhail, Emilie Na~rallah, Laila 'U~ran and others. 

In the work of Naguib Ma~fu~ his treatment of women is not 

the strongest part of his oeuvre. "The women in Ma~fii~' no-

vels, with few exceptions, are portnayed in the traditional 

role of wife, mother or prostitute and it is assumed that 

their place should be in the home " (Hilary Kilpatrick, 

The Modern Egyc.tian Novel, London 1974, 175f.) The position 

OL Egyptian women is accurately described, with all the 

touches of M~fu~' realism but the emotional world of the 

women depicted remains distant and blurred. 
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The independence of most Arab countries and the first steps 

towards decolonizatiori brought fresh problems. Arab women 

had played a certain role in the struggle for independence. 

Algeria is one of the better known examples. After independ

ence was won, certain cultunal tenets like the separation of 

sexes were reinforced in the name of decolonization and Islam., 

which had loosened their hold during the struggle against 

the colonial establishment. The A~gerian writer Assia Djebar 

has made this problem the focus of her novel Lea A1ouettes· 

naives (Paris 1967), and the fundamental issue facing her 

heroine Nfissa is succinctly put in the sentence:"Car je sais 

' a l'avance que la guerre qui finit entre les peuples renait 

entre les couples". 

A similar problem can be seen in the historical case of two 

guerrilla fighters of al-Fata~ who were sentenced to death 
. 

by the military leadership of al-Fata~, because they had 

taken two Lebaneses village girls in broad daylight in their 

jeep twice around the village - nothing more. As far as I 
£ 

know, this problem which this incident exemplifies has ·not 

yet been treated by any Palestinian writer except for Ghassan 

Kanafani who devoted a long - non-literary - article to it. 

Meanwhile European feminism is spreading towards the Middle 

East. One of the most bitter denouncements of the poation of 

women in Arab societl comes from a Syrian writer Salw~ Kham

mash in al-Mar'a al-'arabiya wal-mudjtama' al-taglidl al-

mutakhallif (Beirut 1973) - published, of course , in Beirut. 

Her Egyptian colleague Nawal al-Sa'dawi has had the courage 
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to put her finger on one of the most tabooed points of her 

society by an all-out attack on clitoridectomy, as still 

widely practised in Egypt and the Sudan. She has tried to 

develop a consistent theory of the role of·women in Eastern 

society. One will find ample room for disagreement with her 

theory which combines elements of Freud and Marx, Mead and 

de Beauvoir. Her theory links the emancipation of women to 

the struggle of all economically and socially exploited 

groups for justice, without confusing the two issues. This 

social concern seems to me to set her apart from the more 

ex_cclusively feminist writers such as Laila B'albakki. At 

any rate, as far as facts are concerned, Nawii.l al-Sa • dawi 

certainly knows what she is talking about. She is a trained 

physician who did years of work in the Egyptian countryside 

among fallaqin as well as among the poorer strata of Cairo. 

And recently she has tried to put her ideas into· a ,literary 

form.Ber novels such as e.g. Imra'atan fi mra'a (Beirut 

1977) are ac_urate descriptions of Egyptian girls and women, 

their feeling in places like universities, buses, the way 

they are taught to walk, to flock together in all-female 

groups wherever the basically ho~le but all-important male 

appears - observations, formulations which one seeks in vain 

in writers where sexuality is abundatly talked about but 

the focus remains masculine - I tbink of the novels and 

short stories of Suhail Idris. 
,. I 

To ffill Nawii.l al-Sa'dii.wi's novels a littaature engagee is 

an understatement. These novels , this type of literature 

I 

ill 
ill 
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wants to achieve something, wants to bring about a well 

defined change in social relations individually as well 

as collectively. 

There is no need to go into the problem of literary theory 

in how far such a message can interfere or interferes with 

literary quality. But while waiting for the appearance of 

a female Naguib MaJ:;tfu~, it can safely be forecasted that 

·there will be a lot of this type of literature to come. 

Social problems on this and other levels will be a constant 

challenge to Arabic literature. Literature will of course 

not solve any of them. But i~ can open the door towards an 

understac.tding which goes beyond the knowledge of mere facts 

and numbers. 
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ISRAEL'S "NEW ECONOMIC ORDER" 

LATE ADJUSTMENT OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM. LONG-TERM ASPECTS 

Considering the development of the political, social and 
idelogical, i.e. value systems in Israel, the liberalized 
"New Economic Order" which the Likud-led government 
introduced in 1977 had long been overdue. In fa~t, it just 
had to be a matter of time until the economic system would 
be adjusted to the changed cond.i tions of its environment 

characterized by a steady decline of the importance 

attached tci the socialist ideas and ideals of Israel's 

"Founding Fathers". 

Changes in the political system 

In the political system, the rightward trend could be 
observed since the 1955 general elections, when the center 

of gravity within the Labor as well as Non-Labor/ Non-
. Religious or "Second" (GUTMANN, 1977). bloc shifted to the 
right (cf. DISKIN/WOLFFSOHN, 1977;LASAR,1976:58). From 
1973 on, this rightward trend was not confined to movements 
within these blocs but started to affect the electoral 
balance between them, thus, leading to the 1977 electoral 
desaster of Israel's traditonal "dominant party" 
(Duverger), i.e. Mapai/Labor. 1 ) 

• 
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In retrospect, it could even be argued that the 
rightward development of the party system started 
as early as 1944, when the split between Mapai and 

its Left Faction ("Siah Beth") occurred (for details 
cf. Ishai, 1978). Ever since, Mapai was not more 

than nominally a "workers' party" being transformed 
by Ben-Gurion into a catch-all party (Kirchheimer) .. 
Mapai/Labor "has turned from what Duverger calls 
the real left to the apparent left" (ARIAN, 1972: 
197). In fact, Mapai/Labor became "the" center-
party of Israel's political system (cf. DISKIN/ 

WOLFFSOHN, 1977; ARIAN/BARNES, 1974 for details). 
This shift is apparent from and coincides with the 

support which Mapai (since 1969 the. Labor/Mapam 
Alignment) received especially from the "moderately 
well-to-do" segments of Israel's society (ARIAN, 1972: 
196/97). Moreover, as AB.IAN (op.cit.:197) found out 
in his 1969 polls, the. "Labor Party and Mapam, both 
of which define themselves as socialist, are supported 
heavily by individuals who report their own political 
tendency as right of the left". This pattern is 
documented in Table I (ibid.). 



TABLE I 

Political Trend by Party Vote 

Moderate 

N Left Left Center 

Alignment 728 7% 37% 23% 
Gahal 241 2 3 31 
Religious 154 1 . 2 1 1 

Other 114 8 2o 36 
No Decision 114 2 1 1 23 

Total 1351 5 23 24 

;, 

Part;y: Vote b;y: Political Trend 

N Alignment Gahal 

Left 66 77%·. 6% 
Moderate Left 3oo 89 3 
Center 3o4 56 25 
Right. 237 38 47 
Religious 123 4 2 
No Interest 
in Politics 2o7 7o 19 

Total 1237 59 19 

."\ 
\.. .. ) 

No Interest 
Right Religious in Politics 

13% 1% 2o% 
46 1 17 

9 74. 3 
18 2 16 
2o 3 41 

19 9 19 

Religious Other 

3% 14% 
1 8 

·6 13 
6 9 

92 2 

2 9 
12 9 

1·. 
r\)• • "' . I .. 
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In 1969, already, less than half of those who 
reported to vote for the Alignment considered their 
political trend as left or moderate left. Naturally 

the Alignment did not and could not pursue a really 
socialist policy any more. 

Changes in the value system 

As far as Israel's general ideology (value system) 
is concerned, the rightward trend has been evident 
since the early 196os. In the mid-6os ARIAN came to 

the conclusion that the country's "new" ideology was. 
"less socialistic and more pragmatic"; it "demanded, 
among others, less individual sacrifice and more 
continued economic prosperity and development" (ARIAN, 
1971 :282). 
Using Guttman's scalogram analysis, ANTONOVSKY could 
show that in 1962( !), the ideological scale type£ 
consisting of the "extreme left", the "left" and the 

"left-of-center" hardly made up for a third of the 
whole ideological spectrum of Israel's urban 

population (ANTONOVSKY/ARIAN, 1972:91). 

TABLE II 

Please insert Table II 

Whereas the consensus about Israel's security and 
foreign policy remained virtually unaffected, even 
after the 1973 Yom Kippur War, dissatisfaction and 
dissens about the economic policy of the Alignment 
grew constantly (GUTTMAN, 1977:9). 



TABLE II 

L j ~ i. ~ -
Distrihution of :ideologicaJ. scale types in the Israeli :population, 1962 

Scale ,per cent Pro- Anti- Not strongly Pro-
r, 

Position Type -Distribution Acti:vist Histadrut Pro-Socialist Western - -

Extreme Left 1 2.o 
Left 2 7.7 + 
Left-of-Center 3 I 22 o4 + + 
Cent er 4 23.4 + + + 
Right ' 5 18.5 + ·+ -+ + I 

" "' llJ 
I 

Deviant 6 9.9 + + + 
Non-ideological 16. 1 

1
1oo.o% 

(N=117o) 
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Dissatisfaction with the economic policy of the 
Alignment is demonstrated by the·following data: 

In September, 1973, 58% of Israel's adult urban 
p<:>pulation was "concerned" or "very concerned" 
about the country's economic situation; in October, 

1973, 3o-45%; from November, 1973, to July, 1974, 

56-Bo%; and in September, 1975, 76-79%· Between 
August, 1974, and June, 1_975, 75-92% remained 
"equally concerned". In September, 1975, 25-37% 
thought that the government's handling of economic 
problems was "very goodi• or "good", whereas 52-62% 
believed that it handled security matters "very 
well" or "well" (all data from Economic Indicators, 

1975: 6 and 8). 
Simultaneously, and also because of the' dismal 

situation of their economy, 79% of the (polled) 
Israelis thought that it was "definitely" or "perhaps" 
necessary to make far reaching sacrifices. 

• 

In June, 1967 (war!), So-84% thought the same; between 

""' ····--· "······· ... ,__Ji'.ebruary, ... 19.68, .. and.July, .1.9,12, . .,:t;.he,r~.w~;r.:e".6.1.-8.o%t, 
between October, 1972, and February, 1973, 51-55%;. 
in October-November, 1973, 79-89%; and between 
December, 1973,and July, 1975, 46-77% (ibid.). 

' 
"'"'~n, .,~ .• ,. .• ·<u:·~,..n-.. :.-- ·-"--Ll'.:H-OW-e¥..S.l"~; ... •Gne,. .... ha.s ""'to~-..,tak..e- .. i-n-:to.,_.r.c,ons_idera ti.c>n~ "t.hat_:<>:r_,t_he_..__.x_• . .ru ,,..., .--=".---' '-·'"'"'''"''-"'; 

Israeli public is generally less interested in economic 
( than in security matters. In Nay/June, 1975, 94% of 

the polled Israelis were interested. in problems of 

economic situation. 

Compared with the 1973.data, this last figure shows 
an increase of seven percent, though (LEVY/GUTTNAN, 
1976: 22). on the other hand, economic interest seems 
to be a dependent variable. Whereas 44% of Israel's 
high school students of North African origin (=father's 
birthplace) are "very interested" in the country's 
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economic situation, only 25% of the high school 
students whose father came from a English-speaking 
country are "very interested" in the same subject 

(op.cit.: 29o). Obviously,. the origin variable has 
much to do with the economic and social status of 

t~e respective groups. Therefore, we will now turn 
to the social system. There, too, the ground was 
prepated for a new economic policy. 
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Changes in the social system- the macro level 

The political and ideological changes were closely 

··J·"-· -"---~-•--- .• z:elated to~ d~mographic changes affect~_ng J;f3_!'a_~_l_'__s. 
uooiQl sybte~. 81noe 1948, a gradual ' 1 0r1ental1~at1on" 

of Israel's population has ta:ken place. 
Whereas the country's population consisted of 54.8% 
"Ashkena.zim" (European-American origin) and 9.8% 
11Sepharadim" (Asian-African origin), in 1948, there 
~ere 42.8% Ashkenazim and 46.2% Sepharadim, in 1976 
(Statistical Abstract, 1977: 45; ow~ or father's 

. ___ birthp1ace .. :taken into con.sid.er:a:tion. Res_t_:Born _in_ -----~-----,--

Israel). 

(• 

Although ARIAN (1972 b:211) stated in his 1969 poll 
that Israel's "Oriental" population, like the ·Euro
American one, was more in favor of "the socialist 
method" (as a "verbal formula"!, cf. op. cit.:2o9), 
it remains doubtful whether :they kept favoring :this 
rhetoric socialism in the 197os, when it became more 

and more evident that their economic situation did 
not improve significantly. Israel's Oriental 
population has become its "proletariat". Therefore, 
"Orientalization" an<j. .'~proletarization" are close:(.y 
interrelated; they are, in fact, two sides of the 
same coin. This, in turn, caused the growing support 
of Herut/Gahal/ Likud among.the Sepharadim. 

~ . -,----- __________ .]'inallJ[.,._ _it.___made,....Likud_' s .. take.o:v.er •• pos.s.ible, _(.f.o.r __ 

details cf. DISKIN/WOLFFSOHN, 1977). 

Changes in the economic system due to changes on 
.theJ mic.r.o, ;('-.e.lLte...) level of .. the _s.o,cial.~a;y;s.tem 

It must be noted that state interventionism and 
socialist ideals were on a continous decline, also 

·- '-.._ , . "' '. ~.s --
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",,. -among".economic- .pol-icy .make.rs. o.Lls.rael' s elite, 
its Founding Fathers, as well as among their 

followers and disciples. 

The first 'drastic change of economic policy in. 
Israel occured in February, 1952, when the govern~ 
ment declared its "New Econom_ic Policy" consisting 
of a major devaluation and a restrictive monetary 
as well as fisc~l policy (for details see,MJCHAE~Y, 
1975:Chapter 1 and 2; HALEVI/KLINOV-MALUL, 1963: 
Chapter 1 ) •. 

Domestic prices were allowed to rise and unemployment 
followed suit .reaching an all-time record in 1953 

(STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1977: 342). 

However, from 1952 on, the process of liberalization 
" ·rrf 'IsraeT"ff -f'orej:gn -trade ·a.rrd i'oreign"'e.xchange --po~ 

licy "proceeded almost without interruption" -

(MICHAELY, 1975: 23 cf. also HOROWITZ, 1973). 2 ) 

• 

The(second) ''New Economic Policy" initiated in February, 
1962, was another turning point in the gradual 
liberalization process. (see, among others, the same 
authors). Israel's currency was, again, devalued. 
This devaluation was intended to be ~ act of uni
fication of the effective exchange-rate system 
consisting of different rates for different transactions 

(MICHAELY, 1975: 24). Almost all export subsidies were 

: 
. ! 

1 
~-,, 
I 

I 

___ --------------- _____ abol.i,.ahed-{.and ...r.e.int.r.o.d u.c.ed_ .in-.1.9.66.) . .and_ the. _ rate_a_of_ __ . ____ ----~ 
many import tariffs were lowered (ibid.). 

On February 9th, 1962, the Minister of Finance went 
as far as declaring the following aim of this 

- -·- ---- '"~" .C' liberalizatitin 'policy:-'""The' government ·will· gradually '· 

lower the walls of overprotection of domestic industry 
against imports. In order to make manufacturing and 

(· 

'· 

---- -.-,. -' 
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agriculture (which was lef't out of the process from 
the very start; M.W. cL MICHAELY, 1975:65) stand 
on the basis of cheap and efficient production, the 

• 

~·c; c·c -- .- o-.c ---~ .0 """go'Ve·l'rnnen-t- --intend-s -to -I'-estrict .the ceiling, on rates_ 
'of protective tariffs and to eliminate the 

quantitative restrictions-of imports. Local produc
t.ion will have therefore to compete with imported 

"' '"·'"'"'""''"'""""'' ·goods"-(quot--ed··f·Fomo-MWH-A&LY, 1975:59).- A--de.c;:laration, 
which could have been attributed to Israel's new 
Finance Minister, Simha Ehrlich. 
The 1962"nominalliberalization" (op.cit.: 62) was, 

·~-~~~-~ ". "" -·~ ~ -~ " ··'J:n· ':f'ab t ;"''S'a:botage·d ~by~the" "Puhlic· Comm-i'S·s·i0I'l~'-,~---· =" •• , .. '""~" ··--·~ -~ , "" 

(J consisting of representatives of several government 
ministries, primarily the Ministry of Finance and 
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (which stood 

. =<>-=~" -·~-.... - ' ,. -··r·a:tl:Wr ·open'l:y ca:ga:irrst·~li beral•ization · and •-even"·more· · · - -·-·~- -·

emphatically against devaluation; ibid.) as well as 
a few organizations, primarily the Histadrut and 
the Manufacturers Association which, of course, 

-·· disl~i){ea·-'tne ·a.--ooTH'fon: :'of- expo-rt ·subsidie·s';'MICHAELY' -·- · --~- ·- -·- -· 

(1975:67) estimates that probably one half of domestic 
manufacturing remained outside the liberalization 
process (food processing, motor vehicles and motor 
·p'arts industries, especially). 

On the other side, the same author contends that 
"altough liberalized imports were not very substantial 

~~_N._w=~---~-~=,·~-~n~n "by ·ttrev·end·-~of·n-the'"·process-0 ••in ·1*8-,~·the···ae•t=•of-~~"~~-~ --~·- . .-. 

liberalization was probably not purely •nominal'" 
(MICHAELY, 1975:68 f.). 

-B-Y- -1-%-9-pmO-st~.quanti tative .,:r,es;t:r,ictipp,s OJ:l_importl3 . _ 
have been lifted (op.cit.:-75 f.). However, this does 
not mean that import tariffs were abolished, as the 
measures introduced in 197o have proved. 
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If an economy has _peen subject to exchang.e control 
and import prohibitions for a long period, concludes 
MICHAELY (1975:8p), and its whole industrial 
structure has been determined accordingly, it is 
very_diffi~uit .to ~~traduce changes which open-
the economy to import competition. Only 
g r a d u a l transitions promise success ih the 
transition from one industrial structure to another, 

, _ MJCijAELY contin,ue,s, (ibid.). If one is. to .apply . 
this lesson he learned to the 1977 abandonment of 
currency controls, the floating of the Israeli 
pound, and the abolition of export subsidies, one 

,~·~ .. ~-~~, ._," 0 _ , ~ ,ougl:rt; to .be ... s.c..e.pti.oal ... as ... far as- the prospects "Elf'"" 

(I . -· 
the "New Economic Order" are concerned. -However, 
given the well-known "countervailing forces" of 
government and bureaucracy "realization" 

.('"sabotage.) .the"-,pr~g.ram of a clear-cut---operation"·' '"' 
might well turn into a gradual transformation> 
unintentionally, of course. 

"The lesson of the failure of 1962 1', reasoned David 
···~ --~~ -~~"·A--·--H0'oow-H·z, 't-he .. ·f"ir-st· ·govern-or of"tl:!rrl3ank"'of" ISrae 1 ,"~ "" ~ ~,_,., 

taught "that implementation is as important as the_ 
setting of goals and the selection ·of- the policy 
mechanism by which they are obtained" (JERUSALEM 

"'---- ~~ --~·- ·- P-GST,--hencefort-h·J.p:·,--Ma:gazil:i'e;"·November·nn; 'f977!,4);- ~ ... ~ ... -- ··r 

\ 

' ·, 

As far as the disillusionment of the Founding Fathers 
with their own traditional and.more "socialist", i.e. 
state interventionist, econom1c policy--Ts--coilCerned, 

David Horowitz is a case in the point. The former 

director-general of th~ Treasury,partly in charge of 
the first "NEP", then governor of the Bank of Israel 
( tr·om 1954 to his retirement in 1971 ) and also a 
founding member of the Histadrut, came out with an 
all-out support of the Likud's "New Economic Order" 
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(see .J,p';Na-ga:zine, November 4th, 1977:4 f.). 

Surely, "late in life, but on the basis of a long 
and disappointing experience with the alternative 

system of arbitrar~ and unrealistic bureaucratic 
· co11trols 11 (ibid.), he now prefer~ the mechanism 
of the market forces. ''The system of artificial 

• 

rates of exchange imposed by a rigid system, 
occasionally corrected by massive devaluations, was 

largely responsible for the disastrous and continuing 

gap between export earnings and import expenditures, 

and for the serious distortions in the structure of 

the economy. It was also one of the main causes of 

the recent protracted stagnation of the economy", 
Horowitz maintained (ibid.) 

Yigal Horowitz, one of Ben-Gurion•s faithful followers 
and" disciples and, now, Israel's'new Minister of 

Commerce and Industry, is another case in the same 

point. In 1965, together with Ben-Gurion and others, 

he founded "Rafi" as a breakaway party from Mapai 
and belonged, contrary to Dayail and Pere s, .for 

instance, to those Rafi politicians who refused to 

rejoin the Israeli Labor Party, in 1968. His ''State 

List",which ran as a separate list in the 1969 

elections, joined, in 1973, the Likud bloc and, in 
1976, merged with two other groups into the "La'am" 
faction within the Likud. 

"Not everything of the Ben-Gurion period deserves 
to be continued, Horowitz stated (HA'ARETZ, Magazine, 
January 27th, 1977:8). Being afraid of the huge 

apparatus run by Labor, he and his friends, says 
Horowitz, were. not inclined to return to the Labor 

Party. 11 We might have disappeared there 11 (ibid.). 

Asked about the reasons why he had joined Begin's 

Likud, he answered: "First, the dedication to "Eretz 

Israel" (the Land of Israel), and, second, the desire 
for a free market" (ibid.) 
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The gradual disillusionment of both, David and 

Yigal Horowitz, and other former as well as 
present Labor leaders who have not been mentioned 

here,, has. not to-do only with changes"in Israel's 
political, ideological and social systems. 

·Any regulation and any planning.of the Israeli 
~ ~" "" , ·, ,.,.,"· ... ,·economy .. meet-s wd,th -t·hree-~basic structural difficult:Les •. 

"''"'' 

The country's economic development depends on factors 
which are virtually impossible to predict in advance:· 

immigration, defense expenditure, and capital imports 
· "'\"c'i'."BR0DT',"''1'97·3': 1-m2).· No· Israel:i:' ·pol::i:t·:i:cian·"or 

technocrat-will be able to evaluate the inclination 
of Jews in the ''Diaspora" to come to Israel (or the 
Soviet authorities• willingness to grant exit visas), 

· • •. u." ··-·--- -- • nor the· "'p'o-J:i th~al' "future of the ·Middle" East ~being 

full of surprises), nor the preparedness of (mainly) 
American Jews to raise money for the Jewish State, 
nor the u.s. administration's inclination to grant 
economic and· military aid,· nor private direct 
investment from abroad which, too, is not uninfluenced 
by the general political situation in the Middle East 
(For these and other less salient sources of capital 

import to Israel cf.MICHAELY, 1975: 14f.). 

All these facts influenced the traditional elite, too. 

The disenchantment of both Horowitzes with their 
former economic philosohpy is quite instructive as 

.. ,,,. _____ ,~. -.--~-·-· ... far as. the .. t.o.p.ic._,of -~ . .conso.ciational democracy"" in 

Israel is concerned. 
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Ersew'here, DISKIN and I have dealt with this problem 
in length (DISKIN/WOLFFSOHN, 1977) and, in accordance 
with GUTMANN (1977), contended that the classification 
of Israel as a consociational democracy is highly 
problematic. The shift in David and Yigal Horowitz' 
economic outlook proves this point. 

According to LIJPHART (1969), ideological coherence 
and loyalty to one's own subculture or segment is a 
prerequisite of any "famille spirituelle", "Lager" 
or "Bloc". Referring tc:> Israel, LIJPHART calls her 
a "semiconsociational democracy" ( LIJPHART, 1977: 129 

1-- (J 
ff.) stressing the "encompassing and self-suffient 
character of the segments" (op.cit.: 13o, "semi", 
because of a short lived grand coalition). However, I 

1 

i 
1 
b_,,, _l__ -

I 
l 

i 
i 
I 

i 
I 

this tendency has decreased over the years. Moreover, 
lead_ers of the_ different segments_ have switched from 
one camp to the other. Yigal Horowitz is just one 
example. In addition to this, the diminishing 
ideological hQmoge!l~i ty, as ex~mplified _by Dav_id and 
Yigal Horowitz• economic philosophy as well as the 
rivalry between the Minister of Finance and the 
Minister of Commerce and Industry in the realization 

_______ ~ ___ of "t,h~ 1962_ New Economic, Policy, proves _that_ ide,o_logic.al 

coherence, a prerequisite of any 11 famille spirituelle", 
has long ceased to exist in Israel, at least as far as 
the Labor and the Second blocs are concerned. 

• ._ '·--·~ ·GAL.:. NUR '(' 1917 :" e 6]5: 14-/1?'}"-nas · been"-aole 'to 'llemonstr-a't'e ""' 

that, as to the economic structures of the different 
segments, they have long been interwoven and not 
fragmented on segmental lines. 
On-the macro -level, there has long ceased to exist a 
separate Labor or "bourgeois" agricultural a~ well as 
industrial sector. Even the Histadrut, Labor~s last 
stronghold, has partly been "subverted" by n n-Labor 
forces. Since 1965, when.Herut•s trade union joined 
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the Histadrut, it has not been an exclusive·L bor 
affair any more. GAL-NUR's findings confirm tie 
economic interaction (and not self-sufficienc}!) 
of all three (Labor, Second, Religious~ segmetts, 
on the micro lev~l as well. The Yishuv,however, 
the pre-state Jewish Comm.uni ty in Palestine, ould, 
more justifiably, be called a consociational 

democracy (cf. HOROWITZ/LISSAK7 1977). 

The new technocratic elite 

The changes in the political; value and socia 
· ' - ··systelll3 o:h' ~the 'ni8:cl'"c5 -ffifd · micro' level ·a·s-- well·· as•· the · 

gradual- dissolution of the formerly coherent sub
cultures of the Yishuv contributed, among many . . . I 
other factors (see for details DISKIN/WOLFFS9HN, 

'' ·---- 'T9'77 ;·-GUTI"'ANN; 1977a;· 'GUTMANN/LANDAU; ·1975), jto' ·tne· · --·- ~-- ·· 

formation of a new technocratic elite which id not 
resemble the old agriculture-oriented pionee ing 
ideal. 
The takeover of this "post-revolutionary eli e" 
(GUTMANN, 1977a) is well documented by the p ofessional 
composition of the 9th Knesset, elected in My, 1977 

(DISKIN/WOLFFSOHN, 1977: 83o ) • 

TABLE Ill 

~·::.~ .=.P:::l=.e=a:.::sc::e::.;. ·:::·i::.n:::s:..:e:..:r:..;t:.:.. c.:t::.;a::.b::.:l::::;e::....;.· =.I .::.I.::.I_-""~ .. .. .. _. .. _ . .. ... , " ... 

Contrary to previous professional compositio s of the 

Kne ss et (cf. GUTMANN, 1977a, GUTMANN/LANDAU, 1975), 
·' "~~ · "·"""."""~"·~. ,.,,,t.he·"]ih~'-G~O-r"t>ion...a:t;..~1aw-~r--s. -and .. e.conomi.st.s, i.s .. ;e.l.a,t.iYely".~-.,,,,,_,,,"~·· 

high, especially as far as the winners of the 1977 
elections are concerned, Likud and the Democratic 



.TABLE III . 
. 

J 
The declared profession qf'the members of the ·gth Knesset 

~' 
' 

. . . ; 
. Jour:ii.a- . . 

Econo-
. r1K list Teache-r Farmer Lawyer mist 

- - . . . 
L~kud . - 3 1 4 1 1 4 . . . 

' 
tl 

Alignment 1 2 5 5 3 4 .. . . •. . . 
. . . . . . 

' , DMC .. - 1 .. - . 2 . 5 2-
. . . . . . 

! 
N~P 

' 
l . . 

- 5 . 1 3 - - -
• • - . . 

' - . 
. 1 

' . 
Communists - 2 - - - -. .. ~ . 

. , . 
~ 
,; . - . 

AI 3 1 - - - -
i . . . 
' ' others . 1 - - 1 2 -. . . . . . . . . . . . 

\ . 
sym 5 9 1 1 13 24 1o . .. - . .·!· . 

D~C= Democratic Movement for ~hange 
' ~ NRP= National ReligiG>us Party : 

Al = Agudat Israel 
* ''Shlomz~on'' (General Sharon) listed separately~ 

" ' 

.· 

Entre..: Public Scho- ~aimal 
pre- Em- lar VTor-
neur _l2_loy_ee _lUniv' ker 

. . 
9 4 4 1 

" 

- 4 1 2 
. .. . 

3 1 1 -
. . . 

. . 
- 1 2 -

. . 

- 2 - 1 . 

- - - -,, . 

1 - 3 -
- . 

13 12 11 4 . 

No .. 

Other:: da-
ta Sum 

2 - 43* 

2 3 32 
-. 

- - 15 
. 

I __.. 
VI 

12 Ill - - I . 

- - 5 

- - 4 -

1· - 9 
. 

5 3 12o 
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Movement for Change. 

Compared with the professions which traditiona 
used to dominate within the (Knesset) elite, n 

farmers and teachers, lawyers and econimists a e, 

undoubtedly, "technocrats". 

These two professions also indicate an increas'ng 

''embourgeaoisement" of Israel's political elit • 

The socialist, pioneering ideal has lost consi~erable 
gro~. j 

• 

In sum, all the preliminary remarks underline hat 

the ground" foi' "a'~ne'w, liberal (=riot'· "sd'ci'ali'st'"), · 

free enterprise-oriented-economic order has-beJn 
prepared for years. 

J , _, 

Theoretical conclusions 

Paradoxically( •• ?), a "socialist", i.e. state inter

ventionist, economic system generated a free e ter-

_prise and market.,oriented £>D.~. 

simultaneously, social changes 
evident transformation of the 

True, demograph 
brought·about a 

dominant value 

c and, ~ ___ _ 

ystem 

which, in t~rn, led, among others, to the form tion 

.. - .. ~- -,- - --- .of .a. new, .. .moJ;'.e. technocrat.ic. elite V{hic.l:l_prepar . d and;' __ . 
or supported the new economic policy; However, in the 

end, the political system set the rules for th 
economic system. The old, Alignment dominated,. political 

._, ... -.. _,-".._,_,_._.., ... ;. ,_-, .... --... ""'".,_,...., ~-&ys.:t.em.,~--·:h.t_s,e.-l.f~,.~·~cre.at.ed, i;ts." Gwn; ..... f.ailu~~-s ,.and,...-~...,._ ..... · .:.. u . .J ·::~'V':U""" ....... -'"'~·- • ~r-·"' 

, "'':~ , ... ,_ . .,,_,u;u' '~' -;. 

deficiencies setting into motion economic, soc'al and 
ideological developments which, finally, led t an 

electoral, i.e. political upheaval in May, 197 • 

·Then-,, againi''"the,npool!it·:kal·system, now d0min.at d by 

the Likud bloc, set new economic rules which, ·n turn, 

might be the beginning of a new erosion leadin to a 
renewed Alignment takeover. 

~, ; ,. ;..J ; 
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Anyhow, a purely "economic interpretation" of the 
Israeli economy will remain unproductive and 
uninstructive. In my view, the dominance oft e 
political faator in Israel's economy and. soci ty 
has remained undisputed.3) 

THE ADJUSTMENT OF THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM 

MIDDLE- AND SHORT-TERM ASPECTS 

In the wake of the 1973 Yom Kippur War, Israe has 
been stuck in a vicious circle of inflation, 
stagnation, mounting foreign indebtedness and, 

since November, 1974, ''gliding" devaluations • 

After two boom years (GLASS, 1977:173) and a 
relative military relaxation in 1971 and 1972, 
Israel's "golden early seventies", this turn was 

__ especially disco,uraging. Since the, 1973 War, the 
promising efforts of the previous years to c rb 
military expenditures as well as the import f 

military hardware (GLASS, 1977:82) have abru tly 

~he growth of the gross national product whi h from 
195o to 197o, had risen at an annual average of 
ten percent (HOROWITZ, 1972: XIII) decreased rapidly. 
Ih 1974, it rose by a ra'te of 6.6%; in 1975, by 2.o%; .
and in 1976, by only o.8% (STATISTICAL ABSTR CT, 
1977: 149). 
Simultaneously, an alarming rise in inflatio could 

be observed. The consumer price index ( 196.9=j• oo) has 
risen from 224.8, in 1974 to 313.1, in 1975 knd· 
411.2, in 1976 (op.cit.: 235). 



In spite of $ 35 bil-lion Israel has received byt

ween 1948 and 1977 from non-Jewish foreign soutces 

(according to Prime Minister Begin, in: J.P., I 
October 31st, 1977: 1; compared with ''old''$ 1~.4 
billion Marshall Plan aid to Western Europe, cf. 
LEX IKON, 197 4: 5o5) and in spite of .$ 8. 9 ,billlon 

u~s. economic ($ 4.6 billion) and military ($ ~-3 
billion) aid, between the end of the 1973 War nd 

December, 1977 (A.KAPELIOUK, in: LE MONDE 

DIPLOMATIQUE, January 4th, 1977; DER SPIEGEL, 23/ 
1977: 119 and own calculations based on figures 
mainly published by the JERUSALEM POST and HA'ARETZ), 
Jerusalem's obligations to foreign countries, ex-
cluding inve-stments---by-·.foreigne-rs in Israel ·n-

securities and real estate, have ballooned f~om 
$ B,o41 million, in 1974; to $ 1o,285, in 197~; and 
$ 11,939, in 1976 (STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1977 179). 

u.s. aid to Israel in fiscal 1978 will amount to 

$ 1.8 billion($ Boo million non-defence) and is 
to be as high in ~l~cal 1979 (J.P., October 31st, 
1977: 2). No government will rejoice at such a 
dependence which limitis its manoeuvrability;[less 

so, a prime minister who might run into foreifn 
policy troubles with tnepresident of his maip creditor. 
"The Americans are sick and tired of supportihg us 

economically and ask: 'How long is this goinglto last?' 
The Jewish people, too, begins being tired of covering 
part of our balance of payments deficits", Fi ance 
Minister Simha Ehrlich remarked (HA'ARETZ MaJazine, 

January 2oth, 1978: 12). ] 

However, since 1974, the Alignment governmen has 
succeeded in reversing the trend of a perman,ntly 
rising trade deficit. In 1974, there was a p~r capita 
trade deficit of $ 722 which could be reduced to 

• 

'• ,. 

I' 

i: 
" )j 
'· ,. 
•' ,! 
11 
11 
'I 
11 

" 11 
li 

l 
I 
' ' 
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I 
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$ 657, in 1975, and.$ 496, in 1976 (including 
trade with the Administered Territories by the 

Israeli Defence Forces; STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 

1977: 185)· In 1976, the trade-gap could be 
improved by roughly$ 7oo million (ibid.) 

. PARAMETERS OF THE ISRAELI ECONOMY 

Any economic policy in Israel is delimited by 
parameters which, from the very beginning of-an, 
"new economic order", minimize the range of 
possible innovations. 
Within the forseeable future, the 11 twofold-stru
ture of the country• s economic life" (HOROWITZ, 
1973: 29), its basic division into a Jewish and 

, Arab economic sector (including the occupied 
territories, for the time being, at least) will 

continue. 
The "tripartite mixed economy" (op.cit.:52), 

• 

rc'OnS':i!'st±:rrg "OT "<!'"gOVernment sector-,- inchxding·' '"~ ,-,,' . "-· cm•""~" -~ · 

the JevTish Agency as well as the National Funds 
and local government, a Histadrut sector and a 
private sector, is likely to characterize Israel's 
~onomi-c struc·tu:re -also in. the ·ye·ars a:h:ead·~- 'The ' -

proportions of these sectors, now roughly two 
fifths of the net domestic product government and 

H~stadrut ( a fifth eac~) and three fifths :ri,_ate,,. 
m1ght be changed but ne1ther the government nor the 
Histadrut sector can realistically be abolishe 
Because of the importance of the Histadrut and the 
validity of Zionist ideology, insisting on a d cent 
level of living for every Jew ~n this state, 1 bour 
will not become a cheap factor in Israel. 
A shrinking of the unproductively large servic 
sector4 ) will be very difficult to achieve, be ause 
of political resistance by these whose interes s 
are at stake. And, there are many: . 



• 
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In· 1976, 6o. 4% of the employed· persons· in Isra _l 
worked inthe service sector, 33 .• 2% i~ industr~, 
and 6.4% in agriculture. Even worse, over the 
years,_ there has been a steady increase of peo le 
employed' in the s·ervice sector·· In · 1948, there 
were 47.9% working in the tertiary sector, in 

1959, 51% (HALEVY/MALUL, 1968: Table 24; in th 
Hebrew edition Jerusalem 1975: page 65), and i 
1968, 56.3% ('STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1977:314 f.). 

The poverty of Israel's natural.resources and its 
limited internal market remain an economic constant. 

Defence requirements are likely to weigh as hJavily 
on Israel's future budgets as they have in th~ 
past. Even if the Israeli-Egyptian peace talk~ 
came to a successful end, and this remains mote 

_than doubtful, there would be no all-out peace in 
the whole 1\Tiddle East. Syria, Iraq, Libya, and the 

PLO, as a non-state entity, could well be futtre 
trouble makers. The u.s. arms deal with Egypt and 
Saudi Arabia which, with American help, const ucts 
the new Tabuk air base, will definitely affec 
Israel's military strategy and, therefore,its 
financial prospects. 

Capital imports, state bonds and contribution , will, 
at least for the time being, remain in govern ent 
control trough the Jewish National Funds (see inter
view withSimha Ehrlich, in: DIE ZEIT, Germa weekly, 
January 6th, 1978:17). u.s. economic and military 
aid, too, will, n~~urally, be channeled thro gh 
government agencies. 

True, the dependence on foreign aid is to be reduced, 

, __ . 

----~,~- ·------. .buLas ~ong .. as. i:L.clo,e,s . .exisJ (.and._ exis.t it_ will )_, ___ the_-· .. -~- ---~ 
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role -of the government as an economic agent is 
unlikely to be losing importance. 

Increasingly, Israel's foreign trade will be 
oriented .toward the European Common Market. I 1976, 

42.7% of Israel's imports came from EEC count~:Dies; 

22.6% from the United States and Canada. Of I rael's 
exports, 36.5% went to Common Market countrie and 
19.8% to4he -Uni-ted· S-tates and Canad~; -19.5% 6 Asia 

and Africa (STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1977: 194). j 
Therefore,_- and nilly-willy, Israel's economic planners 
will have to take into consideration the whim and 

··~:::~ ~:~e·r:::e~~r:~e·=~~:t~-~:::~ )~::u::~~ p:~i~i~!:~-~ s "~·~~'-4 ' 
foreign and security policy. l . . 
This paragraph ha's'r ·again-,~ demonstrated- the d m1nance ~- · 
of the political -variable over the economic f ctor. 

THE "NE\v ECONOMIC ORDER" -THE PROGRAM 

Contrary to most (foreign) reports, the ic 
upheaval ("ma'hapah") initiated by the Likud overn
ment did not start on October 28th, 1977. In fact, 
it.had been put into-operation in three steps. The 

first, on July 17th, the second, on October 2j6th, 
and_ the third as well as major one, on October 28th, 

1977. 
At the beginning, the Israeli pound was deva ued by 
2%, and the budget ($ 21 million) as well as subsidies 
for elementary goods plus gazoline were cut, eading 
to an all-out price increase of 25%; then, g zoline prices 
were raised, again; and, finally, the "New Economic 
Policy" was announced. 
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Moreover, foreign currency laws were eased in 
(i 

early August, 1977 (J.P., August 8th, 1977:3), and 
a new Investment Encourage-ment Law was being p11epared 

by top-level civil servants in the Ministry of 
Industry, Commerce and Tourism, in August/Septlmber, 
1977- (J.P., August 1oth, 1977:7; HA'ARETZ, pepiJember 
21st, 1977: 8). No substantial changes were in~ended 
but the implementation of existing guidelines Jhould 

be streamlined and simplified, and bureaucrati 
nuisances for prospective investors reduced; 

The main .point oLthe,.!tNe;w Economic P.ol.icy'' .a 
on October 28th, 1977, consisted of the. e.limin tion 
of controls on the Israeli pound/lira (IL),.pefmitting 
it to.fluctuate in value according to the fore s of 
supply and demand .. and" causing a plunge oL.l'oug 1y· 46·%. 
against the u.s. dollar, from IL 1o.3 to IL 15.2 for 
the dollar (cf. NEUE ZURCHER ZEITUNG, hencefor h:NZZ, 
December 8th, 1977:11; TIME, European edition, 

· ·· November· +4·th-I 1-9·7'7 :·29·; NEWSWEEK, Europe·an ·edi[ion, 
November 14th, 1977:42). Import duties were sl shed, 
tariffs remained unchanged but would gradually be 
reduced, in accordance with the 1975 trade agreement 

-- -betwee:rr ~Israel and the Common 'Market;-· - -

While the above mentioned steps were intended to 
improve the competitive position of Israeli e ports 
on world markets, it also meant that imports d 
products containing 'imported components ·would rise 
in price. Thus, the government hoped to stimu ate 
local industry to manufacture previously impo ted 
goods in Israel, find new markets for exports and 
attract additional overseas investment. All t is 
was to reduce Israel's dependence on imported 
capital and, therefore, allow her to regain g eater 
manoevrability, in foreign policy matters as ell. 
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Additionally, the government abolished most export 
-incentives, causing a de facto revaluation of t~e 

IL for certain export branches (cf. NZZ, DecembJr 

8th, 1977: 11 ) • 

Henceforth, industry should turn to the stock 
exchange in order to raise money (cf. interview 

with Finance Ministftr Ehrlich, in: HA'ARETZ Mag zine, 
January 2oth, 1978: 12; interview with the Depu y 
Finance Minister Yehezkel Flomin, in: HA'ARETZ 
September. 26th, 1977:13); a hitherto most unsua 

(_ by government subsidies. 

agazine, 
idea 

Israelis were allowed to open foreign currency jbank 
, -· ~- -.-, "'"" accoun-ts- and- -to "take.,o-u~-up .to .$ 3, ooo while traveling 

abroad. 
A tax amnesty for "black ea pi tal 11 hoarded abroad, . -
Finance Minister Ehrlich spoke of $ 3 billion Jhich . 

'' ""'"'""''"':··=·· ,,,. -~,.. had ·been · a-c·cum1i·1:'at-ed•r-eVfH'u•the---ye ars · (·NZZ·i' --:De ceJbeJi'-.. 8th, ···-·~ ,., 
1977: 11), was planned by Ehrlich and his stad •. · 
For politic~l reasons, however, Prime Minister Begin 
rejected that proposal (ibid.). 

-~ ·-~·-"···-~n""~~~ '·"Ther-e-fo·re·t ·the· ·government will go 

habit of taxing the money, should 

on-with ·the·"·jld · · -"""-~-~-· ~---
it ever be b ought 

( ; back, without punishing those who return it vo untarily. 

1- · ·---- ''"·' ··~ · -"'-'dt'lrer--·measu:re·s--'il:iiiriifg ~at 'drying up exce·ssrve ying--• --

rts 

I 
~ -"' 

power as well as helping stem the. 
included cuts in government subsidies for many basic 
commodities which were, finally, to lead to su sidy rates 

of "onlyli' 2o%' of the final retail price for· e eh 
product. Parallely, Begin himself promised the 
economically disadvantaged population "full compensation" 

for the rises in prices (J.P., October 31st, 1977: 2). 
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Besides the cuts in subsidies, the value-added 
tax was boosted from 8% to 12%. These two measur s 
led, in turn, to exploding prices causing yet 
another inflationary impact which even government 
economists estima:t·e·d- ·at 45% over the next eighteen 

months (TIME, European edition, November 14th, .1977: 

29). Finance Minister Ehrlich appeared, of cour e, 
to be more optimistic. He predicted an inflatio 

rate of 3o%, in 1978 (HA'ARETZ Magazine, Januar 
2oth, 1978: 13). In order to counterbalance 
inflationary pressures naturally generated by t e 
New Economic Policy, Ehrlich promised fiscal 

restraint for the 1978 budget (cf. NEWSWEEK, 
European edition, ·November 14th, 1977: 42; interview
with Ehrlich, in: HA'ARETZ Magazine, November 4~h, 
1977: 5). In January, already, he was more evas·ve 
on that matter (interview with Ehrlich, in: 

HA'ARETZ Magazine, January 2oth, 1978: 12f.). 
Moreover, the Finance Minister (HA'ARETZ Magaz· e, 

November 4th, 1977: 6) as well as the Minister of 
Commerce, Industry and Tourism, Yigal Horowitz, 
(interview in: HA'ARETZ Magazine, January 27th,1978: 
8) envisaged a wage policy which would serve a. an 
instrument of structural change. "Firing for 1 
efficiency's sake••, Yigal Horowitz called it ( bid.). 
Thus, he and his colleague hoped to reduce the volume 
of the huge service sector and channel the fre d labor 

force into_ the "productive" industrial secto:;-. 
Additionally, plans were being laid to reduce he 
corporate income tax of 61%, and sell off stat owned 
or municipally owned companies to private inve tors 

····-·m·---· ...... (cf. NEWSWEEK, EU-J:~o,pean edition,. N.ov.e:mb~.,14th,, 1977: 
43; interview with Ehrlich's deputy, Flomin, i : 
HA'ARETZ Magazine, September 26th, 1977: 13). That, 
however, might not be easy, for the will to s 11 does 

: ·- - ·' 
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not suffice, you have to find a buyer. In Septe ber, 
·1977, Flomin ·seemed to be quite confident: "The e 
are about a dozen serious contenders, both from 
Israel and abroad", he told Yair Kotler from 
HA'ARETZ (September 26th, 1977: 13). Accordingl in 
December, 1977, the Flomin Commission recommend d 
to sell fifty state owned companies .. But, then, 

Gideon Patt, Minister of Housing and ConstructiJon, 
had to admit in the Knesset: "We still have no 
serious customer" ( J .p., December 28th, 1977: ) • 
In what amounted to a make-work program for Kndsset 
Members, Israel's Parliament defeated by a votd of 
37 to 2o an attempt by the Alignment to thwart the 

sale of the government's share in Bank"Tefahot'to 
private interests (ibid.). 

Compulsory arbitration, too, has been on the g vern-
_ment•s agenda, but no concretes measures have een 
initiated so far. In early April, 1978, Labor nd 
Social Affairs Minister Israel Kat.z announced ·n the 

Knesset that the government was preparing a eo pul
sory arbitration law that would apply to a ver 
limited number of vital industries and services 

, . (J .P., April 6th, 1978: .2.) •. 

REACTIONS 

The public's reactions to the New Economic Po icy were very 

vocal, indeed. Protest .demonstrations were o ganized 
by the Histadrut, immediately, and attacks of the 
opposi tional-A±-ignment- followed -suit. 
Contrary to some press reports, at least in t e West 
German media (cf. FRANKFURTER RUNDSCHAU, Nove ber 1st, 
1977: 22), "industrial associations and banke s" were 
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less than enthusiastic about the newly introdu;ed 
economic changes5), 

The most visible and most audible condemnation , 
however, cannot· hide the fact that public opin:i!on, 

in general, reacted favorably to the economic--~ 
upheaval. Even 11 Davar 11 , the Histadrut daily, h d 
to concede that, according to decent po~ls, 5oo 
of the_ interrogated persons "fully approved" o 
.the New Economic Policy, 12% "approved partly" and 
2o.8% were "opposed" (LE MONDE, November 3rd, 1977: 
8). A public opinion poll conducted by the ''Daliaf" 
institute, .in .N.o:ve.m.ber, .1977, indicated that-.m~st . 
Israelis were pleased with Begin, Foreign Mini~ter 
Dayan, Defence Minister Weizman, and Finance Minister 
Ehrlich. 

Of the 5oo persons-interviewed, 82% expressed 

., . -

satisfaction with Begin, Dayan was second with 78% 

satisfied, followed by Weizman (73.4%), and, s mewhat 
·lower but · stil·l""running ·overr well, Ehrlich ·wi-t ·-58;·2%" ""H"' 

(J.P., November 3oth, 1977: 2). 
Louis Guttman, Director of the Israel Institut of 
Applied Social Research in Jerusalem, has foun out 

~~~tha-ii"whereas ·ov-er ·So% of the Israelis~thought·;·- in' 

early December, 1977, the government was doing its 
job in diplomatic matters "very successfully" r 
"successfully", they were evenly split when·aslted 

·about ·the government •·s handling of economic pr blems

(J.P., January 5th, 1978: 5). 
Apart from the instability of short-term evalu tions 
of the public, considering the earlier positive 
.reactions to the governm~nt•s economic policy, I another 
instructive conclusion may be drawn from Guttmfn's 
findings. "In Israel", says Guttman, "as far as the 

- -- . __,__ -- ·-
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general: public is concerned,. divisions on foreign policy 

are in·essence above party politics and relatively i 
unrelated to internal affairs, which carry more weigh 

at election time" (J.P., January 5th, 1978: 5; see al~o 
his analysis 1n: Israel Insti t~te of Applied Social I 
Research, Information Nr. 46, January, 1978). In other 

words~ the macro level (national consensus) remains 

virtually unaffected by the quarrels individuals and 

groups lead wicth -one another on the micro level. 

This observation confirms COHBN'S findings (1975: 187) 

with regard to reli·gious behavior and the problem of 

•.• u • •national coherence-·fm •a•~reli•giously fragmented ··socie·ty. ·"~"-' '"'" ·· 

. F-ragmentation does only af-fec-t the micro level .(see J1so 

. my article "Religion und Politik in Israel", in: OriJnt 

2/1978). 

Applying Cohen's model to the macro and micro behavior . . I 
in Israel's economic domain, I would suggest the following 

scheme; 

Model I: Economic Behavior on the Macro and Micro Level 

Macro level 

·Zi·onist .consensus 

National solidarity ~--------------------~Consensus perceived 

Micro level 

Solidarity in 

economic matters ~---------------------+ Distance erceived 

Linkage 

·No linkage 
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However; past. and traditional patterns on the macrol 

level do not necessarily have to persist in the l 

future. continuous tensions on the micro level migh~ 

well have repercussions on the macro level. Moreover, 

external factors might as well change_the 

-pattern on the macro level. It, remains to 

traditional 

be seen I ·. ._. '· .. ' 

whether or not the national consensus on security -i · 
matters will be influenced by the aftereffects of 1 

Sadat's visit to Israel, in November, 1977. 

The data collected by the Israel Institute of Applied 
I Social Research suggest that, so far, the consensus has 

basically persisted (cf. Louis Guttman, in: J.P., . 

-"J.an-uary -5th-,.l978: 5; Israel I.nsti tute qf. ,A.pplied S~cial 
Research, Information No. 46, January 197,8). 

. ! 

The Histadrut and the Alignment 

Israeli and foreign reports were unanimous that, in 

spite of numerous spontaneous and organized protesit 
• I 

strikes, the Histadrut had a pretty hard time mobilizing 

its rank-and-file against .the New Economic Policy i< see, 

for instance, J.P., October 31st, 1977: 1 f; HA'ARETZ, 

November 3rd, 1977: 13; LE MONDE, November 3rd, 1977:8; 
I 

NZZ, November 6th; 1977: 3;·-DER SPIEGEL, 46/1977:!158; 

irrespective 

organs, they 

Histadrut). 

of the political inclination of these 
I 
I 

all agreed on the difficulties of the 

press 

,· , . 
. ; 
! 
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In some cases~ members of workers• councils 

announced the strike against the •xpressive will of 

the workers themsel~es (cf. DER SPIEGEL, 46/1977:158). 

The government was complaining that the strikes were 

organized for political rather than economic reasons 

(TIMES, November 2nd, 1977: 8) and pointed to the fact 

that the Histadrut was in control of the oppositional 

Alignment. This charge was emphat1cc1lly denied by the 

Histadrut (J.P., November 7th, 1977: 12), and the 

·Labor Alignment just contended that the economic 

reforms would benefit the better-off sections of the 

community at the expense of the underprivileged 

(TIMES, November 2nd, 1977: 8). Yehoshua Rabinowitz, 

Labor 1 s former Finance Minister and Ehrlich's 

predecessor, conceded, however, that the new measures 

had some positive features (ibid.). This reaction 

could not come as a complete surprise because, after 

all, the creeping devaluations Rabinowitz had 

introduced since November, 1974, and the motivations 

as well as explanations given by him and his staff, 

in late 1974, sounded pretty much like Ehrlich's 

state.ments, in 1977 (cf. INFORMATION CENTER: The 

Devaluation, and the Emergency Economic Policy-

. November 1974, Jerusalem, December, 1974). 

The discrepancy between words and deeds, and, even 

more so, capabilities of the Histadrut was enormus. 

"1'he entire labor force will be mobilized", declared 

Histadrut Secretary-General Yeruham Meshel (J,P;, 

October 31st, 1977: 1) and added that he did not 

"remember such an awakening of ·the workers" ( ibid,), 
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·May be, Meshel, himself had not woken up, yet. Several 

months later with the strike wave gaining more and_more 

momentum, the Histadrut was still unable to control and 

channel the movement. Wild-cat strikes were rather the 

rule than·· the exception, and, in vain, the Histadrut 

tried to ride the tiger (cf.FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE 

ZEITUNG, henceforth: FAZ, April 15th, 1978: 5; LE MONDE, 

March 'loth, 1978: 6). 

For years, already, this tiger, Le. the Histadrut•s 

rank-and-file has, in fact, tamed the rider, i.e. the 

Histadrut leadership. More and more, the Histadrut 

· · 'functionaries have"lost control of their membership 

(cf. FAZ, April 15th, 1978: 5). By 1969, says Izhak 

Zamir, dean of the Law Faculty at the Hebrew University 

of J.erusalem, the Histadrut had lost its control· over 

· workers-, more than half of all strikes were being 

called without its authorization, and works committees 

had become more powerful than the _Histadrut (J.P., 

November 28th, 1977: 3). 
· · "· · · "· ~""Silo:rt:..'Si"gntlfd' 0 0I"-we·ak'-'kneed·Histadrut •secretary~generals -,~- --· 

and their (Lab or; M. W.) party-appointed appara tchiks" 

--~- '"" 

. l; _.,. 

(J.P., November 7th, 1977: 12; the J.P., in general, 

is far from being anti-Labor!) have "failed to maintain 

the dev-otion 'of''mahy~f its (Histadrut;M.IV.) members 

and succeeded in driving many others into cynical 

alienation" (ibid.). No wonder, then, th'lt, from one 

Histadrut election to the other, Labor has lost 

pe'rnl'a'rfe'ri't:Yy"iri' favor' bf "the Likud Histadrut ·fa·ction.• In 

June 1977, close to 4o% of Histadrut members voted 

against continued Labor Party control. of the that 

organization. 
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No wonder, that the Histadrut leadership met with 

mounting resistance from 'its rank-ar:d-file, when 

it waged its protest demonstrations against the 

New Economic Policy. The Histadrut membership 

did not want a ''confrontation for confrontation's 

sake" (Amnon DENKER, in: HA'ARETZ, November 3rd, 

1977: 13). Moreover,· it did not discover any 

coherent strategy in the steps taken by the 

Histadrut leadership (ibid.). Therefore, it did 

not come as a complete surprise that, at certain 

protest rallies, Histadrut officials were 

denounced by their members and asked to "go home" 

(HA'ARETZ, November 3rd, 1977: summary of events 

in the overseas edition; LE MONDE, November 9th, 

1977: 6). 

In some places, fist fights, began when Histadrut 
officials turned up ( J .p., November 7th, 1977:1 f.). 

In sum, for all its efforts to ride the tiger, the 

Histadrut seems to have missed the chance of 

. brushing up its tarnished image. For the first time 

in its existence, it could have been.a genuine 

workers' organization, without taking into consider

ation the political parameters and necessities of 

"its" Labor government. 

Whether or not the disadvantaged will really have 

to bear the burden and those who have will get 

_more, .as.,.Bmong others, Ya'acov Arnon, former 

· director-general of the Ministry of Finance and 

member of the left-of-center ''Shelli" party, claims 

(J.P.Magazine, November 4th, 1977: 4),. remains to 
be seen. 

Most oberservers seemed to agree with Arnon. Nobel 

prize laureate Milton Friedman did not. Says he: 

" ••• the prices paid over the counter may well have 

· "",, '· ,,-risen for ·some,,i,~ems·;· "but be·fore; the''"c·on.sumer .was 

\ 
i 
! 
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also paying through taxes for the subsidies that 

were holding the over-the counter price down. He 

wa~ being fooled about the true cost to him of the 
product he was purchasing and, as a result, he was. 

not getting full value for his money. The •true' 

price will now be lower, not higher, since the 

consumer will no longer have to pay tax collectors 

to take money out of his right pocket and subsidy 

administratorsto put money back into his left 
pocketn (NEWSWEEK, European edition, November 14th, 

1977: 43). The economic "miracle" which he predicts 
"will benefit disproportionately the· most disadvan

taged groups in Israel's population ••• " (ibid.). 
Time will say whether or not he is right. 

The Manufacturers Association 

"For years, we were standing in a bubble bath. Now, 

the NEP will take away the bubbles and we'll see 

what's the real water level", said Avraham Shavit, 
president of the Manufacturers Association of 
Israel, commenting the proclamation of the economic 

reform (NEWSWEEK, European edition, November 14th, 

1977: 43). 
However, he critized that the change in the country's 

economic policy had been introduced too abruptly 

(NZZ, November 9th, 1977: ~). 

Months before the "economic upheaval", in July, 1977, 
Shavit had shown some strong reservations vis a vis 
the basic economic philosophy of Milton Friedman 
whose influence on Ehrlich and his staff was widely 
known. 

''We are worlds apart••, Shavit stated when asked 

about.his opinion on Milton Friedman (interview with 
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Yair Kotler, in: HA'ARETZ Magazine, July 15th, 

1977: 9). Shavit on his meeting with Milton 

Friedman whom he had met, shortly before (ibid.): 

"You (i.e. the Jews; M.W.) are the best bankers 

of the world, Friedman said. Do we, therefore, 

have to turn all our hotels into banks? The first 

shelling of Kiryat Shmona will chase away all these 

banks to Vaduz. Moreover, Friedman doesn't want to 

subsidize pepper-growing in the Arava or in the 

Jordan Valley. I am all for the settlements in the 

Jordan Valley. 'Those pepper-growing settlers will 

not go to Vaduz. In Friedman's free enterprise 

computer, the subject of nation-building and the 

construction of a new society doesn't exist. 

Theoretically, he is right. Free initiativei more 

production. Zionism, however, wants to build a 

nation and a society. Subsidies for tomato-growers 

in the Jordan Valley are not just subsidies". 

The anti-Friedman front could mark some points. 

"If we strictly apply his (i.e. Friedman's; M.W.) 

theories, Israel will have to turn off all lights, 

within a moth's time••, reasoned Simha Ehrlich 

(interview in: DIE ZEIT, January 6th, 1978: 17). 

Therefore, he continued, the Likud government did 

not abandon all controls on foreign currency, did 

not abolish all subsidies, and even increased 

financial support for the disadvantaged (ibid.). 

In mid-July, 1977, Shavit expressed his anxiety as 

far as the (then) prospective abolitions of export 

incentives w·ere concerned. He was also less than 

ethusiastic about the necessity to raise money at 

the stock exchange 6 ), instead of getting it from 

government agencies (HA'ARETZ Magazine, July 15th, 

1977: 8). Simultaneously, he complained of bureau-
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cratic annoyances. In a nutshell, he wanted to 

have the cake, and eat it. 

Shavit's criticism did not seem to impress Simha 
Ehrlich. Said the Minister: "The tongue cannot 

reason". (interview with Yair Kotler, in: .HA'ARETZ 
Magazine, January 2oth, 1978: 12). 

But, Shavit was not the only industrialist to 
complain about the NEP. Dov Lautmann, Shavit's 

deputy in the Manufacturers Association also 

.reproached _EhrlLch.o.w;L;th. having changedu .. the ._economic 

course too drastically and too swiftly". You can't 

throw a baby _into cold water and demand that he 

swim •.. First, he's got to learn how to swim. Israel's 

'"·'~. "" industry. cannot .-be . compared w.i th the. Eu-ropean or 
American one ••• There, people are not called up for 

any reserve duty. Taxes are less burdensome, the 

service sector is more efficient, there are no (Arab; 
'"'""-'"c· , d.••=-"·'~" - -• "· M•W .-) •-·sacnct±ons ,, ~t-~ ·is "more "Comp-etition •i•n"the -, ·• '""""'~" "' 

services ••• " (HA'ARETZ Magazine, February 17th, 

1978: 6). 

~--------- "-·"~-·---- ~ ·-- Pri"'Da:r±l-y, -'thE> ·-gove-rrtment' s intention to···eiilliinate ·' -

I, ! 

; -- . -' -, 

export subsidies came under attack. "In the past 
months there has been a growing protest, on the 

part of the exporters, that their profitability has 
been hurt by'the new policies and that the exchange 
rate is too low", reported the Jerusalem Post 

(November 29th, 1977: 9). 
The ''doubts'' of the industrialists seemed to be 
contagious. Only' a we-ek after the proclamation o'f 

the NEP, economists of the Ministry of Finance as 

well as the Bank of Israel conceded that they might 
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have underestimated the prospective damage to 
the exporting industry (HA'ARETZ, November 11th, 
1977: Overseas edition, weekly summary.). Because 

of the excessive subsidies in the past, the new 

and market-oriented exchange rate proved to be 

disadvantageous to exporters. Gone were the 

"good old'' greenhouse days; or gone they seemed. 

The Bank of Israel promised to "intervene" and 
further weaken the Israel pound to a level of 

17 to 18 IL per U.S. dollar (HA'ARETZ, ibid.). 
In early· -·March· 1978 the "Sivan c·ommi ttee" 

. ' ' ' 
appointed to ex~mine the profitability of exports 

and ways to assist exporters recommended art aid 

package to industry worth some IL one billion 
-·"for -1978; 'The most 'important recommendation being 

the gradual elimination of the Employers Tax 

which was 4% of the wage bill ( J .P., March 15th, 

1978: 7).For enterprises that have run into 
financial difficuTties and are willi.ng to shift 

to exports, the committee suggested an increase 
of the existing export conver-sion fund. In principal, · 

the committee accepted the wishes of the industria

lists who also wanted easier conditions for their 
loan collateral. However, the. exchange rate supported 
by a proper tax structure should be the main 

instrument for the promotion of exports (J.P., 

ibid.). 

Soon, an explanation was found to grant the export 
subsidies, again. Exporting enterprises were to 
be compensated for ''tax increases to which they 

had become subject two years ago" (J.P., Inter
national edition, April 11th, 1978: 12). 

In April, 1978, 1 ,3oo exporters got government 
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loans mounting up to IL 4 billion and with an, 

interest rate of 12%, i.e. roughly a third of 
the prospective inflation rate (HA'ARETZ, April 

21st, 1978: 1o). 
Again, the·government, this time a "free enter
prise oriented 11 _ Likud_ government, began to· bale 

out ailing enterprises. "Gadot" and "Frutarom", 
two petrochemical firms, were granted subsidized 

·loans' totalling 'IL -so million ( J .P., March 3oth, 

1978: 2). Not surprisingly, Industry and Commerce 
Minister, Yigal Horowitz, who had made the final 
decision found a convincing explanation: These 

. ' 
loans had been approved because of a written ' 
promise by former Industry Minister Bar-Lev (ibid.). 

The latter, however, contended that his letter 

did not refer to loans or specify rates of interest 

(ibid.). Then, Horqwitz conceded that one of the 

considerations in the decision to assist the 

petrochemical enterprises was the involvement: of 

foreign investors (ibid.). 

No, good old greenhouse days have not yet gone. 

Rather, the "ma•arahization" ("Ma'arah" = Labor 
Alignment) 7 ) of Likud's economic policy has 

gained momentum. 

Any way, exporters have not run into serious 
trouble, even before the ma•arahization. 

In a talk with the Finance Minister, in January, 

1978, textile exporters who had been especially 
worried8 ) conceded to have done considerably well 

after· the introduction of the NEP. So did diamond 

exporters (cf. interview with Ehrlich, in: 

HA'ARETZ f1agazine, January 2oth, 1978: 12). 
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The most authoritative confirmati6n of this 

trend came in early April, 1978. According to the 

Central Bureau of Statistics (known for its serious 

figures and not for statistical "cosm~tic"), 
commodity exports in the first quarter of- 1978 
were 28% higher than in January-March last-year, 

and industrial exports, excluding diamonds, showed 

a 28.5% rise. Diamond exports were up 35%, and 
-·agricul tur'al exp-orts went up by 14% ( J .P., April 

1oth, 1978: 9). Viewing this extraordinary growth 
in exports, some economic observers in Jerusalem 
were reported to have asked-a pertinent question 

about the relevance "of economic policy to actual 

performance in this area (J.P., ibid.). Reasoned 

one acadedic economist: "Perhaps, the most that 

can be said is that neither policy has prevented 

exports from growing rapidly ••• •• (Ibid.); 

THE H!PLEMENTATION AS A MA' ARAHIZATION 

Apart from the ma'arahization in the dispute over 

export subsidies, other ma'arahizations followed 

suit. 

According to Amnon Denker (HA'ARETZ, March 1oth, 

1978: 9), these are the salient characteristics 
of "ma'arahization11 : Red tape, favoritism, vain 
promises, surrender to pressures. 
Wild cat strikes were, aga_!n_,_ the order (Jf the day 
with the Histadrut, mostly retroactively, taking 
matters into its hand. The most prominent and most 
far reaching strikes took place in the merchant 

fieet and in El Al; Israel's state owned airlines. 
The settlement in El Al was widely interpreted 

as an all-out victory of and surrender to the 
Histadrut which, after a while, had supported the 
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originally wild-cat strike (Amnon Denker, in: 

HA'ARETZ, April 27th, 1978: Overseas edition, 

weekly summary). 

Two former generals, Amit (Minister of 

Transportation) and Hod (director-general of El 

Al) were reproached with having commited "grave 

tactical errors", all way long (ibid.). 

Ehrlich who, before, had seemed stiff-necked and 

had promised "a tough approach" (J.P., March 11th, 

1978: 1) indicating he might bring in the army 

and police and would take legal steps as well 

(HA'ARETZ, March 1oth, 1978: 9), quietly gave 

way to the demands of the El Al staff. This, in 

. turn, outraged some of his colleagues in the 
cabinet who claimed that, publicy, they were being 

made fun of by Ehrlich's behavior (HA'ARETZ, April 

27th, 1978: 1). 

Indeed, their impression was not far fetched, 

because the cabinet had, unanimously, decided to 

play it hard (ibid.) • 

The results ·Of the 79 days long strike of the 

merchant fleet, ·Israel's longest strike, saved the 

face of the government. In fact, at first sight, 

they even looked like a victory. Taking a closer 

look at the. agreement, . observers wer.e convinc.ed, _ .. _ ... 

that the "surrender" of the sailors was paying off, 

for the sailors, that is (cf. Elazar Levin, in: 

HA'ARETZ Magazine, April 27th, 1978: 5 ff.). 

In the public sector, the government fought a losing 

battle in attempting to realize its wage policy 

which should have channeled workers from services to 
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industry by means of lower wage increases in the 
tertiary sector. In the end, the gap with 
industrial workers was narrowed. Service employees 

in the public sector were to get a 15% wage rise 

(J.P., April 1fth, 1978: 1). 

All along the wage front, the ma•arahization became 

evident (cf. Amnon Denker, in: HA'ARETZ, March 1oth, 

1978: 9). 

The Likud government has had a pretty hard time 

living up to its own economic philosophy. 

Since the lis.t o.f. failur,es is rather long,. we should., '"··'·,. 
better point to a relative success, first. According 

to the Bank of Israel, foreign currency reserves 
increased by $ 135 million between the end or October, 
1977·;-and.,the.end.ofJanuary, 1978 (J.P.,Na~ch 9th, 
1978:2; HA'ARETZ, April 7th, 1978:14). , 

Now, let us turn some implementations 

fallen short of the expectations. 

that have 
I 

Price decontrol, a salient feature of a truely 

liberal economy, hai not been materialized. ~'Nesher'' 

Ltd. a cement producer, demanded that the govern-
.. ·- • ·merrt ·abandon· i t-:'r -pr:i:ce ··controls and allow the enter-' 

prise to raise prices up to 25 or 3o% (HA'ARETZ, 
April 27th, 1978: 12). Ironically, fifty percent 

of Nesher Ltd. belong to the Histadrut owned "Koor" 

Industries Ltd.: ~(c'f ;·Who's Who in Israel, 1973-74, 
Tel-Aviv: Bronfman & Cohen: 552). 

A memorandum prepared by economist Yoram Gabbai. 

of the State Revenue Administration said that the 
reduction of the purchase taxes which in the 

framework of the NEP was to give partial compensation 
for the increase in value added tax had only a 
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minimal effect on the consumer price of the goods 

involved. Even in the case of substantial 

reductions in purchase taxes, i.e. 15% or more, 

the profits apparently went into the pockets 

of the intermediaries and producers (J.P., April 

11th, 1978:7). 

Other taxes and tariffs have not been collected 

properly, due to red tape, inefficiency and 

ineffectiveness in the agencies in charge. In the 

Department of Customs and Excise as well as in the 

Income Tax and Property Commission of the Ministry 

of Finance, "people do not show any initiative, do · 

not make any effort, and it may even said that they 

hardly work at all. •• their book-keeping is no book

keeping, their investigation is no investigation, 

their reviews no reviews" (Eytan Lifshitz, in: 

HA'ARETZ, April 27th, 1978: Overseas edition, weekly 

summary). The minister in charge, Simha Ehrlich, did 

not do anything to improve the dismal situation. 

In his most crucial_ test, yet, the 1978/79 budget, 

he was not very successful either. At least as far 

as most reactions were concerned. Euphemistically, 

Yair Kotler-called it a "budget of uncertainty" 

(HA'ARETZ Nagazine, January 2oth, 1978: 12). 

Only few observers called it a "deflationary", 

recession budget curtailing economic growth (cf. 

Abraham Tal, in:. -HA'.ARETZ, January 6th, 1978: 13. 
Tal argued that the government reduced the p'urchasing 

power of the consumers and hit the exporters; 

A.Schweitzer, in: HA'ARETZ, Jl!ay 5th, 1978: Overseas 

edition, weekly summary; the correspondent of LE. 

MONDE, January 18th, 1978: 8 pointed to a prospective 

growth rate of one percent, in contradiction to t.he 

official projection of an expansion of 4% cf. J.P., 
January 1oth, 1978: 6). ,,, · 
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The majority of commentators, including the 

International Monetary Fund, IMF (J.P., March 

9th, 1978: 2), interpreted the budget as an 

inflatio~ary one. 
Making up one's mind about this problem, one has 

to remember that, in February,1978, Ehrlich had 
introduced a supplementary budget to the previous 

1977/78 one. Thus, a sum of IL 17.24 billion had 
been added to the current fiscal plan (HA'ARETZ, 

March 3rd, 1978: Overseas edition, weekly summary). 
Ehrlich maintained that this financial injection 

had become. necessary because of the economic 
upheaval (ibid.) •. However, introducing the. first 

step of his NEP, on July 17th, 1977, the Finance 

Minister had cut the running budget by IL 2 •. 3 

billion (FAZ, July 19th, 1977: g). Apparently, in 

the government's fiscal policy zig was being 
followed by zag. 

Also in February, 1978, the government had, once 

again, raised gazolin·e prices (HA' ARETZ, February 

24 th, 1978: 14), causing angry protests of the 
Manufactirers Association (Ibid.: Overseas edition, 
weekly summary). This price increase an·d the way it 

was introduced ·were, ··again, a clear indication of . . 

a growing ma'arahization, for there was an obvious 
vain promise. On January 2oth, 1978 (HA'ARETZ 
Magazine~ 13), Simha Ehrlich had declared: hFor the 
time being, I do· not envisage an increase of the 

gazoline_price. This price depends on OPEC.i The 
only promise I can make is that, unless there are 

general price increases and world wide changes, we 

will not turn the price of gazoline into a ~overn
ment instrument chosen to dry up money". 
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Moreover, on April 3rd, 1978, government run 

postal and telephone services became more 

expensive, the rate being 4o% (HA'ARETZ, April 

7th, 1978: Overseas edition, weekly summary). 

The original budget plan, tabled in the Knesset 

on January 9th, 1978, had envisaged expenditures 

of IL 182 billion (J.P., January 1oth, 1978: 6). 

·In real terms, the government argued,· this would 

.-

be 4% less than in the previous year (ibid.). 
"True", said Moshe Sanbar, former Governor of the 

Bank of Israel (the successor to David Horowitz), 
"if we include foreign currency expenditure, 

notably the import. of arms" (J.P., January 13th, 

1978: 12). However, local currency expenses, ''those 
which create demand on the domestic market ••• are 

up, at 1977 prices, from IL 1oo.5 billion to IL 
-

1o3 billion, an increase of over two percent••, 

he continued {ibid.). Additionally, he emphasized 

that the government's estimates were based on 
conflicting premises.Expenditure was calculated on 

the assumption .that prices would go up by 32%, and 

revenue by 4o%. "The two figures can•t.both be 

right", Sanbar pointed out. "If the revenue· people 

are correct in expecting a 4o% rise, then IL 7 
billion or IL 8 billion must be added on the 
expenditure side. If the Budget Division is correct 

in expecting only a 32% price rise, then several 
billion pounds must be deducted from the revenue. 

In either event, the deficit will be much greater 

than the IL 6 billion stipulated" (ibid.) in fact 

IL 6.5 billion; ~1.W.). This gap, by the way,·should 
have been made good by an "overdraft" from the Bank 

of Israel (J.P., January 1oth, 1978: 6), Le. by 
. the printing of money. 
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Another outspoken critic of the proposed budget 

was the present Governor of the Bank of Israel~' 

Arnon Gafny. He came out against the size of the 

budget and call-ed it a "deviation" from the 

government's declared policy (J.P., November 28th, 

1977: 1). 

True, the flexibility of Israel's budget planners 

has been very limited, since defence (IL 55 billion) 

and debt service (IL 57 billion), together, account 

for over 6o% of the government's total outgoing (cf. 

J.p., January 1oth, 1978: 6). 

However, Gafny somehow summed up the arguments of 

those who found the budget too deflationary as well 

as those who felt it was too inflationary. He 

critized the budget for not adequately reflecting 

the economy's long-term growth needs and (!)for 

not slowing down inflation. The current expenditures 

.... " . .of .various- ministri.e.s should have been cut by IL 

5 to 6 billion, and the development budget increased 

by IL 1-2 billion, he suggested (J.P., November 

28th, 1977: 1 ) • 
Additionally;, .the , re-search department_ of the Bank 

of Israel contended that the actual printing of 

money was likely to be twice the IL 6.5 billion 

foreseen in the budget (ibid.). 

"Ever and again••· c•Gafny• ·demanded that ·the government 

c~t the original budget by about IL 4 billion ' 

(HA'ARETZ, January'27th, 1978: 6, for instance) 
and pointed to the rapid injections of money into 
the. market. 

I' 
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According-to-Gafny, in January-and February, 
1978, alone, the Bank of Israel has been obliged 

to inject about IL 2 billiOn irito the money market 

(HA'ARETZ, February 24 th, 1978: Qverse~s edition, 
weekly summary). Instead of the January/February 
sum, a limitation to IL 5oo million was preferable, 

he maintained (HA'ARETZ, March 1oth, 1978:2). 
Since the public expected further price rises, the 

i'nflation mentality; -i.e. the "propensity to consume", 
rather increased than decreased (cf. Lea Porat, in: 

HA'ARETZ, April 21st, 1978: 21). Finally, as Gafny 
and others intensified their campaign against the 

inflationary e'ff·ect!f"of the budget and the govern-· 

ment•s spending policy in general, the Minister of 

Finance gave way to his critics, partly at least. 

The budget was cut by about IJJ 3 billion totaling 

IL 178. 185 billion ( J .p., J'liarch 29th, 1978: 2). 

Late in April, Ehrlich asked the director-general 

of his Hinistry, Amiram Sivan, to investigate the 

possibility of further reductions in the budget 

(HA'ARETZ, April 21st, 1978: 9). 

Yet another development in April seemed encouraging. 

The amount of money the Bank of Israel put into 
the money market had fallen drastically, to IL 157 

million ! (HA'ARETZ, May 5th, 1978: Overseas edition, 
weekly summary). 

May be, the inflationary tendencies have been 
reversed. May be, people began to make fun of Simha 

Ehrlich too soon :" ..• Milton Friedman? .. Milton who?" 

Ehrlich was quoted to say in jokes Israelis told one 
another. May be, the NEP will cure Israel's economy, 

.--. l - . 
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in spite of abvious ma'arahizations,in style 

·and, partly at least, substance. 

SOME REMARKS ON THE DECISION-I'iAKING PROCESS INVOLVING 

THE NEW ECONOMIC POLICY 

Informed oberservers of Israel's political parties 

could hardly have been taken by surprise about the 

limited number of those who had been consulted about 

and made the decision on the New Economic Policy. 

The clandestine way in which it was prepared, behind 

the scen~and without prior knowledge of either the 

parliamentarians of the coalition parties, or even 

all of the cabinet members, was not unexpected. 

True, one of the salient issues of the previous 

election campaign had been the demand for "more 

democracy'' within the parties as well as for more 

rank-and-file participation. Within the Likud, 

however, these demands. had hardly caused any change 

as far as the ''exclusivity'' of the decision-makers 

and their limited number was concerned (cf. DISKIN/ 

WOLFFSOHN, 1977, for details about Herut cf. 

LICHTENSTEIN, 1974). 
Elsewhere, DISKIN and I (1977:786 and 835) have 

suggested models of the hierarchy structure as well 

as of the ~ecision-making levels witbin the national

religious bloc,-. thee nucleus of Israel's new coalition 
' and the party system as a whole. This national~ 

religious bloc is not to be confused with the 

National Religious Party (NRP). The former consisting 

of the Likud as well as the NRP, the latter being 

as single party of this bloc. 
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In· these models, Herut was situated on the first, 

the Liberal Party of the Likud, together with the 

other Likud factions as well as the National 

Religious Party on the second, and the originally 

prospective, then real coalition partner, the Demo

cratic Movement for Change, on the third level. · 

With minor modifications, these models have been 

verified, as far as the decision-making process of 

the NEP is concerned. 

It goes without saying, that the Histadrut leader

ship which, ,during the Alignment era, had always 

been consulted on matters of economic policy, was 

not asked during the decision-making process of 

the NEP. 'l'his "first" .led to bitter complaints of 

the Histadrut leadership (cf. J.Brilliant, in: 

J,p,, November 7th, 1977: 1). 

The minor modifications of our models include the 

role and participation of the "above party" 

administrative elite in the bureaucracy, including 

the Bank of IsraeL It is worth mentioning that this 

administrative elite has been "inherited" of the 

previous government and has proven its absolute 
loyalty to its new "masters". In fact, this might 

have been the beginning of a new "above party" 

"Civil Service" tradition which Israel has not yet 

come to experience (this hope was eJCpres:sed by Simha 

Ehrlich in his interview with Yair Kotler, in: 

HA'ARETZ Magazine, November 4th, 1977:5 f.). 

The modifications have also to take into consideration 

an obvious division of labor between the Herut and 

Liberal faction of the Likud, or rather, a division 
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of labor between Menahem Begin and. S-imha Ehrlich. 

Whereas Begin, together with Dayan who is his 

prime, some say his only,- 11 counselor" (cf. Uzi 

Benziman, in: HA'ARETZ, April 27th,_ 1978: 14), is 

in complete charge of foreign-and security policy, 

Ehrlich is in full control of economic matters. 

One does hardly interfer with the sphere of the 

other (cf. Yair Kotler's interviews with Ehrlich 

and 'the forni'er' s -introduction, in: HA' ARETZ Magazine, 

July 22nd, 1977: 5 ff.; HA'ARETZ Magazine, November 

4th, 1977: 5 ff.). Unless they were consulted, other 

cabinet ministers and parliamentarians did not interfer 

either. 

This scheme seemed to work as long as the basic 

consensus had been intact. It worked, as far as the 

decision-making process involving the NEP was 

concerned (for details cf. the above mentioned 

interviews in HA'ARETZ Magazine _as well as Elazar 

Levin's article in: HA'ARETZ Magazine, November 4th, 

1977: 8ff and Yair Kotler's interview, in: HA'ARETZ 

Magazine, January 2oth, 1978: 12ff). 

Twice, Begin was asked during the decision-making 

process of the NEP. At the beginning, when he was 

quoted to have reminded Ehrlich of a compensation to 

the disadvantaged, five times (HA'ARETZ Magazine, July 

22nd, 1977: 7), and in the end, when he gave his 

final approval. This way was chosen in July, 1977, as 

well as in October, 1977. 

As far as the elaboration of and information about 

the_ new _lileasures are concerned, three distinct 

concentric circles within the administrative elite 

can be distinguished: The first consisted of about 

ten person~, among them Ehrlich, his deputy Flomin, 
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the Governor of the Bank of Israel, Arnon Gafny, 

and the director-general of the Ministry of 

Finance, Amiram Sivan, a former Mapai activist! 

The members of-this inner circle knew the whole 

NEP program. The second· circle was enlarged two 

weeks before the proclamation of the NEP. In the 

end, there were about forty people in this circle. 

Its members knew that there would be a significant 

devaluation of the Israeli pound. They were, however, 

not instructed about its rate. The third circle was 

established a few days before the announcement of 

the measure.s .and,. consisted .of several· groups of ten •. 

They did not know more than certain details directly 

concerning their spheres (for details see especially 

E.Levin's article). 

It is interesting to note, that the Ministers of 

the Democra~ic Jl!ovement for Change (DMC) who had 

entered the coalition on October 24th, 1977 (the 

NEP was procla±med' ·on ·October 28th!) were informed 

about accomplished facts, and did not object. On the 

contrary, they lend their helping hand, as far as 

certain legal details had to be completed. Here, the 

DMC's new Justice Minister, Shmuel Tamir, was most 

prominent. 

The cabinet as a whole was informed on the very 

same day the NEP would be announced. The only minister 

-to express reservations was David Levy, the Minister 

of Immigrant Absorption and a Histadrut veteran. He 

was afraid of unemployment (cf. Levin). 

Harmony did.not last for long, however. In the wake 

of Sadat•s visit, with the disputes within the cabinet 

and the coalition over the government's settlement 
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policy increasing, and partly even before, economic 
matters did not remain unaffected by the settlement 

issue. In the wage dispute involving service 

employees David Levy favored higher wage rises than 

Ehrlich, and got an upper hand (J.P., April 11th, 

1978: 1). Levy's view was supported by Religious 

Affairs Minister, Aharon Abuhatzeira (National 

Religious Party; J.P., April 9th, 1978:2; J.P., 

April 1oth, 1978: 1). 
The NRP ministers who, so far, had remained passive 
in economic matters, -became ever more active. Zevulun 

Hammer, the Education -Minister, .explained publicly 

that, contrary to Ehrlich, he did not consider the 
wage claims_of the striking teachers as "unjust" 

(J.P., April.9th, 1978: 3). 
The disputecover.hudget cuts was being accompanied 
by- certain stabs_ in Ehrlich's back, too. His deputy, 

Flomin, publicly, of course, indicated that he would 

go on demanding further reductions (HA'ARETZ, January 

- · · " ··· ·6th, 1978: 8). Yigal"Horowitz {·"La'am" faction of 

the Likud), Ariel Sharon (Herut•s "Shlomzion" faction; 

Minister of Agriculture), Meir Ami t {DMC; Minister 
of Transport and ·communications~, and Shmuel Tamir 
{DMC; . Justic·e Minis·ter)' were other "troUble makers" 

for Ehrlich (cf. HA'ARETZ, November 18th, 1977:8; 
J.P., November 28th, 1977: 1). They associated 

themselve~ with the criticism Gafny had expressed 
~ith re~pec~ to the size of the budget-(J.P., 

November 28th, 1977: 1). 

Ehrlich's "surrender" to the demands of the El Al 
workers was the straw that broke the camel's back. 

His colleagues in the cabinet felt that they had 

been made fun of, publicly (see above; HA'ARETZ,April 
28th, 1978: 1). 
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Of course, the contrbversies within the cabinet 

had repercussions on the parliamentary factions 

·of the coalition parties. The parliamentarians 

refused to go along with the government, blindly. 

Members of the government parties belonging to the 

Finance Commission of the Knesset were opposed to 

the price rises in postal and telephone services 

(HA'ARETZ, Narch 1oth, 1978: 3). Likud members 

of the same commission demanded that Ehrlich reduce 

the budget (HA'ARETZ, December 2nd, 1977: 8). 

The disputes cut across party lines, alliances we:r:-e 

shifting, and models seemd useless because anarchy 
cannot be demonstrated by·models. 

Anybody who, before, had expected that a Likud 

government would succeed in forming a more disciplined 

coalition than the Alignment in the past, was proved 

wrong. Even Herut, traditionally a highly disciplined 

party accepting authoritative decisions, began public 

disputes. All this remindes of familiar scenes. The 

protagonists have changed, the style has remained. 

Basic policy decisions, how~ver, are still made in 

''kitchen cabinets'' (cf. Benziman, above). Again, 

ma•arahization. Or, considering the anarchy mentioned 

above, a realignment of the political forces in Israel. 

This process might, in turn, be supported by the 

disputes over economic policy, but not caused by it. 

The controversies over economic policy and the 

shifting alliances in this sphere seem to be part 

and parcel of the security policy quarrel. It is not 

identical, however. The disputes over the budget and 

over the settlement policy erupted at about the same 

time. Just by chance? Probably not. 
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N 0 T E S 

1. Outbidding the General Zionists in 1955, Herut 

became the strongest party of the Second bloc • 

In the same year, Ahdut Ha'avoda made significant 

inroads into Mapam's electorate. 

2. This is not the place to deal with the motivation 
. . ' 

leading to the liberalization. Here,. I can only·· 

mention·the fact that it did begin in 1952 and 

was furtP.er stimulated in 1962. Likewise, I cannot 

evaluate the pros and cons of the respective 

measures in this. study. 

3. For a discussion of the dominance of the political 

factor in other areas of Israel's polity see 

GUTJI!ANN/LANDAU, 1975. 

4. Commerce, restaurants, hotels, transport, storage, 

- . -- communication, financing and business services, 

public and community services,_ personal and other 

services (STATISTICAL ABSTRACT, 1977: 314 f.). 

·5-. · -This "-is typical of the way certain media in Germany 
report on the Middle East, in general. Jl!ostly, they 

project their own national political and social 

bias on the country they write or talk about. 

6. For the stock exchange, 1977 was an absolute boom 

year. However, the growth of trading had ~tarted 

before, in the latter half of 1976. On April 12th, 

1977, even befo·re• the electoral change, the stock 

exchange had to be closed temporarily. 

Banks and stock exchange were unable to cope with 
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the additional work caused by the immensely 

increased trading volume. The second, and 

~ven stronger, impetus came after Likud's 

victory at the polls. A new trading record 

was set in June/July, 1977. In August, the 

stock exchange had to be closed, again, 

temporarily, because of the same technical 

difficulties. In the wake of the economic 

upheaval, the public turned to government 

bonds because they were linked with the 

inflation rate. Sadat•s visit to Israel, 

raised, once more, the expectations of the 

public, and shares bounced upwards. 

In late November, however, trading was less 

intensive, and the index began to dro~, 

gradually. A kind of ''crash'' occurred in 

mid-December. At year's end, the atmosphere 

became more relaxed, again. Ever since, the 

general mood at the stock exchange has been 

stabilized on a somewhat more normal, less 

hectic level. Oberservers believe that both, 

the public and industry, have come to realize 

the potential of the stock market as a lucrative 

place to ''gain'' a~ well as to raise money (for 

details on the ups and downs cf. HA' ARETZ, 

Special Issue: Stock market guide, April 27th, 

1978; also: J.P. Magazine, December 23rd, 

1977: 9; HA'ARETZ Magazine, January 6th, 1978: 
29 ff.). 

7. I have taken this formulation from Amnon Denker 

(HA'ARETZ, March 1oth, 1978: 9). I find it most 
convincing. 
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8. Their possible losses were realized in advance 

by the government (cf. interview with Yigal 

Horowitz, in: HA'ARETZ Magazine, January 21st, 

1978: 8). Horowitz also predicted potential 

setbacks of the chemical industry. However, this 

did not seem to bother him too much (cf.ibid.). 

I 
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